1. Part I

1.1

PARAGRAPHS 1.1.2 – 1.1.9
Introduction

Objections
PCO/50880/2163
PCO/51209/2209
PCO/50686/2135

Bridgend Biodiversity Partnership
Countryside Council for Wales
Mr R P Miles

Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/1820
National Assembly for Wales
DO/51229/1821
National Assembly for Wales
Issues
1.1.1

The main issues are:



Whether or not the Plan adequately reflects national policy on the preparation and content of UDPs;



Whether or not the Plan should state that the general presumption in favour of development in built
up areas or areas allocated for development will not be overriden if there is an overlapping constraint
designation eg. A Special Landscape Area or biodiversity constraint.

Conclusions
1.1.2
On the first issue, the National Assembly for Wales (NAW) seeks changes to the wording
of paras 1.1.2 and 1.1.5 of the Plan, and additional text to reflect more precisely advice in Unitary
Development Plans Wales (Feb 2001) and planning legislation. I consider that the changes to the Plan,
as proposed in the PIMS document to paras 1.1.2 and 1.1.5 with new paras 1.1.7 and 1.1.8, would
provide the clarification and updating which is sought. The changes would also be consistent with
PPWales Chapter 3, on development plans. The objections have been withdrawn on condition that the
changes in the PIMS are carried forward into the UDP, as I consider they should be.
1.1.3
On the second issue, counter-objections are made to the addition of PIMS para 1.1.9 on
the grounds that the outlined approach would downgrade the status and weaken the protection afforded
to some areas of importance for landscape or biodiversity. It is argued that biodiversity and protection of
the environment have become more important and featured more in legislation since the existing Local
Plan was prepared. The UDP should not seek to preserve an out of date framework by retaining
allocations which have environmental constraints.
1.1.4
The Council argues that the need for rational and consistent decision-making requires
some continuity between the extant planning framework and the UDP, especially as the adopted
Structure and Local Plans are only some 5 and 7 years old. If a site is within an established settlement
and/or has an extant planning permission for development, this will influence allocations within the UDP.
1.1.5
In my view, the UDP represents a new chapter in planning and its allocations for new
development should be consistent with protecting its most valuable natural assets. This has been the
approach, insofar as not all the Local Plan’s commitments for housing development have been carried
through to the deposit UDP. Sustainable development means that allocations for new development in the
UDP should take into account the location and quality of areas which have special value for landscape or
biodiversity reasons. Equally, the boundaries of areas of high landscape or biodiversity quality should be
carefully re-assessed and reviewed, especially where they impinge on existing built up areas or land to be
allocated for development. I consider that the allocations for new development and designations for
conservation in the UDP should be broadly consistent at the start of the Plan period.
1.1.6
I agree with the Countryside Council for Wales (CCW) that sites within built-up areas are
not always appropriate for development. All urban areas require open space. In addition, national policy
for the conservation of landscape and biodiversity requires LPAs to have regard for the relative
significance of international, national and local designations, and to avoid placing unnecessary
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constraints on development. Taking account of all these factors, I consider that where specific instances
of conflict between development and protection of the environment occur, on allocated or unallocated
sites, these are best resolved on their individual merits through the development control process. Para
1.1.8 as proposed in the PIMS would then be applied, and any designations for landscape or biodiversity
would be factors for consideration by the decision-maker.
1.1.7
I conclude from the above that PIMS para 1.1.9 over-simplifies a complex set of issues.
Obvious land use conflicts should be removed at the Plan preparation stage, as I shall discuss further in
Chapter 3. The paragraph as written should be removed as it could prejudice the balanced assessment
of some development proposals in sensitive areas.
Recommendation
1.1.8

I recommend that paras 1.1.2 and 1.1.5 of the Plan be modified as proposed in the PIMS.

1.1.9

I recommend that paras 1.1.7 and 1.1.8, as shown in the PIMS, be added.

1.1.10

I recommend that para 1.1.9 in the PIMS should not be included in the Plan.

1.2

PARAGRAPHS 1.3.1 to 1.3.7
The Area Covered by the UDP
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/1822 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
1.2.1
The main issue is whether or not the Plan makes adequate reference to the regional
context and the work of the South East Wales Strategic Planning Group.

Conclusions
1.2.2
The PIMS proposes a change of title and additions to section 1.3 of the Plan to explain
that the Council consults and collaborates with neighbouring planning authorities. It also describes the
role of Regional Planning Guidance. This should be helpful to prospective Plan users, in my opinion, and
in accordance with PPWales para 3.2.1.
Recommendation
1.2.3
I recommend that section 1.3 of the Plan be extended, as proposed in the PIMS, except
that the start of the first sentence of para 1.3.8 should be further modified to reflect more recent policy in
PPWales:
‘Planning Policy Wales (March 2002) encourages ongoing consultation and collaboration ….’

1.3

POLICY 1
Environment
Objections
DO/51229/1827 National Assembly for Wales
DO/51208/1581 RSPB Cymru

Issue
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1.3.1
The main issue is whether or not the policy should be strengthened by (a) replacing the
words ‘will not be favoured’ with either ‘will not be permitted’ or ‘there will be a presumption against’; and
(b) taking account of instances where the adverse impact of development manifests itself beyond the
boundary of the County Borough.
Conclusions
1.3.2
On the first aspect, the Council argues that it has used the phrase ‘will be permitted’
wherever appropriate, but where full acceptability is less clear cut, it adopts the phrase ‘will be favoured’.
It has avoided use of the word ‘presumption’ because it may not always be understood and implies that
loopholes may exist. The approach to wording is amplified and reasoned in the Council’s General Proof 1
(CD147). I refer in para 1.5.2 to the general point of whether a distinction should be drawn between
development that should be favoured but not necessarily permitted.
1.3.3
However, in the case of this policy, it seems to me that development which would cause
danger to or neglect the environment should not be permitted. Development which would result in a
diminution of the environment might be permitted if, for example, the harm were limited or other factors
outweighed the harm, or offered some mitigation. However, decision-making in planning commonly
requires a number of policies to be considered simultaneously and a balancing exercise undertaken. In
the interests of clarity and firm definition of planning purpose, I conclude that this policy could usefully be
strengthened with the words ‘will not be permitted’.
1.3.4
On the second aspect, I have sympathy with the objector’s wish that development in the
County Borough should not have a deleterious effect on neighbouring areas. However, PPWales para
3.1 is clear that each local planning authority should prepare a UDP for its area. The PIMS proposes
additional text to section 1.3 of the UDP to explain that Bridgend BC is a member of the South East
Wales Strategic Planning Group and that, through regional planning, a common set of strategic planning
objectives is to be promoted. I consider that ongoing consultation and collaboration with neighbouring
authorities rather than changes to this policy should effectively curb the adverse impacts which the
objector fears.
Recommendation
1.3.5

I recommend that Policy 1 be modified, so that it ends:

‘…. whereas development which diminishes, endangers or neglects it, will not be permitted.’

1.4

POLICY 2
Environment
Objections
DO/51227/1764 Harmer Partnership
DO/51208/1582 RSPB Cymru

Issues
1.4.1

The main issues are:



Whether or not the policy is realistic, given the character of development, notably development on
greenfield sites;



Whether or not the policy should acknowledge the Council’s international responsibilities for
biodiversity.

Conclusions
1.4.2
On the first issue, the objector argues that protecting, conserving and enhancing aspects
of the environment may be incompatible with some types of development. I consider that the policy
would carry more force if it were more realistic about the potential conflict between new development and
conservation and enhancement of all aspects of the physical environment. However, I consider that the
objector’s proposed amendment could offer an undesirable loophole for poor development. I would prefer
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a new form of words which recognises the need to protect the integrity of the countryside and existing
built environment, and to conserve or enhance the special features. These are highlighted in criteria 3 to
5, and for completeness, the most sensitive areas of landscape should be added.
1.4.3
PPWales para 5.1.3, provides guidance on meeting society’s land requirements whilst
safeguarding and enhancing the environment. The document advises that, with careful planning and
design, not only can the potential for conflict be minimised but new opportunities for sustainable
development may be created. The importance of the design process is detailed in section 2.9 of
PPWales. In my view, Policy 2 should point out the importance of careful siting, planning and design. I
conclude that the policy could usefully be re-worded to make it more realistic.
1.4.4
On the second issue, the Council accepts, and I agree, that the policy should reflect the
LPA’s international obligations for biodiversity. Criterion 3 should be modified as shown in the PIMS to
refer to these obligations.
Recommendation
1.4.5
read:

I recommend that Policy 2 be modified as proposed in the PIMS, and as shown below, to

‘Development in the County Borough should safeguard the integrity of the countryside and the built
environment. Through careful siting, planning and design, it should protect, conserve and enhance:
1

international, national, regional and local biodiversity;

2

special landscape areas;

3

the historic built environment; and
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the coastal zone.’

1.5

POLICY 3
Environment
Objection
DO/51209/1610 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51208/1583 RSPB Cymru
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2093 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
1.5.1

The main issues are:



Whether or not use of the words ‘will be favoured’ is appropriate;



Whether or not the policy should explain more fully the implications for energy conservation and water
resources, and remediation to beneficial uses.

Conclusions
1.5.2
On the first issue, the Council has used ‘will be favoured’ in circumstances where
compliance with a policy would not in itself be sufficient to grant planning permission, but would count in
the proposal’s favour if it displayed the characteristics identified (CD147). I consider that Policy 3
describes a number of desirable features which the UDP should identify and encourage in the interests of
sustainable development. I note the NAW’s position that it would conditionally withdraw its objection to
‘favoured’, where it would be inadvisable to use the term ‘permitted’. I support the approach to
differentiating policies which ‘permit’ development from those which ‘favour’ it. I consider that ‘permitted’
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would be inappropriate in this policy, as compliance with the criteria may not be sufficient to make a
proposal permissible.
1.5.3
The RSPB proposes adding ‘providing they do not conflict with other policies of the Plan’
after criterion 4. Given the specific meaning attached to ‘will be favoured’, I conclude that this would be
superfluous. In any event, the decision-maker would routinely take account of other Plan policies, as
explained in paras 1.1.7 and 1.1.8 of the UDP (as proposed to be modified by the PIMS). However, both
the NAW and the RSPB, both of whom are experienced in reading and interpreting UDPs, have had
some difficulty in understanding the Council’s use of the word ‘favoured’. I consider that it would be
advisable to include a very brief explanation on the distinction between policies where development
‘will/will not be permited’ and those where it ‘will/will not be favoured’. Extracts from paras 7.1 and 7.2 of
CD147 could usefully be adapted for inclusion in section 1.2 of the Introduction to the UDP.
1.5.4
On the second issue, the RSPB proposes adding a hierarchy of desirable after-uses in
support of criterion 3 so that ones which would be harmful to biodiversity are not permitted. The
Countryside Council for Wales objects that the policy is not explicit in respect of energy conservation or
water resources. I agree with the Council that these matters would be better considered in relevant Part
2 policies than under this strategic policy.
Recommendation
1.5.5

I recommend that no change be made to Policy 3.

1.5.6
I recommend that the following explanatory text, or similar words, be added to the
Introduction to Part 1 of the UDP, as a new para 1.2.2:
‘In writing its policies, the LPA has used will or will not be permitted wherever appropriate, sometimes
subject to a proposal satisfying certain criteria. There are other instances where the full acceptability or
otherwise of a development proposal is not clear-cut by reference to one policy alone. In such cases,
which require further assessment in respect of other policies of the Plan or material considerations, the
LPA has used the words will be favoured or will not be favoured.’

1.6

POLICY 4
Housing
Objections
DO/51225/1751 Mr P Allport
DO/51212/1717 Mr & Mrs Battrick
DO/51201/1524 Bellway Homes (Estates) Ltd
DO/51214/1722 Davies Bros (Waste) Ltd
DO/51203/1534 House Builders Federation
DO/51210/1883 Mr L Joseph
DO/51210/1680 Mr L Joseph
DO/51216/1729 Mr L Joseph & Mr J J Williams
DO/51213/1719 Mr R H Knight
DO/51215/1725 Mr R P Lewis
DO/51224/1746 Manning Construction & William Bros.
DO/51174/1386 Pencoed College
DO/51226/1756 Mr M Phipps
DO/51220/1734 Mr M A Richards
DO/51228/1816 Mrs C M Roberts
DO/51207/1580 Messrs M J & E D Thomas & Other Land Owners
DO/51186/1421 Vale of Glamorgan Council
DO/51222/1740 Westbury Homes (Holdings) Ltd
DO/51157/1354 Wilcon Homes Limited

Issues
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1.6.1
Requirement.

The issues raised by these objections are covered in Chapter 4, Housing Land

1.7

POLICY 7
Transportation
Objections
DO/51208/1584 RSPB Cymru
PCO/50686/2136
Mr R P Miles
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51209/1611 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51229/2094 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
1.7.1

The main issues are:



Whether or not the policy should use the expression ‘will be favoured’ and/or say ‘providing they do
not conflict with other policies in the Plan’;



Whether or not the policy should make reference to avoiding saturation of the existing highway
network;



Whether or not the criteria should include walking and cycling.

Conclusions
1.7.2
The first issue is covered in sections 1.3 and 1.5 above. I consider that the expression
‘will be favoured’ is appropriate in this policy, and does not need to be embellished with reference to other
policies in the Plan. On the second and third issues, Mr Miles argues that the policy should include ‘not
causing saturation of existing highway network’. I am satisfied that this objection and that of the CCW
would be overcome by the PIMS proposed modifications. These provide that the policy would refer to
efficient use of the existing highway network, not just the major network, and to promoting and
encouraging walking and cycling. I conclude that these changes would give a more comprehensive
transportation policy in line with principles of sustainable development.
Recommendation
1.7.3
made.

I recommend that the proposed changes to this policy shown in the PIMS should be

1.8

POLICY 9
Retailing
Objections
DO/51182/1400 Aldi Stores (Swindon) Limited
DO/51144/1318 Grantchester Plc
DO/51227/1765 Harmer Partnership
DO/51229/1823 National Assembly for Wales
DO/51195/1484 Tesco Stores Limited
PCO/51144/2174
Grantchester Plc
PCO/51195/2148
Tesco Stores Limited
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/1826 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
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1.8.1

I consider that the main issues are:



Whether or not the policy accords with national planning advice on out of centre retailing;



Whether or not the policy imposes appropriate tests in respect of retail need, the sequential approach
to site selection and the impact on existing centres;



Whether or not the policy is reasonable in respect of its expectations for accessibility and impact on
the highway network.

Conclusions
1.8.2
On the first issue, most of the objectors drew my attention to section 10.2, PG Wales
(CD3) and the advice on Retailing & Town Centres. I have taken account of this and Chapter 10 of the
more recent PPWales which, in my view, is similar in thrust and content on retailing. On the first issue,
Aldi Stores argues that it is clear from national guidance that out of town retailing is rarely permissible.
The basis for Policy 9 should be 'out of centre' rather than ‘out of town' development. I agree with this,
and consider that ‘out of centre’ would provide the appropriate starting point for this strategic policy.
Government guidance indicates that preference should be for out of centre sites accessible by a choice of
means of transport. In general, this is likely to favour sites within or close to settlements over more
remote ones. In addition, the environmental policies of the Plan, prepared in line with the land use
strategy, mean that an out of centre site within the confines of a settlement should be preferred for new
development purposes to a site in the countryside. In these circumstances, and given that developers
should be first directing their search to existing town centres, I see no reason to distinguish between out
of centre and out of town sites.
1.8.3
Turning to the second issue, the LPA has proposed a change in the PIMS to delete the
fifth criterion and indicate that need should be demonstrated for out of town retailing development. I
consider that this change would be desirable to comply with national policy. Some objectors contend that
there should be no requirement to demonstrate need or satisfy the ensuing criteria in respect of an
existing or allocated retail site. The Council responds that it wishes to guard against retail schemes for a
wider range of goods than those identified as meeting a need on the allocated sites. In my opinion, if the
Plan is to allocate out of centre sites, the need for them should have been demonstrated in a very robust
fashion beforehand. However, I consider that Part 2 of the Plan and the Proposals Map should ensure
that proposals would be permitted only to meet identified need. I consider that this Part 1 policy should
not require development on sites allocated for retail development to demonstrate ‘need’ again.
1.8.4
Objectors contend that there is uncertainty about the position in the sequential hierarchy
of existing or allocated out of centre or out of town sites. However, the opening two lines of Policy 9 as
shown in the PIMS, coupled with omission of ‘and/’ would, in my view, clarify this matter and obviate the
need for any further references under the criteria.
1.8.5
Objectors also argue that the policy does not make clear where district or local centre
sites would fit in the sequential assessment. The LPA has proposed changes to wording in the PIMS and
further changes in its written response to Tesco Stores Limited. I consider that the latter provides
substantial clarification on this point, though I shall recommend that the reference to ‘out of town’ sites is
removed. Though the test of ‘suitability’ could be interpreted as inclusive of satisfactory site availability
and viability, in its response to Granchester plc the Council puts forward a revision to the criterion on the
sequential approach which includes the words ‘suitable and available’. In my view, this would add
precision to the policy. In addition, the retail chapter in the UDP identifies town centres and district
centres, but not local centres. I therefore recommend a reference only to district centres in this policy.
1.8.6
Regarding the impact on existing centres, I agree that the criterion should be expressed
as ‘found to be acceptable’ rather than ‘there are no adverse consequences’. My view is that the former
would more accurately reflect the aim not to undermine the vitality, viability or attractiveness of existing
centres or put at risk town centre strategies. I also accept that use of the word ‘committed’ in place of
‘proposed’ retail developments as shown in the PIMS would be more precise. I conclude that the policy
could usefully be amended so that it reflects appropriately the need, sequential and impact tests.
1.8.7
On the third issue, objectors argue that it would be unreasonably inflexible to rule out
proposals for development which had a slightly adverse effect on the highway network. I shall not
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recommend that ‘unacceptable’ is added to the criterion as the objector proposes, since this would
conflict with the approach to policy writing outlined in the Council’s General Proof 1, CD147. However,
this criterion could usefully be re-worded in a similar way to the previous one, to make clear that a traffic
assessment should be undertaken and then a judgment made as to whether the impact would be
acceptable. Objectors also suggest that allowance should be made for possible improvements in
accessibility by public transport. In my experience, developers often offer to support public transport
measures when new shopping development is proposed. If this criterion were amended to read ‘The
proposal would be well served….’, this would offer some scope for enhancement to public transport
services. To be consistent, the two preceding criteria should also use the conditional tense.
1.8.8
An objection was made that the policy does not adopt a positive stance to mixed use
developments in town centres. The PIMS proposes changes to paragraph 7.1.6 of the UDP which in my
opinion would satisfy this objection, and on which I comment in Chapter 9. The NAW has conditionally
withdrawn its objection. However, objection is also raised to the fact that Part 1 Policies 9, 11 and 12 all
refer to a sequential test. I accept the Council’s argument that these policies cover diverse and important
topics, and consider that it is essential for this strategic retail policy.
Recommendation
1.8.9
Taking account of the PIMS and further proposed changes advanced by the Council, as
well as my reasoning above, I recommend that the policy should be amended to read:
‘Out of centre retailing will only be permitted where it is located on an existing or allocated retail site, or
where all the following criteria have been met:
1. A need for the development has been satisfactorily demonstrated;
2. In sequential order of preference, all town centre, edge of centre, district centre sites, have been
thoroughly assessed, and none have been found to be suitable and available;
3. Individually and cumulatively, with other existing or committed retail developments, the potential
threat to the vitality, viability and attractiveness of existing centres has been assessed and would be
acceptable;
4. The accessibility to the primary road network and the effect on traffic flows has been assessed and
would be acceptable;
5. The proposal would be well served in terms of public transport.’

1.9

POLICY 10
Tourism & Leisure
Objections
DO/51209/1612 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51211/1688 Forest Enterprise
DO/51208/1585 RSPB Cymru
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2095 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
1.9.1

The main issues are:



Whether or not the phrase ‘will be favoured’ should be used;



Whether or not the second criterion should deal more directly with the environmental impact of
tourism development, and whether it should offer more flexibility.
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Conclusions
1.9.2
I have covered aspects of the first issue earlier in section 1.5 of this report. I consider
that the decision-maker would need to examine a number of Plan policies when assessing proposed
tourism developments, so that ‘favoured’ is more suitable than ’permitted’ in this case.
1.9.3
On the second issue, the CCW asks for the final clause referring to the interests of host
communities to be deleted, and the RSPB seeks to inset ‘environmentally’ before ‘sustainable’ on the
grounds that ‘sustainable’ could be interpreted as economically sustainable. It seems to me that the
policy would carry more force if its second criterion was concerned solely with the effect on the
environment. However, it would be sensible to avoid the word ‘sustainable’ in this context as it could be
interpreted in many different ways.
1.9.4
I have some sympathy with the Forest Enterprise objection that tourism development
may not always conserve the existing environment, though I am not in favour of the proposed amendment
to policy wording. In my view, this would lead to an imprecise policy which would cause difficulties for
consistent development control. I have also taken account of the Council’s point that the Wales Tourist
Board has objected to none of the tourism policies in the UDP. Having regard for PPWales Chapter 11, it
seems to me that the aim of this strategic policy should be to protect the environment, particularly those
elements of the landscape, biodiversity, the coast and historic environment which have special interest.
New tourism development should be of high quality, well located and designed, so that it does not
damage and where possible enhances the local environment. I conclude that the criterion could usefully
be re-worded with these points in mind.
1.9.5
PPWales also makes it clear that new tourism facilities should take account of the social
implications as well as environmental and economic factors. In my opinion, this could be achieved in this
policy, if a separate criterion were included to cover the impact on the needs and amenities of local
communities. This should overcome the alleged ambiguity over ‘host communities’.
1.9.6
The RSPB requested that the word ‘unnecessary’ should be omitted from the policy.
This word is not used in Part 1 Policy 10 of the UDP.
Recommendation
1.9.7
criteria:

I recommend that criterion 2 of the Policy should be modified, and replaced with these

‘2
They protect and conserve areas of the landscape, biodiversity, the coast and historic
environment which are of special interest, and are so located and designed that they conserve or
enhance the quality of the local environment; and
3

They respect the needs and amenities of local communities.’

1.10

POLICY 11
Tourism & Leisure
Objections
DO/51211/1689 Forest Enterprise
DO/51229/1824 National Assembly for Wales
DO/51208/1884 RSPB Cymru

Issues
1.10.1


The main issues are:

Whether or not it is realistic to expect all tourism and leisure development to be well served by public
transport;
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Whether or not the sequential test should be included, or be the subject of a separate policy on the
location of development;



Whether or not ‘providing they do not conflict with other policies of the Plan’ should be added to the
policy.

Conclusions
1.10.2
On the first issue, the objector argues that some facilities may need to be sited away
from regular public transport services, for example at a Forestry Commission visitor centre, or to serve
cycling or horse-riding activities. The Council accepts that some leisure and tourism developments may
be sited where public transport is not readily available, but argues that it has an obligation to ensure that
satisfactory access can be achieved by a choice of modes of transport, including public transport. I agree
that the Council should seek to secure new tourism and leisure facilities which are so located that reliance
on the private car may be reduced in future. Also, I appreciate that some facilities may need to be sited in
remote parts of the County Borough where regular public transport services would not be provided and
might appear incongruous. I shall recommend minor re-wording of criterion 3, to emphasise that new
development should aim for less reliance on the private car and the provision of a choice of means of
transport. This, in my view, would be preferable to the objector’s proposed change as it would give
greater clarity.
1.10.3
The NAW expresses concern about the repetitive nature of Part 1 Policies 9, 11 and 12,
all of which include a sequential test. I agree with the Council that a single generalised policy would not
necessarily address the particular needs of each type of development or topic. PPWales, section 10.2
indicates that leisure developments should be directed to town centre sites, and should comply with the
need, sequential site search and impact tests. Paragraph 11.1.6 of the document, however, describes
rural tourism development as ‘an essential element in providing for a healthy, diverse, local and national
economy.’ I consider that it is difficult to devise a succinct strategic policy which would cover both leisure
and rural tourism. Bearing in mind that Policy 10 provides strategic advice on tourism, I shall recommend
that Policy 11 refers only to leisure development.
1.10.4
Whether or not this is accepted, there should be consistency between Policies 9 and 11,
as much of the national guidance on the sequential approach groups retail and leisure uses together. I
shall therefore recommend an amendment to criterion 2 so that the policies would be compatible.
1.10.5
On the third issue, the PIMS proposes new introductory paragraphs, 1.1.7 and 1.1.8,
which will make clear that decision-makers will have regard for all relevant policies when assessing a
development proposal. I recommend in section 1.1 that this paragraph should be added to the Plan. In
view of this, I consider that it would be unnecessary to extend this policy as the objector proposes.
Recommendation
1.10.6

I recommend that the policy should be modified so that it reads:

‘ LEISURE – Proposals for leisure development, including food and drink uses outside the existing
commercial centres, will be permitted where:1

The proposed development does not threaten …..district centres;

2
In sequential order of preference, all town centre, edge of centre, district centre, existing out of
centre sites, have been assessed, and none have been found to be suitable and available;
3
The proposed development would be well served by a choice of means of transport, and
contribute to reduced reliance on travel by private car; and
4

1.11

The amenities ….’

POLICY 12
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Sport & Recreation
Objections
DO/51209/1613 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51229/1825 National Assembly for Wales
DO/51208/1586 RSPB Cymru
Issues
1.11.1

The main issues are:



Whether or not the sequential test should be included, or be the subject of a separate policy on the
location of development;



Whether or not ‘providing they do not conflict with other policies of the Plan’ should be inserted into
the policy;



Whether or not a policy setting out general development principles would provide clearer guidance to
developers and Plan users.

Conclusions
1.11.2
The first issue has been raised in relation to earlier policies in this chapter, and I have
recommended that the sequential test should be referenced in policies dealing with retailing and leisure.
Though some indoor sport and recreational facilities overlap with leisure facilities, I consider that many
playing fields, parks and recreational footpaths or cycleways ought not to be subject to the sequential
test. In addition, this policy seeks to protect existing facilities and services as well as to encourage new
development, and it should be clearer that the sequential test would not be applied to existing facilities. I
consider that a separate and general policy on the location of development would not resolve the
difficulties inherent in this policy, and that it would be preferable to delete any reference to the sequential
test.
1.11.3
On the second issue, it is not necessary, in my opinion, to refer to other Plan policies,
since paras 1.1.7 and 1.1.8 as proposed in the PIMS would make clear that each development proposal
would be assessed against all relevant policies. On the third issue, because provision for sport and
recreation may be diverse in character and in its locational requirements, I consider that it is not feasible
to offer a single list of criteria in this strategic policy. However, Chapter 9 of the UDP includes a number
of policies which specify development principles for developers and Plan users, and I see no reason to
change Policy 12 on the basis of this objection.
Recommendation
1.11.4

I recommend that the policy should be modified as follows:

‘Development proposals which contribute to, and/or protect sport and recreational facilities and services
will be encouraged. ‘

1.12

POLICY 13
Social & Community Services
Objection
DO/51208/1587 RSPB Cymru

Issue
1.12.1
The main issue is whether or not ‘providing they do not conflict with other policies of the
Plan’ should be inserted into the policy.
Conclusions
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1.12.2
It is not necessary, in my opinion, to refer to other Plan policies in this policy, since paras
1.1.7 and 1.1.8 as proposed in the PIMS would make clear that each proposal would be assessed against
all relevant policies.
Recommendation
1.12.3

I recommend that no change should be made to this policy.

1.13

POLICY 14
Minerals
Objections
DO/51209/1614 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51196/1489 T S Rees Limited
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2096 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
1.13.1

There are two main issues:



Whether or not the policy should refer to reducing the demand for and supply of mineral resources;



Whether or not the policy should aim to provide for a continuation in the County Borough’s share of
regional production.

Conclusions
1.13.2
On the first issue, the objector argues that seeking to reduce the demand for minerals
would be consistent with the prudent use of resources and a sustainable approach to minerals’ provision.
The Council contends that Policy 15 seeks to reduce the need for primary aggregates, and encourages
the use of alternative materials and recycled products. In my opinion, the UDP must strike a balance
between meeting the needs of the construction industry for an adequate supply of materials whilst
ensuring that resources are used prudently and without undue harm to the environment. I am satisfied
that Policy 14, which acknowledges the regional framework for minerals’ production, applied in
combination with Policy 15, should deliver the sensible use of resources which the objector desires.
1.13.3
On the second issue, the objector argues against adherence to the continuing share of
regional production, since this is calculated on the basis of the average of the last 3 years’ production.
The objector suggests that this is an inadequate time period to assess long term economic cycles, and
may be unduly restrictive if future demand is higher. However, as the Council advises, the approach of
basing landbank calculations on the last 3 years’ production is well established in MPG6 (1989) and is
carried forward into Consultation Draft Minerals TAN (Wales) ‘Aggregates’, Feb 2002 (CD141). The
Council provides some evidence that production levels are likely to remain stable or decrease in the Plan
period and are unlikely to fluctuate markedly. This leads me to conclude that the policy as written is
satisfactory.
1.13.4
The NAW objects to use of the word ‘favoured’ in this policy, though the objection is
withdrawn provided that ‘permitted’ would not be appropriate. Having regard for the matters outlined in
section 1.5 above, I conclude that ‘favoured’ is acceptable in this policy.
Recommendation
1.13.5

I recommend that the policy should not be changed.

1.14

POLICY 15
Minerals
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Objection
DO/51209/1615 Countryside Council for Wales
Issue
1.14.1
The main issue is whether or not the policy should refer to reducing the demand for and
supply of mineral resources.
Conclusions
1.14.2
The policy seeks to promote the efficient use of primary aggregates, and the Council
explains that this would extend to limiting the use of high quality minerals. In addition, the policy
encourages the use of alternative materials such as secondary aggregates from industrial processing and
recycling. I conclude that the policy is consistent with reducing the demand for mineral resources and
that it is unnecessary to add the words ‘reduction in’ to this policy, as the objector proposes.
Recommendation
1.14.3

I recommend that the policy should not be changed.

1.15

POLICY 16
Minerals
Objection
DO/51209/1616 Countryside Council for Wales

Issue
1.15.1
The main issue is whether or not the policy should refer to reducing the demand for and
supply of mineral resources.
Conclusions
1.15.2
The thrust of this policy is that potentially usable mineral resources should not be
sterilised from possible future extraction by permanent development. In my opinion, this is a prudent and
sustainable approach to mineral resources.
Recommendation
1.15.3

I recommend that the policy should not be changed.

1.16

POLICY 17
Waste
Objection
DO/51209/1617 Countryside Council for Wales
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2097 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
1.16.1

The main issues are:



Whether or not the policy should include targets for the reduction of disposal by landfill and for the
proximity principle;



Whether or not the term ‘favoured’ should be replaced with ‘permitted’.

Conclusions
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1.16.2
On the first issue, the objector highlights two principles which are consistent with good
planning and sustainable waste disposal/management. The Council argues that waste targets are more
appropriately included in the regional waste plan, in line with targets established in European Directives,
but the CCW argues that until that plan is available, the UDP should state how the authority’s waste
management facilities and strategies meet Government and UK targets. Criterion 1 of Policy 17 implies
continuing use of landfill for disposal and criterion 2 alludes to more sustainable practices, but there is no
reference to the proximity principle. Although the early sections in Chapter 12 of the UDP discuss both
the proximity principle and the local situation regarding landfill and recycling, I consider that the Part 1
policy could signal a more dynamic approach to the management and disposal of waste.
1.16.3
Though explicit targets may not currently be available, advice in sections 12.5 and 12.6
of PPWales and in TAN (Wales) 21 (CD113) is that greater emphasis should be given to the reduction,
re-use and recovery of waste and less to disposal (including landfill). Waste should be disposed of as
near to the source of origin as possible. I conclude that the policy should be re-worded in line with the
objection from CCW, and I suggest an amendment below.
1.16.4
On the second issue, I have already dealt with this question of terminology, in section 1.5
above. For this policy, however, I consider that re-wording to meet the CCW’s objection offers an
opportunity to eliminate the word ‘favoured’.
Recommendation
1.16.5

I recommend that the policy be modified as follows:

‘ Development proposals should contribute towards the provision of a range of waste management and
disposal facilities which:
1
meet the objectives of national policy in respect of the proximity principle and the waste
hierarchy;
2
meet targets to reduce the amount of waste disposed of by landfill, and increase the amount of
waste recovered, composted or recycled.’

1.17

POLICY 18
Unstable Land
Objection
DO/51227/1766 Harmer Partnership

Issue
1.17.1
The main issue is whether or not the policy clearly indicates the role of ‘adequate
mitigation measures’.
Conclusions
1.17.2
The objector argues that the policy is confusing in that some mitigation measures would
be incapable of being completed ‘prior to any building development’. I consider that the policy could be
interpreted as overly restrictive, since mitigation measures might well require development, but strict
interpretation of the policy would preclude them. Though the Council contends that policies in Part 1
must be succinct, it is important that they should also be sensible and readily understood. I consider that
changed wording on the lines suggested by the objector would improve the policy, although the words
‘and subsequently carried out’ would be necessary to achieve implementation.
Recommendation
1.17.3

I recommend that the policy should be modified to read:
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‘The development of unstable or potentially unstable land, which involves the erection of buildings or
structures, will not be permitted unless adequate mitigation measures are first agreed in writing with the
local planning authority and subsequently carried out.

1.18

POLICY 19
Energy & Utilities
Objections
DO/51191/1443 British Telecommunications Plc
DO/50865/904
Crown Castle International
DO/51211/1690 Forest Enterprise
DO/51208/1588 RSPB Cymru
PCO/51211/2142
Forest Enterprise
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2098 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
1.18.1

The main issues are:



Whether or not the policy signals a sufficiently positive approach to telecommunications’ development
and takes enough account of limitations imposed by the nature of the network and technology;



In respect of exploiting renewable energy sources, whether or not the policy would provide
satisfactory protection for nature conservation interests;



Whether or not the policy should use the term ‘favoured’.

Conclusions
1.18.2
On the first issue, Crown Castle International argues that the policy fails to reflect
national planning policy, that telecommunications’ development should generally be encouraged whilst
environmental harm should be minimised. I have taken account of the fact that PPWales and TAN 19,
2002 (CD164) have been published since the end of the consultation period for the deposit UDP.
PPWales affirms that local planning authorities should respond positively to telecommunications’
development proposals, while upholding well-established policies to protect the countryside, areas of
value for natural beauty, landscape or nature conservation, and urban areas of architectural or historic
importance.
TAN 19 as recently revised indicates that development plans should cater for
telecommunications’ development by taking account of the strategic requirements of networks,
recognising the limitations imposed by the nature of the networks and the technology. However, it also
refers to the need to protect the best and most sensitive environments.
1.18.3
I consider that Policy 19, with the small proposed change which is given in the PIMS, is
broadly in line with Government policy in that it is positive and ‘favours’ telecommunications’
development. However, I agree with the objectors that it is too detailed for a strategic policy and consider
that the three overlapping criteria on protecting sensitive environments contribute to an impression that
such development will inevitably face numerous constraints. In particular, I accept that criterion 2 could
be applied inflexibly so as to prohibit any significant new development, and without due regard for the
requirements of telecommunications networks. I favour a simplified wording of the policy, and the
adoption of appropriate criteria-based policies on these matters only in Part 2.
1.18.4
Some objectors suggest that ‘unacceptable’ should be added to the first criterion, and the
RSPB object that ‘unacceptable’ in criterion 3 adds a qualification to the policy which could not be
adequately defined. The Council proposes a change to criterion 3 in the PIMS to omit the word
‘unacceptable’. Though I support the RSPB view and the case made in CD147 to avoid this word in
policies, I recommend that the thrust of the criteria should be conveyed more succinctly using different
words.
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1.18.5
On the second issue, the RSPB argues for some amplification of criterion 1 so that it
covers sites, species and areas of nature conservation importance, and an alteration to criterion 3 to take
account of aural, as well as visual, functional and physical effects. A possible fourth criterion is put
forward to ensure that wind farm design would not be harmful to nature conservation interests. The
objector commends the draft policy contained in the deposit Blaenau Gwent UDP. I agree with the
Council that these more detailed considerations, which relate to wind farms in particular and their effect
on nature conservation, would be better addressed in Part 2 policies than in this strategic policy.
1.18.6
The NAW objects to use of the word ‘favoured’, although the objection has been
conditionally withdrawn where this word cannot appropriately be replaced by ‘permitted’. I consider that
compliance with this policy may not be sufficient in all cases for planning permission to be granted, and
that the word ‘favoured’ is therefore apt.
Recommendation
1.18.7

I recommend that the changes proposed in the PIMS should not be made.

1.18.8

I recommend that the policy should be changed to read:

‘Development for telecommunications, utility services or the exploitation of renewable energy sources will
be favoured where it can be demonstrated that any adverse effect on the best and most sensitive
environments (in terms of landscape and scenic, architectural and historic, and nature conservation
value) would be minimal.’

1.19

POLICY 20
Energy & Utilities
Objection
DO/51208/1589 RSPB Cymru

Issue
1.19.1

This is whether or not the word ‘appropriate’ should be retained in the policy.

Conclusions
1.19.2
The objector claims that use of ‘appropriate’ adds a qualification to the policy which
cannot be defined adequately. The Council acknowledges that it has avoided the use of qualifying words
such as ‘appropriate’ and refers to its General Proof 1, CD147, which outlines its approach to policy
writing. However, it argues for a departure from its own rules here because energy efficiency and water
conservation fall to be considered under other legislation than planning.
1.19.3
Section 4 of CD147 advises that LPAs should not include policies which duplicate other
legislation and should not include ‘wish lists’ or statements of intent as policy. These factors count
against the inclusion of Part 1 Policy 20 as currently worded. However, section 2.9 of PPWales makes it
plain that good design should be encouraged everywhere, and the design process should seek to
maximise energy efficiency and minimise the use of non-renewable resources. In my view, the thrust of
the UDP policy is consistent with national policy. Bearing in mind the content of sections 7 and 10 of
CD147, I consider that some re-wording would be desirable in the interests of consistency with other plan
policies. I shall have regard for PPWales para 2.9.2 in making my recommendation.
Recommendation
1.19.4
I recommend that the policy be modified to read: ‘All development proposals should seek
to maximise energy efficiency and water conservation in their layout, design, materials and construction.’

1.20

POLICY 22
Implementation & Resources
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Objections
DO/51209/1618 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51227/1767 Harmer Partnership
DO/51203/1535 House Builders Federation
Issues
1.20.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy should refer to the potential loss to the environmental resources of Bridgend
CB as well as any loss to the community;



Whether or not it is reasonable to refer to ‘indirect’ infrastructural requirements;



Whether or not the reference to planning agreements/obligations is appropriate, bearing in mind
advice in Circular 13/97, Planning Obligations.

Conclusions
1.20.2
On the first issue, the Council argues that the policy wording already safeguards the
environmental resources of the County Borough. The environmental, social and economic impact of
development will be considered in accordance with the principles of sustainable development. I find the
first sentence of this policy rather long and complicated, and consider that it would be clearer if it were
simplified. The second half of the sentence could helpfully be replaced with one based on the words now
put forward by the Council in its response to CCW.
1.20.3
On the second and third issues, I consider that the policy seeks to introduce more detail
than is appropriate in a strategic policy by its reference to ‘direct and indirect’ infrastructural requirements.
These are not explained in the UDP and are likely to differ for particular development proposals. I see no
reason to draw attention to ‘direct and indirect’ requirements at this stage of the Plan. Similarly, planning
obligations would be a mechanism for realising this policy, and would be better dealt with in Part 2.
Although the National Assembly has not objected to this sentence in the Plan, Circular 13/97 para B16
(CD10) indicates that local plans or Part 2 of a UDP are the place for policies relating to planning
obligations.
Recommendation
1.20.4

I recommend that the policy should be modified to read:

‘Applications for built development should include material proposals which deal with the fair and
reasonable infrastructural requirements of the development. These proposals should also mitigate any
adverse environmental, social or economic impact from the intended development.’

1.21

POLICY OMISSION
Objection
DO/51208/1590 RSPB Cymru

Issue
1.21.1
The main issue is whether or not a new policy relating to a sustainable land use pattern
should be included in the UDP.
Conclusions
1.21.2
The RSPB argues that a policy stating that development will be located in such a way as
to contribute to a sustainable land use pattern should be added. It refers to national guidance which
highlights strategic locational policy as the most powerful planning tool to achieve sustainability. Chapter
2 of the UDP begins with a discourse on sustainable development, and describes it as the guiding
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principle for the Plan. It also refers to the Land Use Strategy, and I am satisfied that the Council has
taken full account of locational policies and sustainable development in the opening chapters of the UDP.
I consider that many of the Part 1 policies incorporate locational principles which will contribute to
sustainable development, such as protecting the countryside, maintaining the existing retail hierarchy,
adopting a sequential approach to site selection and favouring sites well served by public transport. I
conclude that the proposed new policy would be imprecise and would not add value to the existing Part 1
policies.
Recommendation
1.21.3

I recommend that no modification be made to the Plan.
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2. Introduction

2.1

PARAGRAPHS 2.1.1 – 2.1.4
Sustainable Development
Objections
DO/51209/1619 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51208/1591 RSPB Cymru
DO/51208/1592 RSPB Cymru
DO/51184/1413 Coed Cadw Woodland Trust (see section 2.10 below)

Issues
2.1.1

These are:



Whether or not the second bullet in para 2.1.2 should refer to environmental enhancement and
restoration as well as protection;



Whether or not para 2.1.3 should be re-worded to reflect the principle that new development should
be integrated with the environment.

Conclusions
2.1.2
On the first issue, the RSPB argues that more positive action than protection will
sometimes be needed to achieve sustainable development, so that enhancement and restoration should
be added to the second bullet point. However, these bullet points are taken from national policy and, in
my opinion, they give the essence of sustainable development objectives in a concise manner.
2.1.3
On the second issue, objectors point to the need for policy integration as opposed to
securing a balance between interests, in the pursuit of sustainable development. PPWales, published
after the deposit UDP and PIMS, describes a process of integrating and balancing objectives. The
Council has proposed a change to para 2.1.3 of the UDP to be consistent with this guidance. I consider
that this goes some way to address the concerns of objectors, though I recommend additional re-wording
to make clear that all four objectives have to be considered.
2.1.4
The PIMS proposes an amended title for this chapter. The amendment will make clear
that this is the introduction to Part 2 policies, and will be helpful to readers.
Recommendation
2.1.5

I recommend that the title to the chapter be amended as shown in the PIMS.

2.1.6
I recommend that para 2.1.3 be modified so as to read: ‘….and it is a primary concern of
this Unitary Development Plan to balance and integrate the above objectives when new development is
proposed. In this context ….’
2.1.7

I recommend that no other modifications be made to paras 2.1.1 to 2.1.4 of the Plan.

2.2

PARAGRAPH 2.2.1
Aims & Objectives - Environment
Objections
DO/51209/1620 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51209/1621 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51208/1593 RSPB Cymru
DO/51208/1594 RSPB Cymru

Issues
2.2.1

These are:
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Whether or not the aims and objectives should be accompanied by performance indicators and
targets;



Whether or not the second aim/objective should be a policy; and



Whether or not reference should be made in it to the Local Biodiversity Action Plan.

Conclusions
2.2.2
On the question of performance indicators and targets, the Council contends that this
matter would be better dealt with through the ‘Wales Programme for Improvement’ rather than within the
UDP. I agree that this approach would be preferable in the interests of producing a concise Plan. I also
agree with the Council on the second issue, that the second bullet defines a clear objective which guides
Part 2 policies, notably those in section 3.9 of the UDP. A reference is made to para 37 of the
Conservation (Natural Habitats &c) Regulations 1994 in para 3.9.18 of the Plan.
2.2.3
On the third issue, the Local Biodiversity Action Plan was approved by the Council as
Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) in June 2002 after publication of the PIMS. The Council is
content that the second aim/objective should be extended to refer to co-ordination with the Local
Biodiversity Action Plan. I conclude that this would be beneficial for users of the Plan.
Recommendation
2.2.4
I recommend that para 2.2.1 of the Plan be amended in respect of the second
aim/objective, so that it reads:
‘To promote and conserve the biodiversity of the County Borough and to encourage the management of
features of the landscape which are of major importance for wild flora and fauna, in co-ordination with the
Council’s approved Local Biodiversity Action Plan.’

2.3

PARAGRAPH 2.2.2
Aims & Objectives - Housing
Objection
DO/51208/1595 RSPB Cymru

Issue
2.3.1
This is whether or not the first aim/objective should indicate that housing development
will occur at an average density of 30 dwellings per hectare.
Conclusions
2.3.2
A high proportion of the sites allocated for new housing development have already
received planning permission, and I accept the Council’s argument that it would now be difficult to
achieve densities of 30 dwellings a hectare on all these sites. A figure of 30 dwellings per hectare has
been adopted for estimating the capacity of other allocated sites in the UDP, and I consider this to be
consistent with making efficient use of land and limiting environmental harm. I conclude that the
aim/objective need not be changed.
Recommendation
2.3.3

I recommend that no modification be made to para 2.2.2.

2.4

PARAGRAPH 2.2.3
Aims & Objectives - Employment
Objection
DO/51208/1596 RSPB Cymru
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Issue
2.4.1
This is whether or not the second aim/objective should end with ‘providing they do not
conflict with other policies in the Plan.’
Conclusions
2.4.2
The PIMS proposes new paras 1.1.7 and 1.1.8, which confirm that all relevant policies
will be taken into account when new development is assessed. I consider that it would be unwieldy if the
Plan repeatedly stated that other policies would also need to be considered. I conclude that there is no
need to amend this part of the Plan.
Recommendation
2.4.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

2.5

PARAGRAPH 2.2.6
Aims & Objectives – Tourism & Leisure
Objection
DO/51209/1622 Countryside Council for Wales

Issue
2.5.1
This is whether or not the first aim/objective should be to integrate the various needs
rather than to balance them.
Conclusions
2.5.2
The Council has proposed an alteration to the wording of para 2.1.3 which, in my view,
would bring the aims/objectives in line with the thrust of section 2.1 of PPWales. Section 2.1 of my report
above describes my recommendation on that proposed alteration. In the interests of consistency, I
consider that the first aim/objective for tourism and leisure should also refer to integrating as well as
balancing the relevant factors.
Recommendation
2.5.3

I recommend that the first aim/objective be modified so as to read:

‘To balance and integrate the needs of tourism, host communities and the environment,…..’

2.6

PARAGRAPH 2.2.9
Aims & Objectives - Minerals
Objection
DO/51209/1623 Countryside Council for Wales

Issue
2.6.1
This is whether or not the fourth aim/objective should define an approach based on
rigorous environmental criteria.
Conclusions
2.6.2
It is not wholly clear what change the objector seeks to achieve. I accept the Council’s
position that it has sought to state the aims and objectives as concisely as possible. I consider that
rigorous environmental criteria would be more appropriately given in Part 2 of the UDP. Section 11.6 of
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the deposit UDP outlines the position regarding coal extraction in the County Borough, and Policy M2 is a
criteria-based policy against which applications for mineral extraction would be assessed. I conclude that
there is no need to introduce environmental criteria into para 2.2.9.
Recommendation
2.6.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

2.7

PARAGRAPH 2.2.10
Aims & Objectives – Waste Disposal
Objection
DO/51209/1624 Countryside Council for Wales

Issue
2.7.1
This is whether or not the aim/objective should refer to the ‘best practicable
environmental option’ (BPEO), the waste hierarchy and the proximity principle.
Conclusions
2.7.2
The Council argues that these aspects of waste management and disposal are too
detailed for inclusion in an over-arching aim or objective. In my response to objections to Part 1 policy, I
conclude that, in line with national policy, there should be references to reducing disposal by landfill and
the proximity principle. As the Council points out, Chapter 12 of the UDP covers these matters and
BPEO, explaining that they are contained in Waste Strategy 2000 (CD112). I consider that this objection
could be met, and the aim/objective for waste planning kept brief, if reference were made to the Waste
Strategy.
Recommendation
2.7.3


I recommend that the policy be modified as follows:

‘To make provision for a range of waste management and disposal facilities in line with the objectives
set out in Waste Strategy 2000, England and Wales.’

2.8

PARAGRAPH 2.2.12
Aims & Objectives – Energy & Utilities
Objection
DO/51209/1625 Countryside Council for Wales

Issue
2.8.1
This is whether or not reference to energy efficiency (demand management) should be
made in this paragraph, for example through appropriate siting, orientation and design.
Conclusions
2.8.2
Meeting energy needs and the potential for exploiting renewable sources are covered in
Part 1 Policy 20 and in Part 2 Chapter 14 of the UDP. Policy U1 and the preceding text in paras 14.4.5
and 14.4.6 refer to more efficient use and reducing the need for energy. The preferred land use strategy
underlying the UDP favours limited dispersal of new development in the main urban areas and on
brownfield sites. The Plan’s transportation policies are directed at reducing reliance on the private car. In
my opinion, these are wholly consistent with the aim of managing the demand for energy, which the
objector seeks to emphasise. I consider that it would strengthen the Plan if this policy incorporated the
aim of greater energy efficiency through good development design. PPWales para 12.9.3 supports this
approach.
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2.8.3
In the interests of internal consistency in this paragraph, I shall recommend minor
wording to the aim/objective which has already been drafted.

Recommendation
2.8.4

I recommend that the paragraph be modified as follows :



‘ To increase energy efficiency through appropriate development design, having regard for features
such as the layout, orientation, mix of uses, density of development, use of materials and
landscaping;



To ensure that the County Borough’s reasonable needs for energy and utilities are satisfied, and the
area’s energy potential from local renewable sources and water usage is optimised, consistent with
the need to conserve the environment.’

2.9

PARAGRAPHS 2.3.1 – 2.3.12
Land Use Strategy
Objections
DO/51148/1330 Welsh Language Board

Other objections to this section are addressed in Chapter 4, Housing Land Requirement.
Issue
2.9.1
On the objection from the Welsh Language Board, the main issue is whether or not the
Plan has followed the advice in Planning Guidance (Wales) TAN 20 (CD6) and taken sufficient account of
the needs and interests of the Welsh language.
Conclusions
2.9.2
The Welsh Language Board argues that the deposit Plan does not fully reflect advice in
TAN 20. However, it concedes that, given the linguistic character of the County Borough, there would not
be a significant effect on planning for housing and the economy. The objector argues that the Welsh
language is a visual factor. Bilingual signs and display boards are a mechanism for promoting the
distinctive culture of Wales, aiding marketing and tourism. The Council draws attention to the fact that the
Board has made no objection to the Outdoor Advertisement Control policy (EV53) in the UDP. The
Council also advises that it will be reviewing its SPG on aspects of design, including shop fronts and its
approach to bilingual signage. TAN 20, para 14, indicates that detailed advice on signs and advertising
could be set out in SPG. Bearing all these factors in mind, I conclude that the policies and text of the
UDP take sufficient account of TAN 20 and the needs and interests of the Welsh language.
2.9.3
On the matter of consultation for the UDP, the Council argues that its procedures have
been in accordance with its own resolution of November 1997, on the application of its Welsh Language
Policy. The scope for translation services to anyone wishing to make their objection in Welsh to the UDP
Inquiry was announced at the Pre-Inquiry meeting on 8 January 2002. I am satisfied, on the evidence
before me, that anyone wishing to use the Welsh language has had the opportunity to do so, as required
by Planning Guidance (Wales) TAN 20.
Recommendation
2.9.4

I recommend that no modification be made.

2.10

PARAGRAPHS 2.4.1 – 2.4.2
Sustainability Appraisal
Objections
DO/51184/1413 Coed Cadw Woodland Trust
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Issue
2.10.1
The main issue is whether or not the Sustainability Appraisal dealt with all the likely
consequences of policies in the Plan.
Conclusions
2.10.2
The objector welcomes the production of the Sustainability Appraisal, but contends that it
failed to pick up the magnitude of some of the negative effects of proposed policies. The Trust then goes
on to raise objection to a number of specified policies. I accept the Council’s argument that the
consultants who undertook the independent Appraisal were experienced specialists in the field, who
adopted a robust and methodical approach, which enabled them to assess each of the policies fairly and
comprehensively. I see no reason to alter the description of the Sustainability Appraisal in the UDP. I
shall deal with the specific policy objections made by the Trust in the appropriate chapters.
Recommendation
2.10.3

I recommend that no modification be made to the Plan.

2.11

PARAGRAPHS 2.5.1 – 2.5.3
Related Strategies
Objections
DO/51192/1448 Llynfi Valley Forum
DO/51208/1597 RSPB Cymru

Issue
2.11.1
This is whether or not it is reasonable to describe the Local Agenda 21 strategy as ‘nonland use based’.
Conclusions
2.11.2
The RSPB argues that Local Agenda 21 strategies do address land use issues, and ‘nonland use’ should be deleted from para 2.5.1 of the UDP. However, the strategies are multi-faceted and
designed to achieve sustainable development in a variety of ways not simply through land use planning. I
therefore consider that the text of the UDP is accurate and need not be changed.
2.11.3
The Council has proposed additional paragraphs for this section of the UDP, to explain
the role and progress on preparing a Community Strategy. I consider that it would be helpful for plan
users to understand the relationship of the UDP to this broader strategy. The Llynfi Valley Forum
identified an error in para 2.5.2 of the UDP, where the Llynfi Valley regeneration strategy was misnamed.
The Council corrected this in the PIMS, and I shall recommend that the name be changed.
Recommendation
2.11.4

I recommend that section 2.5 be extended and modified as shown in the PIMS.
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3. Environment
Section 3A Paragraph 3.1.1 to Policy EV14
3.1

PARAGRAPHS 3.1.1 to 3.1.4
Justification of Part 1 Policies
Objections
DO/51208/1598 RSPB Cymru
DO/51208/1599 RSPB Cymru

Issues
3.1.1

These are:



Whether or not the Part 1 policies are all justified; and



Whether or not reference should be made to the Modernising Local Government Agenda for the
establishment of Community Plans or Strategies.

Conclusions
3.1.2
I am satisfied that each of the chapters covering Part 2 topics begins with a reasoned
justification of the relevant Part 1 policies. Chapter 3 provides justification for each of the three strategic
policies for the environment. In the PIMS, the Council has recommended a change to section 2.5 of the
UDP so that an explanation of the complementary role of the emerging Community Strategy is included. I
consider that it is unnecessary to repeat this information at the beginning of Chapter 3.
Recommendation
3.1.3

I recommend that no modification be made to the Plan.

3.2

PARAGRAPH 3.3.5
Sustainable Development
Objections
DO/51208/1600 RSPB Cymru

Issue
3.2.1
The main issue is whether or not the UDP should include a reference to ‘A Sustainable
Wales – Learning to Live Differently (2000)’.
Conclusions
3.2.2
Para 3.3.5 of the deposit UDP already includes the reference which the objector seeks. I
see no reason to extend this or amend paragraph 3.3.5.

Recommendation
3.2.3

I recommend that no modification be made to the Plan.

3.3

POLICY EV1
Development in the Countryside
Objections
DO/51209/1629 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51175/1387 Mr W M Davies
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DO/51211/1691 Forest Enterprise
DO/51144/1323 Grantchester Plc
DO/51047/1162 Mr & Mrs W D Jenkins
DO/51046/1159 Herbert R Thomas
DO/51203/1542 House Builders Federation
DO/51187/1371 Jenkins Gould Partnership
DO/51229/1829 National Assembly for Wales
DO/51229/1830 National Assembly for Wales
DO/51208/1602 RSPB Cymru
DO/51207/1577 Messrs M J & E D Thomas & Other Land Owners
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51209/1628 Countryside Council for Wales
Issues
3.3.1

These are:



Whether or not the definition of countryside given in para 3.5.3 is reasonable and sufficiently flexible;



Whether or not the policy itself is sufficiently flexible, and should make allowance for tourism
development or development in the interests of nature conservation;



Whether or not the balance between policy and reasoned justification should be changed;



Whether or not para 3.5.5 and part of 3.5.6 should be omitted in the interests of strengthening Policy
EV1.

Conclusions
The first issue
The UDP rightly, in my opinion, declares it necessary as a prelude to putting forward
3.3.2
relevant policies, to provide a clear definition of ‘the countryside’. Insofar as the definition refers to
‘logical’, but unspecified, settlement boundaries, the NAW objects that this is imprecise and raises
concerns as to where development will and will not be permitted in the County Borough. The Council
responds with reference to the PIMS which puts forward additional explanatory text for logical boundaries.
In addition, it reminds the reader that the definition of countryside was influenced by the recommendation
of the Ogwr Borough Local Plan Inspector, and asserts that the definition has not led to difficulties with
development control. The CCW has withdrawn its objection to ‘logical’ boundaries on condition that
amendments put forward in the PIMS are made.
3.3.3
The Concise Oxford dictionary defines logical as ‘not contravening the laws of thought,
correctly reasoned….deductible or defensible on the ground of consistency…’. I have examined existing
settlement boundaries in the County Borough and consider that, unless the boundary coincides with the
coast, most boundaries could be changed without becoming ‘illogical’. There is nearly always another
road, railway line, change in topography, landscape or field boundary to which the supporter of a
boundary change can draw attention, in order to claim that the new boundary would be ‘logical’. I
therefore consider the definition to be unhelpful and unlikely to lead to dispute resolution on its own.
3.3.4
Although the Inspector at the earlier Local Plan Inquiry supported the ‘logical’ boundary
approach, he put it forward as an alternative to another recommendation which, in my opinion, would
meet the objection now made and would introduce greater clarity and transparency to the UDP. His
recommendation (a) in para 6.2.5 (CD27) was that settlement boundaries should be designated for main
settlements as well as smaller settlements. I am confident that the Council could use its detailed local
knowledge to draw up boundaries which demarcate main settlements and countryside appropriately, and
make allowance for sensible rounding off and minor expansion.
3.3.5
I understand that the Council seeks to offer more flexibility to development proposals in
main settlements than in smaller settlements. The Council should be able to bear this in mind when
defining the boundaries. I agree with Grantchester that the definition of countryside should take account
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of the distribution of sites allocated for development in the UDP, and consider that the Council could also
have regard for allocations when defining urban boundaries. PPWales, para 3.1.6, indicates that UDPs
should give developers and members of the public certainty about the type of development that will be
permitted at a given location. Many policies in the UDP depend upon a clear understanding as to where
settlements end and countryside begins. In the interests of clarity, I conclude that boundaries should be
defined for the main settlements and shown on the Proposals Map in the UDP. This would necessitate
changes to the Proposals Map which I shall recommend. The additions to para 3.5.3 explaining
settlement boundaries, and put forward in the PIMS, would also need to be amended.
3.3.6
Some objectors argue that the designated settlement boundaries are drawn too tightly,
and overlook scope for infilling and minor extensions. For Messrs Thomas and others, it is contended
that they are arbitrarily defined around existing development and ignore the presence of urban fringe
which cannot be regarded as countryside. Mr W D Jenkins draws attention to Planning Policy Guidance
Note 7: The Countryside – Environmental Quality and Economic and Social Development (PPG7). This
advises (at para 3.21 not para 2.18) that infilling of small gaps within small groups of housing or minor
extensions to groups may be acceptable. The objector considers that Policy EV1 would rule out modest
development of villages but allow large, sporadic development for agriculture or tourism in the
countryside.
3.3.7
However, PPWales confirms the longstanding policy that development in the countryside
must be strictly controlled. Development should be concentrated in and around those settlements where
it can be best accommodated in terms of infrastructure, access, habitat and landscape conservation. I
consider that the Council’s settlement and land use strategies, giving first preference for development in
the main settlements on redundant or under-utilised urban land, are consistent with the new national
policy. PPWales makes no provision for the definition or separate treatment of urban fringe. I consider
that the essential, clear definition of countryside would be blurred if sections of it were treated as urban
fringe. If the urban fringe were regarded as available for development, I consider that this would
encourage the spread of urbanisation in conflict with the promotion of more sustainable development.
3.3.8
PPG7 is no longer applicable in Wales, though similar policy applies in Wales to infilling
and minor extensions. PPWales cautions that acceptability will depend upon the character of the
surroundings. I see no reason for increased flexibility in principle to promote significant new development
in smaller settlements or the countryside around Bridgend. Proposals allowed as exceptions to the policy
such as development for agriculture or forestry would have to satisfy other policies in the UDP, including
Policy EV7 on scale, siting, layout, design and external appearance. In my opinion, Policy EV1 would not
encourage large, sporadic development in the countryside.
3.3.9
The Jenkins Gould Partnership proposes that land at Llangewydd Court Farm,
Llangewydd, should be deleted from the countryside. However, this land is rural in character and
separated by farmland from the settlement boundaries of Bridgend and Laleston. In my view, it should be
designated as countryside where Policy EV1 would apply. I conclude that the definition of countryside, in
para 3.5.3 of the UDP, and with the proposed amendments in the PIMS is sufficiently reasonable and
flexible, subject only to the removal of the reference to ‘logical’ boundaries.

The second issue
The NAW argues that the first sentence of the policy is too restrictive and should be
3.3.10
expressed so as to reflect better the information given in the reasoned justification. The Council argues
that it has retained a degree of consistency with Policy EV1 of the Ogwr Borough Local Plan and Mid
Glamorgan Replacement Structure Plan. However, PPWales indicates that development should be
‘strictly controlled’ rather than ‘not permitted’, and I agree with the objector that para 3.5.4 of the UDP
implies a more permissive approach than the policy wording. The policy as worded is, in my view, in
conflict with the important concept of planning for the countryside as a living and working entity, and
should be changed.
3.3.11
The RSPB states that there may be instances where development in the interests of
nature conservation requires planning permission, and this should be allowed for in the exceptions by
adding ‘environment’ after ‘in the interests of’. I consider that this addition would lack precision and could
undermine the thrust of the policy, which is to strictly control development in the countryside. As the
Council points out, other policies in this chapter deal with countryside management, land reclamation and
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environmental improvement and these should serve the interests of nature conservation. It would be
inappropriate, in my view, for this policy to seek to cover all aspects of pollution, as the objector implies it
should.
3.3.12
Forest Enterprise points out the absence of a reference to tourism in the policy, and
argues that this is inconsistent with the aims of the UDP to encourage appropriate tourism developments.
Though the Council contends that tourism development need not be located in the countryside, in my
view this is no different from the situation for most development for leisure and recreation. There will
most likely be some limited forms of tourism development which require a site in the countryside and the
policy could usefully acknowledge this. I conclude that the policy is unduly restrictive and the wording
should be amended.

The third issue
The NAW contends that the list of factors in the reasoned justification should be placed in
3.3.13
the policy itself, as these may be used to assess planning applications. The Council replies that the
bullets in para 3.5.4 are not intended to be exhaustive and are covered by other UDP policies. I consider
that Policies EV7 and EV16-20 deal with many of the matters highlighted in para 3.5.4. Policy E11
permits commercial development in the countryside. Therefore, most of the bullet points in para 3.5.4
pre-empt forthcoming policies, are superfluous and should be deleted. Section 7.3 of PPWales advises
that new businesses in rural areas are essential to sustain and improve rural communities. In my view,
this is the rationale for allowing exceptions to the policy of controlled development in the countryside and
should be explained more forcefully in the text. I shall recommend a revised form of words.

Fourth issue
Mr W M Davies begins by arguing that para 3.5.5 should be omitted as it is inconsistent
3.3.14
with the strong words in para 3.5.2. He later concedes that development bringing community benefit
might be acceptable in the countryside in some circumstances. I consider that the very generalised
statement in para 3.5.5 could be seized on as justification for unsuitable development in the countryside.
I shall recommend a revised form of words for para 3.5.4 to emphasise that development in the
countryside should either benefit the rural economy or need a rural location and serve a much wider
community. Para 3.5.5 could then be deleted.
3.3.15
The CCW argues that the clause in para 3.5.6 ‘and will not be set aside lightly’ should be
deleted, as it undermines the rest of the sentence. However, I agree with the Council that the clause
emphasises the importance of the policy, and shall not recommend a change to it.
Recommendation
3.3.16

I recommend that Policy EV1 should be modified to read:

‘Development in the countryside will be strictly controlled, except where it is necessary in the interests of
agriculture, forestry, the winning and working of minerals, appropriate countryside tourism, leisure and
recreation, land reclamation, transportation infrastructure……..’
3.3.17
made.

I recommend that the proposed changes to para 3.5.3 put forward in the PIMS should be

3.3.18
I recommend that para 3.5.3 should be further modified along these lines ‘…The UDP
therefore defines ‘the countryside’ of the County Borough as - that area of land lying beyond
designated settlement boundaries (the latter are defined in Policies EV12, H3 and H4 and their
justifying texts) and sites allocated for development in the UDP. The settlement strategy which …….
Into the countryside. The boundaries of main settlements include any ‘limited rounding off site ‘ whose
development ….up to a clear and defensible boundary, in a manner which rationalises surrounding land
uses and the adjacent countryside. ‘Main and smaller settlements’ as defined in the UDP, have
designated settlement boundaries, which are shown on the Proposals Map.’
3.3.19
I recommend that para 3.5.4 should be modified along these lines: ‘…….The Authority
accepts, however, that certain developments may be pursued in the countryside provided that:
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They will encourage rural enterprise, ie with directly demonstrable benefits to the local rural economy
of the County Borough; and



They will bring wider community benefits to the County Borough or region, for example through
mineral extraction or improvements to transportation or utility service infrastructure, and are
developments which could not be located in neighbouring, designated settlements.’

3.3.20

I recommend that para 3.5.5 should be deleted.

3.3.21
I recommend that the settlement boundaries of main settlements be shown on the
Proposals Map.

3.4

POLICY EV2
Confinement of Development to Existing Buildings
Objection
DO/51227/1768 Harmer Partnership

Issue
3.4.1
This is whether or not the supporting text to this policy is too strongly opposed to the
residential conversion of existing buildings in the countryside.
Conclusions
3.4.2
The objector contends that owners of rural buildings should not be obliged to carry out
expensive and extensive marketing campaigns for various uses before being permitted a residential
conversion. The policy should not be so biased in favour of commercial/business uses, as this could
result in crude or unsuitable conversions and intensified use of motorised transport in an unsustainable
fashion.
3.4.3
The Council draws my attention to several passages in PPWales which support the thrust
of this policy, and the approach described in the supporting text. In particular, para 9.3.6 of the new
national policy document repeats the established policy stance that new house building in the open
countryside, away from existing settlements, should be strictly controlled. Paras 7.6.9 to 7.6.11
encourage local planning authorities to encourage the conversion of rural buildings for business purposes
and place restrictions on residential re-use. I conclude that the policy and the reasoned justification
reflect up to date national policy, and are consistent with promoting a more sustainable distribution of
housing development whilst encouraging the growth of the rural economy.
Recommendation
3.4.4

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.5

POLICY EV3
Development Affecting Agricultural Interests
Objections
DO/51175/1388 Mr W M Davies
DO/51227/1769 Harmer Partnership
DO/51229/1832 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
3.5.1
The main issue is whether or not the policy adequately reflects national planning policy to
conserve the best and most versatile agricultural land.
Conclusions
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3.5.2
In response to the objection by Mr Davies that the word ‘usually’ weakens the strength of
the policy, the Council has put forward an amended form of words. I accept that the proposed changes
would be more consistent with para 2.8.1 of PPWales and the principle that high grade land should only
be developed if there is an overriding need for the development. The Harmer Partnership favours change
to the policy to recognise that agricultural land value is one of a number of factors to be considered.
However, PPWales is clear that considerable weight should be given to protecting such land from
development, because of its special importance. The opening chapter of the UDP, as proposed to be
modified by the PIMS, indicates that all relevant policies will be applied when development proposals are
assessed, and I see no reason to alter the policy in the way which the second objector suggests.
3.5.3
The NAW requests that the final clause should be omitted from the policy, as it is too
restrictive. In my opinion, the thrust of PPWales is that high grade agricultural land is to be protected for
its intrinsic worth and as a finite resource for the future. The viability of existing agricultural holdings may
well be an important material consideration as the Council argues, but I consider that this should not be
the dominating feature in this policy. I accept that reference to farm viability could usefully be made in the
policy, but I view the test ‘must not prejudice viability’ as too strict. Though not sought by the objector, in
my view a change to the title of the policy to ‘Development affecting the best and most versatile
agricultural land’ should also be made, for the sake of consistency with both national policy and the other
alterations which are needed. I shall propose a modification to the words to redress the balance in the
policy.
Recommendation
3.5.4

I recommend that the policy be modified to read:

‘Development in the countryside which involves the loss of Grade 1, 2 or 3a agricultural land will not be
permitted, except where it can be demonstrated that there is an overriding need for development. Where
the loss of such land is essential, development will take place on the lowest possible grades of suitable
land, in a manner consistent with existing environmental and other conservation interests, and avoiding
prejudice to the viability of existing or proposed farm units or holdings.’

3.6

POLICY EV4
Development for Agricultural or Forestry Purposes
Objection
DO/51211/1692 Forest Enterprise

Issue
3.6.1
This is whether or not the policy should extend to all development proposals for
agriculture or forestry, or be limited to proposals for agricultural or forestry dwellings.
Conclusions
3.6.2
The objectors argue that it is too onerous to expect all new development for agriculture or
forestry to comply with the functional and financial tests. It is clear to me that the reasoned justification
for the policy in paras 3.5.14 and 3.5.15 describes the process which is to be followed when applications
for new house building are received. Policy EV4 and its reasoned justification follow very closely the
approach outlined in PPWales para 9.3.7 for the determination of planning applications for agricultural
and forestry dwellings. If this policy were used more widely, I consider that it could have a harmful effect
particularly on small scale or emerging enterprises, contrary to rural economic development objectives. I
conclude that the policy should be changed so that it refers only to new house building.
Recommendation
3.6.3

I recommend that the policy should be modified as follows:

‘NEW DWELLINGS FOR AGRICULTURE OR FORESTRY
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New dwellings for the purposes of agriculture or forestry will be permitted only where both a functional
and financial need for the development have been properly demonstrated.’

3.7

POLICY EV5
Agricultural or Forestry Occupancy
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/1833 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
3.7.1
This is whether or not the extension of occupancy conditions to other dwellings in the
manner described in para 3.5.17 of the UDP, and the use of planning obligations to restrict occupancy,
would be reasonable.
Conclusions
3.7.2
The NAW objects to the text in para 3.5.17 on the grounds that the situations in which
occupancy conditions might be extended to cover other dwellings in the owner’s control should be
qualified. The use of S106 obligations or conditions would need to comply in each case with the relevant
tests set out in Planning Circulars. The Council has re-written the paragraph in dispute and included it in
the PIMS. I consider that the revised text provides useful additional information as to the use (and
removal) of planning conditions, and possibly planning obligations. The amendment has led to the
conditional withdrawal of the objection, and I consider that it provides a reasonable justification for the
policy.
Recommendation
3.7.3

I recommend that para 3.5.17 be modified as proposed in the PIMS.

3.8

POLICY EV6
Conversion/Extension/Rehabilitation of Rural Buildings
Objections
DO/50985/1078 Cynffig Community Council
DO/51211/1693 Forest Enterprise
DO/51203/1543 House Builders Federation
DO/51229/1834 National Assembly for Wales
DO/51226/1758 Mr M Phipps

Issues
3.8.1

These are:



Whether or not criteria 6, 7 and 8 are too restrictive; and



Whether or not the supporting text should make greater allowance for rural buildings to be re-used for
residential purposes.

Conclusions
3.8.2
On the first issue, the NAW argues that the policy goes too far in ruling out the
conversion of all modern agricultural or industrial buildings and is contrary to advice in TAN(Wales)6,
(CD39), Agriculture and Rural Development. Forest Enterprise contends that criterion 7 would preclude
the conversion of well designed, but non-traditional rural buildings. The text has already indicated that
conversion would not be allowed where it is perceived that permitted development rights for farm
buildings have been used with the intention of an early change to another use.
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3.8.3
Paras 12 to 20 of Tan 6 provide guidance on the re-use or adaptation of agricultural
buildings, and advise planning authorities to look out for abuse of permitted development rights.
However, they make no suggestion that modern buildings should not be considered for conversion. I
consider that one of the flaws in the Council’s approach is that it has not defined ‘modern’ and this would
create uncertainty over application of the policy. Though the Council argues that PPWales signals a
more critical approach to the appraisal of new development proposals for agriculture and forestry, it does
not advise against the re-use of modern buildings. Para 7.6.9 of PPWales urges LPAs to adopt a positive
approach to the conversion of rural buildings for business re-use, subject to a number of criteria which do
not count against modern buildings as such. I agree with the objectors that the criterion as worded is
unduly restrictive. I propose to amend it so that permission for conversion could be withheld if there was
evidence of abuse of permitted development rights, but so that there would be no blanket ban on
converting ‘modern’ buildings.
3.8.4
The HBF objects to criterion 6 on the grounds that it is too vague and should seek to
safeguard ‘protected habitats and species’. However, the Council replies that PPWales seeks to
conserve and enhance biodiversity outside designated areas as well as within them. I consider that this
point and the Council’s stated aim to express the criteria concisely count against any alteration to this part
of the policy.
3.8.5
The HBF also objects to criterion 8 because it does not indicate what level of flood risk
would be deemed unacceptable, and it does not take account of mitigation measures. The Council
advises that the criterion was included in its current form on the basis of advice from the Environment
Agency Wales. I accept the Council’s argument that, in the light of recent events and new guidance in
PPWales, (notably) para 13.2.3, a more precautionary approach should be adopted than in the past.
Avoidance of development in areas at risk is to be preferred to mitigating the consequences of flooding. I
conclude that the criterion should not be altered in the way that the objector proposes.
3.8.6
Turning to the second issue, for Mr Phipps and Forest Enterprise, it is argued that the
conversion, extension or rehabilitation of rural buildings for residential use could benefit the rural
economy, and may be the most appropriate use. However, PPWales clearly favours the re-use of rural
buildings for business purposes, and advises that residential uses may have a minimal economic impact,
as well as be detrimental to the fabric and character of historical buildings. Paras 7.6.10 and 7.6.11 of the
new policy document provide that UDPs may include policies which only allow residential re-use in very
limited circumstances. This is especially appropriate in areas where the creation of local employment is a
priority. The Council contends that this is true of Bridgend and that the County Borough has Objective 1
status. These factors lead me to conclude that the supporting text should not be changed to give a more
favourable climate for the conversion of rural buildings to residential use.
3.8.7
The objection by Cynffig Community Council concerns a proposed new superstore at
Pyle. The Council has responded to the objector’s concerns, and I see no reason to make alterations to
Policy EV6 on the basis of the objection.
Recommendation
3.8.8

I recommend that criterion 7 of Policy EV6 should be amended so that it reads:

‘7
The history of use of the building should demonstrate that it was not constructed with the
intention of an early conversion to another use.’
3.8.9
I recommend that the penultimate sentence in para 3.5.20, beginning ‘Therefore it is
unlikely that….’ should be deleted.

3.9

POLICY EV7
Nature, Siting, Scale and Design of Rural Development
Objections
DO/51209/1630 Countryside Council for Wales
Conditionally Withdrawn
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DO/51229/1835 National Assembly for Wales
Issues
3.9.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy addresses agricultural and forestry buildings/operations;



Whether or not the policy should refer to density; and



Whether or not the third criterion is too generalised.

Conclusions
3.9.2
On the first issue raised by the CCW, the Council confirms that this policy would apply to
all new development in the countryside. I consider that it follows logically from Policy EV1 and is
consistent with section 2.9 of PPWales, which requires local planning authorities to encourage good
design everywhere. Paras 7.6.7 and 7.6.8 of PPWales call for a constructive approach to agricultural
development, but expect authorities to check the lawfulness of proposals for agriculture and forestry
which would benefit from permitted development rights. In view of this advice that there should be a high
degree of scrutiny, I conclude that the policy should address proposals for all types of development in the
countryside.
3.9.3
On the second issue, I agree with the Council that ‘layout’ would provide a clear
indication of density for most proposals. This would be supplemented by information on scale and
external appearance. The Council also advises that in the countryside residential development, for which
density is commonly an issue, will be strictly controlled. I conclude that it is unnecessary to refer to
density in this policy.
3.9.4
On the third issue, the NAW objects that the third criterion is too wide ranging in its
reference to the ‘wider countryside’, and that biodiversity should be referred to in terms of locally
important habitats and species. The Council has proposed an amendment in the PIMS to delete ‘wider’
and I accept that this results in greater clarity. On the biodiversity matter, PPWales, para 5.1.1 states that
the natural heritage is not confined to statutorily designated sites but extends across all of Wales. In view
of this perspective and in the interests of producing a concise policy, I am content for the policy as
amended in the PIMS to stand.
3.9.5
For reasons explained in section 3.12, I consider that the text of para 3.5.23 should be
extended to refer to the desirability of conserving the features identified in Policy EV10, criteria 3 and 4.
Recommendation
3.9.6

I recommend that the policy be modified according to the PIMS.

3.9.7
I recommend that the text in para 3.5.23 following Policy EV7 be extended to explain that
the coastline, valley sides, hill tops, ridgelines and the rural highway network are important features of the
landscape for decision making.

3.10

POLICY EV8
Replacement Dwellings in the Countryside
Objection
DO/51227/1770 Harmer Partnership

Issue
3.10.1

This is whether or not the policy should be re-worded to make it more flexible.
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Conclusions
3.10.2
The objector argues that criteria 1 and 2 could be joined to read ‘The replacement of
abandoned and derelict buildings will not normally be allowed.’ This would, however, omit the point that
only dwellings which are structurally unsound or face the risk of demolition should be replaced. The
objectors contend that the text in the UDP does not justify the prohibition on replacing sound dwellings,
and that concerns about siting and scale could be addressed. However, the thrust of the early part of this
chapter in the UDP is that all development in the countryside will be strictly controlled and most new
residential development will be directed to the main settlements. I consider that extensive replacement of
old dwellings with modern houses in countryside locations could prolong an unsustainable pattern of
development. In these circumstances, I conclude that criteria 1 and 2 should not be combined.
3.10.3
The objector also proposes amendments to the wording of criteria 3 and 4. The Council
has set out a number of guiding principles for policy writing in General Proof 1 (CD147), and I accept that
the addition of ‘special’ to criterion 3 and ‘unacceptable adverse impact on’ to criterion 4 would provide
inappropriate qualification of precise phraseology, contrary to good practice. For the reasons given
above, I see no reason to make these criteria more flexible. However, criterion 4 should be altered in my
view so as to confirm that it refers to a proposed replacement dwelling and not to an existing one. I shall
recommend a change to the wording accordingly.
Recommendation
3.10.4

I recommend that the policy should be modified so that criterion 4 reads:

‘4
The siting, scale, form, materials and details of the proposed dwelling would preserve or enhance
the landscape setting.’

3.11

POLICY EV9
Development in Nationally Important Landscapes
Objections
DO/51150/1336 British Wind Energy Association
DO/51150/1337 British Wind Energy Association
DO/51209/1631 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51227/1771 Harmer Partnership
DO/51229/1836 National Assembly for Wales
PCO/51209/2214
Countryside Council for Wales
PCO/51209/2215
Countryside Council for Wales
PCO/51229/2204
National Assembly for Wales

Issues
3.11.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy distinguishes satisfactorily between areas which are designated for their
natural beauty and areas which are designated for their nature conservation interests;



Whether or not the policy describes the identified areas appropriately according to their significance
at international, national or local level;



Whether or not the policy gives sufficient flexibility for proposed new development.

Conclusions
3.11.2
On the first issue, this policy relates to the Glamorgan Heritage Coast and Kenfig
Candidate Special Area of Conservation (cSAC). The British Wind Energy Association and the CCW
argue that there is confusion in the policy between landscape and nature conservation designations. In
its responses to the objectors, the Council has explained at some length the history and purpose of the
Heritage Coast designation. In 1970, it recalls that the Countryside Commission recommended that
stretches of coast with the highest quality scenery should be designated as Heritage Coasts. Planning
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policy should be similar to that applied to National Parks and AONBs in that it should aim to protect or
enhance the beauty of these coastal areas and to promote their enjoyment by the public. The Heritage
Coast is shown on Map 5.1 of PPWales along with ‘landscape designations’ ie National Parks and
AONBs. By contrast, the Kenfig cSAC is designated because of its value for nature conservation. It
contains habitats, species and ecosystems of European significance, which should be protected from
damage and deterioration and conserved by appropriate management. It is shown separately from
Heritage Coasts on Map 5.2 of PPWales, alongside SSSIs and NNRs.
3.11.3
I consider that the UDP should distinguish very clearly between policies to protect the
natural beauty of scenic areas which include Heritage Coasts, and policies to protect and manage areas
of importance for nature conservation. Different mechanisms will be required to ensure that appropriate
development can be accommodated in the two types of area. Policy EV9 aims to prevent visual intrusion.
There is no evidence that the rare habitats and species in the Kenfig cSAC would be harmed by ‘visual
intrusion’ per se. In conclusion, the policy fails to distinguish satisfactorily between areas which are
designated for their natural beauty and areas which are designated for their nature conservation interests.
I consider that this policy is potentially confusing to users and should be changed. As it follows paras
3.5.26 and 3.5.27 which set the scene for policies dealing with landscape and scenic beauty, I consider
that this policy should concentrate on the Heritage Coast.
3.11.4
On the second issue, the NAW objects to the policy giving equal weight to the
internationally important, statutorily defined cSAC and what it regards as a local non-statutory designation
(the Heritage Coast). I accept that Heritage Coasts have status as nationally important areas, and this is
confirmed by their inclusion in Map 5.1, PPWales, as Natural Heritage sites in Wales. However, I have
already concluded that Policy EV9 should not refer to both the cSAC and the Heritage Coast. The
Council has proposed amendments to the policy and supporting text in the PIMS which would adequately
clarify the international/national status of the two areas. However, I consider that these would not
address the fundamental policy flaw that scenic and nature conservation designations are combined.
3.11.5
The NAW draws attention to potential conflict between Policy EV9 and EV18, which gives
guidance on development affecting sites of international or national importance for nature conservation.
Consideration, it is argued, should be given to their amalgamation, taking account of the different tiers of
nature conservation interest. I consider that Policy EV18 would provide satisfactory protection for
development proposals in or affecting Kenfig cSAC, which should not be included in the revised Policy
EV9. I conclude that Policy EV9 should be concerned only with the nationally important Glamorgan
Heritage Coast.
3.11.6
Turning to the third issue, Harmers describe the policy wording as unreasonably inflexible
and suggest amendments. However, I agree with the Council that adding ‘unacceptable’ before adverse
would add an unwanted qualification to an otherwise clear statement. I see no need to replace the
phrase ‘visual intrusion’ with ‘visual impact’. I consider that it is reasonable to assess new development
proposals in the Heritage Coast in terms of their effect on natural beauty.
Recommendation
3.11.7
I recommend that the modifications proposed in the PIMS for Policy EV9 and para 3.5.29
should not be made.
3.11.8

I recommend that Policy EV9 should be modified so as to read:

‘Development which would adversely affect, or would be visually intrusive upon, the natural beauty of the
Glamorgan Heritage Coast will not be permitted.’
3.11.9

I recommend that para 3.5.29 should be re-written on these lines:

‘The landscape associated with the Glamorgan Heritage Coast is important within the national context
and covers one of the finest stretches of undeveloped coast in England and Wales. As such, it occupies
the highest tier of landscapes of importance in the County Borough. Therefore, it merits a very high
degree of protection in planning policy.’
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3.12

POLICY EV10
Development in Special Landscape Areas
Objections
DO/51150/1338 British Wind Energy Association
DO/51209/1632 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51211/1694 Forest Enterprise
DO/51229/1837 National Assembly for Wales
DO/51198/1496 Quarry Products Association
PCO/51209/2216
Countryside Council for Wales
PCO/51198/2172
Quarry Products Association
PCO/51006/2146
C H Knight & Partners
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2099 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
3.12.1

These are :



Whether or not it is clear that this non-statutory landscape designation carries less weight than a
statutory designation, and whether or not the policy is likely to restrict unduly acceptable
development;



Whether or not the special landscape areas are soundly based, and are of substantive conservation
value where normal planning policies cannot provide the necessary protection.

Conclusions
The first issue
PPWales indicates that in National Parks and AONBs, UDP policies and development
3.12.2
control decisions should give great weight to conserving and enhancing natural beauty. Non-statutory
designations carry less weight. It is clear to me that there is a hierarchy with nationally important
landscape areas ranked above the regionally or locally important ones within which ‘special landscape
areas’ fall. The Quarry Products Association argues that Policy EV10 is too restrictive for its position in
the hierarchy, asserting that not even an internationally significant designation would afford a complete
presumption against development which would have an adverse effect. In the deposit UDP, Policy EV9
relates to nationally important landscapes and Policy EV10 to regional and local ones. The latter is more
permissive, using the phrase ‘will not be favoured’ instead of ‘will not be permitted’. The text explains that
account would be taken of measures to reduce any adverse effects, when development proposals were
assessed.
3.12.3
I consider that use of the term ‘will not be favoured’ is appropriate for Policy EV10, in
order to acknowledge the need to consider a wide range of policy or material considerations. It indicates
a less restrictive approach than ‘will not be permitted’, which is to be applied in nationally sensitive
landscapes. Some objectors propose that the word ‘unacceptable’ should be used to qualify
‘adversely/adverse impact’ to show that there would be some flexibility, but in my opinion, this would
introduce vagueness and be in conflict with the Council’s stated approach to policy wording (CD147).
The PIMS proposal to change the words in Policy EV10 to ‘will not be permitted’ would undermine the
important distinction from nationally important landscapes. In reaching the conclusion that the PIMS
amendment should be rejected, I have taken account of the NAW representation 2099.

The second issue
Forest Enterprise argues that the special landscape areas are too widely drawn in terms
3.12.4
of geography and qualifying criteria. A more rigorous selection procedure should be adopted so that only
those areas genuinely worthy of protection are covered. The CCW and NAW express similar sentiments,
querying whether a formal scientific assessment as required by national policy has been carried out for all
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areas, and recommending that ‘other important natural features’ and ‘landscape associated with the rural
highway network’ should be treated separately from this policy.
3.12.5
In my view the special landscape areas are not clearly, consistently or concisely defined.
As the NAW has highlighted, the policy includes four different categories, only two of which are identified
on the Proposals Map. The last two are non-specific and would apply to much of the countryside in the
County Borough regardless of whether it is ‘special’. The Proposals Map shows much of the northern
part of the County Borough as Strategic Coalfield Plateau and Associated Valley Sides, which I
understand to be part of a special landscape area in regional terms. However, selected parts are also
shown as Landscape Conservation Areas, which I understand to be of local importance. These factors
illustrate the complexity and confusion of the special landscape area designation.
3.12.6
The extent of the Strategic Coalfield Plateau and Associated Valley Sides is based on an
assessment of landscape character for an extensive part of South Wales, which was primarily concerned
with the sensitivity of the landscape to wind energy and biomass developments. The assessment was
carried out in 1994 and is, therefore, quite old. It defines a very large area and it is questionable whether
that study should be used to define exact boundaries at the local level. Some objectors have pointed out
the inconsistencies which occur where the designated area abuts or washes over built up areas. In my
opinion, the Council’s response in para 3.5.32 of the UDP, that the presumption in favour of development
overrides the landscape designation in built up or allocated areas, is inadequate. Inconsistencies
between designations should be removed before the Plan is used for decision making.
3.12.7
There is no evidence that the coalfield area has been assessed so as to distinguish
which parts of it in Bridgend County Borough are so special in landscape terms that they require extra
protection, which normal countryside planning policies cannot provide. This is the test set in PPWales
which should drive the identification of special landscape areas and the delineation of their boundaries.
3.12.8
C H Knight & Partners argue that the principle outlined in para 3.5.32 should be extended
to other SLAs not just the Strategic Coalfield Plateau, notably to support Policy EV14, Development in
Tythegston. As I consider that there are flaws in the approach signalled in this paragraph, I shall not
extend the principle. I deal specifically with Policy EV14 and Tythegston in section 3.57.
3.12.9
The Landscape Conservation Areas are based on survey work which preceded the Ogwr
Borough Local Plan, and have been updated with reference to more recent landscape assessments
notably those for the Landscapes Working for Bridgend CB Strategy. The deposit UDP describes the
surveys as defining ‘the characteristics and features that make one landscape different from another,
rather than those features which may elevate the assessment of one area over another.’ I consider that
this is insufficient to meet the requirements of PPWales that the policy should explain what features or
characteristics require extra protection and why. The Council should pick out the ‘special’ landscapes,
meaning those which have not attained national designation but have substantive conservation value in
the local context, because of their natural beauty and character. It is useful to describe the variety of
landscapes which exist in the County Borough, but this should be only the first step, in my view, to assist
the value judgments which must be made to select and protect landscapes of the highest local quality.
3.12.10
The Council argues that a policy similar to UDP Policy EV10 passed the scrutiny of the
Inspector at the Ogwr Borough Local Plan Inquiry, and that there have been no material changes in
circumstances. However, the Inspector’s conclusions on Policy EV7 (Page 112 of CD27) refer to an
arbitrary boundary for the Strategic Coalfield Plateau and the need for decisions to be made to define
what is special. More importantly, national planning policy has undergone change since the time of that
Inquiry. Planning Guidance (Wales) 1999 (CD003) called on local authorities, when reviewing their
development plans, to consider rigorously the function and justification of existing local countryside
designations. PPWales (2002) asserts that LPAs should base their designations on formal scientific
assessment informed by community participation. The Council advises that it will review its special
landscape areas when the LANDMAP assessment is available.
3.12.11
I consider that the current policy, which has led to a proliferation of local countryside
designations and has not adequately identified the particulars to be respected, is harmful for two reasons.
Firstly, it weakens the effectiveness of Policy EV1 as prospective developers of sites in the countryside
which are not covered by one or more of the Policy EV10 categories are encouraged to argue that the
site is ‘only white land’. Secondly, it could unduly restrict acceptable development where the designations
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include land which is not special. Developers with proposals which satisfy other policies in the UDP
require clear guidance as to what forms of development would be acceptable in the SLAs, or what
mitigation measures might make their proposals acceptable. In my view, it is for these reasons that
national policy requires special landscape areas to be very selective, rigorously defined and their
justification made explicit.
3.12.12
I conclude that a thorough review of the areas covered by Policy EV10 is urgently
required, though I am advised that the LANDMAP data, which would underpin this task, may not be
available until 2005/6. In the meantime and as a minimum, I consider that criteria 3 and 4 should be
omitted from this policy. Criterion 1 of Policy EV7 requires all development in the countryside to be
compatible with the landscape and any existing related structure, by virtue of its scale, siting etc. The
coastline, valley sides and rural highway network are aspects of the landscape with which any rural
development would have to be in keeping. If desired, the text following Policy EV7 could be extended to
explain these points.
3.12.13
I conclude that para 3.5.32 should be omitted. The boundaries of all special landscape
areas should be rapidly reviewed with a view to eliminating obvious inconsistencies on the Proposals
Map. In general, if there is a substantial built up area, it will be unreasonable to define that land as a
‘special landscape area’, though there may be exceptional cases. Removal of these inconsistencies will
necessitate site inspection and fieldwork.
3.12.14
In addition, the existing data from landscape surveys should be re-visited to ascertain
whether, in a systematic way, the regionally and locally ‘special’ landscapes with the highest value in
terms of their scenic beauty can be selected. Each of these should then be examined in terms of its
vulnerability and need for extra policy protection, bearing in mind the provisions of Policies EV1 and EV7
in particular. An interim review should be considered, in order to meet up to date national policy and
refine the very large number of areas currently defined. The LPA should not rule out the possibility that
non-statutory landscape designations are unnecessary in the County Borough.
Recommendation
3.12.15
made.

I recommend that the modification proposed in the PIMS to Policy EV10 should not be

3.12.16

I recommend that criteria 3 and 4 should be omitted from Policy EV10.

3.12.17
I recommend that para 3.5.32 should be deleted and the amendment put forward in the
PIMS should not be made.
3.12.18
I recommend that, based on a re-assessment, Table ENV1 should be amended so that
the defined areas are reduced to include only special and vulnerable areas of landscape.
3.12.19
I recommend that, following a re-assessment, the boundaries of that part of the strategic
coalfield and associated valley sides which amounts to ‘special landscape area’ should be defined, to
exclude those parts which are not special, beginning with the built up areas.
3.12.20

I recommend that the Proposals Map be modified accordingly.

3.13

POLICY EV10.1
The Strategic Coalfield Plateau and its Associated Valley Sides
Land at Pont Rhyd Y Cyff
Objection
DO/51225/1752 Mr P Allport

Issue
3.13.1
This is whether or not the objection site should be excluded from its designation as a
special landscape area.
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Conclusions
3.13.2
The objector claims that the special landscape areas are too widely drawn and should be
based on a more rigorous selection procedure. In particular, it is suggested that neither this site in Pont
Rhyd y Cyff nor the settlement itself merit inclusion. From the eastern end of the footpath which crosses
the objection site there are dramatic views toward Cwm Du, where the landscape, in my opinion, is of
high quality in character and appearance. The western end of the footpath looks toward the A4063 road,
which is flanked by scattered development at the approach to the settlement. I consider that the objection
site itself and Pont Rhyd y Cyff are undistinguished in landscape terms and should be excluded from the
designated area. After the previous Ogwr Borough Local Plan Inquiry, the Inspector reached a similar
conclusion that ‘This land is not of special quality in landscape terms’. Whether the objection site falls on
the valley side or in the valley bottom, I consider that its designation as a special landscape area is
inappropriate.
Recommendation
3.13.3
I recommend that the objection site be taken out of the special landscape area, (1 The
Strategic Coalfield Plateau and its Associated Valley Sides). I recommend that the Proposals Map be
modified accordingly.

3.14

POLICY EV10.1
The Strategic Coalfield Plateau and its Associated Valley Sides
Maesteg Community Hospital
Objection
DO/50946/1031 Bro Morgannwg NHS Trust

Issue
3.14.1
This is whether or not the objection site should be included in the designated special
landscape area.
Conclusions
3.14.2
The community hospital occupies a prominent site on the outskirts of Maesteg, though it
is flanked by other development on Neath Road and Heol Ty Gwyn. I consider that the objection site
forms part of the built up area, and that it is unreasonable to designate it as part of a special landscape
area. The objectors’ evidence confirms my earlier conclusion that the boundaries of the special
landscape area should be reviewed and amended. The policy should apply only to the most scenic and
best quality landscapes in the County Borough. I consider that para 3.5.32 does not offer a satisfactory
alternative to drawing up accurate and defensible boundaries to the special landscape areas. I conclude
that the Maesteg Community Hospital site should be taken out of the special landscape area.
Recommendation
3.14.3
I recommend that the boundary of the special landscape area (Strategic Coalfield
Plateau and its Associated Valley Sides) should be modified in the vicinity of the Maesteg Community
Hospital, and the Hospital site deleted from the designated area. I recommend that the Proposals Map
be modified accordingly.
3.15

POLICY EV10.1
The Strategic Coalfield Plateau and its Associated Valley Sides
The Darren Valley
Objection
DO/51192/1449 Llynfi Valley Forum

Issue
3.15.1
areas.

This is whether or not the Darren Valley should be included in the special landscape
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Conclusions
3.15.2
The objector wishes Darren Valley to be included in Policy EV10. The Council confirms
that it is covered by Policy EV10(1) as it is part of the ‘Strategic Coalfield Plateau and its Associated
Valley Sides’. This is shown on the Proposals Map.
Recommendation
3.15.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.16

POLICY EV10.1
The Strategic Coalfield Plateau and its Associated Valley Sides
Neuadd Domos Farm, Cwmfelin
Objection
DO/51228/1817 Mrs C M Roberts

Issue
3.16.1
This is whether or not the land south of Cwmfelin Primary School should be included
within the special landscape area.
Conclusions
3.16.2
This site is bounded by roads, recently built houses and land associated with the Primary
School. The site is enclosed and laid to grass and, in my opinion, is urban/suburban in appearance and
setting. Although it is situated within the strategic coalfield plateau area, I consider that this site does not
merit inclusion within a special landscape area. I conclude that it should be deleted.
Recommendation
3.16.3
I recommend that the Proposals Map should be modified to exclude this land from the
special landscape area, Strategic Coalfield Plateau and its Associated Valley Sides.

3.17

POLICY EV10.2
Landscape Conservation Areas
Land adjacent to New Inn Road, Ewenny
Objection
DO/51141/1314 Mr D Griffiths

Issue
3.17.1
This is whether or not the site should be included within the Merthyr Mawr Landscape
Conservation Area.
Conclusions
3.17.2
The objector argues that recent development on neighbouring sites has visually
damaged the locality which includes the objection site, so that it can no longer be regarded as high quality
landscape. The objection site comprises a field on the south side of New Inn Road which is located
almost immediately opposite a recently constructed dwelling, Ewenny Cottage. Ewenny Cottage is a very
large house in a prominent position on elevated ground with outbuildings and an elaborate gateway. I
consider that the design, siting and scale of this development detract from the pleasant, rural character of
the countryside along New Inn Road. Although Ewenny Cottage is not located within the Landscape
Conservation Area, it is highly visible in views from the designated area.
3.17.3
Ochr Draw Farm is set back from the road and recent development there has a limited
visual impact on the area between Ewenny Road and New Inn Road. At the Inquiry, the Council
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conceded that land east of the railway line and south of New Inn Road formed a separate area from the
more extensive landscape conservation area to the west. I consider that to be the case, and conclude
that the objection site and its immediate surroundings should be taken out of the Merthyr Mawr
Landscape Conservation Area.
3.17.4
In reaching this conclusion, I have taken account of the objector’s evidence that a recent
application for planning permission to erect a dwelling on the objection site was refused, and dismissed
on appeal on the grounds that it was in a landscape conservation area. Though I have concluded that the
landscape is not special in this locality, the objection site lies in the countryside where national and
deposit UDP policies provide that new housing development should be strictly controlled.
Recommendation
3.17.5
I recommend that the eastern boundary of the Merthyr Mawr Landscape Conservation
Area be modified to exclude land east of the railway line and south of New Inn Road.

3.18

POLICY EV10.2
Landscape Conservation Areas
Land at Llangewydd Road, Bridgend
Objection
DO/51226/1760 Mr M Phipps

Issue
3.18.1
This is whether or not land should be taken out of the Court Colman Landscape
Conservation Area and allocated for housing development and recreational uses.
Conclusions
3.18.2
The matter of possible development of the site is dealt with in Chapter 6, section 6.8 and
in Chapter 11 of this report.
3.18.3
The objector argues that the objection site should be taken out of the designated area
because it is neither exceptional in landscape terms nor different from adjoining land where planning
permission for housing development has been granted in the past. The Council argues that the objection
site forms a natural part of the Court Colman Landscape Conservation Area, though it lies beyond the
defined ‘Essential Setting’ of the historic park and garden. The Inspector at the previous Ogwr Borough
Local Plan considered an objection relating to part of this land, and concluded ‘From my visit to the site, I
see no reason why it should not be so designated, as part of the special landscape ….’.
3.18.4
In my opinion, the site lies in pleasant countryside but is not special. It is some distance
from the historic house, and its character and quality is affected by neighbouring residential and
recreational development to the south and east. This would have been less extensive when the previous
Inspector visited the site, even if there were known commitments to develop the land. I conclude that the
status of this land as a ‘Landscape Conservation Area’, and therefore a special landscape area, should
be reviewed.
Recommendation
3.18.5
I recommend that the boundaries of the Court Colman Landscape Conservation Area in
the vicinity of Llangewydd Road should be reviewed and modified, if necessary.

3.19

POLICY EV10.2
Landscape Conservation Areas
Fountain, Aberkenfig
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Objection
DO/51047/1163 Mr and Mrs W D Jenkins
Issue
3.19.1
This is whether or not the boundary of the Landscape Conservation Area should
terminate at Ty Cribwr Farm instead of 8 Fountain Cottages.
Conclusions
3.19.2
I am in favour of an indepth review and re-assessment of the areas designated as
Landscape Conservation Areas. However, the objectors offer no reason for taking this parcel of land out
of the designated area. From my site inspection, I see no substantial change in landscape character
between Ty Cribwr Farm and Fountain which would lead me to modify the Landscape Conservation Area
boundary at Fountain, as proposed by the objectors.
Recommendation
3.19.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.20

POLICY EV10.2
Landscape Conservation Areas
Tythegston
Objection
DO/51006/1132 C H Knight & Partners

Issue
3.20.1
This is whether or not the boundaries of the Landscape Conservation Area have been
appropriately defined in the vicinity of the hamlet of Tythegston.
Conclusions
3.20.2
The objectors contend that the boundaries of the Tythegston Landscape Conservation
Area are derived from studies which were carried out at the macro-scale, and were not designed to assist
planning policies in the UDP. A recent landscape assessment, carried out by a landscape architect for
the objectors, concludes that the boundaries were not revised from the Ogwr Borough Local Plan and are
unjustified as they include only part of the Tythegston Conservation Area. The objectors claim that there
would be greater consistency if the boundaries of the Landscape Conservation Area excluded the
Conservation Area, which would be subject to planning control in any event.
3.20.3
The Council proposes in the PIMS to widen the Special Landscape Area so as to include
the Conservation Area. In its response to the objectors, it proposes an even larger Landscape
Conservation Area around Tythegston. In the absence of details of the method of assessment and the
fact that quite different boundaries have been proposed, I am unable to conclude that the designations
are based on rigour and are clearly justified, as required by PPWales. In particular, I share the misgivings
of the objectors about the landscape value of the large farm buildings to the west of the settlement’s
principal road. National policy indicates that non-statutory landscape designations should apply where
there is substantive conservation value and reason to believe that normal planning policies cannot
provide the necessary protection. Notwithstanding the Council’s assertion of a close visual interrelationship between the hamlet and its agricultural landscape, I consider that there is uncertainty as to
where the landscape ceases to be ‘special’ in the vicinity of Tythegston. Policies EV1, EV41, EV42 and
EV46 would, in my opinion, offer considerable protection to the area without the need for a further nonstatutory designation.
Recommendation
3.20.4
I recommend that the modification shown in the PIMS to the Proposals Map (Map Ref:
A7) should not be made.
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3.20.5
not be made.

I recommend that the modification proposed in the Council’s reply to the objectors should

3.20.6
I recommend that the boundary of the landscape conservation area should be modified
so as to exclude Tythegston Conservation Area, prior to a more detailed assessment of the landscape
quality of the wider area.

3.21

POLICY EV10.2
Landscape Conservation Areas
Court Colman Landscape Area – Heol Eglwys
Objection
DO/50778/1406 Cllr Mrs M C Wilkins

Issue
3.21.1
This is whether or not the boundary of the Court Colman Landscape Conservation Area
is appropriately defined on the western edge of Penyfai.
Conclusions
3.21.2
The objection site comprises an enclosed grassy area immediately north of Penyfai
Church in Wales Primary School, as well as adjoining land at the rear of dwellings which front onto Heol
Eglwys. Part of the site was the subject of an objection at the Ogwr Borough Local Plan Inquiry, and the
Inspector concluded that there was not a compelling case for including that site or the adjoining land
within the landscape conservation area. The Council explains that the former Ogwr Borough Council
resolved to accept the Inspector’s recommendation to delete the land which forms the current objection
site from the landscape conservation area. However, due to a cartographic error, the adopted Local Plan
did not show the amendment. The Council argues that the line of the landscape conservation area shown
on the Proposals Map of the deposit UDP accords with the recommendation of the previous Inspector.
3.21.3
The objector is concerned that if the boundaries of the landscape conservation area are
as shown in the deposit UDP, this will provide an opportunity for new development which would be
harmful to the attractive woodland on the fringe of the settlement. On my site inspection, I saw that the
land to the south has the appearance of a small field and is clearly delineated from the mature woodland
on its western border. Though the land to the north contains trees, these are less luxurious than those in
the woodland to the west, and it is noticeable that the land is used for ancillary domestic purposes. I
consider that there is a clear physical and visual distinction between the woodland in the west and both
parts of the objection site. I conclude that the objection site is not of high scenic quality, and should not
be included within the designated landscape conservation area.
3.21.4
Regarding the scope for new development, the deposit UDP shows the northern part of
the objection site as in the countryside but not in the landscape conservation area. Any proposal for new
development would be assessed against Policy EV1 of the Plan, which seeks to control strictly new
development in the countryside. I conclude that the boundry of the landscape conservation area is
appropriately defined on the western boundary of Penyfai.
Recommendation
3.21.5

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.22

POLICY EV10.2
Landscape Conservation Areas
Land at Brocastle
Objection
DO/51074/1215 Mr N McLean

Issue
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3.22.1
This is whether or not land allocated under Policy E2(3) for key employment purposes
should be re-allocated as a special landscape area.
Conclusions
3.22.2
I recommend in Chapter 7 of this report that land at Brocastle should be retained in the
landbank for employment uses. Notwithstanding my recommendation, I express some doubts as to
whether the site will be used ‘primarily for large scale investment’, as the UDP requires within the Plan
period. If it is not developed for employment purposes, it is likely to remain as undeveloped countryside.
3.22.3
I have considered whether the land in question is of sufficiently high quality to be
designated as a special landscape area. Though pleasant and undulating, I consider that its natural
beauty is marred by electricity pylons, and it is seen in views from the south-east against a back cloth of
urban and industrial development. I conclude that it should not be re-allocated as a special landscape
area.
Recommendation
3.22.4

I recommend that no change be made to the Plan.

3.23

POLICY EV11
Development in Green Wedges
Objections
DO/51209/1634 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51227/1772 Harmer Partnership
DO/50003/336
Mr W C Rickard
DO/51186/1423 Vale of Glamorgan Council

Issues
3.23.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy is consistent with regional guidance on green wedges;



Whether or not the purpose and content of green wedge policy, as distinct from other policies which
afford protection to the countryside, are clear;



Whether or not this policy defines the settlement boundaries for larger settlements;



Whether or not there should be a green wedge north-west of Coity.

Conclusions
The first issue
3.23.2
The Vale of Glamorgan Council argues that this policy is inconsistent with Policy GB5 in
Strategic Planning Guidance for South East Wales, Volume 1 (CD12). Policy GB5 seeks to prevent
urban coalescence, and protect the open nature of the land in identified areas. I consider that Policy
EV11 is similar in its objectives to Policy GB5 and in identifying areas of green wedge. I agree with the
Council that the regional guidance is not intended to be prescriptive. However, in my view, Policy EV11
lacks the precision of Policy GB5 especially where it states ‘The weight given to this restriction will
increase….’.
3.23.3
The Council also draws my attention to Policy GB4, which advises that local planning
policies should complement the Green Belt designation around Cardiff. More recent and weightier
guidance on green wedges is contained in PPWales. At para 2.6.10, this confirms that green wedges
should serve the same purposes as a Green Belt. I shall recommend new wording to make the policy
more precise and to ensure that it is consistent with national policy and regional guidance.
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The second issue
3.23.4
PPWales advises that green wedges should be used only where normal policies and
development control cannot provide the necessary protection. Only land that is strictly necessary to fulfil
the purposes of the policy should be included. Para 3.6.5 of the UDP rightly, in my opinion, refers to the
need to resist sprawl and coalescence. However, it also contains references to visual amenity, loss of
agricultural land, the economic provision of utility services and wildlife corridors. Para 2.6.2 of PPWales
indicates that green wedges may fulfil these more general objectives for the countryside, but these should
not determine whether land is part of a green wedge.
3.23.5
I consider that, in the light of the new guidance in PPWales, paras 2.6.3 and 2.6.5, the
Council should explain precisely what purposes its green wedges will fuflfil. It would help to explain the
case for green wedges, in my view, if the purposes were separated in the reasoned justification from the
other functions (visual amenity etc). The Harmer Partnership suggests that the phrase ‘to prevent the
erosion of the generally undeveloped and open nature of the existing land’’ should be deleted from the
policy. However, I consider that a reference to the most important attribute of green wedges, namely
openness, should be retained and its significance explained in the text.
3.23.6
Regarding content, para 2.6.11 of PPWales indicates that UDPs should not only identify
the areas that require the extra protection afforded by green wedges, but also ‘should state …why’. Para
3.6.5 of the UDP provides some explanation as to why the fifteen areas in Bridgend have been selected
as green wedges. It indicates that these have been the subject of past pressures for development. This
does not go far enough, in my opinion, as it does not explain why Policy EV1 and other environmental
policies should not be capable of containing the pressures. Secondly, it refers to ‘past’ pressures, and I
am aware that many of the areas identified were designated in the previous Local Plan. Some areas of
green wedge are shown in the northern and western parts of the County Borough where other sections of
the UDP indicate that there is a need to stimulate development, rather than contain pressures. Though
PPWales advises that assistance with urban regeneration may be the purpose of a green wedge, I
consider that it still has to be demonstrated that normal countryside policies cannot perform the
restraining role. It is essential that, if green wedges are required, they should be related to the UDP’s
proposals and expectations about future development pressures. In my view, the reasoned justification
should be extended so as to explain why all the designated areas need extra protection.
3.23.7
I agree with the Harmer Partnership that Policy EV11 adds very little to Policy EV1 if it
simply repeats that development which is prejudicial to the separation of settlements will not be permitted.
The policy would, however, have substantial weight if it proscribed ‘inappropriate’ development in green
wedges, as advised in PPWales, para 2.6.12. I consider that the thrust of the policy should be to resist
inappropriate development in designated green wedges and safeguard their openness.
3.23.8
I conclude that the purpose and content of green wedge policy in the deposit UDP, as
distinct from other policies which afford protection to the countryside, should be clarified. In summary,
clarification should achieve the following:


State more clearly what purposes the green wedges fulfil



Clarify that openness is the main attribute of green wedges



Explain clearly why each green wedge is designated and confirm that only land strictly necessary for
the purposes has been included



Clarify that inappropriate development will not be permitted in green wedges.

The third issue
The UDP has not defined the boundaries of main settlements. However, I have
3.23.9
recommended that this should be done in the interests of clarity and transparency (section 3.3). I would
expect the internal boundary of a green wedge around Bridgend to coincide with the settlement boundary.
Where this occurs, I consider that the scope for flexibility, which the Council gives as a reason for not
defining the boundary, would be reduced. However, there must be a point at which ‘flexibility’ gives way
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to ‘urban sprawl’, and this would be where the boundary would be drawn. In view of this, I see no reason
for a policy reference to settlement boundaries, as proposed by the objector, in Policy EV11.

The fourth issue
The objector argues that a green wedge on the north-west boundary of Coity is needed,
3.23.10
to prevent coalescence with Parc Derwen. The Council points out that the recently adopted development
brief for Parc Derwen shows a substantial landscaping belt between the new housing development and
Coity. The Inspector at the Ogwr Borough Local Plan Inquiry was clear that Coity should retain its
separate identity, though he was unable to define an area of open space with reference to natural
features on the ground. He advised that the matter should be decided by a development brief. Now that
the development brief has been adopted, the Council’s position seems to be that an additional
designation is not needed to prevent the coalescence of the settlements. In view of the advice in
PPWales that green wedges should be used only where normal control policies would not provide the
necessary protection, I conclude that a green wedge north west of Coity is not necessary.
Recommendation
3.23.11

I recommend that the policy should be modified as follows:

3.23.12
‘Land between the following settlements has been designated as green wedges to
prevent the coalescence of settlements, and protect the openness of the land. Development which is
inappropriate to the purposes of the designation will not be permitted within the green wedges:EV11(1) Cwmfelin and ……..’
3.23.13

I recommend that the reasoned justification be re-written to explain:



the purposes of green wedges, as described in PPWales para 2.6.3.;



that openness is the main attribute of green wedges;



why each green wedge is designated;



what is meant by inappropriate development, with reference to para 2.6.16 of PPWales;



inappropriate development will only be permitted in very exceptional circumstances.

3.24

POLICY EV11.1
Development in Green Wedges
Garth Fach Cottages, Llangynwyd, Bridgend
Objection
DO/50868/909

Mr D Gregson

Issue
3.24.1

This is whether or not land at Tair Ffin should be included in the green wedge.

Conclusions
3.24.2
The objection site comprises a field and garden adjoining Mr Gregson’s house. The
objector concedes that the field (identified as site B by the Council) could be included in the green wedge,
as he is developing it as broadleaf woodland. However, he considers that his garden should be treated in
the same way as his neighbours, and excluded from the green wedge. The Council agrees that the
garden (site A) should be omitted from the green wedge. I consider that Policy EV1 would safeguard site
B from undesirable development. In addition, I consider it unlikely that development on this land, northeast of Pont Rhyd y Cyff, would contribute to the settlement’s coalescence with Cwmfelin to the northwest. I conclude that the objection site should be taken out of the green wedge.
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Recommendation
3.24.3
I recommend that the boundary of the green wedge be modified to exclude all the land
adjoining Tair Ffin.

3.25

POLICY EV11.5
Development in Green Wedges
Land at Angelton House, Penyfai
Objection
DO/51197/1493 Mr & Mrs A E & C L Hooper

Issue
3.25.1

This is whether or not land east of Penyfai should be taken out of the green wedge.

Conclusions
3.25.2
I have referred to ‘Angelton House’ in my report though ‘Angleton House’ is also used in
some of the documentation brought to the Inquiry.
3.25.3
The objectors argue that the Council has not acted on the recommendation of the
Inspector at the Ogwr Borough Local Plan Inquiry. He recommended a modified boundary to Penyfai
which would effectively remove land at the northern end of the former hospital site from the green wedge
and place it within the settlement. However, the Council provides evidence to show that it has
implemented the recommendation in full. Planning permission for residential development on former
hospital land was subsequently granted (ref 95/355/OUT) and the deposit UDP shows a housing
allocation, H1(23).
3.25.4
Much of the current objection site is undeveloped land within the green wedge. I agree
with the Inspector at the 1990 appeal (Ref P53/948) for residential development on land between Graham
Avenue and Bridgend Road that land in this locality does not relate closely to Penyfai, but forms part of
the countryside. I have also taken account of the appeal decision, F6915/A/01/1067759/T, and the
dismissal of a proposal for four dwellings within the curtilage of Angelton Hall. I see no reason to exclude
land on the objection site from the green wedge which separates Penyfai from Bridgend.
Recommendation
3.25.5

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.26

POLICY EV11.5
Development in Green Wedges
Land at Rhyd Lane, Glanrhyd
Objection
DO/51048/1166 Mrs M A Thomas

Issue
3.26.1

This is whether or not the objection site should be included in the green wedge.

Conclusions
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3.26.2
On behalf of the objector, concern is expressed that the site received planning
permission for development as a centre for horses at livery and one dwellinghouse in 1993. Clarification
is sought as to whether the permission remains alive, and the objector wishes the site to remain outside
the green wedge until the matter is resolved. The Council replies that loss of this land from the
Aberkenfig and Penyfai green wedge would undermine its integrity, and that the earlier planning
permission was granted as the intended use was deemed to be appropriate to the countryside. I consider
that the site lies in the belt of countryside which separates Penyfai and Sarn, and makes an important
contribution to the green wedge. Whether or not the planning permission is extant and the development
takes place, I conclude that the site should be included in the green wedge.
Recommendation
3.26.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.27

POLICY EV11.6
Development in Green Wedges
Land at Old Tondu Road, Bridgend
Objection
DO/51142/1315 Henley H Jenkins Ltd

Issue
3.27.1

This is whether or not the objection site should be taken out of the green wedge.

Conclusions
3.27.2
The objectors argue that the objection site is physically divorced from the rest of the
extensive area of green wedge defined in Policy EV11(6) to separate Penyfai and Bridgend. I accept that
the site, bounded by the River Ogmore and the railway line, represents an indent into the urban area of
Bridgend, though it is joined to other land in the green wedge to the north-west.
3.27.3
The objection site is currently undeveloped, contains many trees and represents a green
tongue of land beside the river. It contrasts with the intensively developed residential area at Wildmill on
the eastern bank. The Council is clear that the River Ogmore constitutes the boundary to Bridgend in this
locality, though the objectors argue that Old Tondu Road would provide a more logical boundary. I
consider that this is a situation where an arguable case can be made either way for the ‘logical’ position of
the settlement boundary. It reinforces, in my opinion, the need for a settlement boundary to be defined
and shown on the UDP Proposals Map, as I have recommended in section 3.3. Nevertheless, I see
nothing ‘illogical’ in the Council’s judgment and accept that it is entirely reasonable for the River to form
the settlement boundary here.
3.27.4
The objectors seek to have the site taken out of the green wedge, to facilitate its future
use for development purposes. I have taken account of their argument that the site could be used for a
sustainable form of development being close to the centre of Bridgend and accessible by public transport.
However, even if the site were no longer designated as green wedge, it would lie beyond the settlement
boundary as defined by the Council. It would therefore be a countryside site where new development
would be strictly controlled.
3.27.5
The Council argues that it has consistently sought to control development in the River
Ogmore valley to the north of Bridgend to prevent the coalescence of Bridgend and Penyfai. I have taken
account of the fact that the gap between these settlements is very narrow at the northern end of Old
Tondu Road and the southern end of Penyfai. However, I consider that, if the objection site were
removed from the green wedge, it would have no effect on the width of this gap nor the physical and
visual relationship between the two settlements.
3.27.6
The Council drew my attention to the planning history of this site and neighbouring sites.
I consider that the appeal decision P53/573 for light industrial and warehousing nursing units on the
objection site is relevant to the current situation, despite the age of the decision. The Inspector found the
site to be visually part of an area of land separating the Cefn Glas residential area (not Penyfai) from the
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Wildmill housing estate and Tondu Road industrial area. I agree with this assessment. Moreover, I
consider that the objection site has amenity value as open space, especially for neighbouring residents of
the housing estate at Wildmill, even though no public right of access is available. Though I consider that
the objection site has value as open land, this is not to say that it should be designated as part of a green
wedge to separate Bridgend and Penyfai.
3.27.7
At the Inquiry, the Council observed that Policy EV11, in line with Strategic Planning
Guidance for South East Wales (CD12), provides that green wedges should prevent coalescence within
as well as between settlements. I find no support, however, for green wedges within settlements within
the new PPWales. Indeed, none of the green wedges listed in Policy EV11 describes land which would
prevent coalescence of parts of a settlement. This reinforces my conclusion that it would be inconsistent
for the objection site to be retained in the green wedge.
3.27.8
Bearing in mind the guidance in PPWales that only land that is strictly necessary to fulfil
the purposes of the green wedge should be included in it, I conclude that the objection site should be
taken out of the green wedge.
Recommendation
3.27.9
I recommend that the objection site should be excluded from the green wedge, and the
Proposals Map altered accordingly.

3.28

POLICY EV11.6
Development in Green Wedges
Land at Penyfai, Bridgend
Objection
DO/51187/1428 Jenkins Gould Partnership

Issue
3.28.1

This is whether or not the objection site should be taken out of the green wedge.

Conclusions
3.28.2
The objectors seek to have the site taken out of the green wedge and included in the
settlement of Penyfai, so that it could be allocated for new housing. In Chapter 6, section 6.23, I conclude
that the site should not be allocated for new housing. The objectors claim that coalescence of Penyfai
and Bridgend would not occur, even if the site were lost from the green wedge, because of the
intervening railway line. However, I consider that development on the site would substantially erode the
gap between the two settlements and be harmful to the setting of Penyfai. It would therefore be in conflict
with the purposes of green wedges.
3.28.3
I have taken account of the fact that a fundamental difference between green belts and
green wedges is that the latter may be less permanent. However, I have identified no site specific
problems stemming from the inclusion of the objection site within the Bridgend and Penyfai green wedge
at this time.
Recommendation
3.28.4

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.29

POLICY EV11.9
Development in Green Wedges
Land south of the Welsh Designer Village
Objection
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DO/51221/1737 and 1738

Mr S Thomas

Issues
3.29.1

These are:



Whether or not the objection site should be taken out of the green wedge;



Whether or not the policy should be concerned with coalescence ‘within settlements’.

Conclusions
3.29.2
On the first issue, the objection site is mainly rough grassland crossed by paths, and is
undeveloped except for a residential property at the north-eastern end. It lies due west of one of the
roundabouts on the A4061 and south of the Welsh Designer Village. The residential suburb of Litchard
borders the southern edge of the site. The objector argues that the built up area of Bridgend has
expanded northward to the M4 motorway, and includes the Welsh Designer Village. This implies that the
objection site does not mark the settlement edge of Bridgend. In addition, beyond the motorway, the
objector asserts that the motorway services, dual carriageway running westward from the motorway
roundabout, the land form and intervening land all serve to divorce Sarn from Bridgend. In his opinion,
the objection site does not protect the integrity of Bridgend and Sarn, despite the green wedge notation.
3.29.3
The Council argues that the objection site is located to the north of Bridgend beyond the
settlement boundary, and is part of a substantial area of countryside which extends westward. Much of
the objection site is common land. On my site visit, I saw that the eastern fringe close to the A4061
includes some built development and is more urban in character than the western part. Nevertheless, I
saw that the bulk of the site is open land and elevated in parts, giving extensive views to the north and
west. In my opinion, the intensively developed housing area at Litchard forms a firm edge to the built up
area of Bridgend. The Welsh Designer Village has the appearance of a detached, out of town
development.
3.29.4
I accept that there is a significant amount of development between Bridgend and Sarn in
the vicinity of the M4. However, I consider that the openness of the objection site contributes to
preventing coalescence between Bridgend and Sarn. Its designation as green wedge should inhibit
further consolidation of the existing intervening development. I conclude that the objection site should
remain within the green wedge.
3.29.5
On the second issue, although Policy EV11 refers to land ‘between and within’
settlements, the reasoned justification makes no reference to green wedges within settlements. As I
reason in section 3.27 above, I consider that Policy EV11 should be amended to delete the reference to
preventing coalescence 'within settlements’. Though my opinion is that the current objection site lies
beyond the boundary of Bridgend, I agree with the objector that, if a site within a settlement is of value as
open space, then it should come within the ambit of a different policy.
Recommendation
3.29.6
I recommend that Policy EV11 should be modified as I propose in section 3.23 above to
delete the reference to green wedge land ‘within’ settlements.

3.30

POLICY EV11.10
Development in Green Wedges
Land East of Laleston, Bridgend
Objection
DO/51224/1747 Manning Construction & William Bros

Issue
3.30.1

This is whether or not the objection site should be excluded from the green wedge.
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Conclusions
3.30.2
The objectors seek the exclusion of this land from the green wedge and its inclusion in
the settlement of Laleston, to facilitate its allocation for residential development. My conclusions on the
objectors’ residential development proposal are given in Chapter 6, section 6.13. I consider that the
settlement of Laleston is located very close to the western edge of Bridgend, where the Broadlands
housing estate is under construction. Notwithstanding an intervening ridge, the objection site is visible
from the A473, connecting Bridgend and Laleston and from the public footpath network. I consider that
the openness of the objection site plays an important role in securing the physical and visual separation
of Bridgend and Laleston. The objectors’ proposal for a landscaping belt on the south-eastern boundary
to screen a housing development would not, in my opinion, compensate for the loss of openness. I
conclude that this land should not be taken out of the green wedge.
Recommendation
3.30.3

I recommend that the plan should not be modified.

3.31

POLICY EV11.11
Development in Green Wedges
Land at Croesty Farm, Coity
Objection
DO/50981/1073 Mr & Mrs D L Thomas

Issue
3.31.1

This is whether or not the objection site should be taken out of the green wedge.

Conclusions
3.31.2
The objectors seek the removal from the green wedge of a small parcel of land occupied
by redundant farm buildings, to facilitate its development for housing. As explained in my section 3.54, I
conclude that there is no reason to include this site within the settlement boundary of Coity. I have taken
account of the small size of the objection site and the fact that it is partly built on. However, the green
wedge south of Coity and north of the Brackla Industrial Estate, Bridgend, is already very narrow and, in
my view, it should not be eroded by the loss of this site.
Recommendation
3.31.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.32

POLICY EV11.12
Development in Green Wedges
Land East of Duffryn Close, Coychurch
Objection
DO/51017/1128 Messrs J C Evans & A R Fairfax

Issue
3.32.1

This is whether or not the objection site should be taken out of the green wedge.

Conclusions
3.32.2
The objectors consider that the objection site is suitable to accommodate a small
residential development. They argue that, if the site were taken out of the green wedge to facilitate this,
there would remain sufficient land between Coychurch and Pencoed to protect the separate identities of
the two settlements. However, I see no need to provide additional housing sites, and have recommended
against amending the settlement boundary of Coychurch to include this site in section 3.41.
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3.32.3
I consider that housing development on the site would erode the gap between Coychurch
and Pencoed. The objection site is seen as open land on the approach to Coychurch and Bridgend from
the east by travellers on the A473 and the railway. In my view, development on the site would be harmful
to the openness of the countryside and therefore the green wedge. The Council advises that it has
reviewed the boundaries of the green wedge in the course of preparing the UDP. I agree with the
objectors that an important distinction between green belts and green wedges is the permanence of the
former, but I see no reason to remove this stretch of green wedge at this time.
Recommendation
3.32.4

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.33

POLICY EV11.14
Development in Green Wedges
Land North of Coychurch Road, Pencoed
Objection
DO/51190/1441 Mr B Manning, Mr T Refell & Mrs M Metcalf-O’Daily

Issue
3.33.1

This is whether or not the objection site should remain in the green wedge.

Conclusions
3.33.2
The objectors seek the exclusion of the site from the green wedge and its development
for residential purposes on the periphery of Pencoed. For reasons given in my Chapter 6, section 6.21, I
conclude that the site should not be developed for housing purposes.
3.33.3
The site is pastoral in character and appearance, and is visible from surrounding roads,
the railway and the elevated land to the north. I consider that it is important as part of the ‘green gateway’
to the County Borough for visitors from the east. Though it will soon be partially screened by
development on the Triangle site, it will remain in many views as an undeveloped gap in the landscape
between Coychurch and Pencoed. I consider that it should be kept as open land and continue to
contribute to separating and protecting the setting of both settlements. I conclude that it should not be
deleted from the green wedge.
Recommendation
3.33.4

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.34

POLICY EV11.14
Development in Green Wedges
Land North of Cypress Gardens, Porthcawl
Objection
DO/51006/1112 C H Knight & Partners

Issue
3.34.1

This is whether or not the objection site should be taken out of the green wedge.

Conclusions
3.34.2
The objection site is located on the east side of Porthcawl and is abutted on its western,
northern and southern sides by suburban housing. Though undeveloped, it is highly enclosed, does not
project into the countryside and has the appearance of an area of urban open space. I have taken
account of the Council’s assertion that it may have significance for nature conservation. However, I
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consider that it makes a negligible contribution to the purpose of this green wedge, which is to prevent the
coalescence of Porthcawl and Wig Fach. I conclude that it should be taken out of the green wedge.
Recommendation
3.34.3
green wedge.

I recommend that the Proposals Map should be modified to exclude this site from the

3.35

POLICY EV11.14
Development in Green Wedges
Land East of Danygraig Avenue, Porthcawl
Objection
DO/51215/1726 Mr R P Lewis

Issue
3.35.1

This is whether or not the objection site should be taken out of the green wedge.

Conclusions
3.35.2
The objector contends that the site would be suitable for housing development, and I
have dealt with his objection to Policy H1 in Chapter 6, section 6.31. There I explain that I consider the
site to be in the countryside rather than a ‘rounding off’ site in the urban area. In my view, the site
occupies a prominent and visible position, where development would reduce the gap of essentially
undeveloped land between Porthcawl and Wig Fach. It would consolidate the impact of development
along Chestnut Drive on the adjoining countryside and I consider that this would be harmful to the
openness of the area. I agree with the objector that green wedges do not have the permanence of green
belts, and that an amendment to the boundary of the green wedge made through the UDP would not
create a precedent in the way that a planning permission might. However, this does not alter my
conclusion that this objection site is an important element in the green wedge.
Recommendation
3.35.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.36

POLICY EV11.15
Development in Green Wedges
Land at New Inn Road, Ewenny
Objection
DO/51220/1736 Mr M A Richards

Issue
3.36.1

This is whether or not the objection site should be taken out of the green wedge.

Conclusions
3.36.2
The objector argues that the green wedge takes insufficient account of the existing
development along the B4265, Ewenny Road, which constitutes an extension of Bridgend. He argues
that the lower lying land either side of the river forms a buffer between Ewenny/Corntown and Bridgend.
Notwithstanding the intermittent ribbon development which extends southward from Bridgend along
Ewenny Road, I consider that the objection site remains in the countryside. Much of the land is used for
pasture and is viewed from both the main road and New Inn Road as undeveloped land. In my view, if
the objection site were developed for housing as the objector proposes, this would consolidate the
existing, fragmented pattern of development and seriously reduce the size of the gap between the built up
areas of Bridgend and Ewenny.
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3.36.3
My recommendations in respect of the objection to Policy H1 are given in Chapter 6,
section 6.6. I conclude that this site should not be taken out of the green wedge.
Recommendation
3.36.4

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.37

POLICY EV11.15
Development in Green Wedges
Land at Island Farm, Bridgend
Objections
Please see Appendix 1

Issue
3.37.1
This is whether or not land adjoining New Inn Road, and west and south of the site
allocated for special employment use at Island Farm, should be included in the EV11(15) green wedge.
Conclusions
3.37.2
The objectors argue that the objection site, which was shown as green wedge in the draft
deposit version of the UDP, should be included as such in the adopted UDP. They are concerned that, if
it is not designated as green wedge, it may be vulnerable to unwanted development. Many objectors
describe the attributes and value of the site as countryside. It is described as a natural habitat for wildlife
and a valuable recreational resource, as well as important for tourists. Objectors contrast the site with
other areas on the edge of Bridgend which have recently been the subject of substantial new
development or are degraded by urban fringe development. I agree that the objection site is pleasant and
relatively unspoilt countryside.
3.37.3
The Council does not dispute that the land at Island Farm beyond the site allocated for
special employment purposes lies within the countryside. However, it considers that other UDP policies
than Policy EV11, notably Policies EV1 and EV3, would ensure that development in the locality would be
strictly controlled. It points out that the allocations at Island Farm remain unchanged from the previous
Ogwr Borough Local Plan, which have been adequate to prevent a number of attempts to achieve
development on the land. However, there is evidence of recent and continuing development pressure at
Island Farm. As the objectors point out, the prevailing countryside policy has not dissuaded developers
from pursuing their proposals for a major sports-led scheme, nor the Council from entering into
discussions over it.
3.37.4
The Council argues that its approach to defining the green wedge in this area is
consistent with the new PPWales. It contends that the objectors should demonstrate that the normal
planning policy framework cannot achieve the defined purposes of including land in green wedges. The
purposes include preventing the coalescence of settlements, helping to safeguard the countryside from
encroachment and protecting the setting of an urban area.
3.37.5
Many objectors argue that the objection site should be designated as green wedge to
prevent the coalescence of Bridgend with Ewenny and Merthyr Mawr. Though some objectors express
concern that failure to include the objection site in the green wedge would erode the gap between
Bridgend and Ewenny, I consider that the two settlements would be kept apart as long as the land to the
east and south of the Vale of Glamorgan railway line were kept open. This land is designated as green
wedge under EV11(15) in the deposit UDP.
3.37.6
There is no dispute that Merthyr Mawr is one of the ‘jewels’ in the County Borough, and
that the settlement and its setting should be protected from urban development. Merthyr Mawr village is a
designated conservation area, and the grounds to Merthyr Mawr House are Grade 2* Historic Park and
Gardens. The Council argues that, even if the objection site were developed, the New Inn Road junction
is so far from Merthyr Mawr that there would remain a substantial area of countryside around it which is
protected by other policies in the Plan. I accept that a reduced buffer would be comparable in width with
other areas designated as green wedges in the County Borough.
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3.37.7
I consider that the Council’s approach to leaving the objection site as ‘simply countryside’
would be an entirely reasonable approach, except for two factors:


firstly, in my view, the Council has not applied the very strict approach of PPWales for the
designation of green wedges entirely consistently throughout the County Borough; and



secondly, the evidence of the Council leader’s letter to Mr J Dowse dated 18 June 2001 is that this
land was not shown as green wedge because it was perceived as suitable for development.

3.37.8
On these matters, examination of the Proposals Map and the land around the periphery
of the built up area of Bridgend shows that there are very few areas of land which are ‘simply countryside’
and coloured white. Between the A48 and the local authority area boundary, south of Bridgend, the
objection site is the only white land. Land along the B4265 Ewenny Road is designated as green wedge
to prevent the coalescence of Bridgend and Ewenny. However, this area of green wedge extends far
east to land south of the A473/A48 roundabout, and overlaps land which is, in any event, safeguarded as
a landscape conservation area. If the Council were consistently including only the minimum amount of
land in its green wedge EV11(15) policy, I would not have expected all this swathe of land to have been
included.
3.37.9
The effect of ‘layering’ designations as seen in the UDP is, in my opinion, to make
vulnerable those areas of the countryside which are left white. Most of the objectors to this policy
understand this point very well. They consider that the Council seeks to leave this land uncluttered by
green wedge designation so that there would be fewer obstacles for any development proposal.
3.37.10
I consider that the Proposals Map in this locality should be re-examined. I have already
recommended, in section 3.3. above, that the boundaries of main settlements should be shown, and I
consider that it would be helpful to show the southern limit of Bridgend, in the vicinity of Island Farm. In
the event that planning permission is granted for the national rugby facility and related development, then
it would be inappropriate to designate the objection site as green wedge.
3.37.11
However, if that proposal does not prevail, in my opinion there are two options which
could then be pursued in order to achieve a more consistent green wedge designation under Policy
EV11(15) and deal fairly with the objection site. The first option is to include the objection site in the
green wedge, so that it has the additional protection enjoyed by neighbouring land. The primary
justification for this would be to prevent urban encroachment into the countryside and manage the urban
form of Bridgend.
3.37.12
The second option would be a reduced EV11(15) green wedge, based on a
comprehensive reappraisal of this designation. In the reasoned justification of the UDP, the grounds for
the preferred boundaries should be fully explained, to comply with national policy in PPWales, para
2.6.11, and to reassure the public that the coverage is defensible and not opportunist. The reappraisal
should result in a green wedge which only includes land essential to the purposes outlined in para 2.6.3
of PPWales. It should take account of the fact that Merthyr Mawr would be protected by its conservation
area and historic park and garden status, and that much of the land to the south of Bridgend is
designated as landscape conservation area.
3.37.13
I consider that the green wedge EV11(15) as currently shown on the Proposals Map
does not contribute to the separation of Merthyr Mawr and Bridgend and is named inaccurately in the
UDP. If, following reappraisal, the current boundaries of EV11(15) are to be retained, it should be renamed ‘Bridgend and Ewenny’. I conclude that the boundaries of the EV11(15) green wedge should be
re-assessed. Either land adjoining New Inn Road, and west and south of the site allocated for special
employment use at Island Farm, should be included in the green wedge, or a reduced area of green
wedge should be shown in the UDP with a full explanation for its coverage.
Recommendation
3.37.14
I recommend that, if planning permission for the proposed national rugby academy and
associated development is granted and likely to be implemented, the boundaries of the green wedge in
EV11(15) deposit UDP should not be modified.
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3.37.15
If no substantial change to the green wedge boundary in the deposit UDP is made, I
recommend that Policy EV11(15) be re-named ‘Bridgend and Ewenny’.
3.37.16
If the national rugby academy and associated development is unlikely to proceed on this
site within the Plan period, I recommend that the boundaries of the Policy EV11(15) area should be
thoroughly re-assessed. On the basis of the re-assessment, the Council should :
Either include land adjoining New Inn Road and west and south of the allocated special employment site
in the green wedge,
Or designate a smaller area of green wedge with new boundaries.
In either event, the reasoning for the preferred boundaries should be fully explained in the supporting text
(para 3.6.5 of the UDP) with reference to PPWales, section 2.6.

3.38

POLICY EV12
Development Outside Settlement Boundaries
Objection
DO/51203/1544 House Builders Federation

Issue
3.38.1
tightly.

The main issue is whether or not the smaller settlement boundaries have been drawn too

Conclusions
3.38.2
The objector refers to national guidance in Planning Guidance (Wales) 1999 that infilling
or minor extensions to existing settlements may be acceptable. However, PPWales, published since the
objection was lodged, indicates that UDPs need to provide a framework to stimulate, guide and manage
change towards sustainability. Most new development should be located in urban areas and, in rural
areas, the majority of new development should be located in those settlements which have relatively good
accessibility by non-car modes. The Council’s settlement strategy identifies the main settlements as the
principal receptors for sizeable new development, and the smaller settlements for limited infilling and
rounding off. It defines the land beyond settlement boundaries as countryside. I consider that this
approach is consistent with national policy to secure a sustainable settlement pattern (PPWales para
2.5.2).
3.38.3
I have recommended a modification to Policy EV1, to state that new development in the
countryside will be strictly controlled. In order to be consistent with that and in the light of an objection
made by Mr and Mrs D L Thomas (see section 3.54), I shall recommend that this policy is re-worded in a
similar fashion. As I have recommended that boundaries should be drawn around the main settlements,
the Council may seek to list them in this policy for the sake of consistency. However, no objections have
been made on this point.
3.38.4
The objector recommends that the smaller settlement boundaries should be reviewed to
identify circumstances where minor extensions might be permitted. However, I see no general need for a
widening of boundaries, so long as the UDP’s allocations meet the County Borough’s overall needs for
housing, employment and other main land uses. For housing, the search sequence put forward in
PPWales places ‘settlement extensions’ some way down the hierarchy. If there were genuinely no land
available for new development in the defined settlements, then sites adjoining them could be considered
and assessed on their merits. My conclusion is that the smaller settlement boundaries have not been
drawn too tightly.
Recommendation
3.38.5

I recommend that the policy should be modified so that it reads:
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‘Development outside the settlement boundaries of the following ‘smaller settlements’ of the County
Borough will be strictly controlled ….’

3.39

POLICY EV12
Development Outside Settlement Boundaries
Land at Pont Rhyd Y Cyff
Objection
DO/51225/1753 Mr P Allport

Issue
3.39.1
objection site.

This is whether or not the boundary of the settlement should be changed to include the

Conclusions
3.39.2
The objector argues that the settlement boundary should be moved outward so as to
accommodate residential development and a new area of open space. For reasons given in my Chapter
6, section 6.24, I recommend that the housing allocation should not be made. In view of this, I see no
reason to alter the settlement boundary south of Pont Rhyd y Cyff.
Recommendation
3.39.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.40

POLICY EV12
Development Outside Settlement Boundaries
Land at Heol Spencer, Coity
Objection
DO/51055/1184 Mr B Devey

Issue
3.40.1
This is whether or not the settlement boundaries of Coity should be amended in this
locality to include the objection site.

Conclusions
3.40.2
The objector argues that, as the proposed development at Parc Derwen is likely to
change the pattern of development along Heol Spencer, the objection site to the east of this road should
be included in the area where new development would be permitted.
3.40.3
I agree with the Inspector at the earlier planning appeal (P53/842) that the village of Coity
terminates where the built up frontage on both sides of the highway along Heol Spencer ends, at a point
south of this objection site. I consider that the fragmented ribbon development on the east side of Heol
Spencer cannot be regarded as integral to the village. The Council draws attention to its policy to
preserve the separate identity of Coity from the planned development at Parc Derwen. The development
brief for the latter (CD32) shows a swathe of open land north of Coity and along the western side of Heol
Spencer. In my view, this counts against the inclusion of the objection site in an enlarged urban area. I
conclude that the objection site should remain outside the Coity settlement boundary and in the
countryside for planning policy purposes.
Recommendation
3.40.4

I recommend that no modification be made.
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3.41

POLICY EV12
Development Outside Settlement Boundaries
Land East of Duffryn Close, Coychurch
Objection
DO/51017/1130 Messrs J C Evans & A R Fairfax

Issue
3.41.1

This is whether or not the site should be included as a minor extension to Coychurch.

Conclusions
3.41.2
The objectors argue that there is no land capable of development left in Coychurch, and
this minor extension should be considered for the provision of some 5-8 executive, detached houses.
The site boundary should be amended to include this site which should be taken out of the green wedge.
I have dealt with the objection to Policy EV11(12) and green wedges earlier. I concluded in Chapter 4
that there is no need to allocate additional housing land in the County Borough. Even if additional land
were required, the site sequence outlined in PPWales and the Council’s preferred land use strategy
would direct the search for housing land initially to brownfield sites in main settlements. The objection
site would not therefore be a high priority.
3.41.3
The objection site is located outside the settlement boundary for Coychurch, which is
clearly identifiable where houses on Duffryn Close abut land in agricultural use. Policy H4 permits small
scale housing development, only up to and within settlement boundaries, and Policy EV1 of the UDP
reinforces national policy that new development in the countryside should be strictly controlled. I consider
that these factors weigh against amending the settlement boundary in this locality to accommodate new
housing development.
3.41.4
The objectors argue that the site could be developed without harm to agricultural or
countryside interests. Although the site may not form an integral part of a farm unit, the Council’s
evidence to the Inquiry was that this constitutes Grade 2 agricultural land. No evidence was brought to
contradict the point that the site could include some of the best and most versatile agricultural land which
should, according to national policy, be safeguarded. The site represents an attractive area of
meadowland which is visible from both the public highway and railway. I consider that harm to both
agricultural and countryside interests would result if this land were incorporated into the settlement for
purposes of development.
3.41.5
I have taken account of the argument that the site could be developed by a local builder
to a high standard. However, I conclude that the settlement boundary should not be amended so as to
include the objection site within the settlement of Coychurch.
Recommendation
3.41.6

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.42

POLICY EV12
Development Outside Settlement Boundaries
Land at Blackmill
Objection
DO/51046/1160 Messrs Herbert R Thomas

Issue
3.42.1
This is whether or not the settlement boundary of Blackmill should be re-drawn to include
the objection site.
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Conclusions
3.42.2
The objectors argue that an amendment to the boundary as proposed would enable an
addition to the range and choice of housing sites within Blackmill. However, for the reasons given in my
Chapter 5, section 5.14, I consider that this site should not be included in the settlement and that housing
development could be harmful to the adjoining SSSI. I therefore conclude that the settlement boundary
should not be amended.
Recommendation
3.42.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.43

POLICY EV12
Development Outside Settlement Boundaries
Land at Angelton House, Penyfai
Objection
DO/51197/1494 Mr & Mrs A E & C L Hooper

Issue
3.43.1
objection site.

This is whether or not the settlement boundary of Penyfai should be extended around the

Conclusions
3.43.2
I concluded in section 3.25 above that there was no justification to take this land out of
the countryside and green wedge. For similar reasons, I consider that the boundaries of Penyfai should
not be altered.
Recommendation
3.43.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.44

POLICY EV12
Development Outside Settlement Boundaries
The Fountain, Aberkenfig
Objection
DO/51047/1164 Mr & Mrs W D Jenkins

Issue
3.44.1

This is whether or not a settlement boundary should be drawn around Fountain.

Conclusions
3.44.2
The objectors argue that the settlement of Fountain has grown by the addition of a car
park, restaurant and playground. Without boundaries, settlements cannot be adequately protected from
new development. However, the Council argues that recent developments at the Fountain Inn are
consistent with policies which permit the growth of countryside recreation and leisure.
3.44.3
The Council has identified ‘smaller settlements’ which are reasonably well served by
community facilities, utilities and employment, and are capable of supporting some new development.
The boundaries of smaller settlements are defined on the Proposals Map of the deposit UDP and
Fountain is not shown as such a settlement. I consider that it is a small hamlet which does not possess a
sufficient number or range of services to be categorised as a ‘smaller settlement’. It is therefore part of
the countryside where national planning policy and Policy EV1 of the UDP should ensure that
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development is strictly controlled. I shall not recommend that the hamlet’s boundaries are defined in the
Plan.
Recommendation
3.44.4

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.45

POLICY EV12
Development Outside Settlement Boundaries
Land at Penyfai, Bridgend
Objection
DO/51187/1429 Jenkins Gould Partnership

Issue
3.45.1
This is whether or not the settlement boundary of Penyfai should be amended to take in
the objection site.
Conclusions
3.45.2
The objectors seek the inclusion of this site within the settlement boundary, so that new
housing development may take place. For the reasons given in my Chapter 6, section 6.23, I see no
reason for new housing development there. I consider that the proposed amendment to the settlement
boundary would be harmful to the countryside and to the setting of the settlement.
Recommendation
3.45.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.46

POLICY EV12
Development Outside Settlement Boundaries
Land South of High Street, Laleston
Objection
DO/51210/1878 Mr L Joseph

Issue
3.46.1
This is whether or not the settlement boundary for Laleston should be extended to
include this site.
Conclusions
3.46.2
For the reasons given in my Chapter 6, section 6.11, I conclude that this objection site,
which lies outside the settlement boundary, should not be allocated for new housing development, and
that the boundary of Laleston should not be altered.

Recommendation
3.46.3

I recommend that the Plan should not be modified.

3.47

POLICY EV12
Development Outside Settlement Boundaries
Land Off Rogers Lane, Laleston
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Objection
DO/51216/1750 Mr L Joseph & Mr J J Williams
Issue
3.47.1
This is whether or not the settlement boundary for Laleston should be extended to
include this site.
Conclusions
3.47.2
For the reasons given in my Chapter 6, section 6.12, I conclude that this objection site,
which lies outside the settlement boundary, should not be allocated for new housing development and
that the boundary of Laleston should not be altered in this locality.
Recommendation
3.47.3

I recommend that the Plan should not be modified.

3.48

POLICY EV12
Development Outside Settlement Boundaries
Land West of Heol Broom, Mawdlam
Objection
DO/51154/1347 Miss H Kennedy & Mr C Kennedy

Issue
3.48.1
This is whether or not the settlement boundary of Mawdlam should be changed to include
the bungalow known as ‘The Nest’ and associated land.
Conclusions
3.48.2
The objectors argue that, if the existing bungalow and associated land were included in
the settlement boundary, this would constitute natural ‘rounding off’. They contend that the land has
never been used for any other purpose than residential, so that it cannot be regarded as countryside.
However, ‘The Nest’ is by the objectors’ calculation some 200m from other properties and, in my opinion,
detached from the fairly compact village to the north. I consider that the objectors’ proposal would not
amount to a ‘rounding off’ of existing boundaries.
3.48.3
Much of the site is undeveloped, and is described by the objectors as a ‘field’. It is
reached by way of a country lane, and I consider that the objection site lies within the countryside.
Sporadic residential development is commonly found in rural areas, so that neither the established
residential use of this site nor the recent permission for a replacement dwelling provide a sufficient
justification for moving the settlement boundary.
3.48.4
The Council advises that the settlement boundaries for Mawdlam in the UDP are the
same as those shown in the Ogwr Borough Local Plan. The objectors argue that it was unreasonable to
permit a large housing development at North Cornelly, and refuse this small modification to the boundary
of Mawdlam. The objectors do not specify the exact location of the ‘large Westbury housing estate’, but I
give limited weight to this argument as North Cornelly is a main settlement without designated
boundaries, where new housing development is favoured by the UDP. I conclude that the settlement
boundary of Mawdlam should not be amended.
Recommendation
3.48.5

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.49

POLICY EV12
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Development Outside Settlement Boundaries
Land East of Laleston
Objection
DO/51224/1749 Manning Construction & William Bros
Issue
3.49.1
This is whether or not the settlement boundary for Laleston should be extended to
include this site.
Conclusions
3.49.2
For the reasons given in my Chapter 6, section 6.13, I conclude that this objection site,
which lies outside the settlement boundary, should not be allocated for new housing development, and
the boundary of Laleston should not be altered in this locality.
Recommendation
3.49.3

I recommend that the Plan should not be modified.

3.50

POLICY EV12
Development Outside Settlement Boundaries
Coed Yr Hela Woods
Objection
DO/51183/1405 Penyfai Woodland Trust

Issue
3.50.1
This is whether or not the settlement boundary on the west side of Penyfai has been
correctly defined.
Conclusions
3.50.2
The objectors consider that any changes to the settlement boundary in this locality
should simply facilitate future expansion of the primary school, and should not permit additional housing
development. The Council explains that the settlement boundary to the south of the objection site has
been delineated so as to permit future expansion of the Penyfai Church in Wales School. The
neighbouring field to the north has been included in the settlement as it could be developed for ‘rounding
off’ purposes, utilising the existing access. This would effectively prevent any further development
opportunity as, to the north, the boundary excludes the extensions to gardens at the rear of Heol Eglwys.
3.50.3
The objectors claim that the field to the north of the school would be large enough to
accommodate five new dwellings which would damage the character and appearance of the area.
However, I consider that the character of the access and the sensitive location of the site (between the
school, Court Colman Landscape Conservation Area and established dwellings) limit the capacity of this
modest site. I conclude that the settlement boundary is appropriately defined in this locality on the west
side of Penyfai.
Recommendation
3.50.4

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.51

POLICY EV12
Development Outside Settlement Boundaries
Land North West of The School Yard, Pontyrhyl
Objection
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DO/50011/344

Mr G Rees

Issue
3.51.1
boundary.

This is whether or not the objection site should be included in the Pontyrhyl settlement

Conclusions
3.51.2
The objector seeks the inclusion of this site within the settlement boundary so that a new
dwelling, which might contribute to the revitalisation of this declining village, can be built. However, the
Council advises that it has reviewed the settlement boundary in preparing the UDP and considers that the
logical boundary coincides with the retaining wall above Mount Pleasant Cottages. In my view, any
contribution to regeneration which a new dwelling on this site would bring would be very modest.
3.51.3
A proposal for a bungalow on a neighbouring site was refused planning permission and
dismissed on appeal in 1999, because vehicular movements to and from the site would be significantly
harmful to highway safety. I saw at my site inspection that the objection site is located on elevated land,
and consider that it would be difficult to provide the safe and convenient access for vehicles and
pedestrians which a new residential property would require. The site is detached from the existing built
up area and, in my opinion, is located within the countryside. I have taken account of the expressions of
local support for Mr Rees’ objection, but conclude that the settlement boundary should not be amended.
Recommendation
3.51.4

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.52

POLICY EV12
Development Outside Settlement Boundaries
Land North of Glynogwr & The Cemetery, Blackmill
Objection
DO/51176/1391 Mr L Stanford

Issue
3.52.1

This is whether or not the boundary of the settlement of Glynogwr should be changed.

Conclusions
3.52.2
The objector argues that in order to broaden the choice and location of future housing
supply in the County Borough, the boundaries of Glynogwr should be relaxed so that limited infilling and
rounding off may be permitted. This, it is claimed, would make it easier to protect the countryside against
unwanted housing development pressures. However, as the Council advises, Policy H4 concerning
limited housing development within smaller settlements like Glynogwr, permits but does not prescribe
new development. The underlying aim of the UDP is to achieve more sustainable development, giving
priority to sites in main settlements and on brownfield land for new housing development. The settlement
of Glynogwr is some distance from the main settlements in the County Borough and has very few
community facilities. In my view, any new residents would be heavily dependent on the private car for
access to jobs, schools, entertainment and shopping services. I consider that the Council has allocated
sufficient sites for new housing development within the County Borough over the period of the UDP, and
see no reason to encourage new housing development in this small settlement by the relaxation of its
boundaries.
3.52.3
The objector seeks alterations to the settlement boundaries in three areas. Firstly,
regarding the area to the north of the settlement and east of Dimpath Lane, with the exception of a few
outbuildings, this land is predominantly open. The objection site has the appearance of domestic
gardens, in contrast to the agricultural area to the north. However, I consider that the current use and
appearance of the land does not detract significantly from the rural character of the area, as seen from
Dimpath Lane and the lane to the east. The Council advises that it has drawn the settlement boundary in
this locality with regard to an appeal decision made in 1990 (Ref P53/972) for a detached dwelling on
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land to the rear of The Lodge. I agree with the Inspector at that appeal and the Council that residential
development on the appeal site, and on the adjoining land which is included in this objection site, would
amount to the unacceptable intrusion of built development into the countryside. In my view, it is desirable
and reasonable to draw the settlement boundary in the north as shown in the deposit UDP.
3.52.4
I see no reason to include the land in the settlement boundary as urban green space, as
this could make it vulnerable for future development. In my opinion, the appeal decision (ref
GO120/A/88/103966) is of limited relevance to Glynogwr as it relates to a village far away from Bridgend
BC, north of Bristol, which would have had a different local policy context. Being some 15 years old, the
appeal decision would also have reflected a different national policy regime for England and Wales.
3.52.5
As far as the cemetery is concerned, I consider that these facilities may be found in
urban and rural areas. I see no strong reason to include this cemetery within the settlement boundary.
Regarding the boundary at the rear of the new houses west of the cemetery, the Council may wish to
adjust the settlement boundary marginally to follow the end of their rear gardens if there is indeed a
difference from the line shown in the UDP. However, I shall not recommend changes to the settlement
boundary.
3.52.6
Regarding the explanation of settlement boundaries, I consider that Chapter 2 and the
early sections of Chapter 3 of the UDP, with amendments proposed in the PIMS and changes which I
recommend, adequately explain the rationale for the boundaries of smaller settlements. It would be
inappropriate, in my opinion, for the details of each part of the boundary of Glynogwr to be explained in
the UDP. However, I am satisfied that they have been assessed properly and shown reasonably in the
Plan.
Recommendation
3.52.7

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.53

POLICY EV12
Development Outside Settlement Boundaries
Land North of High Street, Laleston
Objection
DO/51162/1365 Mrs G K Stokes

Issue
3.53.1
This is whether or not the settlement boundary for Laleston should be extended to
include this site.
Conclusions
3.53.2
The objector wishes the objection site to be included in the settlement boundary, so that
it might be developed for housing purposes. However, I have already concluded that sufficient land has
been allocated for future housing development in the UDP (my Chapter 4). I consider that land east of
Green Acres and north of the residential development along High Street to the rear of Tramore is
countryside in character, where national and local planning policies seek to strictly control new
development. The Council has designated land along the eastern boundary of Laleston, including this
site, as green wedge so that the gap between Bridgend and the village is not eroded. In these
circumstances, I conclude that the settlement boundary should not be changed as the objector proposes.
Recommendation
3.53.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.54

POLICY EV12
Development Outside Settlement Boundaries
Land at Croesty Farm, Coity
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Objection
DO/50981/1074 Mr & Mrs D L Thomas
Issue
3.54.1
amended.

This is whether or not the settlement boundary of Coity at Croesty Farm should be

Conclusions
3.54.2
The objectors argue that it would be more logical if the settlement included a complex of
large redundant farm buildings. This would facilitate the removal of the buildings, which do not have a
viable agricultural use, and their replacement with more visually sensitive housing development.
3.54.3
The settlement boundary has been drawn in the deposit UDP so as to include land
adjacent to 24 Castle Meadows and a group of old farm buildings close to Croesty Farmhouse, which
have planning permission for residential development. The objection site contains additional farm
buildings which are not currently used. These are very substantial and simple in form, but I consider
them to be agricultural in character and appearance and not out of place in the countryside. In my
opinion, the farm buildings are not so unsightly that planning policies should be changed to facilitate their
replacement. I conclude that the settlement boundary of Coity at Croesty Farm should not be amended.
3.54.4
The objectors also contend that the policy makes no allowance for the exceptional forms
of development referred to in Policy EV1. I have recommended a modification to the wording of Policy
EV12 (section 3.38 above) which would give greater consistency between policies in this chapter and
address the objectors’ concerns.
Recommendation
3.54.5

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.55

POLICY EV12
Development Outside Settlement Boundaries
Land at South Cornelly
Objection
DO/51207/1578 Messrs M J & E D Thomas & Other Land Owners

Issue
3.55.1
This is whether or not the boundary of South Cornelly should be re-drawn so as to
include the objection site.

Conclusions
3.55.2
The objectors argue that the settlement boundary is too tightly drawn, and that the
objection site should be included so that it could be used for new housing development and the provision
of community recreational and public open space. They allege that the current settlement boundary of
South Cornelly is illogical, especially in the south-west where the bypass would provide a more defensible
boundary. As I have explained in Chapter 6, section 6.34, I see no reason to allocate the site for the
proposed development. I see no need for the boundary to be moved outwards, so that it coincides with
the bypass. I consider that the current boundary forms a clear edge to the village, separating the existing
built up area from fields to the south. In the circumstances, I conclude that the settlement boundary west
of Porthcawl Road should not be amended.
Recommendation
3.55.3

I recommend that no modification should be made.
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3.56

POLICY EV13
Ribbon or Sporadic Development
Objection
DO/51227/1773 Harmer Partnership
DO/51203/1545 House Builders Federation

Issue
3.56.1
This is whether or not the policy is compatible with national policy which indicates that, in
parts of the countryside with isolated groups of dwellings, sensitive filling of small gaps or minor
extensions may be acceptable.
Conclusions
3.56.2
Both objectors draw attention to this piece of national policy, which has been carried
forward into PPWales, para 9.2.18. However, as the Council points out, the acceptability of these types
of development is conditional on ‘the character of the surroundings, the pattern of development in the
area and the accessibility to main towns and villages.’ The Council argues that it has taken full account of
the existing pattern of development and the accessibility of most parts of the County Borough to main
settlements. I consider that a policy to resist ribbon or sporadic development (or intensification) is entirely
appropriate in the local context.
Recommendation
3.56.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.57

POLICY EV14
Development in Tythegston
Objections
DO/51006/1137 C H Knight & Partners
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2100 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
3.57.1
This is whether or not the provisions of the Tythegston Conservation Area Management
Plan should be the focus of this UDP policy.
Conclusions
3.57.2
The objectors argue that the Management Plan was intended to be illustrative rather than
prescriptive, and that the policy should refer to its objectives rather than its provisions. The Council
advises that the policy is the same as Policy EV13 in the Ogwr Borough Local Plan, and that the
Management Plan was subject to public consultation. Nevertheless, I agree with the objectors that it is
inappropriate to accord the Management Plan, which is SPG, the same status as the development plan.
3.57.3
The objectors have highlighted a conflict between Policy H4 and the Management Plan,
which envisages new housing development and the conversion of former farm buildings to residential use
in a very small settlement. The Council’s preferred land use strategy does not envisage new housing
developments in settlements as small as Tythegston, which lacks the level of community facilities and
employment opportunities needed to qualify as a named ‘smaller settlement’. Any new residents would,
in my view, be heavily dependent on travel by private car to neighbouring settlements, and this would be
in conflict with the aims of sustainable development. I consider that Tythegston is part of the countryside,
where Policy EV1 of the UDP seeks to strictly control new development. In my view there is a serious
inconsistency between Policy EV14 and other policies for the countryside in the UDP.
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3.57.4
The justification for new development and conversions in the Tythegston Management
Plan is described as changes in farming. This is reported to have led to some dwellings becoming vacant
because of the reduction in demand from agricultural workers. Yet part of the proffered solution is to
provide additional new housing. PPWales encourages a positive approach to development associated
with farm diversification, and advises that the re-use and adaptation of existing rural buildings may meet
the needs for commercial and industrial development, sport and recreation in rural areas. It does not
advocate re-use for housing. Indeed, PPWales permits local planning authorities in preparing their UDPs
to restrict residential re-use of rural buildings, since residential conversion may have a minimal economic
impact and be detrimental to the fabric and character of historic buildings.
3.57.5
I consider that the Management Plan, written more than 10 years ago, is out of date and
should not be taken forward into Policy EV14 of the UDP. Though it may contain useful advice on design
which could guide any future development, I consider that its approach to solving rural economic
problems and its implications for the location of new residential development are seriously out of step with
current national planning policy. Section 3.14 of the UDP includes policies for conservation areas, and I
am confident that proposals for development in Tythegston could be adequately assessed against these.
The Council may wish to include a reference in the reasoned justification in that section to the advice on
design in the Tythegston Conservation Area Management Plan. However, I conclude that Policy EV14
should be deleted.
3.57.6
I have also taken account of the objection from the NAW about the wording of this policy.
I note that it has been conditionally withdrawn, but in view of my conclusion above I see no need to
comment further on that objection.
Recommendation
3.57.7
be deleted.

I recommend that Policy EV14 and the subsequent paragraph 3.6.11 of the UDP should
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3. Environment
Section 3B
Policy EV15  Policy Omissions
3.58

POLICY EV15
Development in the Coastal Zone
Objections
DO/51150/1340 British Wind Energy Association
DO/51209/1635 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51209/1636 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51227/1774 Harmer Partnership

Issues
3.58.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy is sufficiently flexible, bearing in mind the fact that it does not distinguish
between development in developed and undeveloped coastal areas;



Whether the policy wording requires amendment in the interests of robustness or clarification.

Conclusions
3.58.2
On the first issue, according to the British Wind Energy Association, the policy is too
restrictive. It argues that the policy should only apply to development proposed in the undeveloped
coastal areas. The CCW proposes that, in addition to calling for development to be restricted to that
which calls for a coastal location, new development should be limited to the parts of the coast which are
already developed.
3.58.3
Guidance on ‘managing the coast’ is given in PPWales, which makes clear that UDPs
should normally only propose coastal locations for development which needs to be on the coast. It states
that the undeveloped coast will rarely be the most appropriate location. The developed coast may,
however, provide opportunities for restructuring and regeneration. I consider it important to recognise
that Policy EV15 is not proposing development, but is seeking to respond appropriately to development
proposals. In seeking to protect the coastline, para 5.7.4 of PPWales indicates that the character and
landscape of the undeveloped coast should be the focus of attention.
3.58.4
The coastline of the County Borough includes Porthcawl, where a major regeneration site
allocated for mixed uses, is included in the coastal zone. The intended uses include retail and housing
development, which might not be permitted if Policy EV15, as currently worded, was stringently applied. I
conclude that the policy should confine itself to the undeveloped coastal zone so that acceptable
development within the designated main settlement would not be unduly constrained.
3.58.5
Turning to the second issue, the CCW argues that the policy should include a statement
to the effect that development requiring new defensive works, particularly on the undeveloped coast, will
not be permitted. This is already alluded to at the end of para 3.7.6, and I consider that criterion G
adequately deals with this matter. I also accept the Council’s explanation that it would be very difficult to
give a precise definition of ‘large scale’ engineering works.
3.58.6
CCW also objects to criterion 2, as it repeats the confusion between landscape and
nature conservation designations identified in Policy EV9. In section 3.11 of my report, I recommend that
Policy EV9 be modified to eliminate this confusion and I agree that changes are also needed in Policy
EV15. Para 4.2 of the Council’s General Proof 1 (CD147) refers to the undesirability of cross-referencing
within policies. In view of this, and changes proposed in the PIMS for paras 1.1.7 and 1.1.8 of the UDP, I
consider that criterion 2 is unnecessary and should be deleted. If criterion 2 is omitted, in the interests of
consistency, criterion 3B should be taken out. Any harmful effect on designated special landscape areas
could be addressed by Policy EV10.
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3.58.7
The first sentence of para 3.7.6 of the UDP will also need to be amended to remove the
misleading reference to Policy EV9. In addition, the penultimate sentence in para 3.7.8 which describes
an ‘all-embracing’ policy, should be changed.
3.58.8
The Harmer Partnership suggests that the wording of some criteria should be amended
to allow the decision-maker greater flexibility in interpretation. However, in my view, the proposed
changes would reduce clarity and be contrary to the Council’s guidelines on policy wording, set out in its
CD147. I conclude that the policy, subject to some amendment to draw the distinction between
developed and undeveloped parts of the coastal zone, is reasonably flexible.
3.58.9
On the proposal that the UDP should define an ‘Area of influence’ offshore, I have taken
account of the advice in TAN (Wales) 14 Coastal Planning. This indicates that it is for each local planning
authority to define the appropriate coastal zone, and that the area below low water mark is generally
outside the scope of the planning system. I consider that the UDP is consistent with that advice, and
shall recommend no changes.
Recommendation
3.58.10

I recommend that criterion 2 of the policy should be deleted.

3.58.11

I recommend that criterion 3B be deleted.

3.58.12

I recommend that the policy should be re-worded as follows:

‘Development within the undeveloped coastal zone will be permitted only if :
1

A coastal location is necessary for the development; and

2

The proposal satisfies all the following criteria: A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I.’

3.58.13
policy.

I recommend that paras 3.7.6 and 3.7.8 be modified to reflect these changes to the

3.59

POLICY EV15
Development in the Coastal Zone
Land North of Cypress Gardens, Porthcawl
Objection
DO/51006/1115 C H Knight & Partners

Issue
3.59.1

This is whether or not the site should be included within the coastal zone.

Conclusions
3.59.2
The objectors argue that the objection site, which is located within the coastal zone, is
surrounded on three sides by housing development and is inappropriately included within the coastal
zone. I accept that it is important to protect the unspoilt beauty and character of the coastline, but I
consider this site to be almost enclosed by residential development and different in character from the
open land immediately to the east. The site is outside the Heritage Coast, Merthyr Mawr SSSI and the
proposed Newton Burrows Local Nature Reserve. I have taken account of the Council’s argument that
the site ‘is viewed as an important open access corridor’, but judge this an insufficient reason to include
land in the coastal zone. I conclude that the objection site is more in keeping with the surrounding
suburban area of Porthcawl and should be deleted from the coastal zone.
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Recommendation
3.59.3
site.

I recommend that the boundary of the coastal zone should be amended to delete this

3.60

POLICY EV15
Development in the Coastal Zone
Land East of Danygraig Avenue, Porthcawl
Objection
DO/51215/1727 Mr R P Lewis

Issue
3.60.1

This is whether or not the objection site should be taken out of the coastal zone.

Conclusions
3.60.2
As I indicated in section 3.35 of this report, I consider that this site is in the countryside,
and has more in keeping with the land to the east than with suburban Porthcawl to the west. I agree with
the Council that the unspoilt beauty and character of the undeveloped coastline should be protected, and
regard this site as a small but integral part of the coastal zone. I conclude that it should not be taken out.

Recommendation
3.60.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.61

POLICY EV16
Development in Areas of Flood Risk
Objection
DO/51227/1775 Harmer Partnership

Issues
3.61.1

This is whether or not the policy is sufficiently flexible.

Conclusions
3.61.2
The objector proposes some minor changes to wording in order to make the policy more
flexible. However, I agree with the Council that these changes would be in conflict with the approach to
policy writing which the Council has described in its General Proof 1, (CD147), and would reduce the
clarity of the policy.
3.61.3
PPWales advises that special attention needs to be given to minimising and managing
the risks associated with climate change. It advocates use of the precautionary principle when
formulating UDP policies on development and flood risk. It also calls for a strategic approach to flood
risk, and advises that a revised TAN (Wales) 15, Development and Flood Risk, will shortly be issued.
The Council may wish to review this policy when that is published but, in the meantime, I see no reason
to relax the provisions of Policy EV16.
Recommendation
3.61.4

I recommend that no modification be made.
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3.62

POLICY EV17
Development Affecting Water Quality & Resources
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51107/1249 Dwr Cymru Welsh Water

Issue
3.62.1
sources.

This is whether or not the policy should refer to the quantity as well as the quality of water

Conclusions
3.62.2
In response to the objector’s submission that ‘quantity’ should also be addressed in this
policy, the Council put forward an amendment in the PIMS. I consider that this would satisfactorily meet
the objection, which was subsequently conditionally withdrawn.
Recommendation
3.62.3

I recommend that Policy EV17 should be modified as shown in the PIMS.

3.63

POLICY EV18
Development Affecting National & International Sites for Nature Conservation
Objections
DO/51150/1341 British Wind Energy Association
DO/51209/1637 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51208/1604 RSPB Cymru
PCO/51209/2217
Countryside Council for Wales
PCO/51209/2219
Countryside Council for Wales
PCO/51209/2235
Countryside Council for Wales
PCO/51209/2236
Countryside Council for Wales
PCO/50686/2137
Mr R P Miles
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/1838 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
3.63.1
This is whether or not the policy gives sufficiently clear guidance as to how development
proposals which might affect sites of international or national importance for nature conservation would be
determined.
Conclusions
3.63.2
A number of objectors point out that the development plan policy should reflect the
relative significance of internationally and nationally important sites, whereas this policy places them on
an equal footing. In the PIMS, the Council proposes to divide the policy so that Policy EV18A gives
criteria for development likely to affect sites of international importance, and Policy EV18B gives different
criteria for sites of national importance. I consider that this goes to the heart of the objection, and helps to
clarify the policy.
3.63.3
The revised version of the policy continues to refer to ‘imperative reasons for overriding
public interest’. Mr Miles asks what these might be, and the Council replies with reference to case law
and the Habitats Directive. I accept that it would be for the decision-maker to decide what amounted to
reasons of overriding public interest in a particular situation.
3.63.4
The British Wind Energy Association objects to the reference in the policy to
‘compensatory measures necessary to retain the overall coherence of Natura 2000’. The text in para
3.9.8 of the UDP explains that Natura 2000 is the cornerstone of the EU’s nature conservation policy. I
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consider it unreasonable to expect an individual development in Bridgend to satisfy the test of 'retaining
the overall coherence' of EU policy, and shall recommend re-wording this sentence along the lines
suggested by the objector.
3.63.5
The CCW has made counter-objections which include a proposed refinement of Policy
EV18B, to separate the assessment of development proposals in SSSIs from those in NNRs, or sites
identified under the NCR or GCR. However, I agree with the Council that the proposed further changes
would make the policy unwieldy without adding significant value. It would be normal development control
procedure to take account of the national importance of statutorily designated sites and to consider
whether planning conditions or obligations would overcome any potential harm. The CCW proposes
another amendment to Policy EV18B, to acknowledge the fact that sites may be designated for their
geological and geomorphological interest as well as for nature conservation. The Council supports this
amendment, and points out that Policy EV18A and the title would also require change. I accept that it
would be more comprehensive if these changes were made.
3.63.6
Most of the RSPB’s objections to this policy are addressed satisfactorily, in my opinion,
by amendments put forward in the PIMS. On the suggestion that mitigation should be used rather than
compensatory measures in relation to planning conditions or obligations, I consider that the term used in
the UDP is sufficiently broad to include a range of measures which might remove, remedy or reduce any
harm.
3.63.7
The CCW refers to the confusion between nature conservation and landscape
designations, which I have already commented on with reference to Policy EV9 (section 3.11). I consider
that para 3.9.11 in the PIMS adds to the confusion, conflicts with the PIMS proposed para 1.1.8, and
should be omitted. The CCW, in its counter-objections, is critical of the excessive amount of detail
included in the supporting paragraphs, 3.9.6 to 3.9.11 in the PIMS. In my opinion, the revised text
proposed by this objector is much sharper, more comprehensible, and should be used as a basis for a
revised reasoned justification, in preference to the PIMS text.
3.63.8
Both the CCW and the Council in its proposed amendments in the PIMS to para 3.9.10
refer to ‘relevant statutory and non-statutory wildlife designations’ ‘appropriately shown on the Proposals
Map’. However, it is not accurate to say that all non-statutory designations are mapped in the UDP. Any
revision of the reasoned justification should be accurate on this matter. I consider that the description of
‘statutory’ designations would be clearer if the supporting text included a table of them, similar to that
which lists landscape conservation areas (Table ENV 1). This should name all the sites including the
SSSIs and give the reader a very brief explanation as to why they are designated. In the interests of
clarity, I consider that the reasoned justification should be amended accordingly.
3.63.9
The CCW in its counter-objections advises that the PIMS Page 15 makes a number of
references to Candidate Special Areas of Conservation instead of candidate Special Areas of
Conservation. I shall recommend that the latter, lower case for candidate, should be used in the UDP,
and the Proposals Map should also be changed, replacing ’possible’ with ‘candidate’. I agree with the
CCW that, in addition to the mapping changes shown in the PIMS for nature conservation sites, new
cSACs or SSSIs should be added to the Proposals Map, but would expect the Council to carry out this
updating task as and when it has relevant information.
Recommendation
3.63.10

I recommend that the policy should be modified as shown in the PIMS.

3.63.11
I recommend that the policy be further modified so that the title reads : ‘Development
affecting international and national sites of importance for nature conservation and scientific interest’, and
that Parts A and B read : ‘for nature conservation, geological or geomorphological interests’.
3.63.12
In addition, I recommend that the sentence at the end of Policy EV18A should be
amended so that it finishes: ‘measures necessary for protecting the features of the site which have
caused it to be designated part of the Natura 2000 network.’
3.63.13
included.

I recommend that paras 3.9.6 to 3.9.11 as put forward in the PIMS should not be
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3.63.14
I recommend that paras 3.9.6 onwards should be re-written along the lines of the text
proposed by the CCW (PCO 51209/2219).
3.63.15
I recommend that the reasoned justification should be further modified with the inclusion
of a table which lists and names all the designated areas, gives their status and a very brief reason as to
why they are of special importance to nature conservation or have scientific interest.
3.63.16
I recommend that changes to the Proposals Map and its key in respect of SSSIs and
cSACs, listed on Page 15 of the PIMS, should be made, subject to the modified reference throughout to
‘candidate Special Area of Conservation’.

3.64

POLICY EV19
Development Affecting Local/Regional Sites for Nature Conservation
Objections
DO/51209/1638 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51211/1695 Forest Enterprise
DO/51229/1839 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
3.64.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy is sufficiently flexible, bearing in mind the advice on non-statutory
designations in national planning policy;



Whether or not the policy is sufficiently comprehensive in covering only designated sites.

Conclusions
3.64.2
On the first issue, PPWales is clear that non-statutory designations such as those
covered by Policy EV19 should not unduly restrict acceptable development. Objectors argue that the
UDP policy is too restrictive, although I consider its general approach, which implies that a balancing
exercise would be carried out, is on the right lines. Objectors suggest that ‘unacceptable’ might be
included before ‘adverse effect’ to achieve a more flexible policy. However, I agree with the Council that
this would make the policy less precise and would be in conflict with the approach to policy writing
adopted for the UDP and described in General Proof 1, (CD147).
3.64.3
Forest Enterprise argues that the wording is uncompromising, and does not reflect the
importance of the degree of harm to decision-making, or the possibility of providing compensatory or
mitigation measures. In view of the national policy, I consider that there should be some recognition of
these factors. I shall recommend that the policy refers to ‘damage’ and ‘harm’ rather than the less precise
‘adverse effect’ and omits the rather vague reference to ‘sustainable’ proposals. I shall also recommend
re-wording the policy to indicate that developers should consider the likely impact on nature conservation
or scientific interest when they are planning and designing their schemes. I conclude that the policy
should be reworded to make it more flexible and consistent with national planning policy.
3.64.4
On the second issue, the CCW suggests that ‘candidate or’ should be added before
‘designated’. However, I share the Council’s concerns that this could result in the inclusion of sites being
promoted for SINC status for which there was a limited scientific basis. This could mislead potential
developers and the public. PPWales does not indicate that candidate non-statutory sites should be
protected, and I conclude that the policy is sufficiently comprehensive as it stands.
Recommendation
3.64.5

I recommend that the policy be modified to read :
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3.64.6
‘Development in a designated Local Nature Reserve (LNR), Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation (SINC), or Regionally Important Geological/ Geomorpholocical Site (RIGS) should in its
scale, siting and design be compatible with the nature conservation or scientific interest of the area.
Development which would be damaging to the nature conservation or scientific interest of the area will not
be permitted unless the benefits associated with the proposal would outweigh the harm, and/or the harm
can be reduced or removed by mitigation measures.’

3.65

POLICY EV20
General Protection of Biodiversity
Objections
DO/51211/1696 Forest Enterprise
PCO/51209/2220
Countryside Council for Wales
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51209/1639 Countryside Council For Wales
DO/51203/1547 House Builders Federation
DO/51229/1840 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
3.65.1
This is whether or not the policy fairly reflects the need for a balance between permitting
development and protecting biodiversity.
Conclusions
3.65.2
The Forest Enterprise argues that the policy is generally too restrictive, and other
objectors contend that the policy as written in the deposit UDP implies an unreasonable burden on the
developer to retain every tree or woodland. The Council has re-worded criteria 1 and 2 in the PIMS and
altered the text of para 3.9.18 which, in my opinion, would provide greater realism and flexibility, in
addition to protection for relevant features. A number of objections have been withdrawn on the basis
that the PIMS revision is sustained.
3.65.3
The CCW wishes to see a further revision, to add the words ‘the integrity or continuity of’
after ‘where appropriate’ into criterion 1. However, I consider that this would add little to the meaning of
the criterion, and would make it overly complicated. I conclude that the policy, as proposed for
amendment in the PIMS, strikes the appropriate balance between permitting development and protecting
biodiversity.
3.65.4
Though no objection is made to criterion 5 of this policy, in my view it is in conflict with
the Council’s approach to policy wording and may not be effective in preventing undesirable development
(see CD147, para 7.1). The Council may wish to replace the phrase ‘take full account of’ with ‘avoid or
overcome harm to’, or similar, if it makes other amendments to this policy.
Recommendation
3.65.5

I recommend that the policy be modified as shown in the PIMS.

3.65.6

I recommend that the text of para 3.9.18 be modified as shown in the PIMS.

3.66

POLICY EV21
The Protection of Wildlife Corridors
Objections
DO/51209/1640 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51211/1697 Forest Enterprise
DO/51229/1841 National Assembly for Wales
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Issues
3.66.1

These are:



Whether or not the UDP deals adequately with managing landscape features of major importance for
flora and fauna;



Whether or not the policy is too inflexible, given the need for a balance between the needs of
development and conservation interests and national policy advice on the use of planning obligations.

Conclusions
3.66.2
On the first issue, the CCW wrote that its objection was conditionally withdrawn though,
as the Council observed, no modifications were made to it in the PIMS. The CCW argues that an
additional policy is required to complement EV20 and 21, encouraging the management of features of the
landscape which are of major importance for wildlife flora and fauna. Examples are rivers, their banks,
field boundaries, ponds and small woods. However, I agree with the Council that the Environment
chapter already contains sufficient policies to offer the protection and encourage the management of
landscape features, as the objector seeks. In particular, I consider that Policy EV20 covers the features
described by the objector and refers appropriately in criterion 2 to their future management.
3.66.3
On the second issue, Harmers argue that it may not always be appropriate to retain
existing wildlife corridors or establish new ones, or for a developer to enter into a legal agreement to
achieve them. The UDP does not indicate where existing wildlife corridors are essential, vulnerable or in
need of improvement. Neither does it indicate where new wildlife corridors are required. The CCW
proposes that this policy should be linked to the Local Biodiversity Action Plan, with reference to any
targets within it.
3.66.4
Para 3.9.21 of the UDP lists the features which constitute potential wildlife corridors, and
it seems to me that they overlap substantially with those features which would be protected anyway by
Policy EV20. I consider that much of the reasoned justification in para 3.9.21 could usefully follow Policy
EV20 to explain that the retention of woodland, trees, hedgerow etc would also help to sustain and
improve a network of wildlife corridors.
3.66.5
On the matter of planning obligations, I agree with the NAW that the policy should not
‘require’ developers to enter into a planning obligation/agreement. However, as the policy overlaps
significantly with Policy EV20, I conclude that it is superfluous and could be omitted without consequent
harm to the protection of biodiversity.
Recommendation
3.66.6

I recommend that the policy should be deleted.

3.66.7
I recommend that the reasoned justification in para 3.9.21 concerning the value of wildlife
corridors should be incorporated into the text following Policy EV20.

3.67

POLICY EV22
The Protection of Habitats or Species
Objections
DO/51209/1641 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51209/1642 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51211/1698 Forest Enterprise
DO/51229/1842 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
3.67.1

These are:
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Whether or not the policy is consistent with other procedures to prevent harm to protected species;
and



Whether or not the policy is too restrictive.

Conclusions
3.67.2
On the first issue, the CCW argues that the policy as written could lead to harm to a
protected species and render other preventative legislation ineffective. It adds that a reference to the
requirements of licensing procedures should be made in the text. The Forest Enterprise questions
whether the existence of controls under other legislation makes this policy unnecessary. The NAW refers
to guidance in PG(W) PP, First Revision 1999, that permission for development should not be refused if
other material factors are sufficient to override nature conservation interests. However, PPWales 2002
has superseded this guidance, and its paras 5.5.11 and 12 refer to protected species. They begin by
advising that the presence of a protected species is a material planning consideration. They go on to say
that local planning authorities should advise applicants for planning permission that they must conform
with statutory species protection provisions. Para 5.4.6 of PPWales indicates that a UDP should provide
for biodiversity interests outside designated areas.
3.67.3
Planning legislation should not be used to secure objectives achievable under other
controls, and this leads me to question the need for this policy which would apply in an area where there
is other UK and European legislation. The Council is required to consult CCW before granting planning
permission, and advise applicants that they should comply with any statutory provisions affecting a
relevant site. Though CCW provide details of a planning policy for protected species in the Snowdonia
National Park, I would expect the local circumstances there to differ from Bridgend County Borough. The
Council has put forward a late proposed amendment to the policy, after considering the National Park’s
policy. However, I conclude that any conflict with procedures under other legislation would best be
averted by deleting this policy. It would, however, be helpful if the UDP explained the role of CCW, the
need to comply with licensing procedures and retained the information in paras 3.9.23 and 3.9.24.
3.67.4
On the second issue, I consider that in circumstances where a protected species or its
habitat was at risk from a development proposal, the CCW consultation response would be a material
planning consideration. Planning decisions would then be taken in accordance with the principles of
S54A of the Act, and it would be for the decision-maker to decide what weight to attach to the potential
harm to wildlife in each particular case. I conclude that this would result in an effective and flexible
method of protection.
Recommendation
3.67.5

I recommend that the policy should be deleted.

3.67.6
I recommend that the reasoned justification in paras 3.9.23 and 3.9.24 should be
amended to advise readers that applicants for planning permission must conform with the relevant
statutory species protection provisions, and that consultation with the CCW will take place.

3.68

POLICY EV24
The Protection of Trees, Woodlands and Hedgerows
Objections
DO/51184/1414 Coed Cadw Woodland Trust
DO/51211/1699 Forest Enterprise
PCO/51229/2205
National Assembly for Wales
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51209/1644 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51229/2101 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
3.68.1

These are:
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Whether or not the policy would provide adequate protection for ancient semi-natural woodlands;



Whether or not the policy should recognise the importance of commercial forestry in the County
Borough.

Conclusions
3.68.2
On the first issue, Coed Cadw and the CCW draw attention to the fact that the policy in
the deposit UDP makes no reference to ancient or semi-natural woodland. They argue that woodland
which may have existed since before 1600 AD is irreplaceable. The Council proposes changes to the
policy and text in the PIMS, and on the basis of these changes CCW has conditionally withdrawn its
objection.
3.68.3
The NAW, however, objects to the revised policy in the PIMS because it proposes an
outright ban on development leading to the loss of ‘ancient semi-natural woodland’. This, argues the
objector, offers no flexibility for balancing the merits of the development against the loss to nature
conservation. Though the Council argues that the objection does not take account of up to date guidance
on woodlands, I consider that there is no support for the ‘outright ban’ approach in PPWales paras 5.5.13
to 5.5.15.
3.68.4
The NAW goes on to point out that ‘ancient semi-natural woodlands’ are not shown on
the Proposals Map and have not all been assessed for their value to nature conservation or relative
position in the hierarchy for designated sites. In my opinion, there is substantial doubt as to the areas
which would appropriately be covered by the new policy which PIMS proposes. I would expect the most
vulnerable and valuable ancient woodlands to be included in the very substantial number of statutory and
non-statutory designated areas in the County Borough which are already protected by Policies EV18 or
EV19.
3.68.5
Reviewing the policy, as proposed for amendment in the PIMS, as a whole, I am
concerned that, once again, there is considerable overlap with Policy EV20. I consider that the first 2
criteria in Policy EV20 would adequately protect trees, woodlands and hedgerows and provide for their
replacement where appropriate. I conclude that Policies EV18, EV19 and EV 20 should provide the
necessary protection for ancient semi-natural woodlands, and that Policy EV24 is superfluous.
3.68.6
The NAW has conditionally withdrawn its objection to the use of the term ‘will not be
favoured’ on the basis that it should only be used where ‘will not be permitted’ would be inappropriate.
3.68.7
On the second issue, I accept that commercial forestry may contribute positively to the
conservation of biodiversity. The Bridgend Local Biodiversity Action Plan Volume 1 (CD70), which has
been adopted by the Council as SPG, outlines the role of Forest Enterprise in this area. As I propose to
delete the policy, however, I conclude that there is no need to add a reference to commercial forestry.
Recommendation
3.68.8
made.

I recommend that the amendments put forward in the PIMS to this policy should not be

3.68.9

I recommend that the policy be deleted.

3.69

POLICY EV25
Afforestation Proposals
Objections
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51209/1645 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51229/2102 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
3.69.1
up to date.

This is whether or not the wording of the policy and reasoned justification are clear and
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Conclusions
3.69.2
The CCW advises that some updating of names is required in the supporting text. The
Forestry Authority Wales and Forest Enterprise are now known as the Forestry Commission and the
Woodland Strategy for Wales is unlikely to remain as consultative throughout the Plan period. The
Council has proposed changes to the supporting text in the PIMS which would update these names, and
the objection has been conditionally withdrawn.
3.69.3
The NAW has conditionally withdrawn its objection to the use of the term ‘will be
favoured’, providing it is not used where the term ‘will be permitted’ would be more appropriate. I
consider that the wording of this policy is consistent with the Council’s use of terminology as outlined in its
General Proof 1, and does not require amendment.
Recommendation
3.69.4

I recommend that the policy should not be modified.

3.69.5
I recommend that the modifications to text in paras 3.9.28 to 3.9.39 as proposed in the
PIMS should be made.

3.70

POLICY OMISSION
Community Woodlands
Objection
DO/51211/1700 Forest Enterprise

Issue
3.70.1
This is whether or not a new policy is needed expressing support for the establishment of
community woodlands.
Conclusions
3.70.2
The objector argues that a number of agencies are pursuing the establishment of
community woodlands to serve as recreation/amenity areas, embracing areas of existing and proposed
woodland. The scheme aims to secure community involvement in the management of woodlands.
3.70.3
The Council advises that it was fully aware of the concept of community woodlands when
preparing the UDP, and has had due regard to the strategies of other public bodies, including the Forestry
Commission, in drawing up its policies. The Council’s view is that the scheme is more likely to involve
existing woodlands and extensions to them than new woodlands in Bridgend.
3.70.4
I consider that the proposed new policy would be a broad statement of intent, which
should be avoided in development plans. The objector has not named any sites for new woodland and,
bearing in mind the Council’s evidence, I conclude that a new UDP policy is not needed at this stage.
Recommendation
3.70.5

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.71

POLICY EV26
Countryside Management and Urban Enhancement
Objections
DO/51209/1646 Countryside Council for Wales
Conditionally Withdrawn
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DO/51229/2103 National Assembly for Wales
Issue
3.71.1
fringe.

This is whether or not the policy should be expanded to provide a policy for the urban

Conclusions
3.71.2
As the Council advises, ‘urban fringe’ has no place in statutory planning or national
planning policy guidance. The Council’s settlement strategy which underpins the UDP identifies main and
smaller settlements and committed development sites, and classifies the remainder of the County
Borough as countryside. It seems to me that, in practical terms, this clear strategy has the potential to
help improve the environment of areas on the edge of settlements which are unkempt or neglected.
However, I conclude that there is no need to amend the policy as proposed by the objector.
3.71.3
The NAW objects to the use of the expression ‘will be favoured’.
reasons given in section 1.5 and elsewhere, I conclude that no change is required.

However, for the

Recommendation
3.71.4

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.72

POLICY EV27
The Protection of the Local Environment and Amenity
Objections
DO/51211/1701 Forest Enterprise
DO/51227/1776 Harmer Partnership
PCO/51211/2143
Forest Enterprise
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/1843 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
3.72.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy is necessary, in the light of other policies in the UDP and the desirability of
avoiding duplication;



Whether or not the policy is too restrictive and overlooks the need for a balanced approach between
development and environmental protection.

Conclusions
3.72.2
On the first issue, the NAW argues that there is doubt as to the type of development
proposals to which the policy should apply. It is described as difficult to implement and superfluous. The
Council has responded by proposing amendments in the PIMS to add a new para 3.10.7. Though the
NAW has conditionally withdrawn its objection, I consider that there remain difficulties with the policy.
The new text would explain that it is aimed at the adverse effects of pollution (airbourne, waterbourne and
noise) and visual amenity. However, I consider that other more specific policies cover each of these
impacts. Policy EV34 addresses air pollution, Policy EV17 tackles water quality, Policies EV31 and 32
concern noise and Policies EV35 and EV49 protect visual amenity. I therefore conclude that this policy is
unnecessary.
3.72.3
On the second issue, Forest Enterprise considers that the policy and proposed
amendments in the PIMS to para 3.10.7 are too restrictive. The Council draws my attention to PPWales
including the early sections which outline the approach for achieving sustainable development. I consider
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that environmental protection and enhancement, and improving the quality of life, are key issues for the
UDP. However, the new para 3.10.7 refers to industrial development and, in practice I would expect
there always to be a need to balance the possible adverse impact of a development against the need for
development. This could be recognised in the reasoned justification, although I intend to delete both the
policy and text as I consider it to be repetitive of other policies in the Plan.
Recommendation
3.72.4

I recommend that the policy be deleted.

3.72.5

I recommend that the proposed amendments to para 3.10.7 in the PIMS are not made.

3.73

POLICY EV28
Land Reclamation and Environmental Improvement
Objections
DO/51209/1647 Countryside Council for Wales
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2104 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
3.73.1
This is whether or not the policy should include criteria against which relevant
development proposals would be assessed.
Conclusions
3.73.2
The CCW argues that issues relating to the historic and biodiversity value of derelict land,
as highlighted in the reasoned justification, could form the basis of a list of criteria. I consider that the
UDP provides adequate advice on the assessment of historic and biodiversity features elsewhere in the
Environment chapter. For any land reclamation scheme, there is likely to be a range of environmental
and land use factors requiring assessment. I would expect many of these to be site specific. I agree with
the Council that land reclamation is an important function in its own right, and conclude that this simply
structured policy is entirely satisfactory.
3.73.3
On use of the word ‘favoured’, I note that the objection from the NAW is conditionally
withdrawn. I consider the word to be appropriate in this policy, in view of the range of factors likely to
need assessment in a particular case.
Recommendation
3.73.4

I recommend that no modification is made.

3.74

POLICY EV29
Reclamation of Derelict and Other Land
Objections
DO/51209/1648 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51227/1777 Harmer Partnership
DO/50017/7
Rhys-Davies Services Ltd

Issues
3.74.1


These are:

Whether or not the policy should require a development brief and appropriate planning obligations for
each reclamation scheme;
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Whether or not the policy should include criteria against which relevant development proposals would
be assessed.

Conclusions
3.74.2
On the first issue, the Harmer Partnership and Rhys-Davies Services Ltd argue that there
can be no general justification for the preparation of development briefs. There are ways, in their opinion,
to achieve satisfactory reclamation schemes without spending time and resources on development briefs.
I consider that many land reclamation schemes will be large or complex, will call for sophisticated forward
planning and impact assessment and will require negotiations/collaboration with the local planning
authority. However, I accept that some schemes may not require a development brief to realise a quality
outcome, so that there is no general justification for them.
3.74.3
I also consider that the references to the use of planning obligations must be precise and
in accordance with national policy. The Council refers to the judgments of the courts in this area. In the
case of R v Plymouth City Council ex p. Plymouth and South Devon Co-operative Society Ltd 1993, the
developers entered a planning obligation offering a bird hide, park and ride scheme and contribution to
off-site infrastructure in support of a retail development. The Court of Appeal rejected a challenge that
the benefits were not sufficiently related to the development proposals to be a material consideration.
However, a seemingly different approach was taken in Tesco Stores Ltd v SSE and West Oxon DC and
Tarmac Provincial Properties Ltd 1995, when the House of Lords accepted that the Secretary of State
was entitled to give limited weight to an obligation to fund a relief road. Additional traffic, in his view,
generated by the development would have had a marginal effect on existing volumes, and the otherwise
unacceptable development should not be permitted because of unrelated benefits. These contrasting
judgments indicate to me that a developer and the LPA may agree that a wide range of measures are
reasonably related to an individual development proposal and enter into a planning obligation. However,
when the Assembly Government or an Inspector at appeal is involved in decision-making, they will apply
the tests laid down in WO C13/97 stringently (necessity, directly related and fairly and reasonably related
in scale and kind etc).
3.74.4
I consider that the UDP policies should be worded in strict accordance with the approach
outlined in PPWales and detailed in WO C13/97, if they are to be robust and capable of defence at
planning appeals or call-ins. I also agree that the need for a planning obligation will be determined by the
particular circumstances of the proposal. For this reason, the Council should not, in my opinion, ‘require’
a developer to enter into a planning obligation. Overall, I conclude that this policy is too prescriptive.
3.74.5
I have examined the policy with reference to the Council’s General Proof 1, (CD147). On
‘the functions of policies’, this quotes guidance on good practice in writing effective policies. It advises
that local planning authorities should not ‘include administrative and procedural arrangements’. In my
view, Policy EV29 is wholly concerned with the mechanisms which the Council wishes to use in
implementing Policy EV28. I therefore agree with the objector who describes Policy EV29 as
unnecessary. I shall recommend that reference is made to the desirability of using development briefs for
all sizeable reclamation schemes in the preceding policy’s reasoned justification. I shall also recommend
that the Council should seek to negotiate rather than require entry into planning obligations.
3.74.6
On the second issue, I see no reason to attach criteria to this policy for the reasons given
in section 3.73 above.
Recommendation
3.74.7

I recommend that the policy be deleted.

3.74.8
I recommend that the reasoned justification to Policy EV28 be extended to indicate that,
for sizeable or complex reclamation proposals, the Council would expect a development brief to be
prepared. In appropriate cases, the Council would seek to enter into planning obligations/agreements
with the relevant parties to secure a satisfactory scheme and aftercare.

3.75

POLICY EV30
Development of Contaminated Land
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Objection
DO/51203/1549 House Builders Federation
DO/50017/8
Rhys-Davies Services Ltd
Issues
3.75.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy should require information as to the period over which contamination
occurred;



Whether or not account should be taken of the actual and intended use of the site, with remediation
works tailored accordingly.

Conclusions
3.75.2
On the first issue, the HBF argues that it may be difficult to ascertain the period over
which contamination occurred, and it would be unreasonable to refuse permission on this ground, if the
nature and extent of contamination had been identified. PPWales advises that land contamination must
be considered in the preparation of UDPs to ensure that new development is not undertaken without an
understanding of the risks, including those associated with previous land use, and without proper
remediation. Para 3.10.25 of the UDP explains that with older sources of contamination, the assessment
of risk and its remediation may not be straightforward. I consider it reasonable for the Council to ask for
information about the period of contamination in order to understand fully the degree of risk. Since the
policy acknowledges that this may not be possible in every case, it would not be unduly burdensome for
developers.
3.75.3
On the second issue, PPWales indicates that LPAs should take into account the nature,
scale and extent of contamination which may pose risks to health. The Council argues that the
precautionary principle, which is promoted in PPWales, should prevail over a ‘suitable for use’ principle.
Notwithstanding the fact that responsibility for ensuring that the land is suitable for a proposed
development rests with developers and landowners, I consider that the Council is entitled to be cautious
in the interests of the public and set high standards for development on contaminated land. I conclude
that the policy need not be amended to take account of the actual and intended use of the site, with
remediation works tailored accordingly.
Recommendation
3.75.4

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.76

POLICY EV33
External Lighting of New Development
Objection
DO/51227/1778 Harmer Partnership

Issue
3.76.1

This is whether or not criterion 7 of the policy is too inflexible.

Conclusions
3.76.2
The objectors seek to have the word ‘unacceptable’ placed before ‘adverse impact’.
However, section 10 of the Council’s General Proof (CD147) puts forward arguments against the use of
using qualifying words such as the one proposed by the objector. However, I consider that criterion 7 is
very wide ranging and in conflict with the principle that, aside from statutorily designated areas or
protected species, nature conservation interests should not unduly constrain development. I conclude
that the criterion is too inflexible and should be amended to indicate that it should only apply to sites or
species of acknowledged importance for nature conservation.
Recommendation
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3.76.3
I recommend that criterion 7 modified to read: ‘there will be no adverse impact on sites or
species of acknowledged importance for nature conservation.’

3.77

POLICY EV34
Air Quality
Objection
DO/51227/1779 Harmer Partnership
DO/51229/1844 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
3.77.1
This is whether or not the policy is appropriate in its coverage and flexibility, and takes
sufficient account of pollution control regimes enforced by other agencies.
Conclusions
3.77.2
The NAW argues that the policy could be interpreted as applying to all development
proposals, whereas plans should set out the criteria for determining potentially polluting developments,
but not exclude all projects. The Harmer Partnership also considers that the policy is too restrictive.
PPWales, section 13.11, confirms that UDPs are important vehicles for the promotion of environmental
protection and this includes air quality. PPWales envisages a role for policies in UDPs as well as for the
operation of pollution control and regulation regimes. It goes on to state that plans should include
strategic policies on the location of potentially polluting developments, ensuring the separation of
incompatible land uses. I consider that this should be the thrust of Policy EV34.
3.77.3
It seems to me that the principal sources of air pollution for consideration by this policy
are routine and accidental emissions from industrial and commercial processes, including waste disposal
and minerals’ working, and emissions from road traffic. As far as traffic pollution is concerned, air quality
is most likely to be a material consideration in the case of major developments which would generate a
substantial increase on roads already carrying significant traffic flows. The policy should also recognise
the scope for measures to mitigate the worst effects of air pollution. Examples would be landscaped
buffer zones or traffic management measures, and these could be the subject of planning conditions or
obligations. However, the Council will need to ensure that measures do not duplicate or contradict
measures more appropriately controlled under other regimes.
3.77.4
In conclusion, though I agree with much of the objector’s assessment of the problem, I
consider that the policy should not simply be deleted. It could usefully be re-structured to assist
development controllers and safeguard air quality.
Recommendation
3.77.5

I recommend that the policy be modified as shown below:

‘Proposals for development which are likely to emit polluting substances will not be permitted in locations
where they would have an adverse effect on the occupiers and users of neighbouring land uses, unless
effective mitigation measures can be put in place.
Proposals for residential development, or for other sensitive uses such as health or education, will not be
permitted in close proximity to land uses emitting polluting substances, unless effective mitigation
measures can be put in place.
Major development proposals which would be harmful to air quality by virtue of the additional new traffic
movements they would generate, will not be permitted unless accompanied by effective mitigation
measures.’

3.78

POLICY EV35
The Built Heritage
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Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2105 National Assembly for Wales
Issue
3.78.1

This is whether or not the word ‘favoured’ is appropriate in this policy.

Conclusions
3.78.2
I consider that the word as used in this policy, is consistent with the Council’s approach
to policy writing, given in General Proof 1 (CD147), and need not be changed.
Recommendation
3.78.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.79

POLICY EV37
Development Affecting Listed Buildings
Objection
DO/51227/1780 Harmer Partnership

Issue
3.79.1
This is whether or not the policy is unduly restrictive, in that proper specialist recording
may not be necessary every time a listed building is altered.
Conclusions
3.79.2
The Council has proposed changes to the policy in the PIMS and, though these would
introduce a degree of flexibility, I consider that they would not fully overcome the objection. In my view,
the policy as revised in the PIMS could be onerous in two ways. Firstly, WO C61/96 (CD50) advises that
LPAs should consider in all cases of alteration or demolition whether it would be appropriate to make it a
condition of consent that suitable recordings of features that would be destroyed are arranged by
applicants. In my view, this implies a judgment which may or may not result in a recording exercise. I
consider that there could be beneficial minor alterations to a building, not necessitating a full recording
exercise, and that the Circular indicates a more flexible approach than that described in Policy EV37,
PIMS version.
3.79.3
Secondly, the policy insists that a legal agreement should be entered into to secure the
recording and implementation of the works. I consider that planning obligations should be achieved
through negotiation and agreement in individual cases, and not based on a blanket formulation. The
Circular refers to conditions, which should be preferred to planning obligations, if there is a choice. I
therefore conclude that the policy is unduly restrictive, even with the amendments put forward in the
PIMS. I shall recommend that the policy and the reasoned justification are altered. I favour a re-worded
policy which adheres more closely to the statutory duty for listed buildings in WO C61/96, in the interests
of robustness.
3.79.4
Though objection has not been made to Policy EV36, I consider that it should be
consistent with Policy EV37. Therefore, if my recommendations are accepted, the proposed amendment
to Policy EV36 in the PIMS should be reconsidered.
Recommendation
3.79.5

I recommend that Policy EV37 should not be modified as shown in the PIMS.

3.79.6

I recommend that Policy EV37 should be modified as follows:

‘Development proposals affecting a listed building should have special regard to the desirability of
preserving the building or its setting, or any features of special architectural or historic interest which it
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possesses. Developers must demonstrate why works which would affect the character of a listed building
are desirable or necessary.
Where any alterations to a listed building are acceptable, the developer may be asked to supply a record
of all features which would be destroyed in the course of the works to be provided by a suitably qualified
specialist. Planning conditions or obligations will be used, where appropriate, to secure a record before
the works take place.’
3.79.7
made.

I recommend that the modifications to paras 3.13.7 and 3.13.9 in the PIMS should be

3.79.8
I recommend that the final sentences of paras 3.13.7 and 3.13.9 should be further
modified along these lines: ‘Either conditions or planning obligations may be used to ensure that
recording is completed before any works to demolish/affecting the listed building are begun.’

3.80

POLICY EV38
Development Affecting Buildings of Local Significance
Objections
DO/51227/1781 Harmer Partnership
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/1845 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
3.80.1

This is whether or not the policy is reasonable and clearly defined.

Conclusions
3.80.2
The Harmer Partnership objects to the wording of the policy as unreasonably restrictive,
requesting that ‘has an unacceptable adverse impact’ should be substituted for ‘adversely affects’.
However, I am satisfied that the phraseology is fair and clear, and that the proposed qualification would
be in conflict with the Council’s approach to policy writing (CD147 refers).
3.80.3
The NAW contends that para 3.13.12 is misleading as it implies that scheduled ancient
monuments would be covered by this policy. I agree that nationally important sites should not be
included in this policy, designed to protect locally important buildings. The Council proposes an
amendment to the wording of the text in the PIMS and the objection has been conditionally withdrawn. I
conclude that, with the PIMS amendment, the policy would be reasonable and clear.
Recommendation
3.80.4
I recommend that Policy EV38 should not be changed, but the supporting text in para
3.13.12 should be modified as shown in the PIMS.

3.81

POLICY EV39
Use and Repair of Historic Buildings
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2106 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
3.81.1

This is whether or not the term ‘favoured’ should be used.
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Conclusions
3.81.2
I consider that the word is appropriately used in Policy EV39 and is consistent with the
approach to policy writing outlined in the Council’s General Proof 1, CD147.
Recommendation
3.81.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.82

POLICY EV40
Re-Use of Redundant Historic Buildings
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2107 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
3.82.1

This is whether or not the term ‘favoured’ should be used.

Conclusions
3.82.2
I consider that the word is appropriately used in Policy EV40 and is consistent with the
approach to policy writing outlined in the Council’s General Proof 1, CD147.
Recommendation
3.82.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.83

POLICY EV42
Proposals Within Conservation Areas
Objection
DO/51227/1782 Harmer Partnership

Issue
3.83.1

This is whether or not criterion 2 of the policy is consistent with Policy EV41.

Conclusions
3.83.2
The Council has proposed an amendment in the PIMS to the wording of the policy, in
order to overcome the objection, though it has not been withdrawn. On conservation areas, S72 of the
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 places a duty on the decision-maker to pay
special attention to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of
conservation areas. This duty applies to ‘any buildings or other land in a conservation area’, and by
inference not to land beyond the boundaries. Both Policy EV42 and Policy EV41 imply that similar tests
would be applied to proposals inside and adjacent to conservation area boundaries. Thus, although the
proposed amendment in the PIMS goes some way to meeting the objection by adding the word ‘or’ to
Policy EV42, I consider that it would not overcome a more fundamental flaw and should be amended to
comply with the statutory duty.
3.83.3
Planning policy guidance in England acknowledges that the desirability of preserving or
enhancing the area should be a material consideration in handling planning applications which are
outside the conservation area, but would affect its setting, or views in or out. PPWales does not address
this point directly, but I consider that a similar approach could be useful in the County Borough. I shall
recommend that the content of Policies EV41 and EV42 is re-arranged so that one policy deals solely
with proposed development inside conservation areas and the other with development outside but
affecting them.
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Recommendation
3.83.4

I recommend that the amendment in the PIMS should not be made.

3.83.5

I recommend that Policies EV41 and EV42 should be modified as follows:

‘DEVELOPMENT OUTSIDE BUT AFFECTING CONSERVATION AREAS – Development on land
adjacent to a conservation area will only be permitted if it would preserve or enhance the setting of the
conservation area, and views in and out of it.’
‘DEVELOPMENT WITHIN CONSERVATION AREAS – Proposals for development within conservation
areas should preserve or enhance their architectural or historic character or appearance. Development
proposals which do not:- ……(1) – preserve or enhance views, vistas, characteristic street scenes and
roofscapes; (2) show special regard to areas of spatial importance …. (5) respect local historical and
cultural traditions; will not be permitted.’

3.84

POLICY EV43
Demolition of Unlisted Buildings in Conservation Areas
Objection
DO/51006/1134 C H Knight & Partners
DO/51229/1846 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
3.84.1

This is whether or not the criteria in this policy are fair and clear.

Conclusions
3.84.2
C H Knight & Partners argue that, in the case of Tythegston Conservation Area, there is
a relevant management plan which would form the basis of assessment rather than a site development
brief. Notwithstanding my conclusions on Policy EV14, which concerns the status of the Tythegston
Conservation Area Management Plan, I consider that a development brief should not be needed in all
cases to which this policy would apply. I have taken account of advice in WO C61/96 that policies for the
preservation and enhancement of conservation areas, including an appraisal of strategies for the future,
should be published. I therefore support the amendment which the Council has put forward in the PIMS.
3.84.3
The NAW argues that it is unclear how the criteria in this policy would be used in
assessing applications, and the policy should be worded positively. I consider that the policy broadly
reflects the relevant advice in WO C61/96, having regard for the Shimizu court judgment, 1997.
However, I agree with the objector that the policy could, and should, be expressed more purposefully to
guide potential developers. With amendments, including those put forward in the PIMS, I conclude that
the criteria in this policy would be fair and clear.
3.84.4
In addition, though no objection has been made, I consider that the policy should refer to
planning conditions as well as obligations. The Council may wish to consider this matter if making other
changes to the policy.
Recommendation
3.84.5

I recommend that the policy should be modified as shown in the PIMS.

3.84.6

I recommend that the policy should be further modified as follows:

‘Development proposals involving the demolition of an unlisted building within a conservation area should
meet all the following criteria :


the existing building does not make a positive contribution to the character or appearance of the
conservation area;
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there is demonstrated to be negligible scope for improvement, adaptation or conversion of the
building; and



detailed plans for the redevelopment of the site, which would preserve or enhance the character or
appearance of the conservation area, are in place.

Subsequent redevelopment of the site shall be in accordance with a site development brief or other
approved plan, and any planning obligations/agreements as agreed with the Council.’

3.85

POLICY EV44
Highways in Conservation Areas
Objection
DO/51227/1783 Harmer Partnership

Issue
3.85.1

This is whether or not the policy is reasonably flexible.

Conclusions
3.85.2
The Harmer Partnership objects to the wording of the policy as unreasonably restrictive,
requesting that ‘have an unacceptable adverse impact’ should be substituted for ‘adversely affect’. I
agree with the Council, as it explains fully in its General Proof 1, CD147, that qualifying words such as
‘unacceptably’ tend to make policy statements unclear or imprecise. However, I consider that this policy
should be re-worded to reflect the statutory duty for conservation areas, given in S72 of the Planning
(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990.
Recommendation
3.85.3

I recommend that the policy be modified, so that it reads:

‘Highway works in conservation areas will be permitted where they would preserve or enhance the
character or appearance …..’

3.86

POLICY EV45
The Public Realm Within Conservation Areas
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2108 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
3.86.1

This is whether or not the term ‘favoured’ should be used.

Conclusions
3.86.2
I consider that the word is appropriately used in Policy EV45 and is consistent with the
approach to policy writing outlined in the Council’s General Proof 1, (CD147).
Recommendation
3.86.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.87

POLICY EV46
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Historic Landscape, Parks and Gardens
Objection
DO/51209/1649 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51209/1650 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51227/1784 Harmer Partnership
DO/51229/1847 National Assembly for Wales
Issue
3.87.1
This is whether or not the policy adequately reflects national planning policy for
landscapes, parks and gardens of historic interest.
Conclusions
3.87.2
The NAW argues that a distinction should be drawn between historic parks and gardens
on the one hand, and historic landscapes. It indicates that Cadw favours a broader approach to
protecting landscapes, and suggests that this aspect of the policy would be better dealt with in section 3.5
of the UDP, under ‘The Countryside and Landscape’.
3.87.3
The reasoned justification of the UDP explains that the relevant non-statutory register
has two parts, the first covering parks and gardens and the second covering landscapes. I have
sympathy with the Council’s argument that there is limited advice as to the differences which should be
considered when policies for both parts of the historic environment are formulated. However, WO C61/96
implies that development proposals affecting registered parks, gardens and their settings should be
scrutinised in detail, and that Cadw or the Garden Historic Society should be routinely consulted. For
historic landscapes, the proposed development should be of sufficient scale to have more than a local
impact before the location in a historic landscape becomes an issue. WO C61/96 was published after the
Ogwr Borough Local Plan was adopted, which may explain why that plan does not distinguish between
the two elements of the historic environment. I consider that the policy would be clearer and more useful
if it distinguished between parks and gardens and their settings, and landscapes.
3.87.4
The CCW puts forward some alternative wording for the reasoned justification of this
policy. This seeks to clarify that the Register of Landscapes, Parks and Gardens of Special Historic
Interest has two parts, and the second part is itself sub-divided into Part 2.1: Landscapes of Outstanding
Historic Interest and Part 2.2: Landscapes of Special Historic Interest. I consider that the proposed
changes would explain the Register more accurately and clearly.
3.87.5
The Harmer Partnership objects to the wording of the policy as unreasonably restrictive,
requesting that ‘have an unacceptable adverse impact’ should be substituted for ‘adversely affect’.
However, I am satisfied that the phraseology is fair and clear. This is a similar objection to others on
which I have already made recommendations above, and similar arguments apply to reject the proposed
rewording.
3.87.6
I conclude that the UDP takes account of both parts of the Register of Landscapes, Parks
and Gardens of Special Historic Interest in Wales, but could explain the differences between outstanding
and special historic landscapes better. I consider that these are separate matters from those covered in
section 3.5 of the UDP. In the interests of clarity, the plan should distinguish between development
proposals in historic parks and gardens and those in historic landscapes.
Recommendation
3.87.7
I recommend that the policy be modified as follows: ‘Development which would adversely
affect an historic park or garden, or its setting, will not be permitted. Major development which would
adversely affect a historic landscape will not be permitted.’
3.87.8


I recommend that the reasoned justification be modified along the following lines:

para 3.15.7: ‘Part 2.1 of the Register of Landscapes of Historic Interest in Wales includes two areas
of the County Borough in a single Outstanding Historic Landscape, notably …..’
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para 3.15.9: ‘Part 2.2 of the Register of Landscapes of Historic Interest in Wales includes ‘Margam
Mountain’ as a landscape of special historic interest. A substantial part of this landscape area
extends eastward from the adjacent Neath Port Talbot CB into Bridgend CB.’

3.88

POLICY EV47
Development and Ancient Monuments
Objections
DO/51202/1530 Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/1848 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
3.88.1
This is whether or not the policy is in line with the presumption that archaeological
remains should be preserved.
Conclusions
3.88.2
Both objectors contend that the policy, as worded, implies that development proposals
are pre-eminent rather than ancient monuments/archaeological remains. I agree with the Council that the
rewording of Policy EV47 suggested by the Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust would be in conflict
with the approach to policy writing outlined in General Proof 1, CD147. The Council puts forward a
proposed amendment in the PIMS, whereby the policy would be more prohibitive of development,
distinguishing between nationally important ancient monuments and other ancient monuments. I consider
that this goes some way to meeting the objections, and note that the NAW has conditionally withdrawn its
objection.
3.88.3
The Council has offered a further amendment to Policy EV47 and the succeeding policy,
EV48, in its responses to the Archaeological Trust. This is very similar to the proposed new policy
submitted by the objector on the form objecting to Policy EV48. I consider that this improves the policy
significantly by referring to sites of archaeological significance. However, as revised, the policy refers to
‘an approved archaeological evaluation’ to be submitted at application stage. The Archaeological Trust’s
evidence indicates that this would not necessarily mean a full archaeological excavation. My
understanding is that a relatively rapid desk-based assessment of existing information, backed up if
necessary by a ground survey with small scale trial trenching might suffice. PPWales refers to an
‘assessment and/or field evaluation’ and I consider that this phrase could be used in order to ensure that
the policy is reasonable.
3.88.4
I conclude that, with these further revisions, the policy would be in line with the
presumption that archaeological remains should be preserved.
3.88.5
If my recommendation is accepted, the title of the policy should be changed to confirm
that it is not just directed at ancient monuments.
Recommendation
3.88.6

I recommend that the amendments put forward in the PIMS should not be made.

3.88.7
I recommend that the policy should be modified as shown in the Council’s response to
Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust Ltd, objection no DO/51202/1530.
3.88.8

I recommend that the policy should be further modified to read:

‘ ….. of archaeological significance, an assessment and/or field evaluation should be submitted to the
LPA …..’
3.89

POLICY EV48
Development and Ancient Monuments
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Objection
DO/51202/1531 Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust
DO/51202/1532 Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust
DO/51202/1533 Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust
DO/51227/1785 Harmer Partnership
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/1849 National Assembly for Wales
Issue
3.89.1
This is whether or not the policy is consistent with national policy on preserving
scheduled ancient monuments and sites of archaeological significance.
Conclusions
3.89.2
The Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust argues that two policies on archaeology are
required. The first should relate to information needed before a planning application can be determined,
and the second to mitigation measures which should be agreed and implemented before a development,
if it is to be permitted, can take place. The Harmer Partnership contends that Policy EV48 presupposes
that works will be needed to protect the archaeological resource, whereas this may not be the case and
would depend upon the findings of the archaeological assessment/field evaluation.
3.89.3
The Council has proposed in response to the Archaeological Trust significant changes to
Policies EV47 and EV48, and to withdraw the proposed modification to EV47 put forward in the PIMS. I
consider that the revised Policy EV48 would follow more logically from the revised EV47, and that this two
stage approach would be consistent with advice in WO C60/96 (CD49).
3.89.4
However, in my opinion, the revised Policy EV48 would not address those circumstances
where the initial archaeological assessment showed that the archaeological resource was not significant,
or where, as the Circular advises, sensitive design might preserve archaeological remains by leaving
them undisturbed. I shall recommend a further modification to Policy EV48 to take these factors into
account. I shall also recommend that the title of the policy is changed to reflect its relevance to sites of
archaeological significance not just ancient monuments.
3.89.5
There are three problems, in my opinion, with criterion 3 of the proposed revision to
Policy EV48. The first is that it proposes planning obligations but makes no reference to the use of
planning conditions. PPWales para 6.5.4 does the opposite, and this accords with basic planning policy
that obligations should not be used where a planning condition would suffice. A related problem is that
there is no reference to keeping a watching brief and maintaining a record during construction, which is a
useful mechanism for ensuring that significant archaeological remains are preserved. The third problem
is that the criterion does not make clear that preservation in situ is to be preferred to excavation. I
consider that this criterion should be modified to overcome these problems.
3.89.6
The Archaeological Trust also suggests changes to the reasoned justification for this
policy. It advises that it is best procedure to obtain Scheduled Monument Consent before applying for
planning permission. It points out a typing error where a watching brief is to be maintained (not retained).
The Council has put forward amendments in the PIMS to the supporting text, paras 3.16.10 and 3.16.11,
which are carried forward into the further proposed changes in response to the Archaeological Trust. I
consider that these would overcome their objections.
3.89.7
On the further proposed changes to paras 3.16.8 and 3.16.10-3.16.12, I consider that
some changes would be needed to make the text consistent with my conclusions above. These would
include re-wording ‘professional and approved archaeological field evaluation’ in 3.16.8 to reflect more
fully the advice in PPWales para 6.5.2, and re-writing the final sentence of para 3.16.11. I consider that,
in most circumstances where alterations to a planned development cannot adequately give protection to
the archaeological remains, planning permission should be refused. If planning conditions cannot be
imposed to achieve desirable mitigation, then planning obligations should be considered. However, in
accordance with national planning policy, the Council may not require developers and landowners to
enter into obligations. Finally, much of the proposed new para 3.16.10 repeats the content of Policy
EV48 and, in my view, could be shortened.
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3.89.8
Notwithstanding the modifications already proposed by the Council in the PIMS and in
reply to the objectors, I conclude that the policy requires further changes to make it compliant with current
national planning policy on archaeology.
Recommendation
3.89.9
I recommend that the policy should be modified as shown in the Council’s response to
the Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust (DO/51202/1531).
3.89.10

I recommend that the policy should be further modified as follows:

‘Development and Sites of Archaeological Significance – Development and/or any operation which
fails to protect, enhance or preserve a site of archaeological significance will not be permitted. Where an
archaeological assessment has been carried out and submitted to the Council in accordance with Policy
EV47, which indicates that a site of archaeological significance would be at risk, development will not be
permitted unless:


There is no alternative available site for the development/operation; and



In respect of nationally important ancient monuments, whether scheduled or not, and their settings,
the development would be in the national interest;



For most archaeological sites, mitigation measures can be put in place which would preserve, protect
or enhance the archaeological remains and their setting ‘in situ’;



Where archaeological remains of lesser importance are involved or their significance is outweighed
by all other material considerations, measures to secure the excavation and/or rescue, and recording
of the remains and publication of the results can be put in place.

In appropriate cases, developers may be asked to accommodate a watching brief by an archaeologist or
archaeological organisation during construction.’
3.89.11
the PIMS.

I recommend that paras 3.16.8, 3.16.10 and 3.16.11 should not be modified as shown in

3.89.12
I recommend that paras 3.16.8 and 3.16.10 – 3.16.12 should be modified as shown in the
Council’s response to the Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust (DO/51202/1531).
3.89.13
I recommend that paras 3.16.8 and 3.16.10 – 3.16.12 should be modified further in line
with my conclusions above.

3.90

POLICY EV49
Unacceptable New Development Design
Objection
DO/51227/1786 Harmer Partnership
PCO/51209/2222
Countryside Council for Wales
PCO/51209/2223
Countryside Council for Wales
PCO/51209/2224
Countryside Council for Wales
PCO/51209/2225
Countryside Council for Wales
PCO/51229/2206
National Assembly for Wales
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51203/1550 House Builders Federation

Issues
3.90.1

These are:
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Whether or not the policy accurately reflects aspirations for high quality design;



Whether or not criterion 6, which refers to a percentage of capital costs going to public art, is
appropriate for a UDP policy.

Conclusions
3.90.2
On the first issue, the Harmer Partnership and HBF argue that there is a potential conflict
between Policies EV49 and 50 in the deposit UDP, since some innovative and original designs would be
alien to local building styles. The objectors point out that what is needed is high quality design, and the
policies should be re-worded to explain the Council’s aspirations for design. The Council has responded
by proposing in the PIMS a new policy to replace both EV49 and EV50. This sets out the criteria which
would be used to assess the design of development proposals within urban areas.
3.90.3
Policy EV49 of the PIMS is a long and detailed policy, but I consider that current national
policy calls for a positive and thorough approach to urban design. Section 2.9 of PPWales places good
design at the heart of promoting sustainable development. It states that good design should be the aim of
all those involved in the development process and should be encouraged everywhere, from the
construction or alteration of individual buildings to larger development proposals. Much of the
development in the Plan period will be for the provision of new housing, and section 9.1 of PPWales
seeks to provide well-designed new residential environments, with greater emphasis on quality and
designing places for people. Large housing areas of monotonous character are to be avoided. The
revised Policy EV49 aims to achieve a ‘satisfactory’ design standard though, in the light of national policy,
I consider that it should aim higher and seek only ‘good’ design. This would enable the barely satisfactory
or mediocre scheme proposals to be rejected.
3.90.4
I consider that the criteria-based policy put forward in the PIMS is a significant
improvement, and fairly reflects the guiding principle for the UDP given in its para 2.1.3. The HBF has
withdrawn its objection on condition that the amendments in the PIMS are made. I conclude that the
policy, as revised in the PIMS, fairly reflects aspirations for high quality design.
3.90.5
On the second issue, the NAW argues that criterion 6 is inappropriate as it suggests a
form of tax on new development. It is also unclear when the tax would apply. In my opinion, criterion 5
has already identified public art as a desirable design element, and criterion 6 seeks to explore ways in
which it would be provided.
3.90.6
I sympathise with the Council, which would be unable to achieve much in the way of new
public art, without additional funds from developers. Planning obligations are an important tool (properly
used they may enhance the quality of development), but should only be used where the relevant tests
can be met. Government guidance is clear that contributions need to be justified on a case-by-case
basis. I consider that the UDP policy should not elaborate on the mechanisms and financial
arrangements for achieving more public art. Rather than refer to a percentage of capital costs in the
policy, it should insist on good design when entering into negotiations with developers and seek their
collaboration over beneficial schemes to achieve new public art. I conclude that criterion 6 should be
omitted for the reasons advanced by the objector.
3.90.7
The CCW has submitted counter-objections to the revised policy, specifically to criterion
10, and revised text in paras 3.17.10 and 3.17.15. The Council requests that the counter-objections be
scrutinised in the light of PPWales, which was published following preparation of the PIMS. I have carried
out that exercise, and am satisfied that the policy fairly reflects national policy in the areas of concern to
the objector. I conclude that the policy as revised in the PIMS, with minor alterations only, clearly and
concisely informs developers and the public what is expected to produce good urban design.
Recommendation
3.90.8
I recommend that Policies EV49 and EV50 in the deposit UDP should be deleted and
that Policy EV49 as shown in the PIMS should be included in their place.
3.90.9


I recommend that Policy EV49 should be further modified as follows:

Delete ‘satisfactory’ in the first line and substitute ‘good’;
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Delete criterion 6.

3.90.10
I recommend that the reasoned justification for Policies EV49 and EV50 as shown in the
deposit UDP should be deleted, and replaced with the text shown in the PIMS as 3.17.5 to 3.17.19.

3.91

POLICY EV50
Innovation in New Development Design
Objection
DO/51227/1787 Harmer Partnership
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2109 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
3.91.1

This is whether or not the policy is compatible with Policy EV49 of the deposit UDP.

Conclusions
3.91.2
The Council has proposed in the PIMS that Policies EV49 and EV50 should be combined
to provide a single urban design policy. I agree with Harmer Partnership that deposit Policy EV50 is
potentially incompatible with deposit Policy EV49, but consider that Policy EV50 becomes superfluous
following the proposed changes to Policy EV49 put forward in the PIMS. I see no need for a revised
policy on innovation in new development design as the objector proposes.
3.91.3
The objection made by NAW to the term ‘favoured’ is similar to objections made to other
policies. The NAW has withdrawn its objection on the basis that ‘permitted’ would not be more pertinent.
As the revised Policy EV49 in the PIMS uses the word ‘permitted’, the objection has been overcome.
Recommendation
3.91.4

I recommend that Policy EV50 be deleted.

3.92

POLICY EV51
Crime Prevention
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2110 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
3.92.1

This is whether or not the word ‘favoured’ should be used.

Conclusions
3.92.2
The NAW has made similar objections to use of the word ‘favoured’ in a number of
policies, but withdrawn the objection conditionally if the word ‘permitted’ cannot be substituted. I consider
that the wording of Policy EV51 is consistent with the approach to policy writing outlined in the Council’s
General Proof 1 (CD147).

Recommendation
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3.92.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

3.93

POLICY EV52
Accessibility
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51203/1551 House Builders Federation

Issue
3.93.1
This is whether or not the reasoned justification provides accurate information about new
development and accessibility for those with impaired or limited mobility.
Conclusions
3.93.2
The HBF advises that Part M of the Building Regulations now requires all new residential
development to be built to ‘visitability’ standards for those with special accessibility needs. I agree that
the text in para 3.18.7 of the UDP does not reflect Part M. In addition, internal layout is a matter for
Building Regulations which the UDP should not seek to duplicate. However, the Council has put forward
a revised paragraph in the PIMS, which has the support of the HBF. I conclude that the revised text in
the PIMS provides accurate information about requirements for new development and accessibility for
those with impaired or limited mobility.
Recommendation
3.93.3
I recommend that no modification be made to Policy EV52, but para 3.18.7 be modified
as shown in the PIMS.

3.94

POLICY EV53
Outdoor Advertisement Control
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2111 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
3.94.1

This is whether or not the term ‘favoured’ should be used.

Conclusions
3.94.2
This is similar to objections made by NAW to other policies in the UDP. The objection is
conditionally withdrawn as long as the word ‘favoured’ is used consistently with the approach to policy
writing outlined in the Council’s General Proof 1, CD147, and not in places where ‘permitted’ would be
preferable.
3.94.3
In Policy EV53, there is a list of criteria pertaining to public safety and visual amenity,
ending with a catchall in criterion 6. In my opinion, if a development proposal satisfied all these criteria, it
should be permitted. In this policy, I consider that the word ‘permitted’ would be preferable to ‘favoured’.
Recommendation
3.94.4

I recommend that the policy be modified so that the final phrase reads ‘will be permitted’.

3.95

POLICY OMISSION
Pollution
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Objection
DO/51208/1601 RSPB Cymru
Issue
3.95.1

This is whether or not a new policy on pollution is required.

Conclusions
3.95.2
The RSPB acknowledges that it is not the role of the UDP to duplicate the control
processes operated by statutory pollution control agencies. However, it outlines three broad approaches
which the planning system can use to reduce pollution. These are locating development so as to reduce
pollution generation at source, not permitting development which would indirectly cause pollution
thresholds to be exceeded and ensuring that the location of new development does not lead to elevated
levels of pollution locally.
3.95.3
The UDP has an underlying principle to improve the quality of life for residents in ways
which are compatible with sustainable development. I consider that its preferred land use strategy and
Part 1 policies, which refer specifically to pollution control and reducing the number and length of carborne journeys, provide the appropriate strategic land use planning context for reducing pollution.
3.95.4
The RSPB proposes a policy which would be directed at four different sources of
pollution. I consider that it would be similar to Policy EV27 of the UDP although, for reasons given earlier,
I have recommended that it should be deleted. The Council argues that the RSPB’s proposed new policy
is unnecessary as the matters which it is intended to address are dealt with in more detailed policies. I
consider that Policies EV17 and EV31 to EV34 cover many of the objectors’ concerns. In addition, Policy
EV49, as proposed to be revised in the PIMS, promotes good design including a pollution-free
environment. I conclude that the Plan adequately covers the areas of concern to the RSPB and does not
require a new policy on pollution.
Recommendation
3.95.5

I recommend that no modification be made.
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4. Housing Land Requirement

PART 1 – POLICY 4
Housing
Objections
DO/51225/1751 Mr P Allport
DO/51212/1717 Mr & Mrs Battrick
DO/51201/1524 Bellway Homes (Estates) Ltd
DO/51214/1722 Davies Bros (Waste) Ltd
DO/51203/1534 House Builders Federation
DO/51210/1680 Mr L Joseph
DO/51210/1883 Mr L Joseph
DO/51216/1729 Mr J Joseph & Mr J J Williams
DO/51213/1719 Mr R H Knight
DO/51215/1725 Mr R P Lewis
DO/51224/1746 Manning Construction & William Bros
DO/51174/1386 Pencoed College
DO/51226/1756 Mr M Phipps
DO/51220/1734 Mr M A Richards
DO/51228/1816 Mrs C M Roberts
DO/51207/1580 Messrs M J & E D Thomas & Other Land Owners
DO/51186/1421 Vale of Glamorgan Council
DO/51222/1740 Westbury Homes (Holdings) Ltd
DO/51157/1354 Wilcon Homes Limited
PARAGRAPHS 2.3.1 – 2.3.12
Land Use Strategy
Objections
DO/51203/1536 House Builders Federation
DO/51203/1537 House Builders Federation
DO/51203/1538 House Builders Federation
DO/51203/1539 House Builders Federation
DO/51203/1540 House Builders Federation
DO/51203/1541 House Builders Federation
DO/50017/6
Rhys-Davies Services Ltd
DO/51006/1109 C H Knight & Partners
DO/50017/5
Rhys-Davies Services Ltd

PARAGRAPHS 4.3.1-7
Housing Needs
Objection
DO/51203/1552 House Builders Federation

POLICY H1
Location of Housing Development
Objections
DO/51203/1553 House Builders Federation
DO/51192/1450 Llynfi Valley Forum
DO/50017/10
Rhys-Davies Services Ltd
DO/50017/11
Rhys-Davies Services Ltd
DO/51051/1173 Ms S Rowe
DO/51186/1422 Vale of Glamorgan Council
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DO/51194/1470 Welsh Development Agency
DO/51157/1355 Wilcon Homes Limited
DO/51204/1561 Mr & Mrs James
DO/51209/1654 Countryside Council for Wales
Issues
4.1.1
These are whether or not the UDP adequately assesses the requirement for additional
housing over the Plan period, and whether or not its strategy for the provision of new housing is likely
to meet that requirement.
Introduction
4.1.2
The objections made to housing policy are covered in three chapters in this report.
This chapter deals with objections to the Plan’s strategic housing policy (Part 1 Policy 4), justification
for the housing ‘numbers’ and aspects of the land use strategy in Chapter 2, and general, non-site
specific objections to Policy H1 which lists housing commitments and allocations. My conclusions take
full account of the discussions at the Housing Round Table (RTS) session which was attended by the
Council and many of those who had made strategic objections to the housing policy. I have also had
regard to PPWales, which was published in March 2002 just before the opening of the UDP Inquiry,
and which sets out the land use planning policies of the Welsh Assembly Government. In particular,
Chapter 9 of PPWales, Housing, is relevant to this section.
Calculating the housing requirement 1996-2016
4.1.3
The Council projected the future overall housing requirement for the County Borough
for the Plan period using known and anticipated house completion rates. As explained in the
Introduction to Part 2 of the UDP, the estimated future house building rates provided inputs to the
Chelmer Population and Housing model. This ‘dwelling led’ approach to projecting housing
requirement, households and population has been accepted by objectors to the UDP as sensible and
robust. Section 9.2 of PPWales provides guidelines for LPAs who are planning the provision of new
housing, and indicates that the latest Assembly Government household projections should form the
starting-point. Where LPAs deviate from these projections, they must justify the reasons for doing so.
The Council has explained its preferred approach to projecting households and population in a number
of documents, notably its Population and Dwelling Requirement Issues Paper (CD80). I agree with the
suitability of the approach which the LPA has adopted and am aware that this followed detailed
examination of both ‘migration controlled’ and ‘dwelling led’ methodologies.
4.1.4
However, I consider that paragraphs 2.3.1 and 4.3.5 to 4.3.7 of the UDP could usefully
be re-written to clarify that the method of projection was ‘dwelling led’ rather than ‘demographically
derived’. Also, para 4.3.4 of the UDP indicates that in-migration is an input rather than an output to the
projection model. The text could usefully be changed to correct this misconception.
4.1.5
Objectors refer to the fact that the draft deposit UDP indicated a different house
building programme from that shown in the deposit Plan. The earlier version of the Plan adopted the
Plan period 1996 to 2011, whereas the deposit UDP covers the period to 2016. Objectors observe
that the deposit UDP relates to a period that was 33% longer than the earlier version but indicates only
a 13% increase in the number of new dwellings. I understand that the figures in the draft deposit
version were based on an assumption that sites allocated in the previous development plan would be
built out by 2006. There is no substantial basis for this, and I consider that the Council was right to
change this approach when it published the deposit UDP. I see no need to look further at the figures
in the draft deposit Plan.
4.1.6
There is disagreement between the objectors and the Council as to which of two
sources for past build rates should be used as a basis for projection. Figures available from the Welsh
Office/National Assembly for Wales (NAW) were used by the Council in preparing the UDP, but
objectors advance arguments in favour of figures assembled by the Joint Housing Land Availability
Studies group (JHLAS). The second set gives higher figures for house completions in most years
throughout the 1980s and 1990s, and objectors argue that use of the first series results in an under-
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estimate of future housing requirements. I am clear that both series have their advantages and
disadvantages when used in the context of forecasting housing requirements.
4.1.7
However, studies by the Welsh Office and DETR in England have reported
undercounting in the NAW and similar English series. The evidence is that Building Control Divisions
have not attached a high priority to serving completion certificates and this has resulted in some
omissions from the data. Though the JHLAS are concerned primarily with the assessment of housing
land availability over the next 5 years, and less so with completions, there is limited evidence that the
assessment procedures give rise to routine over-counting or double counting. On balance, I consider
it likely that the JHLAS figures provide a more accurate record of past build rates. I am advised that
neighbouring authorities including Cardiff use the JHLAS figures for UDP planning purposes. I am
mindful that, for compilation of the JHLAS figures, the County Borough’s own officers record planning
permissions and pay visits to monitor progress on sites. It would make sense in my opinion for the
LPA to use its own house completion figures more widely in the planning process.
4.1.8
There is also a difference of opinion between objectors and the Council as to whether
the annual build rates over the previous 20 years or 10 years should be used as a basis for projection.
Again, there are sound reasons for choosing a shorter or longer time horizon. A longer period would
lessen the effect of abnormal peaks and troughs, but clearly some of the economic and social factors
affecting rates in the earlier years may not be relevant in the future. I have given some weight to the
Council’s contention that some instability in the annual completion figures in the 1990s was due to the
development of large housing sites, notably the site at Broadlands. The UDP land use strategy
favours the development of fewer very large sites, and I accept that a smoother pattern of completions
may be anticipated in future. On balance, I see no overwhelming reason to depart from the Council’s
approach of looking back to build rates from 1981.
4.1.9
Table INT1 in the Introduction to the UDP shows the building programme in 5 year
tranches. The figure for the first tranche, 1996 to 2001 (1965 units), is derived from the completions
recorded in the NAW figures for 1996 to 2000 plus an allowance for 2001 based on the average for the
preceding 19 years (454 dwellings). Objectors argue that the figure of 1965 is too low for the period,
as the JHLAS figures indicate that some 1993 dwellings were built between 1996 and 2000. They
further contend, from provisional figures, that between 600 and 900 dwellings may have been built in
2001. I accept that the UDP figure may be too low for this initial period, and consider that the HBF’s
estimate of 2,600 for 1996-2001, based on JHLAS statistics and the provisional figure for completions
in 2001, is more realistic.
4.1.10
Based on the above assessment, I conclude that the top line in Table INT1 should be
changed. The projected building programme post 2001 should be increased to reflect the annual
average completion rate from the JHLAS source of 490 dwellings for the period 1981-2000. The effect
of the changes to the figures is to increase the building programme for 1996-2016 from 8775 to 9950
dwellings.

EVENT
Bldg Prog

1996

2001
2600

2006
2450

2011
2450

2016
2450

The PIMS shows a change to INT1 to correct a typing error in the second line, but I consider that the
table should be changed to reflect the higher build rate. Amendments to figures in the explanatory text
of paras 2.3.4 to 2.3.7 and in Figs INT 1 & 2, and in paras 4.3.5 and 4.3.6, would also be required for
the sake of consistency.
Housing Supply
4.1.11
The UDP explains that new housing is likely to be provided on (a) sites allocated in
the Plan under Policy H1, (b) housing on small sites and conversions and (c) windfall sites.
4.1.12
On (a), the deposit Plan made overall provision in Policy H1 for 8,102 dwellings and
the PIMS recommends that this be revised upwards to 8,195 on the basis of new planning
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permissions. However, the most recent and agreed figures from the JHLAS for 2000, published in
December 2001, revise the figure downward to 6,856 dwellings. These revised figures were published
in Appendix 6 of the Council’s General Proof 2 (CD148).
4.1.13
C H Knight & Partners query whether the land use strategy, as described in paras
2.3.8 and 2.3.9 of the Plan can fairly be described as one of limited dispersal of growth, when a high
proportion of the housing allocations are concentrated on a small number of sites. The housing
allocations shown in Policy H1 show the dominating influence of sites at Broadlands (H1(24)) and Parc
Derwen (H1(25)). Both sites were allocated under Policy H4 of the Ogwr Borough Local Plan to help
meet the identified need for new residential development in the period 1991-2006 and beyond.
Chapter 4 of the UDP explains that all former Local Plan housing sites have been monitored and reassessed, and some have been excluded from the Plan because they have significant constraints. The
monitoring and re-assessment exercise was described at the RTS and I am satisfied that this was a
robust exercise. Broadlands and Parc Derwen do not fall into the category of sites with significant
constraints, so that they might be expected to influence the pattern of development during the period
of the UDP.
4.1.14
However, the UDP represents a departure from the approach of the Ogwr Borough
Local Plan in that its major new housing allocations are much smaller in size than those contained in
relevant policies of the Local Plan. The largest new allocations at Porthcawl (H1(58)), North Cornelly
(H1(56)) and Maesteg (H1(61)) are estimated to have a capacity of 250-350 dwellings each. It may be
towards the end of the Plan period before the changed approach favouring limited dispersal of growth
manifests itself on the ground. However, I conclude that paras 2.3.8 and 2.3.9 of the UDP fairly
describe such an approach to allocating new housing sites. Moreover, the list of Policy H1 sites in the
UDP shows a reasonable geographical distribution throughout the County Borough with a choice of
sites in different settlements. Porthcawl, Maesteg and North Cornelly with the most substantial new
sites are among the County Borough’s main settlements. I therefore consider the description of the
strategy to be reasonable.
4.1.15
Policy H1 of the UDP indicates which sites are brownfield or substantially brownfield in
character. Mr and Mrs James request a definition of brownfield sites which would include allotment
gardens. PPWales Figure 2.1 includes a clear definition of previously developed land, and this
excludes allotment gardens. I see no reason to depart from this definition in Bridgend County
Borough. Rhys-Davies Services Ltd highlight the considerable amount of land for housing allocated
on greenfield sites contrary, they say, to Government targets and the Council’s own sustainable
development objectives. They argue that the Council should seek to redress the balance by refusing
to renew existing commitments and deleting housing allocations on greenfield sites.
4.1.16
PPWales outlines the approach to be taken to UDPs and new housing provision in
section 9.2. This advocates the use of a search sequence for allocating sites in UDPs, beginning with
the re-use of previously developed land within settlements, then settlement extensions and then new
development around settlements with good public transport links. I consider that, in respect of the
‘new housing allocations’ as distinct from the ‘remaining commitments 2000’ in Policy H1, the Council
has followed an appropriate site sequence. About half the new allocated sites are described as
brownfield or substantially brownfield in character, and the other half are denoted as presently underused sites within an urban area. Moreover, the overwhelming majority of new sites are located in or
adjoining defined main settlements. The Council asserts that overall the proportion of allocated sites
on brownfield or under-used land in urban areas will increase from 30% in the Local Plan to 40% in the
UDP.
4.1.17
On the remaining commitments, and whether or not these should be deleted where
they would result in the development of greenfield land, it is clear to me that the County Borough has
an existing and future need for substantial new housebuilding. If the allocations on greenfield sites
were deleted, I have insufficient evidence that enough, significantly better sites in terms of the site
sequence, would become available in a reasonable time period to replace them. I conclude that the
Plan makes provision for greater use of brownfield and under-used land for new housing development
than in the past and is broadly in accordance with national policy.
4.1.18
C H Knight & Partners and the HBF refer to the last sentence in para 2.3.9 of the
UDP. They question whether all allocations could be brownfield, and point out that national policy
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does not require it. I agree that the sentence is misleading, particularly in the use of the word ‘should’,
and I shall recommend a change to it.
4.1.19
The Countryside Council for Wales argues that a policy is required giving criteria
against which the amenity value of brownfield sites might be appraised. Para 4.2.4 of the UDP
acknowledges that some sites may be of local importance to biodiversity. However, I am satisfied that
section 3.9 of the UDP, entitled Biodiversity and Nature Conservation, provides an appropriate policy
background for assessing potential development sites, including brownfield ones, and any effects on
biodiversity. I see no reason to duplicate the criteria in the housing chapter.
4.1.20
Regarding the number of dwellings which the allocated sites might be expected to
yield, the Council assumes a density of 30 dwellings a hectare, unless an extant planning permission
or site conditions suggest otherwise. Ms Rowe expresses an objection to high density living and the
potential reduction in environmental quality. The costs of providing additional services and dealing
with increased traffic congestion, she argues, could be overlooked. However, I consider that 30
dwellings a hectare on average is not unduly high and is widely used for planning purposes.
Importantly, the Council’s approach is compatible with making the best use of available land.
4.1.21
For (b), small sites and conversions, the UDP predicts that 50 dwellings per annum
(800 for 2000-2016) are likely to be provided from small scale infilling, rounding off and the conversion
of existing properties. The figures are based on monitoring small sites over the past 10 years. On (c),
windfalls, the Plan makes no prediction of future numbers, though CD148 suggests, from experience
1995-2000, that an additional 20 dwellings a year could be completed on large windfall sites over the
Plan period. This would give an additional 320 dwellings for the period 2000-2016.
4.1.22
Objectors argue that the supply of small and windfall sites would be likely to diminish
in future, as settlement boundaries have been tightly drawn and available opportunities for infilling
would be used up. However, as yet, the Council has not drawn boundaries around its main
settlements, and envisages that there would be more flexibility for development within them. I accept
that, because of their physical attributes, some built-up areas will be more likely to yield windfall/infill
sites than others. However, economic and social factors also have a substantial influence on the way
in which land and buildings are used. Industrial decline or a social preference for living close to city
centres are examples of changes which have affected the pattern of windfall or infill development
elsewhere. More significantly perhaps, Government policy favours the re-use of redundant land and
buildings, encourages mixed use development and increased densities. In the circumstances, I see
no reason to reduce the estimates for small sites or windfalls over time. I am satisfied that the
forecasts for small sites and windfalls, being based on past experience, are appropriate.
4.1.23
Several housing sites allocated in the previous Ogwr Borough Local Plan were
excluded from Policy H1 of the UDP following a re-assessment. The UDP makes plain that the
excluded sites were subject to constraints ranging from ground instability and contamination to flood
risk. I agree with objectors that it would be inappropriate to place any reliance on the future availability
of sites which were previously allocated in the Local Plan, were not developed and subsequently
assessed as seriously constrained.
4.1.24
Para 4.4.11 of the UDP and the footnote to Policy H1 indicates that the development
of selected sites should be in accordance with development briefs and/or appropriate
planning/highway agreements. Rhys-Davies Services Ltd argue that there is no general justification
for the preparation of development briefs, with adequate measures in national and other development
plan policies to ensure that sites are developed appropriately. In addition, planning or highway
obligations must be fully justified for each application and follow the advice in Welsh Circular 13/97.
Policy H1 identifies the largest housing sites and most of the new allocations as ones for which a
development brief will be sought.
4.1.25
I consider that development briefs would be helpful to decide matters such as layout,
phasing, or the timing of infrastructure development, and could be mutually beneficial to avoid abortive
work by developers early on. However, it seems to me that alternative approaches to development
briefs, such as pre-application discussions and detailed planning applications, could obviate the need
for development briefs in some cases. For planning and highway obligations, it is essential that the
advice in the Circular, reinforced in PPWales para 4.7.5, is followed. I consider that the wording in
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Policy H1 and the supporting text should be changed, to indicate that development briefs and/or
planing and highway agreements may be sought.
4.1.26
The future supply of housing in the County Borough will also be influenced by the
incidence of housing demolition. Figures for the late 1990s show that more than 200 units were
demolished between 1996 and 1998, but only 1 demolished between 1998 and 2000. Programmes for
the replacement of local authority housing have an influence on the demolition rate, which appears to
have varied from year to year. Clearly, trends in demolitions need to be monitored and account taken
of the condition and prospective useful life of older housing stock when preparing forecasts. Though
the size of the future demolition programme will affect the net change to dwelling stock, it will not
reduce the overall dwelling requirement. On the contrary, if the rate of demolition rises substantially,
there will be a need to increase the rate of new house building to provide replacement dwellings for
occupiers. I agree with the objectors that CD148 is not clear on this point. However, I accept the
Council’s estimate that some 346 dwellings are likely to be lost to demolition between 2000 and 2016.
4.1.27
In summary, I calculate that the future supply of new housing added between 2000
and 2016 is likely to be:
(a)

Policy H1 sites

6856

(b)

Small sites

800

(c)

Windfall sites

320

Demolitions

-346

Total supply

7630

4.1.28
The dwelling requirement for 1996-2016 was shown above as 9,950 for the period
1996-2016. Deducting the 1993 dwellings which were completed between 1996 and 2000, this gives a
requirement of 7957 new dwellings for 2000-2016. The supply figures imply a small shortfall in
dwellings by 2016, though it would be less than might be completed in one average year.
4.1.29
In Chapter 6, where I assess the ‘omission’ sites, which are put forward by objectors
as potential housing sites for inclusion in Policy H1 of the UDP, I conclude that two sites should be
made available for new housing development. These are at Ty Draw Farm, Pyle, and Wyndham
Close, Bridgend. These sites could provide some 8.25has of land for new housing development.
Planning permission has been granted since publication of the deposit UDP for some 96 new
dwellings on land at The Triangle site, Pencoed. I recommend in Chapter 5 that land north of Lock’s
Lane, Porthcawl (H1(59)) would be capable of accommodating more than 12 new dwellings, as
indicated in the UDP. If the capacity of these sites is added to the supply as calculated above, I
conclude that there is a reasonable balance between likely supply and requirements, and no need to
search for additional housing land.
A Flexibility Allowance
4.1.30
Objectors emphasise that the allocated sites must all be capable of development in
terms of the numbers and densities proposed. Experience suggests that non-implementation of
housing sites is commonplace. A number of objectors suggest that an allowance should be made in
the allocations for sites which are identified but do not come forward for development within the period
of the Plan. It was pointed out that some of the sites allocated in the Ogwr Borough Local Plan were
later found to have constraints, and similar problems could be found with some of the UDP sites. It
was also argued that it was common practice to make a 10% allowance in the interests of promoting
flexibility and choice, notably since publication of a study by the Roger Tym Partnership for the DoE in
the early 1990s. Reference was made to a more recent Civic Trust Study (1998) which found
identified sites in a number of towns and cities in England and Wales undeveloped after 12 years.
This second study focussed on brownfield sites, and I recognise that such sites are represented
among the Policy H1 allocations in Bridgend. The Council’s view is that the JHLAS provides an
ongoing collaborative process of assessing housing sites, which should obviate the need for a
flexibility allowance. I am mindful that this monitoring process has led to the removal of some sites
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and reduced expectations as to the numbers of houses which others listed in the deposit version of the
UDP might deliver.
4.1.31
PPWales emphasises the importance of planning for sustainable development. At
para 2.3.2, it indicates that planning policies and proposals should promote resource-efficient
settlement patterns that minimise land take and urban sprawl, especially through preference for the reuse of suitable previously developed land and buildings, wherever possible avoiding development on
greenfield sites. It seems to me that, if a 10% allowance is made for housing land which is not
subsequently required because the JHLAS process is successfully weeding out the sites with
constraints, the UDP will over-allocate housing land. In Bridgend CB, if additional allocations were
now made, it was agreed at the RTS that they would in practice be on greenfield sites. If housing land
were over-allocated, the greenfield sites would most likely be selected for development before the
brownfield sites, and that would undermine the aim for more sustainable development.
4.1.32
PPWales requires LPAs to ensure that a 5 year supply of land is genuinely available
or will become available. The JHLAS report for 2000 (CD79) gives the most recent calculation of the
available land supply. This indicates that some 3327 dwellings could be provided within the next 5
years, indicating a supply of between 6.1 years and 8.9.years, depending upon the chosen
methodology. These figures are now somewhat dated and TAN (Wales) 1 (CD71) advises that the
housing land situation can change rapidly. Nevertheless, on the available evidence, I am satisfied that
the LPA is providing sufficient, genuinely available land to provide a 5 year supply as required by
Government policy, and will be monitoring that supply on a regular basis in future. If there is a need
for additional housing land later in the Plan period, I consider that there will be sufficient time to identify
suitable sites and to review the opportunities in respect of brownfield land. In my view, the provision of
a 10% flexibility allowance in the UDP is unnecessary, and could be contrary to the promotion of
sustainable development.

Implications for Population and the Economy
4.1.33
Table INT1 in the UDP illustrates how the projected building programme is expected
to affect the future number of households and population in the County Borough. Objectors argue that
the average household size was probably lower at the start of the Plan period than 2.52 persons, as
assumed by the LPA, and would fall below 2.3 persons in 2016, as shown in the UDP. The Council
argues that it has used the most up to date information available for Bridgend CB when preparing the
households and population forecasts, although the only household size figures available at District
level and suitable for use in the projection model date back to 1992. Even if a relatively high average
household size was assumed at the start of the projection period, the Council argues that its figures
show a reduction in average household size over time similar to that projected using other datasets.
Notwithstanding this fact, since the projections are ‘dwelling led’, I conclude that any error in the
household formation data will not lead to a shortfall in housing supply. It will not increase development
pressure in the neighbouring Vale of Glamorgan, as its Council asserts.
4.1.34
Objectors challenged the Council’s argument that there has been net outward
migration from Bridgend since 1995. However, the Registrar General’s mid-year estimates indicate a
small net loss for the late 1990s following a small net gain in the preceding 5 years. The future
population will be slightly greater than is shown in Table INT1 in the UDP if higher build rates, as
outlined above, are input to the population and household projection model, and other assumptions
including those for vacancy rates, persons in institutions etc remain the same. If the building
programme shown in the UDP would result in modest net inward migration annually to 2016, then the
higher build rate should give marginally higher net inward migration over the period.
4.1.35
Objectors suggest that the aims and objectives in the UDP for employment growth
require future house building rates at least equivalent to those achieved in the past. They contend that
there should be a reasonable balance in the growth of homes and work opportunities, so that people
taking up new jobs in the County Borough will have a sufficient range and choice of housing in close
proximity to their workplace. This is consistent with PPWales, paragraph 2.5.3, which seeks a broad
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balance so as to minimise the need for long distance commuting. I appreciate that commuting
patterns in and out of Bridgend are highly complex, as the County Borough is located between the two
large centres of Swansea and Cardiff, and possesses good motorway access. There can be no
guarantee that workers will necessarily choose to occupy jobs which are available closest to their
homes.
4.1.36
The deposit UDP allocates some 370has of employment land, and para 5.1.5 of the
UDP admits that there is a more than adequate supply to cater for expected future industrial and
commercial requirements. In the PIMS, the Council proposes the deletion of a very substantial
employment site at Wern Fawr, and I recommend, in Chapter 7, that the allocation at Sarn Park should
be taken out of the Plan. Nevertheless, the objectors argue that, even with the provision of an
additional 180has of employment land, there could be new job opportunities for an additional 9,000
workers, who will require local housing.
4.1.37
I accept the Council’s argument that the allocation of employment land is different
from the allocation of housing sites. Employment land is more differentiated, should offer a broader
range of sites and may be developed over a longer time scale than most housing land. For these
reasons, I would not expect an exact correlation between housing land and employment land and I
consider that it would be desirable, in order to offer choice to potential investors, to have a sizeable
employment landbank. The higher house building rate which I recommend would most likely result in
a marginally higher resident, economically active population and this would be beneficial for an
expanding local economy. However, I also attach some weight to the Council’s argument that an
enhanced take up in employment land could enable a reduction in unemployment, a rise in the
average age of retirement and a lessening of outward commuting. Although objection was made to
the method of forecasting the economically active population, I am satisfied that the local activity rates
used by the Council are appropriate.
4.1.38
Objectors draw attention to para 4.3.4 of the UDP, which refers to the possible impact
on migration to Bridgend of changes in the region. A green belt around Cardiff and development at
Cardiff Bay are mentioned. I consider that this paragraph should be re-written, as the Council’s
dwelling led approach to projections of households and population has not taken specific account of
these features. However, the build rates which I propose would be consistent with a modest level of
inward migration, and I see no reason to plan for overspill from the Cardiff area on a significant scale.
I conclude that the figures for the housing requirement, with the upward revision which I shall
recommend, will be broadly compatible with the economic policies in the UDP.
4.1.39
A minor point raised by the HBF is that employment land allocations, in excess of
300has, are greater than those made for housing in the Plan period. I consider that the second
sentence in para 2.3.1 of the UDP should be altered to reflect this fact.
Conclusions in Summary
4.1.40
I conclude that the future housing requirement should be calculated using the dwelling
led approach, and the series of housing completions since 1981 assembled by the JHLAS. This gives
an annual average completion rate of 490 dwellings. I consider that the best estimate for housing
completions for the period 1996 to 2001 is 2600 units. This gives a housing requirement of 9,950
dwellings for the period 1996 to 2016, and 7,957 dwellings for the period 2000 to 2016. I consider that
the best estimates for the future housing supply are for an increase in new dwellings from (a) housing
allocations of 6,856 (b) small sites of 800, and (c) windfalls of 320 dwellings. When allowance is made
for future demolitions of 346, this gives future new supply of 7,630 dwellings. These figures point to a
small shortfall over the Plan period of 327 dwellings, or less than one year’s provision. However, with
two new potential housing sites which I identify in my Chapter 6, a recent planning permission at
Pencoed and scope to provide additional housing at a site in Porthcawl, I conclude that there is a
reasonable correlation between requirement and supply. On this basis, I shall not recommend that
additional sites are identified in Policy H1. I do not favour making a flexibility allowance, in the
interests of ensuring that brownfield sites are developed. I consider that the provision for new housing
in the Plan is broadly in accordance with its economic policies for continuing growth and prosperity.
Recommendation
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4.1.41
I recommend that changes be made to the text of paras 2.3.1, 4.3.4 and 4.3.5 to 4.3.7
to make clear that a ‘dwelling-led’ approach to projecting households and population was taken.
4.1.42
I recommend that the penultimate sentence in para 2.3.1 should be amended to say
that ‘housing development is, and will continue to be, a principal consumer of land’.
4.1.43
I recommend that the figures for the building programme in Table INT1 be amended
as I have shown in para 4.1.9 above. Then figures for the remainder of that table and in paras 2.3.4 to
2.3.7 and Figures INT1 & 2 of the UDP should also be modified.
4.1.44
The PIMS points out a typographical error in Table INT1, which is referred to in para
2.3.5. The figure for ‘Total Dwellings for 2006’ should be 57,479. However, I recommend that Table
INT1 be totally revised using a different building programme, so that this revision need not be made.
4.1.45
I recommend that the figures in Part 1 Policy 4, and in paras 2.2.2 and 4.1.1, 4.3.7
and 4.4.2 should be modified to reflect a dwelling requirement of 9,950 dwellings for 1996-2016.
4.1.46
I recommend that figures for future population as shown in paras 4.3.5 and 4.3.6 of
the UDP should be modified in line with the revised building programme.
4.1.47

I recommend that the last sentence of para 2.3.9 be modified on these lines:

‘However, nearly all the new sites additional to those identified in the previous development plan are
either brownfield, substantially brownfield or under-used urban sites within the main settlements, in
accordance with the principles of sustainability.’
4.1.48
I recommend that Policy H1 should be updated in line with the PIMS, Appendix 6 of
the Council’s General Proof 2 (CD148) and comparable, more recent data. Figures in paras 4.4.8 and
4.4.9 of the reasoned justification should be modified accordingly.
4.1.49
I recommend that the footnote to Policy H1 and the supporting text in para 4.4.11 be
modified to indicate that the development of specified sites should be subject to pre-application
discussions with the County Borough Council. Development briefs and/or planning and highway
obligations may be sought as appropriate.
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5. Housing

5.1

POLICY H1.9
Location of Housing Development
Bryndu Central, Kenfig Hill
Objection
DO/50332/357

Mrs A L Legg

Issue
5.1.1
This is whether or not the allocation has been made with sufficient regard to the effects of
new housing on traffic generation and car parking.
Conclusions
5.1.2
The objector describes recent increases in traffic and on-street car parking in the vicinity
of the allocated site, as well as specific incidents concerning road safety and delay to an emergency
vehicle. The Council advises that the allocation for new housing is a long-standing one. I saw at my site
inspection that some recent housing development has taken place in the north of Kenfig Hill, with
provision for private off-street parking. This should curb the spread of on-street parking in the locality.
The highway authority has had opportunities at the preparation stages of the Ogwr Borough Local Plan
and the deposit UDP, as well as when a planning application was submitted, to assess the effects of new
housing development on traffic movements and highways in the area. I have seen no objection from the
highway authority to this allocation, and the evidence is that the impact of the housing allocation would
not be significantly harmful to local highway conditions.
5.1.3
I am sympathetic to the objector’s perception that increases in traffic are degrading the
environmental quality of established residential areas. I also appreciate that there is substantial on-street
car parking associated with established land uses in this locality, but I agree with the Council that
improper car parking is a matter for other authorities and not the UDP.
Recommendation
5.1.4

I recommend that no modification be made.

5.2

POLICY H1.14
Location of Housing Development
Maendy Farm (2), Bryncethin
Objection
DO/51209/1651 Countryside Council for Wales

Issue
5.2.1

This is whether or not the site should be allocated for housing.

Conclusions
5.2.2
The objector indicates that it is aware of possible wildlife interest on this land, although
the site is not designated as a site of national, regional or local interest for nature conservation. The
deposit UDP includes a number of policies, notably Policy EV20 as amended by the PIMS, which would
protect wildlife outside designated areas, in the event that development is proposed. In view of the need
for sufficient land to be allocated to meet the future housing requirement of the County Borough, I
conclude that the housing allocation should remain.
Recommendation
5.2.3

I recommend that no modification be made.
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5.3

POLICY H1.17
Location of Housing Development
Waterhall Road, Kenfig Hill
Objection
DO/50332/358

Mrs A L Legg

Issue
5.3.1
This is whether or not the allocation has been made with sufficient regard to the effects of
new housing on traffic generation and car parking.
Conclusions
5.3.2
This objection raises similar issues as the objection made to Policy H1(9) Bryndu Central,
to which I have responded in section 5.1 above.
Recommendation
5.3.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

5.4

POLICY H1.25
Location of Housing Development
Parc Derwen, North East Bridgend
Objections
DO/50864/896
Coity Village Association
DO/50864/897
Coity Village Association
DO/50864/903
Coity Village Association
DO/50003/337
Mr W C Rickard
DO/51157/1352 Wilcon Homes Limited

Issues
5.4.1

These are:



Whether or not the allocation conflicts with the aims of national planning policy and the UDP to
achieve sustainable development and protect the countryside;



Whether or not the allocation would be harmful to the environment of north-east Bridgend and the
quality of life of existing residents, having particular regard for the historic village of Coity.

Conclusions
Sustainable development
On the first issue, the Coity Village Association is concerned that the proposed Parc
5.4.2
Derwen housing development coupled with other expansion plans on the north-east side of Bridgend will
‘create an urban sprawl where attractive countryside currently exists’. However, it is accepted that the
principle of development for up to 1200 dwellings was established by the adopted Ogwr Borough Local
Plan, 1995. The UDP proposes to provide 1500 dwellings on the site, and the objectors argue that the
additional 300 dwellings is in conflict with the Local Plan, and should not be treated as a ‘commitment’
when preparing the UDP.
5.4.3
This site was allocated for housing development in the Ogwr Borough Local Plan
following a study of alternative means of meeting the projected dwelling requirement for Bridgend and of
alternative sites. The Parc Derwen site was the subject of objections heard at the Local Plan Inquiry, and
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the Inspector recommended that, under Policy H4, it should be one of two major releases of land
providing not more than 1200 new dwellings.
5.4.4
The Council has reviewed all the former Local Plan housing sites, prior to publishing the
deposit UDP and has confirmed that the Parc Derwen site should be allocated. Indeed, the Council
advises that significant progress towards implementation has been made on land assembly, advance offsite infrastructure works, a development brief, an outline planning permission, public consultation and
negotiations on a S106 obligation. I consider that substantial resources have already been invested in
this site which should not be set aside lightly.
5.4.5
The allocation at Parc Derwen is not in keeping with limited dispersal of development
sites, or re-using previously developed land. Nevertheless, the effect of major housing development at
this location on countryside and agricultural land was assessed by the previous Local Plan Inspector,
before he reached his conclusion that it should be allocated. PPWales describes the NAW’s vision for
everyone in Wales to live in good quality, affordable housing, and this site would make a significant
contribution to meeting future housing requirements in the County Borough. I disagree with the objectors
who contend that the housing programme for Bridgend is excessive, and explain in my Chapter 4 that I
consider the projected land supply to be about right. In the event that Parc Derwen did not proceed or
was reduced significantly in scale, I have no evidence that alternative, brownfield sites within the main
settlements could be identified to meet such a substantial element of the projected housing requirement
for the County Borough. In this case, I consider that the loss of countryside is outweighed by the
requirement for additional dwellings. In my opinion, the housing allocation at Parc Derwen is a very
important commitment within the UDP.
5.4.6
The allocated area shown on the UDP’s Proposals Map is very similar to the one
identified in the Ogwr Borough Local Plan. The objectors, with the exception of Wilcon Homes Western,
argue that it should not accommodate as many as 1500 new dwellings. However, I consider that the
increase in the target figure for the site is consistent with the principles of sustainable development, and
making the most efficient use of developable land. The objectors argue that the housing numbers have
been increased without related enhancement of infrastructure. The development brief by Messrs
Llewellyn-Davies and others illustrates how some 1500 dwellings, including high, medium and low density
housing, as well as other land uses and open space could be accommodated on this 85ha site. An
environmental statement and a transport impact assessment accompanied the planning application to
develop this site. In my opinion, the implications of more intensive development of the site have been
addressed. I respond to the objectors’ concerns about impact on the transport network in my Chapter 8.
5.4.7
The Coity Village Association contends that adoption of the development brief as SPG in
December 2001 was contrary to advice in Unitary Development Plans Wales (CD001), since it proposed
more dwellings than the upper limit of 1200 set by Local Plan Policy H4. The Association is also critical of
the Council’s approach to determining the planning application for 1500 dwellings, when duly made
objections are being considered in parallel at the UDP Inquiry. Whether or not the current scheme is
consistent with the Local Plan, the new PPWales, para 9.1.2, seeks the most efficient use of land, with
well-designed environments, where appropriate at higher densities. The development brief indicates that
additional dwellings can be satisfactorily accommodated at Parc Derwen. I conclude that the provision of
1500 dwellings would accord with national policy and would not be excessive. On this basis, I conclude
that the allocation for Parc Derwen shown in Policy H1(25) of the UDP should be retained.
5.4.8
Though Wilcon Homes Western asserts that the site could accommodate a greater
number of dwellings, they provide no supporting evidence for this view. The development brief shows
that a district centre, primary school and open space would be included in the development, as well as
new housing. In addition, account needs to be taken of both the environmental impact and transport
impact of this major residential development on the wider area. I shall not recommend that a higher
number of dwellings be allocated.

Local Impact
The Coity Village Association argues that the Parc Derwen housing allocation, together
5.4.9
with the proposed Sarn Park industrial estate and Sarn retail park would ‘overburden’ north-east
Bridgend. The objector seeks a significant reduction in the scale of the proposals to protect the quality of
life of residents in existing communities. I have responded to duly made objections in respect of Sarn
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Park in other chapters of my report, notably Chapter 7, Employment, and Chapter 9, Retailing. I
recommend that land should not be allocated there for future development and I consider that this should
remove some of the development pressures north-east of Bridgend.
5.4.10
Regarding the effect on Coity, I accept that the setting of this village will be changed by
the development of Parc Derwen. I recognise that this is an ancient settlement, and that its substantial
architectural and historic interest, recognised by its conservation area status, should be preserved or
enhanced. However, the development brief shows a wide open space buffer along the full length of the
boundary on the north-west side of Coity village. The brief also refers to low density housing at Parc
Derwen overlooking the open space. I consider that the form of development illustrated in the
development brief should ensure that Coity retains its separate identity, and that the quality of life of its
residents is not compromised. There is a statutory duty to preserve, at least, the character and
appearance of the Conservation Area, and the maintenance of the surrounding open space should help
to safeguard the village.
5.4.11
I understand the concern that traffic problems in Coity village could be exacerbated by
the development of Parc Derwen. I respond to the relevant objections to transport policy in my Chapter 8.
I conclude that, with careful implementation of the development brief, the Parc Derwen housing scheme
should not be unduly harmful to the environment of north-east Bridgend nor the historic village of Coity.
Recommendation
5.4.12

I recommend that there should be no modification.

5.5

POLICY H1.34
Location of Housing Development
Picton Street, Nantyffyllon, Maesteg
Objection
DO/50955/1042 Mr D Jones

Issue
5.5.1

This is whether or not the housing allocation should be made.

Conclusions
5.5.2
The objector argues that there is no realistic prospect of this site being developed within
the Plan period, because it is located in an area where properties are difficult to sell and is located below
the height of the adjoining road. However, the Council advises that outline planning permissions were
granted for development of the site in 1989, and also in 1992 when the highway authority raised no
objections to the proposed access arrangements. This is a long-standing housing allocation and, in
preparing the UDP, the Council has reviewed all allocations and deleted those sites which are seriously
constrained and therefore not capable of being developed by 2016. In these circumstances and having
seen the site, I see no reason why it should not remain as a housing allocation in the UDP.
Recommendation
5.5.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

5.6

POLICY H1.51
Location of Housing Development
West of Maesteg Road, Tondu
Objection
DO/50880/939

Bridgend Biodiversity Partnership
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Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/50017/9
Rhys-Davies Services Ltd
Issues
5.6.1

These are:



Whether or not the allocation should be retained, given the site’s nature conservation interest;



Whether or not there should be a more specific definition of the site and the requirement for either a
development brief and/or planning or highway obligations.

Conclusions
5.6.2
On the first issue, Bridgend Biodiversity Partnership indicates that one end of this site is
rich in orchids, and it is one of only two sites in the County Borough listed in the Local Biodiversity Action
Plan for the scarce blue-tailed damselfly. Unless the interest for nature conservation can be protected by
planning condition or obligation, the objectors argue that the allocation for housing should be removed.
5.6.3
The Council responds that the housing element of this regeneration site, to which Policy
H1(51) refers, is a vital component in the housing land bank. However, it concedes that a strip of land in
the south-west corner of the regeneration area overlaps with Parc Slip Nature Park, a designated SINC.
The Council requests that the UDP should be modified to exclude this narrow strip of land from the
regeneration area covered by Policy REG3(3). In view of the acknowledged nature conservation interest,
I recommend a change to the wider regeneration site in my Chapter 17, section 17.4. The Council
anticipates that employment and waste transfer uses will occupy the southern part of the site, rather than
housing. If necessary, planning conditions and/or obligations could be attached to a planning permission
for housing in this area to minimise any harm to nature conservation. I conclude that the housing
allocation should not be removed from the Plan.
5.6.4
On the second issue, the objector suggests that the housing allocation should be shown
separately from the rest of the REG3(3) site, and should be shown on the Proposals Map as occupying
the northern portion of the site. Rhys-Davies Services Ltd express concern that the requirement for
comprehensive development with neighbouring land could frustrate the release of their land. Following
publication of the PIMS, the objection was conditionally withdrawn although it was not directly addressed
by the modifications. The objector asserts that the northern part of site REG3(3) would be most suitable
for housing and would have no functional link with other site uses.
5.6.5
I am aware that planning permissions have been granted for housing development on the
north-eastern portion of the regeneration site. The Council envisages a combination of new employment,
housing and recreational uses at Tondu, and seeks to locate a new waste transfer facility close to the rail
link in the south. However, in the absence of detailed information as to the needs of each use and how
they would best be combined on the site, I shall not recommend that the housing allocation is defined
more precisely or separately on the Proposals Map. PPWales, paras 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 provide support for
mixed use development and action areas for comprehensive treatment. The disposition of land uses and
any phasing proposals could very properly be included in a development brief in my opinion.
5.6.6
I agree that planning obligations should only be made in accordance with the advice in
WO Circular 13/97, and recommend changes accordingly to Policy H1 and para 4.4.11 of the UDP in my
Chapter 4.
Recommendation
5.6.7

I recommend that no modification be made to Policy H1(51).

5.7

POLICY H1.54
Location of Housing Development
Brackla

Coychurch Road East,
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Objection
DO/51054/1181 Clerical & Medical Group
Issue
5.7.1
This is whether or not the western boundary of the allocated site should be amended to
include land adjacent to the Masonic Hall, currently allocated for a rail station and park and ride facility.
Conclusions
5.7.2
The objectors contend that the exclusion of the western parcel of land prejudices the
viability of the site, and the ability to fund a new access and footbridge to Bridgend Industrial Estate. A
more flexible arrangement is sought, with details covered by a development brief and partnership
agreement.
5.7.3
The Council has put forward a revision to the Proposals Map in the PIMS, which shows
all the land adjacent to the east of the Masonic Hall allocated for housing. A commitment to provide the
rail station and park and ride facility is shown as a star within the H1 allocated land. I consider that this
will enable the land to be developed for housing in the most effective way. Improved transport
infrastructure will be obtained in accordance with a detailed development brief and, if appropriate, using
planning or highways obligations. I conclude that the western boundary of the site should be modified as
shown in the PIMS.
Recommendation
5.7.4
I recommend that the boundaries of this site be modified, as shown on the Proposals
Map in the PIMS.

5.8

POLICY H1.55
Location of Housing Development
Bridgend AFC Ground, Coychurch Road, Bridgend
Objections
DO/51173/1383 E Brown
DO/51171/1380 Mr A Tingle

Issue
5.8.1
This is whether or not the land should be allocated for housing, in view of the loss of the
football ground and associated club facilities.
Conclusions
5.8.2
The objectors argue that this allocation would deprive the local community of a valuable
social and sporting asset. In addition to the playing facility, which is home to a senior Association
Football Club, the clubhouse functions as a social and community centre for local groups. The long
established facility is community owned and run, and charges reasonable rates for hire of the clubhouse.
I consider that facilities such as these have very important community value, and I agree that it could be
difficult to replace them, including the playing field, with equivalent facilities in a location which would be
accessible to the local community.
5.8.3
The Council argues that the site is very well placed to provide additional housing land,
since it would include previously developed land and be within a main settlement. It would be very
accessible to existing employment and services within Bridgend. I consider that, if there were no conflict
with the sporting and community facilities, the site would be highly suitable for new housing development
as its location is consistent with the objectives for sustainable development. The Proposals Map of the
UDP shows that the western portion of the playing field would be required to provide a highway
improvement under Policy T16(4).
5.8.4
The objectors argue that allocating this site conflicts with other policies in the Plan, which
seek to safeguard residential amenity and existing recreational facilities. The Council acknowledges that
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housing development on the site would only be permitted if criterion 1 of UDP Policy RC3 were met. This
would require a developer to provide alternative facilities of equivalent community benefit. The Council
advises that these should be in the vicinity and in place before any development could commence. I
consider that, providing there is reasonable certainty that this requirement can be met in full, and that
Policy T16(4) will be implemented, the housing allocation should remain.
Recommendation
5.8.5

I recommend that no modification to the policy be made.

5.9

POLICY H1.56
Location of Housing Development
Marlas Farm/Heol Fach, North Cornelly
Objections
DO/51153/1205 Redrow Homes (South Wales) Ltd
DO/50963/1053 Mr F L Smith

Issues
5.9.1

These are:



Whether or not the Proposals Map accurately reflects the boundaries of the area that can be
developed for housing;



Whether or not the site is suitable for housing development, given the local topography and character
of Marlas Bridge.

Conclusions
5.9.2
On the first issue, Redrow Homes expresses support in principle for the allocation and
indicates that the company has substantial control over much of the site. However, there are two pockets
of land on the eastern side where Redrow wishes to see changes to reflect its control more accurately.
The Council responds that any appropriate minor changes will be made in subsequent changes of the
UDP process. I conclude that such changes should be made.
5.9.3
On the second issue, Mr Smith argues that the changes in contour on the site and the
drainage make the site unsuitable for housing. It should be left to provide a rural outlook on the western
approach to North Cornelly. However, I consider that the site has been identified and assessed as
suitable for housing following a careful process as outlined in Chapter 4 of the UDP. Moreover, Redrow
Homes, an experienced house builder, has shown considerable interest in the site. As the Council points
out, development will not begin until a development brief and / or planning and / or highway obligations
have been agreed. I would expect the development brief to take account of the topography of the site
and the visual impact of new development on the approach to North Cornelly along the B4283.
5.9.4
Regarding highway matters and the limited capacity of Marlas Bridge, the evidence to the
UDP Inquiry from Redrow Homes suggests that: ‘….the development could …. release funds for the
resolution of the already existing Marlas Bridge problem.’ This indicates to me that the capacity of the
bridge is being examined and could be increased if it were required to serve the new development. I
conclude that the site is suitable for housing development, and that potential difficulties with it could be
overcome through the process of requiring a development brief and/or planning and highways obligations.
Recommendation
5.9.5
I recommend that the Proposals Map be modified on the eastern boundary of this
allocation in accordance with the plan submitted by Redrow Homes (South Wales) Ltd.

5.10

POLICY H1.58
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Location of Housing Development
Porthcawl Regeneration Scheme
Objections
DO/51123/1279 Mrs P M Jenkins
DO/50873/924
Porthcawl Civic Trust
DO/50783/1302 Porthcawl Town Council
Issues
5.10.1

These are :



Whether or not the Plan should provide for an additional 300 dwellings as part of the regeneration
scheme;



Whether or not the Plan should be more precise about the location of new housing, ensuring that it
does not conflict with the best use of land to promote tourism.

Conclusions
5.10.2
On the first issue, the Town Council states that it does not support the requirement in the
Plan for an additional 300 houses. Mrs Jenkins argues that, unless the new dwellings are for retired
persons, the town could not generate sufficient employment for the new working population. However,
the Council has forecast the future requirement of the County Borough for new housing as a whole, and
has allocated sites for new housing development, concentrating on (a) earlier commitments which are
likely to succeed and (b) brownfield sites in main settlements, which include Porthcawl. I have concluded
that the Council has made an appropriate forecast and has allocated a sufficiency of land to meet that
requirement (my Chapter 4). Though the allocation for 300 dwellings within the regeneration area is
sizeable, I consider that it and the other allocations for Porthcawl would result in a proportionate increase
in dwellings over the Plan period.
5.10.3
I agree with the Council that the provision of additional dwellings on this site, which
contains brownfield land and lies within the town’s boundaries, would be in accordance with national
planning policy. I consider that the provision of some 300 new dwellings within the wider regeneration
area would leave a very significant amount of land available for revitalisation of the tourism and leisure
industry.
5.10.4
Objectors argue that the proposed additional dwellings are unlikely to benefit, and could
adversely affect, Porthcawl. They could undermine the regeneration strategy by offering an easier option
than the more challenging task of promoting development for tourism purposes. The Civic Trust
expresses concern that the figure of 300 dwellings could be substantially exceeded if the provision of
tourism apartments or holiday accommodation goes ahead, as recently proposed by a potential
developer. It would be difficult to ensure that new accommodation was used solely by visitors.
5.10.5
Care will need to be exercised to ensure that any holiday accommodation will be
reserved for tourists and other visitors, but this is a matter to be addressed as the details of the
regeneration strategy are worked out. At the Housing Round Table session of the Inquiry, the Council
argued vigorously against objectors who sought the provision of additional sites for general needs
housing in the County Borough. I have no evidence that it is pursuing a different approach in relation to
Porthcawl. In my view the inclusion of housing among the acceptable land uses for the regeneration site
accords with advice in PPWales, para 2.4.2, that an effective way to achieve regeneration is to foster
integrated communities within the existing settlement pattern, by promoting mixed use development. I
conclude that the allocation of 300 dwellings on the regeneration site to meet general housing needs is
appropriate.
5.10.6
On the second issue, the Civic Trust argues that the H1(58) allocation should not include
the Salt Lake, Harbour or Cosy Corner area, as housing development here would conflict with
enhancement of the area as a tourist resort. Policy REG3(2) of the UDP is clear that the revitalisation of
tourism and leisure activities should drive the regeneration of this area, so that I would expect those parts
of the site which are most attractive or suitable for tourism uses to be set aside or developed for those
purposes. The Council also indicates that the disposition of particular uses on the site will be decided by
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way of a development brief. This will provide the opportunity for detailed assessment of the needs of all
the components of redevelopment, and will be the subject of public consultation leading to its adoption as
SPG.
5.10.7
I consider that this is a sensible approach to planning the area, offering some flexibility to
the developer and ensuring that the development potential of the whole area is optimised. The UDP
includes a number of policies to promote good design and protect the environment of the County Borough
including the coast from undesirable development. They would be applied to any firm proposals for this
area. Taking account of all these factors, I see no reason to designate the precise location of new
housing under Policy H1(58) in the UDP.
Recommendation
5.10.8

I recommend that no modification be made.

5.11

POLICY H1.59
Location of Housing Development
North of Locks Lane, Porthcawl
Objections
DO/50873/925
Porthcawl Civic Trust Society
DO/50783/1303 Porthcawl Town Council
DO/51066/1202 Ms B J Power
DO/51064/1200 Mr K C Power
DO/51065/1201 Ms L A Power
DO/50861/890
Mr D Richards
DO/51153/1197
Redrow Homes (South Wales) Ltd
DO/51146/1321
Mr J Roberts

Issues
5.11.1

These are:



Whether or not the land should be allocated wholly for recreational uses;



If part of the site is allocated for housing development, whether or not the appropriate balance
between housing and open space provision on the site has been struck;



If part of the site is allocated for housing development, whether or not the deposit UDP accurately
reflects the housing capacity of the site and gives reasonable guidance on development briefs and
planning/highway agreements.

Conclusions
5.11.2
On the first issue, the objection site has been allocated for recreational purposes in
previous plans for many years, to meet a deficit in playing fields in Porthcawl. Para 7.2.1 of PPWales
encourages planning authorities to review existing allocations which cannot realistically be taken up in the
lifetime of the Plan, and consider whether mixed use, housing or no development would be more
appropriate. The Council recognises that there is still a deficiency in recreational provision within
Porthcawl, but acknowledges a continuing inability to fund from public resources the purchase and
development of the site for recreational purposes. Cllr Richards points out that lottery grants are now
available for funding sports’ facilities, but I am aware that stringent eligibility criteria have to be met and
not all schemes put forward for support are successful. The Council has reached an agreement in
principle with Redrow Homes that the site should be re-allocated for both recreational and housing
purposes. I agree that the Council’s new approach is consistent with the advice in PPWales.
5.11.3
The Town Council refers to the scope for a ‘green wedge’ providing relief from
continuous housing along the sea front, and a natural break between Rest Bay/Nottage and the town
centre. Lock’s Common occupies an extensive area of undeveloped land between the sea and the built
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up area of Porthcawl due west of the objection site. To the east is the existing recreational land, so that I
find no shortage of informal open space in this part of the town.
5.11.4
Porthcawl Civic Trust argues that insufficient weight is given to the value of the land for
agriculture. The Trust does not oppose use of the land for recreation, as it would remain available in the
longer term for agriculture. I accept that considerable weight should be given in the UDP to protecting the
best and most versatile land, and land which is actively farmed. However, in this case, the site is situated
well within an established urban area. I consider that its potential to meet acknowledged requirements for
new housing land and recreational facilities should override its value to agriculture. I conclude that the
site should contribute to the enhancement of the town’s recreational facilities, but need not remain entirely
undeveloped.
5.11.5
On the second issue, the Council’s Planning and Parks Departments seek the provision
of two playing field pitches, a children’s play area and improvements to changing facilities. Applying
National Playing Fields Association (NPFA) standards, the Council calculates that some 3.01ha would be
required for recreational purposes, leaving 2.28ha for housing. Accordingly, the deposit UDP Proposals
Map reflects such a split and Policy H1 shows an allocation of 12 dwellings for the site. This would give a
very low density of development, but the Council argues that design and layout should reflect the low
housing densities of neighbouring areas.
5.11.6
Redrow Homes (South Wales) Ltd contends that a lesser amount of land is required for
the above recreational uses, and more than 12 dwellings could be accommodated on the site without
compromising the quality of the area. Moreover, in order to be commercially viable, it is asserted that
some 30-35 dwellings need to be provided on the site. Redrow brought a layout plan to the Inquiry
(Drawing No 3124-03 dated 14 5 2002) which showed housing to the west of the existing, informal
footpath across the site and public open space to the east. This illustrates a greater area for housing
than the Proposals Map in the UDP.
5.11.7
The drawing shows that about 2.7ha would be available for recreational purposes. This
would exceed the minimum requirement for two playing fields, applying the NPFA standards, and I agree
that additional children’s play space could be accommodated either as an extension to the existing one at
the eastern end of the recreation area or close to the pavilion. I consider that the reduced area for
playing fields’ provision would be satisfactory and provide significant community benefit. In addition, the
proposed layout would have the merit of retaining the informal footpath between the two uses.
5.11.8
The submitted drawing also illustrates how some 38 detached dwellings could be
accommodated on the western portion of the site. This would include five well-spaced dwellings set back
from the western boundary, along a similar building line to existing development to the north and south.
Most of the objectors argue that the site is so sensitive that it should not be allocated for any housing
development. I consider that the site has limited scenic value in its own right, but is sensitive because it
is located next to the Coastal Zone and Lock’s Common which lies within Rest Bay Landscape
Conservation Area. I consider that a layout along the lines of the Redrow drawing, with substantial and
spacious buildings along the front, would echo the surrounding layout and density of housing
development and would respect the sensitive, adjacent coastal strip.
5.11.9
Concerning the remainder of the housing site behind the western frontage, in my opinion,
the aim should be to maximise the use of this urban land in a main settlement by raising the density of
development, commensurate with safeguarding the privacy and outlook of neighbours, and achieving a
high quality of design. Objectors raise concerns about the effect on highway and pedestrian safety on
Lock’s Lane, but if the development were accessed from Sanderling Road, conditions for road users
would remain satisfactory in my view. No substantive evidence has been brought forward to contradict
the Council’s advice that the site is of limited value for biodiversity.
5.11.10
I conclude that the western portion of the site could reasonably accommodate in the
order of 40 units without serious harm to the living conditions of neighbours, biodiversity or the character
and appearance of the surrounding area. The Town Council and others question the need for additional
housing on this site, but I am satisfied that a modest increase in the number of dwellings would not upset
the overall balance between demand and supply over the Plan period and could be beneficial. I shall
recommend that Policy H1 is changed to refer to 40 dwellings rather than 12.
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5.11.11
Turning to the third issue, Redrow and the Council agreed at the Inquiry that a
development brief might not be necessary if a highly detailed planning application were submitted.
Neighbour notification and advertisement would enable interested parties to comment on detailed
proposals for the site. I consider that the suitability or otherwise of development in excess of two storeys
on this site is too detailed a matter for the UDP and should be assessed when a firm proposal is put
forward.
5.11.12
A S106 planning obligation could be considered to ensure that the recreational facilities
were provided as well as housing. However, the tests for the use of planning obligations would require
the recreational facilities to be directly related to the development, whereas in this case, they would be
sought to serve the wider area and meet existing deficiencies. PPWales para 2.5.5 indicates that UDPs
should encourage a mix of uses in town centres and other appropriate places. At the Inquiry, the Council
and Redrow accepted that a mixed use allocation would be appropriate in this case, to secure the
provision of the recreational facilities. I shall recommend that a mixed use allocation be made in respect
of this land, together with some explanatory text and changes to the Proposals Map.
5.11.13
The Civic Trust advises that the disused site at ‘Stoneleigh’ could be used instead of the
objection site for additional housing. The Council points out that a specific proposal for development
there, if submitted, would be considered on its merits under Policy H3, as an infill site within the urban
area. In my view, the site at ‘Stoneleigh’ is not relevant to future planning of the Lock’s Lane site.
Recommendation
5.11.14
I recommend that Policy H1(59) should be modified to read: ‘North of Locks Lane,
Porthcawl - 40 (Estimated No of Dwellings)’.
5.11.15
I recommend that either the footnote below Policy H1 or the reasoned justification should
be extended with text along the following lines:
‘For H1(59), housing will be provided as part of a mixed use development only. In addition to new
housing, at least 2.7ha of land is to be developed for recreational purposes at the eastern end of the site.’
5.11.16
I recommend that the Proposals Map be modified to show the site north of Locks Lane as
a ‘mixed use development’ site for housing and recreation purposes.

5.12

POLICY H1.67
Location of Housing Development
Porthcawl Road, North Cornelly
Objection
DO/50325/349

Ms M Butcher

Issue
5.12.1

This is whether or not the site should be allocated for housing.

Conclusions
5.12.2
The objector argues that the site should not be allocated for housing, as there are
existing, empty houses on Marlas Estate, and the housing allocation at Marlas Farm site is capable of
providing more than enough houses to serve North Cornelly. The objection site, it is argued, was
purchased for leisure use originally, and would be more suitable for the purpose than the steeply sloping
land at Heol Maendy/Heol Fach, which has been identified in the Plan for recreational use.
5.12.3
At my site visit, I saw that the land adjacent to School Terrace and Porthcawl Road is
being built on. The Council advises that, when outline planning permission was granted, there was an
agreement that a percentage of the proceeds from sale of the land should be re-invested locally in
recreational and leisure provision.
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5.12.4
The matter of the adequacy of future housing provision is covered in my Chapter 4. The
Council has assessed the future requirement of the County Borough as a whole. I agree with the
Council’s approach and am satisfied that the Porthcawl Road site is appropriately allocated for housing, in
order to contribute to meeting current and future requirements.
Recommendation
5.12.5

I recommend that no modification be made.

5.13

POLICY H3
Windfall and Small-Scale Housing in Main Settlements
Objections
DO/51204/1563 Mr & Mrs James
DO/51193/1465 JST Developments
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/1850 National Assembly for Wales
DO/51209/1653 Countryside Council for Wales check CWD with MB

Issues
5.13.1

These are:



Whether or not the Plan contains sufficient information as to how the settlements have been classified
into main and/or smaller settlements;



Whether or not the ‘logical’ boundaries are those defined on the Proposals Map.

Conclusions
5.13.2
In response to the NAW’s objection as to how main and smaller settlements are to be
defined, the Council has proposed additional text in the PIMS. I consider that the proposed additional
text, paras 4.6.2 to 4.6.4, would clarify the classification. I have taken account of the conditional
withdrawal of the objection.
5.13.3
I have commented on ‘logical’ boundaries to main settlements in the Environment
Chapter, section 3.3. As currently drafted, the Proposals Map shows no boundaries for main settlements.
This objection by the CCW has been withdrawn following publication of the PIMS.
5.13.4
Mr and Mrs James argue that land on the south side of Ogmore Vale would meet the
criteria for a windfall site under Policy H3. JST Developments argue that a site at Nantymoel would meet
the criteria of para 4.6.4 of the UDP. I make recommendations on these representation sites in Chapter
6. Neither objector makes specific in principle objections to Policy H3, which is not intended to identify
specific sites nor name them in the Plan. I shall not recommend changes to the policy on the basis of
these objections.
Recommendation
5.13.5

I recommend that no change be made to Policy H3.

5.13.6

I recommend that the amendment shown as paras 4.6.2 to 4.6.4 in the PIMS be made.

5.14

POLICY H4
Small-Scale Housing in Smaller Settlements
Objections
DO/51006/1139 C H Knight & Partners
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DO/51046/1161 Messrs Herbert R Thomas
DO/51204/1564 Mr & Mrs James
DO/51047/1165 Mr & Mrs W D Jenkins
DO/50981/1071 Mr & Mrs D L Thomas
DO/51207/1576 Messrs M J & E D H Thomas & Other Land Owners
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/1851 National Assembly for Wales
Issues
5.14.1

These are :



whether or not the policy should be modified to permit housing development outside the boundaries
of the following settlements: Coity, Blackmill, South Cornelly, Ogmore Vale;



Whether or not the Plan contains sufficient information as to how the settlements have been classified
into main and/or smaller settlements;



Whether or not small hamlets should be given settlement boundaries and/or the status of Tythegston
should be clarified.

Conclusions
The first issue
A number of objectors argue that there is no scope for small scale infilling or rounding off
5.14.2
within the defined boundaries of specified smaller settlements, and the policy should permit development
beyond their current limits, or amend boundaries so as to include additional sites. However, I consider
that the policy is intended to be permissive rather than prescriptive, meaning that development could take
place within these settlements, not should. Smaller settlements generally offer some basic services, but
their residents depend for many higher order facilities such as secondary education, health, shopping and
employment on the main settlements. In the interests of sustainable development and reducing the need
to travel, I consider that the bulk of new developments should take place in main settlements. Providing
the future requirements of the area can be met there, I consider that it is appropriate to restrict new
housing development in smaller settlements as envisaged in Policy H4. This is explained clearly in the
Council’s preferred land use strategy.

Coity
Mr and Mrs Thomas seek an amendment to the boundary of Coity at Croesty Farm.
5.14.3
They also seek a rewording of Policy H4 to delete the phrase ‘up to and within’, which would allow
housing development within settlements or rounding off beyond settlement boundaries. The objectors
argue that this would give a more flexible framework, broadening the choice and location of housing.
5.14.4
Alternatively, it is suggested that the phrase ‘limited rounding off’ confuses the issue and
should be omitted. I consider that the wording of this policy is clear. Bearing in mind the Council’s
preferred land use strategy favouring development in main settlements and on previously developed land,
I see no reason to change this policy so that it would permit housing development beyond the defined
settlement boundary of Coity.

Blackmill
The objectors argue that land south of the property known as Cwmdare beside the
5.14.5
A4061 should be included in the settlement boundary, enabling it to be available for housing
development. The Council advises that applications for residential development have been refused in the
past on this site, and that the site lies adjacent to woodland which is a SSSI and candidate Special Area
of Conservation. The PIMS shows that the SSSI runs close to the full length of the eastern boundary of
the objection site.
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5.14.6
National planning policy is that development likely to affect a SSSI will be subject to
special scrutiny, and designated areas will be protected from damage and deterioration. Though the
objectors contend that there is a strip of land between the objection site and the protected area which
could provide a buffer, TAN(W) 5: Nature Conservation and Planning (CD38) indicates that SSSIs may be
seriously damaged by development outside their boundaries. TAN(W) 5 also indicates that, where
developers are uncertain as to the effects of a proposal on a SSSI, they should seek an opinion from the
CCW. In the absence of evidence from the CCW, and in view of the site’s proximity to a nationally (and
possibly European) important site, I consider that a precautionary stance is appropriate in defining the
settlement boundary.
5.14.7
I consider that the settlement boundary is reasonably drawn in relation to existing
features in the vicinity of the objection site. Unusually among smaller settlements, Blackmill includes site
H1(39) Cwm Ogwr Fach, an allocation for new housing development offering scope for expansion of the
settlement. I conclude that neither Policy H4 nor the settlement boundary should be modified as
suggested by the objectors on this site.

South Cornelly
In Chapter 6, I deal with the objectors’ case for a new housing allocation on land beyond
5.14.8
the settlement boundary, and in Chapter 3 with the appropriateness of the settlement boundary. For
reasons given there, I conclude that a new housing allocation under Policy H1 should not be made. I am
satisfied that the settlement boundary for this smaller settlement should not be changed. In my view, the
proposed provision of 80 new dwellings at South Cornelly with associated open space and community
facilities could not reasonably be regarded as small scale infilling or rounding off, even if the settlement
boundary were moved.

Ogmore Vale
This is a main settlement and does not therefore have a designated settlement boundary.
5.14.9
Any proposals for infilling or rounding off would be considered under Policy H3 rather than H4. The
objection to Policy H1 by Mr and Mrs James is considered in my Chapter 6, where I conclude that no
modification to the Plan is required.

Definition of smaller settlements
In response to the NAW’s objection as to how main and smaller settlements are to be
5.14.10
defined, the Council has proposed additional text in the PIMS. I consider that the proposed additional
text, paras 4.6.2 to 4.6.4, would clarify the classification.

Fountain, Tythegston and settlement boundaries
Mr and Mrs Jenkins argue that all hamlets such as Fountain should be given settlement
5.14.11
boundaries. However, I consider that housing development in these very small settlements should be
strictly controlled in accordance with Policy EV1, as they constitute part of the countryside and do not
possess the necessary community facilities, utility services and employment opportunities to qualify as
smaller settlements.
5.14.12
I agree with C H Knight and Partners that it is inconsistent to highlight ‘development in
Tythegston’ in Policy EV14 and refer to the ‘erection of new dwellings’ in para 3.6.11, if Tythegston does
not have the status of a smaller settlement. However, I am satisfied that Tythegston does not possess
the basic range of facilities available in the smaller settlements listed in Policy H4. I respond to the
objections in respect of Policy EV14 and other Environment policies made by C H Knight and Partners in
my Chapter 3. I consider that para 4.7.6 of the UDP should not highlight Tythegston as an exception to
the policies governing development in the countryside. I conclude that it is unnecessary to define
settlement boundaries for the hamlets of Fountain or Tythegston.
Recommendation
5.14.13

I recommend that no modification be made.
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5.15

POLICY H6
Housing Choice
Objection
DO/51227/1788 Harmer Partnership

Issue
5.15.1

This is whether or not the policy is appropriately flexible.

Conclusions
5.15.2
The objectors argue that the policy is unreasonably flexible and should be re-worded.
They have not explained why they perceive the policy to be inflexible, but it seems reasonable to infer
that they believe there to be residential areas characterised by high standards of privacy and
spaciousness where development could be permitted. I address this proposition below.
5.15.3
National planning policy and policies in the UDP (notably Policy EV49 as proposed for
modification in the PIMS) should ensure that development is limited to that which meets high standards of
design and respects the character of its surroundings. Areas which should be preserved or enhanced
because of their architectural or historic interest have conservation area status, and would be protected
from harmful development by policies in section 3.14 of the UDP. I consider that these policies, along
with Policy RC3 of the UDP, should safeguard important areas of private and public open space in the
County Borough. It is also evident to me that privacy and spaciousness are likely to be valued by the
majority of owners and occupiers whose dwellings and land possess these benefits. I would expect
proposals to remove these qualities, which have amenity and financial value, to be relatively few. These
factors incline me to the view that this policy may be superfluous.
5.15.4
The Council argues that the policy is in accordance with PPWales and quotes from a
number of paragraphs. On providing greater housing choice, the UDP puts forward a large number and
variety of new housing sites on which a range of types and sizes of dwellings are likely to be built. In my
opinion, a relaxation of Policy H6 might provide the opportunity for some additional housing as infilling in
established low density areas, and enhance the choice for those in the housing market.
5.15.5
I agree that PPWales para 9.3.4 is pertinent to this objection. However, it is not opposed
in principle to raising housing densities and points out the importance to sustainability of increased
densities, as they ‘help to conserve land resources’. Moreover, rather than seeking to resist increases in
density, PPWales goes on to state ‘good design can overcome adverse effects [of increases in density]’.
Though the Council argues that a similar policy to H6 was included in the Ogwr Borough Local Plan and
has stood the test of S78 planning appeals, I consider that there have been significant changes in
national planning policy on sustainable development, housing densities and design which support a
fundamental review of this policy at this time. Though the title of this policy has changed since the
Council’s Sustainability Appraisal was carried out, nevertheless its content which was criticised by the
authors remains the same.
5.15.6
The Council, in its response to the Harmer Partnership, signals its support for
amendments to para 4.9.7 of the UDP, to clarify that Policy H6 would be accorded greater weight, if there
were a conflict with either Policy H3 or H4. In my opinion, such an amendment could weaken the
preferred land use strategy and conflict with the aim of conserving urban land resources.
5.15.7
Overall, I conclude that the policy is unreasonably inflexible. However, I consider that
adding ‘unacceptable’ to the policy wording, as proposed by the objectors, would be in conflict with the
Council’s approach to policy writing as outlined in CD147, and would not overcome the difficulties which I
have outlined. In my view, the policy should be omitted from the Plan.
Recommendation
5.15.8

I recommend that Policy H6 be deleted from the UDP.

5.15.9

I also recommend that the supporting text in paras 4.9.4, 4.9.5 and 4.9.7 be deleted.
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5.16

POLICY OMISSION
New Housing for Senior Management
Objection
DO/51227/1790 Harmer Partnership

Issue
5.16.1
This is whether or not a new policy to allow housing for ‘senior management’ should be
added to the UDP.
Conclusions
5.16.2
The objectors seek a new policy along the lines of Policy H13 in the Ogwr Borough Local
Plan. The objectors do not explain who would be categorised as ‘senior management’, nor why they
should be treated separately in the UDP. The Council advises that Policy H13 of the Local Plan was
included in response to national planning guidance which has been superseded. I consider that the
deposit UDP allocates many new housing sites which will be capable of providing a wide range and
choice of dwellings. In my view, staff in senior management positions would be well placed to compete in
the general needs housing market in Bridgend, and would not require special treatment. I conclude that a
new policy as proposed would be unnecessary.
Recommendation
5.16.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

5.17

POLICY H7
Affordable Housing
Objections
DO/51201/1527 Bellway Homes (Estates) Ltd
DO/51227/1789 Harmer Partnership
DO/51203/1554 House Builders Federation
DO/51229/1854 National Assembly for Wales
DO/50783/1305 Porthcawl Town Council
DO/51207/1575 Messrs M J & E D Thomas & Other Land Owners
DO/51222/1742 Westbury Homes (Holdings) Ltd
DO/51157/1353 Wilcon Homes Limited
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/1853 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
5.17.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy should ‘expect’ an appropriate element of affordable housing, in the light of
national planning policy and advice;



Whether or not the policy should be included in the Plan, in the absence of a local housing need
assessment;



Whether or not there should be a size threshold for housing developments to which the policy should
be applied;



Whether or not the policy makes clear what arrangements will be used to ensure that affordable
housing remains reserved for those in need;



Whether or not the policy makes adequate provision for affordable housing in rural areas;
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Whether or not the Plan should identify areas reserved for low cost or social housing;



Whether or not criteria 2 and 3 should be included in the policy.

Conclusions
‘Expect’ or ‘seek to negotiate’
5.17.2
Objectors argue that the expression ‘will expect’ suggests a requirement for developers
to provide affordable housing. The latter would commonly be achieved by a planning obligation, and WO
C13/97: Planning Obligations is clear that that these cannot be required from developers but have to be
negotiated. The Council is understandably anxious to avoid a weak policy, and it has put forward a
change in the PIMS to include a reference to planning conditions. I consider that this would be an
improvement, as planning conditions as well as obligations, may be used to secure affordable housing
schemes for occupancy by persons in need. As the policy refers to an ‘appropriate element’ of affordable
housing and ‘suitable sites’, I am satisfied that it would offer scope for negotiation in individual cases, in
accordance with national policy for affordable housing and C13/97.

Housing need
On the second issue, the HBF argues that the Council should demonstrate a need exists,
5.17.3
if it is to include this policy in its Plan. It is not acceptable for the Council to suggest that it cannot afford
an assessment or study. The Council informs that a Housing Need Assessment for the County Borough
has been commissioned, and a Draft Local Housing Strategy based on it will be published by April 2003.
I agree that an affordable housing policy should only be included if there is a demonstrable housing need
which cannot be met by the general housing market. I consider that it is wholly inadequate to rely on
local knowledge, as suggested in para 4.10.6 of the UDP, as this may be anecdotal and piecemeal.
5.17.4
The Housing Strategy and Operational Plan 2000/2001 confirms the existence of a
Housing Register, homelessness and social deprivation in the form of high ‘Z’ scores in the County
Borough. Chapter 5 of the UDP refers to ‘complex and deep seated economic and social problems’
within the County Borough, and to Objective 1 status. From this evidence, I would expect a need for
affordable housing to exist in some if not all parts of the County Borough. Assuming that needs can be
confirmed, and the findings from the assessment will be available shortly, I consider that the UDP should
include relevant policy on affordable housing. The Council should be in a position to confirm that the
policy is required before the Plan is adopted.
5.17.5
In my opinion, para 4.10.6 of the UDP should be updated in the light of the results from
the Housing Need Assessment. A summary of the quantity and distribution of need levels should be
given in the UDP as guidance to potential developers. Unless the Assessment indicates no housing
need, I conclude that this policy should be included in the Plan.

Size Threshold
A number of objectors argue that there should be a minimum site size, below which
5.17.6
developers should not be expected to provide affordable housing. The Council replies that it needs to
retain flexibility as housing needs may change over the Plan period. It refers to PPWales, which indicates
that uniform quotas should not be imposed on development regardless of market or site conditions.
However, it seems to me that a minimum size of site could be identified, below which affordable housing
would not be sought, without a uniform quota being applied to eligible sites. I consider that a minimum
threshold for affordable housing provision would be helpful, as it may not be viable to provide affordable
housing on the smallest sites. The HBF refers to a threshold of 25 dwellings used in England, and other
objectors suggest 40 dwellings.
5.17.7
I agree with the HBF that small developments permitted under Policy H4 of the UDP are
unlikely to be capable of providing affordable housing. As currently worded, the Policy applies to suitable
sites permitted in accordance with Policies H1, H3 or H4. However, it is conceivable that housing
development may be permitted in the Plan period which is not in accordance with these policies. For
example, housing development may be allowed on appeal on land allocated for other purposes or in the
countryside. It would be desirable to re-word the policy in my opinion, to ensure that all housing
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development above a certain size, in areas where a local need can be demonstrated, is considered for
the provision of affordable development.
5.17.8
Objectors point to the advice in TAN Wales 2 (CD72), on targets and numbers, that it is
important to take into account site suitability, the economics of provision and other material
considerations, as well as a site’s size. Clearly, each site will be different and market conditions as well
as site characteristics would influence the negotiations and outcome in terms of housing numbers.
However, I see no need to explain this in full in the policy, as long as it allows for a process of negotiation.
I conclude that there should be a site size threshold below which affordable development would not be
sought. I consider that the level should be set when the findings of the Housing Need Assessment are
known, and in the light of good, local information from house builders and registered social landlords
about the economics of site development.

Arrangements to secure affordable housing for those in need
The NAW argues that the policy and reasoned justification do not explain the
5.17.9
arrangements which would be in place to ensure that affordable housing remains reserved for those in
need. The Council proposes in the PIMS that para 4.10.6 should be modified to give additional
information about the mechanisms for securing and retaining affordable housing. The NAW has
conditionally withdrawn its objection on the basis that these modifications are made, and I am satisfied
that they comply with TAN (Wales) 2 (CD72) and would overcome a potential weakness in the policy.

Affordable housing in rural areas
On the fifth issue, objection is made to para 4.10.7 and the notion that ‘rural exception
5.17.10
sites’ for affordable housing may be permitted within the designated boundaries of smaller settlements.
Objectors point out that ‘rural exception sites’ cater for development on land where planning permission
would not usually be granted, including sites adjacent to villages and beyond settlement boundaries. The
Council considers that there will be sufficient scope for affordable housing in the main and smaller
settlements throughout the Plan period. Furthermore, it argues that the prevailing settlement pattern
means that all parts of the County Borough lie within 4 or 5 miles of an urban area. I find it difficult to
reach a decision on this point without knowing the results of the Housing Need Assessment. There may
be no need for the Plan to make allowance for ‘rural exception sites’, but if there are parts of the County
Borough with substantial need and a shortage of allocated and easy to develop sites, then an allowance
for rural exceptions may be appropriate.
5.17.11
The Council has submitted a revised paragraph 4.10.7 which removes the reference to
‘rural exceptions’. I consider that it should review its approach in the light of the emerging information on
need, and then look at this paragraph again.

Named areas
Porthcawl Town Council argues that more detail is required and that areas reserved for
5.17.12
affordable housing should be named in the Plan. The Council argues that needs may change over the
Plan period and it is desirable to retain some flexibility over provision. Nevertheless, I consider that the
UDP should name the parts of the County Borough where there are existing high levels of need, when
this is known, and provide an indication to developers as to the level of affordable housing provision
which the Council will be seeking.

Criteria 2 and 3
Objectors claim that these criteria in the policy are unnecessary as they repeat other
5.17.13
policies in the Plan. The Council replies that it seeks to ensure that there is no lowering of standards for
affordable housing developments. I consider that these criteria are unnecessary, especially in the light of
the PIMS proposal for a new para 1.1.8. This informs that, in taking development control decisions, a
proposal will be assessed against all relevant policies. I conclude that criteria 2 & 3 should be deleted.

Recommendation
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5.17.14
In the event that the Housing Need Assessment fails to identify local housing need, I
recommend that Policy H7 should be deleted.
5.17.15

Otherwise, I recommend that Policy H7 should be modified as shown in the PIMS.

5.17.16

I recommend that criteria 2 & 3 in the policy should be deleted.

5.17.17
I recommend that the policy be further modified to read: ‘…… to be provided on suitable
sites capable of accommodating ** or more units or exceeding ** hectares in size. Such affordable
housing will ….’
5.17.18

I recommend that para 4.10.6 should be modified as shown in the PIMS.

5.17.19
In addition, I recommend that para 4.10.6 should be further modified to reflect the results
of the Council’s Housing Need Assessment.
5.17.20
I recommend that para 4.10.7 should be modified along the lines of the text given in the
Council’s response to the Harmer Partnership (objection ref. No. DO/51227/1789) and the National
Assembly for Wales (DO/51229/1854).
5.17.21
I recommend that para 4.10.7 should be further modified, if the results of the Council’s
Housing Need Assessment indicate that rural exceptions sites may be justified to meet identified needs.
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6. Housing (Omission) Sites
Policy H1 – Location of Housing Development

6.1

Introduction and Recommendations

6.1.1
A significant number of sites were put forward as possible housing sites by objectors, in
the event that additional sites might be needed to meet housing requirements to the end of the Plan
period. My reasoning and conclusions in respect of each of these objection sites is given below.
6.1.2
The main issue in each case is whether or not the site should be allocated for housing
purposes and added to Policy H1 of the UDP.
6.1.3
I conclude in Chapter 4 that there is no requirement for additional sites to be identified
and allocated for housing in the UDP. My recommendation is therefore that few of the sites discussed
below should be allocated for general housing purposes under Policy H1. However, my assessment of
these sites is included in this chapter to inform the objectors, and to assist the Council over time as it
monitors progress on all its housing sites and reviews their availability. I consider that the Council may
wish to make minor amendments to the UDP when the results of its Housing Need Assessment (see my
Chapter 5, section 5.17) are produced.
6.1.4
I make two exceptions to my general recommendation that no additional sites be
allocated for housing. The first is for land at Wyndham Close, Brackla. For reasons given in section 6.4, I
recommend that this site be allocated for housing. In section 6.32, I conclude that the Ty Draw Farm,
Pyle site should not be allocated for employment use, but should be allocated for housing. For all the
other sites named below, however, I recommend that there are no modifications to the UDP.

6.2

Land at Llangewydd Court Farm, Llangewydd

Objection
DO/51187/1372 Jenkins Gould Partnership
Conclusions
6.2.1
Llangewydd Court Farm is located in the countryside, well beyond the boundaries of
main or smaller settlements. The objection site is rural in character and appearance. Policy EV1 of the
deposit UDP reiterates established national and local planning policy that development in the countryside
should be strictly controlled. Preference is given, when new housing sites are sought, for brownfield land
within main settlements. I conclude that this land should not be allocated for residential purposes.

6.3

Land at Tyn-y-Waun Farm, Llangynwyd, Maesteg
Objection
DO/51167/1373 Mr A Garfield & Miss J Jones

Conclusions
6.3.1
The objectors argue that there could be a shortage of housing land available in the Lower
Llynfi Valley in the future, but the deposit UDP has sought to provide for the requirement of the County
Borough as a whole, focusing development in the main settlements. The Plan does not prescribe new
development in smaller settlements such as Pont Rhyd y Cyff, which adjoins the northern boundary of
this site. I am satisfied that the Council’s approach is reasonable and should give a fair distribution of
new housing sites within the County Borough.
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6.3.2
The objectors argue that a recent planning permission to redevelop a petrol filling station
south of the settlement boundary, with new retail facilities and a traffic signal control, indicates that the
settlement boundary should be moved southward. They contend that housing demand has changed
since the Local Plan was adopted, and that this is a ‘sustainable’ site being in a public transport corridor
and close to the local secondary school. However, the objection site is rural in character and appearance
and, notwithstanding the position of the secondary school and petrol filling station, I consider it to be
visually separated from the built up area of Pont Rhyd y Cyff to the north. In my opinion, the objection
site occupies an area of countryside where development should be strictly controlled. I conclude that this
site should not be allocated for housing purposes.

6.4

Land at Wyndham Close, Brackla
Objection
DO/51194/1471 Welsh Development Agency

Conclusions
6.4.1
Land north of Wyndham Close is allocated for employment uses in the deposit UDP.
However, the Council has agreed with the WDA who own this land that the line of the proposed Coity
Bypass (T16(1)) should be moved northward and should follow the northern boundary of the objection
site rather than Wyndham Close. The objector argues that, in these circumstances, the site would be
better suited to housing use because the new road would provide a boundary between employment and
housing uses. Housing would then be integrated with the adjoining Brackla housing area, and industrial
traffic would be removed from Wyndham Close. The Council agrees in principle with the road realignment and does not object to allocating the objection site for residential use.
6.4.2
My conclusions are based on the assumption that the proposed Coity Bypass will be realigned to the north. I conclude that there would be benefits to the living conditions of residents locally if
the objection site were allocated for housing instead of employment uses. The WDA advises that the site
is approximately 2.2ha so that it could make a moderate contribution to future housing requirements.
Parts of it are previously developed land, and by virtue of its relationship to the built up area of Bridgend
to the south, I consider that an allocation for housing would be in keeping with policy in PPWales and the
Council’s land use strategy.
6.4.3
Although I concluded in Chapter 4 that there was no need for additional sites to be
identified and allocated for housing under Policy H1, use of this site for housing rather than employment
would bring important environmental benefits and a more sensible land use pattern. For this reason, I
shall recommend that the site be allocated for housing.
Recommendation
6.4.4

I recommend that land at Wyndham Close be allocated for housing under Policy H1.

6.5

Land at Island Farm, Bridgend
Objection
DO/51210/1681 Mr L Joseph

Conclusions
6.5.1
The objector submitted a schematic layout plan with a report entitled ‘Comprehensive
Development Proposals at Island Farm, Bridgend’, showing residential development in the southern
portion of the site adjacent to New Inn Road and the railway line. The schematic layout plan relates to a
larger area of land than the objection site as illustrated on the original representation. Nevertheless, the
latter referred to details set out in the attached report. I shall base my assessment of the objection on the
larger area which extends to the A48 in the north.
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6.5.2
The objector argues that the objection site is suitable to accommodate a major
comprehensive development, comprising prestige sporting, leisure and recreational facilities, an hotel,
employment uses and residential development. The Welsh Rugby Union is seeking a site for an
academy, which would be of national importance and be used to train players, coaches and referees to
the highest standards. It is envisaged that this could be built at Island Farm. The objector argues that it
would be appropriate to introduce a new notation for comprehensive, mixed use development to the
Proposals Map with relevant cross-references to topics such as housing. It is suggested that housing
would be ‘of crucial importance as a catalyst for the provision of prestige sporting facilities on adjoining
land’.
6.5.3
PPWales para 2.4.2 indicates that mixed use developments should be promoted through,
and fully justified in, the UDP. Such developments are envisaged to achieve regeneration and foster
integrated communities within the existing settlement pattern. A mixed use scheme is advanced in this
case so that some of the development, including housing, might subsidise the provision of a national
academy for rugby. The objector lists a number of sites which the Welsh Rugby Union has investigated,
and records that many were rejected because of a lack of funds to resource the development. The
Council argues that there remains considerable uncertainty as to whether sufficient resources would be
found to progress the national academy project at this site. I share the Council’s concern that, if the
allocation were made in the UDP and were not later taken up by the Welsh Rugby Union, it could lead to
an undesirable ‘open cheque book’ for development of this large site.
6.5.4
At the Inquiry, it was confirmed that the proposed housing would not be functionally
linked to the main sporting attraction ie it would not be intended to provide housing for workers and users
of the academy. As to regeneration, a distinction was drawn by the Council between deprived valley
communities in the north of the County Borough where regeneration is needed and this relatively
prosperous area south of Bridgend where needs are different. In my opinion, this mixed use scheme
would neither foster regeneration nor an integrated community, as envisaged in PPWales.
6.5.5
Though the schematic layout plan shows development on brownfield land adjoining the
A48, much of the representation site including the land shown for residential development is greenfield,
and lies beyond the built up area and the employment land allocation south of Bridgend. The objector
argues that New Inn Road would provide a more ‘logical’ southern boundary for Bridgend than that
implied by the allocation under Policy E6(1) Bridgend Science Park/Island Farm, and shown on the UDP
Proposals Map. However, I consider that the southern edge of the E6(1) site, which follows existing field
boundaries, is clearly identifiable. Although the southern part of the objection site is not designated as
green wedge or landscape conservation area in the deposit UDP, it is countryside. As such, national and
local planning policies aim to place strict controls on its development. If additional sites for housing
development were required for the Bridgend County Borough, this land would be a low priority as it is not
brownfield and is outside the urban area.
6.5.6
Though the objector argues that the comprehensive development might include provision
for a new passenger rail halt and a new public transport service, and the Council advises that
negotiations concerning new Vale of Glamorgan services have been held with RailTrack, it seems to me
that realisation of the facility could be some way in the future. It does not alter my conclusion that the
objection site should not be allocated for housing in Policy H1 as part of a mixed use development.
6.5.7
A planning application for comprehensive development of the site was being considered
by the Council at the time of the UDP Inquiry. The Council indicated that this was likely to be determined
before my report on the UDP would be published. The Council may consider that the scheme is
permissible, for example, because of special circumstances surrounding the provision of sporting facilities
in Wales. However, on the basis of the evidence before me at the Inquiry, I conclude that the larger site
should not be allocated for mixed uses and there should be no housing allocation under Policy H1 of the
UDP.

6.6

Land Adjoining the B4265, East of Island Farm, Bridgend
Objection
DO/51220/1735 Mr M A Richards
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Conclusions
6.6.1
The objector argues that housing development would consolidate existing developments
in the vicinity of the objection site along Ewenny Road, and would complement the comprehensive
scheme of development which is envisaged for land at Island Farm to the west. I have dealt with a
related objection to the green wedge policy in my Chapter 3.
6.6.2
I consider that the objection site is located in the countryside. It is outside the confines of
Bridgend, in an area which is designated as green wedge in the deposit UDP. It is established national
and local planning policy that housing development in the countryside should be strictly controlled.
PPWales advocates a search sequence when identifying sites to be allocated for housing in UDPs. Local
planning authorities should start with the re-use of previously developed land and buildings before
considering urban extensions. Using this approach, this site would not be a high priority. If the proposed
comprehensive development at Island Farm does not go ahead, I consider that this objection site would
be an isolated site in the countryside, and would rank lowly in terms of the search sequence. If land at
Island Farm is developed in the manner which the objector describes, the railway line would, in my
opinion, form a strong physical barrier between Island Farm and this objection site. Housing development
on the site would still not be well related to the main built up area of Bridgend.
6.6.3
The objection site is visible from Ewenny Road and New Inn Road. Though there is
roadside development along both, the area is mostly rural in character and appearance. I consider that
housing development on the objection site, even at low density, would have an undesirable, urbanising
effect and contribute to urban sprawl. I conclude that this land should not be allocated for housing.

6.7

Land and Buildings at Parc Farm, Coity
Objection
DO/51226/1759 Mr M Phipps

Conclusions
6.7.1
The objector argues that the former farm building complex and adjoining land is suitable
for conversion and/or redevelopment purposes, and could effectively round off the north-east corner of
the large Parc Derwen site, allocated as H1(25).
6.7.2
Parc Derwen is one of the largest sites identified in the UDP, having been carried forward
from the Ogwr Borough Local Plan. A development brief for the comprehensive development of the site
was approved as SPG by the Council in December 2000, and an outline planning permission granted,
subject to a S106 obligation, in June 2002. I see no reason to recommend departure from the ongoing
process for development of the H1(25) site by including this objection site.
6.7.3
The former farm buildings and adjoining land are rural in character and setting, and I
agree with the Council that a proposal to develop here would not at this stage amount to rounding off a
settlement. I have taken account of the objector’s observation that the allocation in the deposit Plan and
the site boundaries in the Development Framework Plan are slightly different. However, I conclude that
the objection site should not be added to the Policy H1(25) housing allocation.

6.8

Land at Llangewydd Road, Bridgend
Objection
DO/51226/1761 Mr M Phipps

Conclusions
6.8.1
This site lies within a Landscape Conservation Area, and I have dealt with the objector’s
case for its removal from the designated area in my Chapter 3.
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6.8.2
Whether or not the site lies within a special landscape area, it is located in the
countryside, where national and local policies require that development especially for residential purposes
should be strictly controlled. I agree with the Council that the site lies outside the settlement boundary of
Bridgend. Therefore, in terms of the site sequence which should be applied when new residential sites
are sought (PPWales para 9.2.7), it would amount to a greenfield, settlement extension site. As such, it
should not be given high priority for allocation or development. The objector points out that Llangewydd
Road is linked by bus services to the city centre, and has demonstrated that the site could accommodate
some affordable housing and an area for formal and informal recreation. However, these factors are
insufficient, in my opinion, to outweigh the harm which would be done to the countryside if the land were
allocated for housing.

6.9

Land at Abergarw, Bryncethin
Objection
DO/50999/1101 Droxford Limited

Conclusions
6.9.1
The objectors contend that the objection site currently allocated for employment land
should be allocated instead for housing development. In their view, there is limited demand for
employment use of the site which has had planning permission for the same since 1966. Prospects for its
use for industrial purposes are alleged to have deteriorated with the omission of the Bryncethin bypass
from the deposit UDP. The objectors argue that it could usefully provide for housing demand in the
Bryncethin/Brynmenyn area.
6.9.2
The Council has assessed the future requirement for housing on a County Borough-wide
basis, focusing new allocations on brownfield sites and the main settlements. I am satisfied with its
approach, and consider that the Maendy Farm allocation, where a reserved matters application for 50
dwellings has been recently approved, should meet demand locally.
6.9.3
The Council provides evidence from the planning history to show that there has been,
and remains, considerable interest for employment use of this site. Earlier applications for residential
development have been refused and dismissed on appeal. I consider that it is important to safeguard
potential employment land, and conclude that there is insufficient justification to allocate this site for
housing purposes instead.

6.10

Land off Maesteg Road, Neuadd Domos, Maesteg
Objection
DO/51228/1819 Mrs C M Roberts

Conclusions
6.10.1
In my Chapter 3A on objections to Environment policies, I refer to this site and its
designation as part of a special landscape area.
6.10.2
The site lies adjacent to land allocated as site H1(33) in the Plan. I consider that the site
would be suitable for new housing and could reasonably be regarded as an extension to that allocation.
However, the site is identified for future educational purposes in the UDP. Although the objector claims
that it is unlikely to be acquired for this purpose within the Plan period, the Council’s Director of Education
has given contrary advice via the planning authority. The site is well placed to meet any needs for
expansion at the local Primary School, and I consider that it should remain available for this purpose. I
conclude that the site should not be allocated for housing.

6.11

Land South of High Street, Laleston
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Objection
DO/51210/1879 Mr L Joseph
Conclusions
6.11.1
The objector argues that opportunities for infilling and rounding off in the smaller
settlement of Laleston, which has a good range of employment and local facilities, are very limited. In the
interests of broadening the choice of housing in a variety of locations, the objector contends that this site
adjacent to the settlement should be developed. The site has no special countryside designation, and the
objector claims that its development would not lead to the coalescence of settlements nor to
sporadic/ribbon development. Landscape proposals are put forward to screen the development from the
south and west.
6.11.2
However, the site is located in the countryside, beyond the settlement boundary of
Laleston, where national and local policies make clear that development should be strictly controlled. In
terms of both the Council’s preferred land use strategy and the search sequence for new housing sites,
which is described in PPWales para 9.2.7, I consider that this greenfield site, outside a smaller
settlement, would be lowly ranked. I accept that Laleston is accessible by public transport and the private
car to Bridgend and other main settlements in the County Borough. This means that any future housing
needs not catered for in the village could reasonably be met in the main settlements.
6.11.3
Other factors which count against the allocation of this site are that it occupies Grade 2
agricultural land (among the best and most versatile) and is adjacent to a site of local importance for
nature conservation. I conclude that the case for new housing development on this site is insufficient to
justify extending the boundary of this small settlement or permit encroachment in the countryside.

6.12

Land off Rogers Lane, Laleston
Objection
DO/51216/1730 Mr L Joseph & Mr J J Williams

Conclusions
6.12.1
The objector argues that the site, comprising land in two parcels on the western
periphery of Laleston, would round off this part of the smaller settlement. I have taken account of the
submission that the objection has been withdrawn in respect of an additional parcel of land to the east of
Roger’s Lane. In the interests of broadening the choice of housing in a variety of locations, the objectors
contend that this (western) land should be developed. The objectors assert that the site has no special
countryside designation, and its development would not lead to the coalescence of settlements nor to
sporadic/ribbon development. Landscape proposals are put forward to provide a firm and attractive limit
to the development.
6.12.2
However, the site is located in the countryside, beyond the settlement boundary of
Laleston, where national and local policies make clear that development should be strictly controlled. In
terms of both the Council’s preferred land use strategy and the search sequence for new housing sites,
which is described in PPWales para 9.2.7, I consider that this greenfield land, outside a smaller
settlement, would be lowly ranked. I accept that Laleston is accessible by public transport and the private
car to Bridgend and other main settlements in the County Borough. However, this means that, even if the
opportunities for infilling or rounding off are limited, any future housing demand not catered for in the
village could reasonably be met in the main settlements.
6.12.3
I have taken account of the Council’s opinion that there could be a disproportionate
increase in the size of the settlement, especially if all the objection sites adjoining the Laleston boundary
were allocated in the Plan. Whether or not this would be the case, I conclude that this site should not be
allocated for housing because it would amount to harmful encroachment into the countryside, contrary to
national policy and the Council’s preferred land use strategy.
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6.13

Land East of Laleston
Objection
DO/51224/1748 Manning Construction & William Bros

Conclusions
6.13.1
The objectors argue that opportunities for infilling and rounding off in the smaller
settlement of Laleston are very limited. They claim that the settlement has a good range of employment
and local facilities, and is popular with house buyers and small builders. In the interests of broadening
the choice of housing and location, the objectors contend that this site adjacent to the settlement should
be developed. Landscaping is proposed to screen the development along its eastern and south-eastern
edge.
6.13.2
However, the site is located in the countryside, beyond the settlement boundary of
Laleston, where national and local policies make clear that development should be strictly controlled. In
terms of both the Council’s preferred land use strategy and the search sequence for new housing sites,
which is described in PPWales para 9.2.7, I consider that this greenfield site, outside a smaller
settlement, would rank lowly. I accept that Laleston is accessible by public transport and the private car
to Bridgend and other main settlements in the County Borough. This means that any future housing
needs not catered for in the village could reasonably be met in the main settlements.
6.13.3
The site lies close to the Laleston Conservation Area, though the Council agreed that the
site could be developed in such a way that it would not harm the setting. The objectors argue that the
land is not an integral part of a farm unit. However, it lies in the fragile gap designated as green wedge
between Laleston and Bridgend, and occupies Grade 2 agricultural land (among the best and most
versatile). I conclude that the case for new housing development on this site is insufficient to justify
encroachment into the countryside.
6.14

Land at Caer Cymrig, Garth
Objection
DO/50955/1044 Mr D Jones

Conclusions
6.14.1
The objector expresses concern about the provision of sites for new housing
development in the Llynfi Valley. He argues that sites currently allocated are either under construction or
unlikely to be available in the short term, or heavily constrained and uneconomic to develop. In his
opinion, the site at Picton Street falls into the last category, and should be replaced by the objection site.
I deal with the allocation of the Picton St site in my Chapter 5. The site at Caer Cymrig is on the eastern
side of the Valley, which Mr Jones perceives to be more attractive for housing development than the
western side.
6.14.2
There is a dispute as to the exact location of the objection site, with the objector asserting
that it is located immediately south of the turning head at Caer Cymrig adjacent to housing in St Mary’s
Crescent. Whether or not the boundaries were correctly drawn on the original objection, I consider that
land in this locality is peripheral to the settlement of Maesteg. However, if it were regarded as a site
which would round off the settlement, the Council advises that a proposal for 6-8 dwellings could be
assessed in terms of Policy H3. I agree with the Council that there would be no need to make an
allocation under Policy H1 for a development of that size.
6.14.3
Though the objector argues that there is scope to enlarge the site to include it in Policy
H1, this was not the basis for the duly-made objection. In any event, for reasons given in my Chapter 4, I
see no pressing need for the identification of a large new housing site.
6.14.4
The deposit UDP shows that a community route is proposed for pedestrians and cyclists
at the rear of existing properties in Caer Cymrig and St Mary’s Crescent. Whether or not the community
route could be accommodated with any new housing development, I conclude that additional land need
not be allocated here under Policy H1.
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6.15

Yrysfa / Y Parc, Fairfield Avenue, Maesteg
Objection
DO/51143/1316 Coytrahen Estate

Conclusions
6.15.1
The Council advises that this land was allocated for housing in the Ogwr Borough Plan,
but is one of a number of sites which have not been carried forward to the UDP. The Council argues that
the site has long been acknowledged by the Joint Housing Land Availability Study Group as having
access problems, and that there is potential danger of instability from past mining activities. The
objectors contend that the issue of access could be overcome and that there would be a benefit if the
extent of risk associated with former mining activity were fully investigated, and possibly remedied.
6.15.2
I consider that it is sound for the Council to review earlier and unimplemented housing
allocations and delete sites, such as this one, which have unresolved constraints likely to prevent or
significantly delay their availability. I have taken account of the objectors’ argument that housing
development here would complement neighbouring areas and relate well to the proposed community
route. However, there remains uncertainty over the site’s viability and the Council indicates that small
scale infilling may occur, if the land is not allocated for housing. I conclude that it should not be allocated
under Policy H1.

6.16

Land West of Cwrt Colman Street, Nantymoel
Objections
DO/51193/1463 JST Developments
DO/51193/1464 JST Developments

Conclusions
6.16.1
The objectors argue that land west of Cwrt Colman Street and Nantymoel Row should be
allocated for housing purposes under Policy H1. In view of planning permissions recently granted, the
objectors contend that para 4.4.4 of the UDP is not relevant to this land. The Council advises that it was
originally allocated for residential development in the Local Plan adopted in 1983, and was carried
forward into Policy H10 of the Ogwr Borough Local Plan. Notwithstanding the planning permissions
granted in the past, the Council views the prospects for the development of these sites as poor. Other
members of the JHLAS have supported this view in the categorisation of sites. When reviewing the
earlier Local Plan allocation and preparing the UDP, the Council identified high infrastructure costs
associated with developing a steeply sloping site and possible flood risk from surface water affecting
nearby properties.
6.16.2
I have visited the land and see no reason to disagree with the Council’s assessment,
which is supported by the fact that the land has remained undeveloped for a very long period. The
Council advises that, when determining planning application P/00/797/OUT, it took the view that this land
was appropriate for small scale residential development under Policy H12 of the Ogwr Borough Local
Plan. Policy H3 of the UDP also permits such development in urban areas, as I point out in Chapter 5,
section 5.13. I have taken account of the objectors’ argument that development of the smaller site would
enable the larger site to be developed. I have also considered the recent renewal of planning permission
P98/897/OUT, which is surprising because of the site’s acknowledged constraints.
However, I am
satisfied that sufficient housing sites without this one have been allocated in the UDP. I conclude that this
site should not be allocated under Policy H1.

6.17

Ogmore Vale Health Clinic
Objection
DO/50946/1029 Bro Morgannwg NHS Trust
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Conclusions
6.17.1
The objector points out that a new health clinic will be developed on land at the rear of
Commercial Street, Ogmore Vale, and argues that the old site at Park Avenue should be allocated for
housing. It is located within the main settlement and is previously developed land. However, the site is
very small compared with most of those allocated in Policy H1, and I consider that Policy H3 of the UDP
would cater for any proposal to develop here. The Council informs that outline planning permission for
residential development on the site has already been granted as it would amount to appropriate infilling. I
conclude that this site should not be allocated for housing under Policy H1.

6.18

Land East of Cemetery Road, Ogmore Vale
Objection
DO/51204/1560 Mr & Mrs James

Conclusions
6.18.1
The objectors argue that opportunities for new housing development in Ogmore Vale are
very limited, as existing allocations are largely built out or heavily constrained. They claim that the
Council is investing in regeneration in Ogmore Valley, and should be prepared to support it with new
housing provision in this main settlement. The objectors highlight difficulties associated with the
topography of the wider area, but argue that this flat site would form a linear and logical extension to the
settlement. It is described as partly brownfield and suitable for some 30 new houses, being close to the
main facilities in the village centre and accessible to Bridgend by public transport.
6.18.2
However, the Council contends that the site is located in the countryside, beyond the
settlement boundary of Ogmore Vale, where national and local policies make clear that development
should be strictly controlled. I agree that the petrol filling station and garage on the northern side of the
objection site form a suitable boundary to the settlement. Though the objectors argue that the site itself
has strong physical boundaries, my opinion is that this elongated site would amount to an urban
extension rather than rounding off. Therefore, in terms of both the Council’s preferred land use strategy
and the search sequence for new housing sites, which is described in PPWales para 9.2.7, I consider that
housing development, outside the main settlement boundary, should not be a high priority.
6.18.3
The Council has established the requirement for new housing on a Borough-wide basis.
It argues that sufficient sites have been allocated to serve this and neighbouring settlements, which have
experienced decline in the past. The objectors allude to housing for special needs, but provide no
supporting evidence of specific and significant unmet needs in this locality. I have scant evidence that
new house building on this site, even by local builders, would have a sustained and positive effect on the
local economy.
6.18.4
The Council argues that development on the site would be highly visible and intrusive in
the landscape. Although it would be readily seen from the adjoining main road and the proposed
community route for pedestrians and cyclists, I consider that its position on the valley floor would
substantially reduce any adverse impact. In addition, the objectors indicate that the existing allotments
might partly be retained. However, these considerations are insufficient to override my conclusion that
the site should not be allocated for new housing development.

6.19

Land at Heol Y Geifr, Pencoed
Objection
DO/50967/1057 Mr J E J Thomas

Conclusions
6.19.1
The objector argues that the site comprises the remnants of an agricultural holding
bounded by land adjoining the M4 and residential development, within the logical boundary of Pencoed.
Access could be obtained, it is claimed, from the north-west where the Council owns land.
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6.19.2
I understand that the objector has already discussed with the Council the possibilities for
housing development on the site, but has encountered difficulties over the provision of improved vehicular
access. The Council argues that this creates uncertainty over the development prospects of the site.
However, development would be appropriate in terms of Policy H3 of the deposit UDP, on a windfall site
within the logical boundary of a main settlement. I agree with this assessment. On my site inspection, I
saw that the southern end of Heol Y Geifr is narrow and would not provide suitable access for a
substantial number of new dwellings. I conclude that uncertainty over access arrangements weighs
against the site’s allocation under Policy H1.

6.20

Land West of the A473, Pencoed
Objection
DO/51174/1384 Pencoed College

Conclusions
6.20.1
The objectors argue that development of this site would amount to logical rounding off to
Pencoed, extending it eastward to the A473, which would provide a strong and defensible boundary. The
land is severed by the main road from the college, and is alleged to serve no important anti-coalescence
or agricultural role. A similar site was considered by the Inspector at the Ogwr Borough Local Plan
Inquiry. He concluded that the Ewenny River formed a clear edge to the eastern side of Pencoed and,
despite the presence of the A473 road, the objection site belonged visually to the countryside. I consider
that there has been no significant change in circumstances since the Inspector’s report. Housing
development on the objection site would be contrary to national and local policies to restrict new
development in the countryside.
6.20.2
Latest information on flood plains from the Environment Agency Wales indicates that
much of this site could be liable to flooding. In such areas, national planning policy is that built
development should be ‘wholly exceptional’. The objector advises that use of the land for housing
purposes would provide finance for much-needed improvements to the college. Though I am sympathetic
to the cause of educational improvement, it does not outweigh the harm that could ensue from a housing
allocation in the flood plain and in the countryside in this case. I conclude that this site should not be
allocated for housing.

6.21

Land North of Coychurch Road, Pencoed
Objection
DO/51190/1442 Mr B Manning, Mr T Refell & Mrs Metcalf-O’Daily

Conclusions
6.21.1
The objectors argue that the Council has under-estimated the role of Pencoed as a
growth point in the M4 corridor. Population figures from the Censuses 1961 to 1991 were submitted to
show that the population of the Pencoed Ward increased from 3,948 to 9,277, at a significantly higher
rate than the County Borough as a whole. The objectors contend that the settlement is likely to remain
popular, especially among commuters to Cardiff, and provision for new housing should be increased
accordingly. They also argue that allocations in the deposit Plan have almost reached completion, except
for the Hendre Road site which is constrained by the need for completion of the Pencoed Inner Relief
Road. The objectors estimate that the objection site could benefit the town and accommodate some 300350 dwellings.
6.21.2
However, the Council’s approach has been to consider the housing requirement for all
the County Borough, rather than more localised requirements. Given the high level of accessibility
between settlements within the County Borough, and the fact that most parts of it have good links with
Cardiff by way of the motorway and the railway, I see no need to provide for differentially high levels of
growth in Pencoed.
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6.21.3
Pencoed is a main settlement, and the UDP does not show the settlement boundary.
Until recently, it was widely accepted that the M4 provided a logical western boundary for Pencoed. A
number of appeal decisions were put forward by the Council to support its view that land off Coychurch
Road was in the countryside and outside the settlement. However, I consider that the recent planning
permission for B1 employment and residential uses and flood storage purposes on the neighbouring site
at Junction 35 of the M4 motorway (the Triangle site) is a significant material change. The position of the
objection site and the ‘logical’ settlement boundary on this side of the town now need to be re-assessed.
6.21.4
I have already recommended that the Council should be explicit about main settlement
boundaries, and show them in the UDP (Chapter 3, section 3.3 of this report). I consider that it would be
particularly helpful for the west side of Pencoed. In my view, the Triangle site with planning permission
for some 96 new dwellings, could now be considered as part of the settlement of Pencoed. However,
land on the north side of Coychurch Road including the objection site is currently rural in land use and
appearance. Though the proposed road junction improvement and development to the south are likely to
change the character and appearance of Coychurch Road, I consider that land to the north will continue
to be countryside, and should remain outside the settlement boundary. As such, applying the search
sequence, the objection site should not be a high priority for housing purposes, as it would amount to an
urban extension onto greenfield land.
6.21.5
The Council argues that development of the site for housing would be harmful to the
setting of the landscape conservation area and the SSSI to the north. It suggests that development of the
site could result in greater human access leading to destruction of trees and hedgerows. However, it
seems to me that the landscape conservation area and SSSI are somewhat detached, being on elevated
land and across the railway line from the objection site. Also, they have retained the special features in
spite of close proximity to the western built up fringes of Pencoed. I therefore attach limited weight to
these arguments. Nevertheless, because of the harm which would arise from loss of part of the
countryside, also designated as green wedge, I conclude that the objection site should not be allocated
for housing.

6.22

Land at Hendre Road, Pencoed
Objection
DO/51201/1525 Bellway Homes (Estates) Ltd

Conclusions
6.22.1
The objectors accept that the site is located in the countryside, beyond the settlement
boundary of Pencoed, where new housing allocations would not be a high priority. However, they argue
that the Council will need to take greenfield sites to accommodate additional housing developments, and
that Pencoed requires this proposed urban extension.
6.22.2
The objectors contend that the UDP does not provide sufficient new housing for Pencoed
in the Plan period. The town occupies a strategic position along the M4 corridor, and it possesses
substantial and expanding employment opportunities as well as a good range of community facilities. It
has achieved steady rates of housing completions in the 1990s which, according to the objectors, would
not continue with the allocations in the deposit UDP. Based on the JHLAS figures for past build rates, the
objectors estimate that the current supply equates to 9 years’ completions. If, as the objectors claim, the
site south of Hendre Road (H1(16)) achieves fewer dwellings than shown in the Plan, the supply would
equate to only 6 years.
6.22.3
The Council has sought to provide for the housing requirement of the County Borough as
a whole by allocating sites principally in the main settlements. It has not made local projections for each
settlement and I consider this to be a sound approach, given the distribution of and good accessibility
between settlements. However, as main settlements are to be the focus for new development, I regard it
as important that demand for new housing development in each one should not be seriously constrained.
In the interests of sustainability, PPWales para 2.5.3 calls for a broad balance between housing and
employment opportunities.
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6.22.4
The Council argues that the capacity of the objection site is greater than 200 dwellings as
proposed, and its development if taken with other objection sites could result in disproportionate growth of
the settlement. I consider that, if necessary, it would be quite reasonable for the UDP to allocate only one
of the objection sites, so I attach little weight to this argument. However, even if the objectors are
accurate in predicting that the site off Hendre Road at Duffryn Farm (allocation H1(16)) will only provide
200 rather than 300 additional units, the Council has recently granted permission for almost 100 new
houses on the Triangle site, Pencoed, south of the M4. I am also aware that the figures for past housing
completions in Pencoed were inflated by one very high figure in 1992. I consider that the UDP makes
reasonable provision for new housing development in Pencoed.
6.22.5
Concerning the suitability of the objection site for housing, the northern part lies between
existing residential development to the east and common land to the west. The southern part is adjacent
to the Duffryn Farm site. In my opinion, development for housing would result in the loss of an area of
pleasant countryside, and change to the rural character of this part of Hendre Road, though the objectors
demonstrated how trees and hedgerows might be incorporated into any new development. I agree with
the objectors that a housing development could be designed so as not to harm the nearby special
landscape area (the Strategic Coalfield Plateau and its Associated Valley Sides) or views in and out of it.
I accept that development of the site would not have a significant adverse effect on nature conservation
interests or land of high agricultural quality.
6.22.6
Para 6.9.14 of the deposit UDP indicates that no further development will be permitted
west of the railway line in Pencoed until a new road bridge over the railway has been implemented. An
interim inner relief road has been constructed in association with the Duffryn Farm development but the
railway bridge remains to be constructed. The objectors have offered to fund this highway improvement,
arguing that the Duffryn Farm scheme is unlikely to do so. I have considered whether the benefits from
the highway improvement would be so great that a housing allocation beyond the current settlement limits
and in the countryside should be made. Although the objectors assert that a new bridge would address
economic, social and environmental problems, the scheme is justified primarily for the relief of traffic
congestion. There is also uncertainty as to the full costs of a new bridge, fuelling doubts as to the
capability of the proposed development to fund the bridge and make a contribution to necessary drainage
works. On balance, I conclude that the potential benefits would not outweigh the harm to settlement
strategy and countryside which housing development on this site would cause. I conclude that it should
not be allocated for housing.

6.23

Land South of Penyfai, Bridgend
Objection
DO/51187/1430 Jenkins Gould Partnership

Conclusions
6.23.1
The objectors initially submitted representations in respect of parcels of land on either
side of the Penyfai to Cefn Glas road. Representations in respect of land on the western side were
subsequently withdrawn, and I shall make my recommendation for the eastern parcel of land only.
6.23.2
It is argued that the settlement boundary around Penyfai is drawn so tightly that any
rounding off of the settlement is precluded. The most logical direction for the settlement to expand, the
objectors claim, is southward where the objection site would be suitable for new housing. However,
Penyfai is identified in the deposit Plan as a smaller settlement where only small scale infilling and limited
rounding off will be permitted. Even when the western portion of the representation site is excluded, the
objector’s evidence is that the site covers some 9.5has and could accommodate approximately 175
dwellings. In my view, that would be substantial and would not amount to ‘limited’ development.
6.23.3
The objection site is green and open land which slopes down from the settlement
towards the stream and railway line. In my opinion, housing development on it would be harmful to an
area of countryside which represents an attractive setting to the south side of Penyfai. I respond in my
Chapter 3 to the implications of developing this site for green wedge policy. I conclude that development
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of this site for housing would be contrary to the preferred land use strategy and harmful to the
countryside. The allocation should not therefore be made.

6.24

Land at Pont Rhyd Y Cyff
Objection
DO/51225/1754 Mr P Allport

Conclusions
6.24.1
This site is shown within the Strategic Coalfield Plateau and its Associated Valley Sides
in the UDP, and I have dealt with the objector’s case for its removal from the designated area in my
Chapter 3. I have also covered in that chapter the case for amending the settlement boundary of Pont
Rhyd y Cyff.
6.24.2
Whether or not the site should lie within a special landscape area, it is located in the
countryside, where national and local policies require that development especially for residential purposes
should be strictly controlled. The site lies outside the designated boundary of the smaller settlement,
Pont Rhyd y Cyff, and is greenfield. In terms of the site sequence which should be applied when new
residential sites are sought (PPWales para 9.2.7), I consider that it should be given low priority for
allocation or development.
6.24.3
The objector argues that there are limited opportunities for rounding off and infilling in the
settlement, and there is a need for new housing to support community facilities. However, the Council’s
land use strategy does not require smaller settlements to cater for new housing, which should be directed
to the main settlements. Pont Rhyd y Cyff offers some local facilities, and is linked by bus and rail
services (from Cwmfelin) to Maesteg, Bridgend and other settlements, which offer a wider range of
employment and community services.
6.24.4
The objector has demonstrated that the site could accommodate a landscaped
recreational area. At the Inquiry, much was made of the acknowledged shortage of open space for
children’s play and recreational facilities in this settlement. However, in my opinion, provision of these
facilities on this site would not outweigh the harm which would be done to the countryside if the balance
of the land were allocated for housing.

6.25

Land West of Moor Lane, Porthcawl
Objection
DO/50016/1000 Wilcon Homes Western

Conclusions
6.25.1
The objectors argue that residential development on the site, which is adjacent to existing
development accessed from West Road, would be well integrated with the urban area. The suitability of
the site for housing was acknowledged by its inclusion in the deposit draft Ogwr Borough Local Plan. It is
claimed that allocations in the deposit UDP for Porthcawl are limited to small sites and the regeneration
scheme, which may take time to come on stream. All the allocations are located in the southern part of
the town whereas the objection site would serve the northern part, on land which has the advantage of
being free from landscape and nature conservation constraints.
6.25.2
The Council responds that the allocation of this land for housing was withdrawn at the
PIM stage of the Ogwr Borough Local Plan and, at the Plan Inquiry, similar objections were heard for a
larger area of land which included this site. The previous Inspector concluded that the site should not be
allocated for development, because it would be harmful to the pleasant rural character of the area, and
would extend the built up area in an illogical way. I agree with those views and consider that
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development on the site would amount to an undesirable, urban extension into the countryside where
development should be strictly controlled.
6.25.3
Though the objectors suggest that the land is undistinguished and unprepossessing, I
consider that it is seen as part of an open, green expanse between the existing housing area to the west
and Moor Lane. Furthermore, the Council contends that it has value as substantially Grade 2 agricultural
land. Allocation for housing would be contrary, in my opinion, to advice in PPWales which favours
development on brownfield sites in urban areas, and to the Council’s approach to honouring established
commitments and identifying new sites on brownfield land within the main settlements.
6.25.4
I have taken account of the planning permission for industrial units on a neighbouring
site, but consider that this should not provide a precedent for allocating this countryside site for housing.
The Council has allocated sufficient housing land on a County Borough-wide basis for the Plan period,
and I consider that the allocations for Porthcawl, taken with those for Bridgend and North Cornelly, will
adequately serve the south-west of the County Borough. I conclude that this site should not be allocated
for housing.

6.26

Land to the Rear of West Road, Nottage
Objection
DO/50903/975

Barratt South Wales

Conclusions
6.26.1
The objectors argue that the housing allocations for Porthcawl are inadequate, and that
too large a proportion is associated with the regeneration scheme, which is uncertain and is likely to cater
for a specialist housing market. However, the Council’s approach to meeting the future requirement for
additional housing has been to adopt a County Borough-wide approach, to re-assess outstanding
commitments (deleting the least promising ones), and to add new allocations on brownfield land within
main settlements. As explained in my Chapter 4, I am satisfied with this approach.
6.26.2
My response to objections relating to the Porthcawl regeneration project are given in
Chapter 17. It is clear to me that there is currently interest from developers in progressing it. The
allocation for 300 dwellings is intended to meet general housing requirements, and I am satisfied that it
would be separate from new accommodation for tourists. I consider that the Policy H1(58) site is well
placed to meet new needs for housing associated with the revitalisation of the town’s traditional role as a
resort for tourism and recreation progresses. In the meantime, the smaller allocations for housing in the
deposit UDP in Porthcawl, and the larger allocations in neighbouring settlements should cater adequately
for a wide range of housing requirements, in my opinion.
6.26.3
The objectors also argue that the objection site would represent acceptable rounding off
of the settlement of Nottage. However, I consider that the objection site, located beyond the existing
confines of the suburb of Nottage, would represent a significant extension of Porthcawl into the adjoining
countryside. It would not, in my view, be well integrated with the main settlement. Though the objection
site is not designated as a special landscape area or green wedge, it lies in the countryside where
national and local policies require development to be strictly controlled. I agree with the Council that, if
additional land for new housing were required in the County Borough, application of the search sequence
as described in PPWales and the Council’s own land use strategy would not make this greenfield land in
the countryside a high priority.
6.26.4
The Council refers to other objection sites in the vicinity of this one. I consider that, were
this site allocated for development in the UDP, it would be distinguished from neighbouring unallocated
land. Its allocation would not provide a precedent for development on other unallocated sites beyond the
site’s boundaries in the countryside. However, this factor does not provide sufficient justification for
allocating the site.
6.26.5
I have considered the objectors’ argument that the land is of limited value for agriculture,
being severed, isolated and subject to trespass and vandalism. I have also taken account of the
observation that the data on agricultural land classification is dated and inappropriate for use at a local
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level. However, PPWales reinforces earlier policy that the best and most versatile land should be
conserved as a finite resource for the future, and I have seen no evidence to contradict the Council’s view
that this site is predominantly Grade 2 in quality. I conclude that this land should not be allocated for
housing.

6.27

Land North of Cypress Gardens, Porthcawl
Objection
DO/51006/1118 C H Knight & Partners

Conclusions
6.27.1
The Council regards this site as part of the countryside and shows it on the UDP
Proposals Map as within the green wedge and the coastal zone. I deal with the objections to its inclusion
in these designations in my Chapter 3. I agree with the objectors that the site, surrounded on three sides
by existing housing, shares the character and appearance of the surrounding urban area.
6.27.2
An illustrative plan was submitted with the objection showing how four dwellings might be
accommodated on the site. A proposal for development on these lines could, in my opinion, be
considered on its merits under Policy H3, which permits small scale infilling and rounding off in main
settlements including Porthcawl. However, I conclude that there is no reason to allocate it for housing
under Policy H1 of the UDP.

6.28

Land West of Moor Lane, Nottage, Porthcawl
Objection
DO/51212/1718 Mr & Mrs Battrick

Conclusions
6.28.1
I consider that the objection site, located beyond the existing confines of Porthcawl,
would represent an extension into the adjoining countryside. Though the objection site is not designated
as a special landscape area and has been used as a touring caravan park, it lies in the countryside where
national and local policies require development to be strictly controlled. I agree with the Council that, if
additional land for new housing were required in the County Borough, application of the search sequence
as described in PPWales and the Council’s own land use strategy would not make this site a high priority.
The Council advises me that the objection site formed part of a larger area of land which was considered
by the Inspector at the Ogwr Borough Local Plan. He concluded that development here would be harmful
to the character of the countryside, and I agree with that assessment.
6.28.2
The Council refers to other objection sites in the vicinity of this one. I consider that, were
I to recommend allocating this site for development in the UDP, it would be distinguished from
neighbouring unallocated land and its allocation would not provide a precedent for further development in
the countryside. Though the objectors argue that the site would be suitable for housing, in that utility
services and access are available, and employment and community services in Porthcawl and Nottage
are accessible, nevertheless, I conclude that the site should not be allocated for new housing.

6.29

Land at Pwll Y Waun Pond, Porthcawl
Objection
DO/51213/1720 Mr R H Knight

Conclusions
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6.29.1
The site is located within the main settlement of Porthcawl. It is close to established
residential areas and, if used for housing, would be well served by existing facilities, employment and
public transport. Though it is not brownfield land, I consider that it could feature for consideration at the
second level of the site sequence for housing sites, being urban land in a main settlement.
6.29.2
The objectors point out that Pwll y Waun Pond was identified as an area of public open
space as early as 1959, but no progress has been made on either the acquisition of the land or securing
better public access. The site is allocated for the general provision of amenity open space under Policy
RC9 of the deposit UDP. In view of current financial constraints, the objectors argue that the site is
unlikely ever to be acquired for its allocated purpose, and puts forward a ‘mixed use’ scheme to be
promoted in its place.
6.29.3
PPWales para 7.2.1 indicates that land which cannot realistically be taken up in the
quantities envisaged over the lifetime of the UDP should be reviewed. Whether some of the land might
better be used for housing, mixed uses or no longer be designated for development should be
considered. It seems to me that the time has arrived for a fundamental review of this allocation and for
one of the above alternative ways ahead to be selected.
6.29.4
The Council argues that Pwll y Waun is a SINC and is afforded protection under Policy
EV19 of the deposit UDP. At the UDP Inquiry, there was some ambiguity as to whether the Council
would seek greater public access to the land in accordance with Policy RC9, or whether it would favour
the opposite, in the interests of habitat protection. The Botanical Survey commissioned by the objector
concluded that the southern part of the land had ecological value which should be conserved, whereas
the northern part was unlikely to be important.
6.29.5
Taking account of all the above, my conclusion is that this site should not be allocated
under Policy H1 as I see no need currently to identify additional housing land. However, I consider that
the time has come to look very closely at the options, especially as it is land in a main settlement. In my
opinion, a mixed use development could be expected to yield some new housing, greater public access to
amenity land on the eastern side of the pond, and improved protection and management of the
biodiversity resource. I give further conclusions for this site in my Chapter 11, in respect of the objection
to Policy RC9.

6.30

Land at Nottage Mead, Porthcawl
Objection
DO/51214/1723 Davies Bros (Waste) Ltd

Conclusions
6.30.1
This site was included in a larger area that was considered for allocation in the Ogwr
Borough Local Plan. The objectors argue that the current site should be allocated for housing together
with adjoining land. However, the Inspector at the Ogwr Borough Local Plan Inquiry concluded that the
area lay outside the built up area of Nottage where new development would be contrary to policy to
protect the countryside, and harmful to the pleasant, rural character. I consider that there has been no
material change in circumstances since then to alter this conclusion. I agree that housing development
on the objection site, located beyond the existing confines of Porthcawl, would represent an undesirable
extension into the adjoining countryside.

6.31

Land East of Dan Y Graig Avenue, Porthcawl
Objection
DO51215/1728 Mr R P Lewis

Conclusions
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6.31.1
The objector argues that this site should be omitted from the green wedge and Coastal
Zone. These objections are dealt with in my Chapter 3. It is contended that housing on the site would
comprise a continuation of the development on Chestnut Drive. It would represent rounding off of the
settlement and could accommodate some 7 or 8 dwellings. As the site is relatively small, the objector
claims that the loss of farmland would be insignificant.
6.31.2
The planning history indicates that previous proposals to develop this site have been
refused by the Council and dismissed on appeal. In addition, the Inspector at the Ogwr Borough Local
Plan Inquiry recommended against allocating this land for residential development. I have taken account
of the site’s size and characteristics and close proximity to Dan y Graig Avenue. However, I agree with
my predecessor that this site is located in the countryside, where development should be strictly
controlled, and should be left open as it affords an attractive outlook towards the coast. I consider that
there have been no material changes in circumstances in the intervening years, which would lead me to a
different conclusion. I conclude that this site should not be allocated for housing.
6.32

Ty Draw Farm, Pyle
Objection
DO/51194/1479 Welsh Development Agency

Conclusions
6.32.1
The site is located on the east side of the main settlement of North Cornelly. The Council
argued at the Inquiry that the site is outside the logical settlement boundary. Nevertheless, it was
allocated for housing in the draft deposit UDP and changed to employment in the deposit UDP. In my
opinion, the site is closely related to established residential areas in the settlement and, if used for
housing, would be well served by existing facilities, employment and public transport. I have already
recommended in Chapter 3 that the UDP should be explicit as to where the boundaries of the main
settlements lie. I consider that it would be very helpful in this instance. If the site were included in the
settlement, the A4229 would form a firm eastern boundary, and development on it would amount to
rounding off.
6.32.2
The Council has allocated the site as a special employment site in the UDP under Policy
E6(5). The objectors argue that there is no real prospect of its development for such purposes, and point
to unsuccessful efforts to market it for various types of employment use for more than twenty years. At
the Kenfig Hill/Pyle Local Plan Inquiry in 1986, the Inspector concluded that the site would be equally
suitable for housing or employment use, but that the potential of a site which enjoys exceptional access to
the road and rail networks should not be wasted. He recommended that it should be allocated for special
employment use. In the Ogwr Borough Local Plan, 1995, the site was allocated for B1 use, which should
have widened its attractiveness to business users.
6.32.3
Notwithstanding the Council’s evidence that past marketing exercises could have been
more intensive, there has been limited interest in this site for the last 20 years either for special
employment or B1 uses, and it remains undeveloped. PPWales cautions against identifying quantities of
land which cannot be taken up in the period of the Plan, and calls for realism in planning. I consider that
the history of this site counts against its inclusion in the UDP for employment purposes.
6.32.4
The site has been selected for potential employment use because of its location in close
proximity to the M4. The WDA argues that the site is not very visible from the motorway and that
accessibility is not a straightforward matter. However, I see no physical reason why access could not be
achieved, and the prominence of the site improved by pruning the surrounding vegetation. The site is
located next to an existing housing area, but neither special employment nor B1 uses should be ruled out
as bad neighbours, judging by experience and expectation at Bridgend Science Park and The Triangle
site, Pencoed.
6.32.5
Wyn Thomas Gordon Lewis et al’s assessment of potential employment sites in the
County Borough (CD155) concluded that Ty Draw Farm was only a long-term prospect and was suitable
for alternative uses, for example residential. However, I share the concerns expressed by the Council at
the Inquiry that there is a disparity between the subjective and objective assessments of this site as
reported by the consultants. The site is ranked out of the 13 sites as 4 on environmental impact, 8 on
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economic impact, 1 on social impact and 6 on deliverability. These results do not match the highly critical
overall conclusion.
6.32.6
The Council argues that, if this site is withdrawn from the employment land bank, there
will be a dearth of developable sites on the west side of the County Borough, which will be in conflict with
sustainability. The WDA argues that not all settlements in the County Borough have employment sites,
and that Pyle is well served by public transport and roads, so that commuting to Bridgend or Neath/Port
Talbot and beyond is feasible. I agree with this, and consider that the presence of the Village Farm
estate, which has some available land, should not be overlooked.
6.32.7
The WDA draws attention to a local press report, in which the allocation at Ty Draw Farm
was justified on the grounds that sites adjacent to Junctions 35 and 36 on the M4 have been filled, and
demand is moving westward. I accept that it is naïve to perceive the take-up of employment sites in
terms of a simple east-west movement down the motorway. In my opinion, the attractiveness of sites is
much more complicated and the pattern of take up is a function of other factors including marketing. The
south-east portion of the County Borough has been most successful in recent decades in attracting and
developing industry and commerce. I consider that the factors accounting for those successes go beyond
proximity to a motorway junction, and this leads me to the view that access to J37 alone is insufficient
reason to persist with the Ty Draw allocation.
6.32.8
The Council brought substantial evidence to the Inquiry to demonstrate that the objection
site lies within an area of serious social deprivation. It refers to the acquisition of Objective 1 status for
the region, and argues that development of the Ty Draw Farm site would make a significant contribution
to the economic and social regeneration of an area still suffering from the decline of traditional heavy
industries. However, the WDA advises that only a limited number of sites could be considered for
funding, and Bridgend made a bid in late 2000 for employment sites at Brocastle, Waterton and Island
Farm (reserve), with no reference to Ty Draw Farm. It also claims that the European funding system has
moved away from providing infrastructure and property, and is focussed on human resources’
development, education and training. Though the Council points out that other funds are available for the
private sector, I consider that the emphasis on developing people, and supporting small and medium
enterprises, would not necessarily help to bring forward this site for development.
6.32.9
The Council argues that the WDA has the responsibility to support and bring forward
sites which are not automatically viable. However, the WDA claims that the Land Division has considered
providing infrastructure in advance of development on the site, but could not justify it because of the costs
and lack of demand. On the basis of all the above, I conclude that the site should not be allocated for
special employment uses.
6.32.10
The WDA has submitted a unilateral undertaking indicating that, if planning permission
for housing is granted on the site, it will invest the net proceeds in the provision of sites for employment
uses in Bridgend. This is a matter for the Council.
6.32.11
PPWales para 7.2.1 calls for realism when designating land for employment needs. The
Council has identified an abundance of land available for employment purposes, and a number of other
special employment sites. I conclude that it is timely to review the future of this site and that it is
eminently suitable for housing.
Recommendation
6.32.12

I recommend that the site at Ty Draw Farm be allocated for housing.

6.33

Land at Cymdda, Sarn, Bridgend
Objection
DO/51168/1374 Mr H B K Angell
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Conclusions
6.33.1
The objector seeks a change to the Plan whereby the site would be allocated as an
extension to the adjoining H1(5) site. He argues that the boundary of Sarn would be more ‘logically’
defined by the dual carriageway to the south and the main road to the east. All the Cwmdda, and an
existing group of six dwellings on the objection site, would then be included in the settlement.
6.33.2
However, the objection site comprises mainly grass and trees, with the south-western
section forming a ridge/embankment to the A4063. I consider that the existing built up area immediately
north of the site has a firm edge which forms a clear boundary to the settlement of Sarn. In my opinion,
the group of six dwellings with its separate access is detached from the urban area and is rural in
character and appearance. A proposal for two dwellings on the objection site was dismissed on appeal in
1992, and the Inspector described the intended development as likely to be an undesirable urban
intrusion into the countryside. The objector explained at the Inquiry that the open land on the site has
been visually improved by clearance and mowing in recent years.
6.33.3
Nevertheless, I agree with the Council that the objection site is part of the countryside for
planning purposes, where new development should be strictly controlled. When allocating new sites for
housing development in development plans, priority should be given to brownfield sites and land within
urban areas. This site would not meet those criteria. I conclude that the site should not be allocated for
housing.

6.34

Land at South Cornelly
Objection
DO/51207/1579 Messrs M J & E D Thomas & Other Land Owners

Conclusions
6.34.1
The Ogwr Borough Local Plan reserved this site for a community hospital, and the
objectors contend that this establishes the site’s suitability in principle for development. However, the
hospital has not been built and the site is shown in both the Local Plan and the deposit UDP as being
outside the settlement boundary for South Cornelly. I agree with the Inspector at the previous
development plan Inquiry that there is no reason to amend the settlement boundary so that it coincides
with the bypass.
6.34.2
The objectors argue that not all land outside the currently defined settlement boundary
can be regarded as countryside. Parts may constitute urban fringe. However, I consider that this site
with its fields and hedgerows is rural in character and appearance. It is grade 2 quality agricultural land,
being among the best and most versatile for such purposes, even if the objectors are correct that it would
be difficult to exploit it to its full potential. I am in no doubt that the site comprises countryside, where
national and local policies make clear that new development should be strictly controlled.
6.34.3
The Council argues that development of this site would lead to disproportionate growth
adjacent to a smaller settlement, and the objectors reply that the site could provide about 80 new
dwellings, which would represent a similar rate of growth in South Cornelly as in the past. I consider that
a development of 80 dwellings could not sensibly be described as small scale infilling or limited rounding
off, as permitted in Policy H4 within smaller settlements. In addition, the land use strategy underlying the
UDP permits, but does not require, the growth of housing in smaller settlements. The preference is for
development on brownfield sites and in the main settlements. I consider that this approach is consistent
with the promotion of more sustainable development. In terms of both the Council’s preferred land use
strategy and the search sequence for new housing sites, which is described in PPWales para 9.2.7, I
consider that this site would be lowly ranked.
6.34.4
I have taken account of the community hall and informal recreation area which the
objectors propose. I accept that these would benefit the local community and meet some of the
deficiencies which the UDP acknowledges. The objectors provide landscape evidence, to indicate how
housing development could be accommodated on the site with minimum visual harm to the surrounding
area including the listed building to the north. However, I consider that these benefits would not outweigh
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the harm to the countryside and settlement strategy which would result from housing development on the
objection site. I conclude that the site should not be allocated for housing.
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7. Employment

7.1

POLICY E1
Availability of Readily Developable Land
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/1855 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
7.1.1
This is whether or not the relationship between the table in Employment Appendix EMP1
showing vacant land and allocated sites is sufficiently clear.
Conclusions
7.1.2
The Council proposes an amendment to para 5.4.2 in the PIMS to indicate that Appendix
EMP1 will be updated and published annually to show the availability of land on allocated sites. I consider
that the PIMS amendment would provide the necessary clarification, and note that the objection has been
conditionally withdrawn.
Recommendation
7.1.3

I recommend that the text in para 5.4.2 be modified as shown in the PIMS.

7.2

POLICY E2.2
Key Employment Allocations
Bridgend Industrial Estate
Objection
DO/51230/1891 John Raymond Transport

Issue
7.2.1
This is whether or not the objection site should be allocated as part of a key employment
allocation, or should be identified as suitable for a broader range of employment generating uses.
Conclusions
7.2.2
The objector argues that the changing structure of the local economy requires a more
flexible approach to planning for employment, so that uses other than B1, B2, or B8 would be permitted
on this site. It is suggested that alternative uses such as leisure, public house or hotel could be
appropriate.
7.2.3
PPWales section 7.2 recognises the need for a land bank for industrial use, and advises
that sites designated for industrial development should not be used for other single purposes such as
retail, leisure or housing which could be located elsewhere. The new national policy document
commends the selection of key employment sites in line with sustainability principles to provide a focus
for investment. I consider that Bridgend Industrial Estate, described by the Council as a ‘flagship’ estate
with a variety of large and small businesses, having good access to the strategic road network and the
built up area of Bridgend, represents a sustainable location for employment uses. In my view, sites
should be kept for B1, B2 and B8 uses.
7.2.4
A number of ancillary service uses for people employed on the estate are already
available there. The Plan seeks to protect and regenerate existing town centres and, in my view,
allocating this site for A3 or leisure uses could conflict with that objective. I conclude that this site should
remain as part of the key employment allocation.
Recommendation
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7.2.5

I recommend that no modification be made.

7.3

POLICY E2.3
Key Employment Allocations
Brocastle
Objection
DO/51074/1213 Mr N McLean

Issue
7.3.1
site.

This is whether or not all the land at Brocastle should be allocated as a key employment

Conclusions
7.3.2
The objector argues that the site has been allocated for employment use in the UDP
because of an outline planning permission granted in 1998 for industrial uses and the construction of a
new road. According to the objector, the application was promoted for an automobile components’
company to locate in Bridgend. This was said to be necessary to secure the long-term future of Ford in
the area. The components’ company has not moved to the area and the Ford plant remains in business,
implying that the special circumstances surrounding the grant of planning permission no longer prevail.
Though the objector considers there to be a sufficiency of industrial land allocated on other sites in
Bridgend CB and in neighbouring local authority areas, he accepts that it may be unrealistic to expect that
Policy E2(3) could be deleted from the UDP. He therefore proposes that the development brief for the
site should strictly limit development at the eastern and southern end of the site, and reduce the
developable area to no more than 30has.
7.3.3
The Council responds that the disposition of land uses on the objection site will be
determined through the development brief, the content of which would be too detailed for the UDP. I
agree that the detailed layout on the site should be a matter for a development brief, but the size of the
allocated site is a legitimate matter for scrutiny at this stage. The planning history described by the
objector is not disputed by the Council, and no evidence is put forward to indicate that a single inward
investment project requiring a ‘key’ employment site of more than 50 has is in the wings.
7.3.4
Information on the demand and supply of industrial land in Bridgend and South Wales is
included in a study of 13 potential major employment sites carried out by Wyn Thomas Gordon Lewis Ltd
and others in 2001 (CD155). This suggests that in April 2001, there were some 277 sites available
including 12 sites of more than 40 has (100 acres) in South Wales. The number of enquiries for
employment land was 422 including only 6 for sites of more than 40 has. This indicates to me that there
is an ample supply of very large industrial sites in the region, and very few potential takers.
7.3.5
This view of the market is reinforced by the UDP itself which, at para 5.5.4, describes a
trend in the 1990s towards smaller and fewer investment projects. Industrial land figures for Bridgend
indicate that industrial land take-up averaged some 11 has a year for the period 1985-2001, but only 4.5
has 1994-2001. The last land take of 50 has occurred in 1978 (Ford Company Waterton), since when
there have been two other substantial developments, 20 has at Wern Tawr in 1978 and 26.5 has at
Pencoed (Sony) in 1991.
7.3.6
The UDP distinguishes the key sites in Policy E2 by their large size, in excess of 50has.
As a matter of fact, Appendix EMP1 shows that only Brocastle and Sarn Park have as much as 50 has
remaining to develop. The reasoned justification in para 5.5.4 could usefully be amended to describe key
employment sites more accurately.
7.3.7
I accept the need to maintain a large and varied portfolio of employment sites, to be able
to respond positively to inward investment opportunities and to take a long term view of the market.
However, PPWales para 7.2.1 calls for realism in planning for employment land and a review of all nonhousing allocations when preparing UDPs. It does not imply that the existence of an outline planning
permission should prohibit a re-appraisal, especially as not all planning permissions are implemented.
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7.3.8
The Ogwr Borough Local Plan identified a smaller employment site east of the A48,
occupying the northern portion of the current site, of 18 has. On the basis of recent and past take-up of
industrial land in Bridgend and the region, a site of 18 has would be perceived by potential single users as
large. The M4 Corridor Study for the Standing Conference on Regional Policy in South Wales, 1995,
(CD84) defined strategic sites capable of accommodating large scale, single user developments as 14
has plus. On this basis, and bearing in mind that only one commercial/industrial development of 50has
plus has taken place in Bridgend CB in some 25 years, I have serious doubts about the need to identify
such a large site at Brocastle.
7.3.9
Development on the E2(3) site would extend Bridgend and Waterton to the south-east. It
would result in urbanisation of a tongue of greenfield land which is highly visible beside the A48, and is
currently part of the countryside. Unless there were substantial economic benefits, there would be
conflict with the land use strategy and Policy EV1.
7.3.10
The Wyn Thomas Gordon Lewis study of industrial sites confirmed the objector’s opinion
that the site has poor public transport accessibility. It also awarded a modest score of 2 out of 5 for
access to markets/direct access to the M4. Though a single large user might generate sufficient demand
for improved bus services and a contribution to highway improvements, I consider that the site has
deficiencies in terms of accessibility. In particular, it is peripheral to the main settlements and the
northern part of the County Borough where new job opportunities are urgently needed.
7.3.11
PPWales advises that key employment sites should be selected in line with sustainable
development principles, with preference for the use of previously developed land, proximity to existing
urban developments, and good accessibility to the public transport and primary road network. The
Sustainability Appraisal for the UDP commented on Policy E2 that the provision made in it is at odds with
all the aspirations for greater sustainability through land use and transportation planning, except insofar
as there is a need to extend employment opportunities and diversify the economy.
7.3.12
It occurs to me that an allocation of some 30 has, as proposed by the objector, would be
more than sufficient to accommodate another Rockwool or Sony. I recommend later in this Chapter that
Sarn Park should be taken out of the employment allocations. I have considered whether the allocation
at Brocastle should also be removed or reduced, as suggested by the objector. However, in the interests
of maintaining a balanced portfolio of employment sites, and retaining the ability to respond positively if a
very large investor comes along, I shall recommend that the site is allocated in its entirety. I conclude
that the allocation should be made, but on the basis that it is used strictly in accordance with Policy E2
and reserved only as a key employment site ‘for large scale investment’.
Recommendation
7.3.13
I recommend that the site in PolicyE2(3) at Brocastle should be allocated for key
employment purposes.
7.3.14
I recommend that paras 5.5.4 and 5.5.5 of the text be modified to describe more
accurately the characteristics of key employment sites.

7.4

POLICY E2.5
Key Employment Allocations
Sarn Park
Objections
DO/50880/945
Bridgend Biodiversity Partnership
DO/51050/1171 Campaign for the Protection of Rural Wales
DO/50864/902
Coity Village Association
DO/51185/1417 Coity Walia Commoners Association
DO/50876/928
Conservators of the Coity Walia Commons
DO/51209/1655 Countryside Council for Wales
PCO/51209/2227
Countryside Council for Wales
DO/50911/983
Ms S Davies
DO/50899/971
Mr & Mrs Farmer
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DO/51199/1500 Mr H Griffiths
DO/51199/1501 Mr H Griffiths
DO/51199/1502 Mr H Griffiths
DO/51199/1503 Mr H Griffiths
DO/51058/1187 Mr C Hopkins
DO/50878/931
M R Keating
DO/51059/1190 Ms A Lalic
DO/51074/1212 Mr N McLean
DO/51051/1174 Ms S Rowe
Issues
7.4.1

These are:



Whether or not the need for economic growth justifies Sarn Park to be allocated as a key employment
site in the UDP;



Whether or not, bearing in mind the site’s planning history and the objectives of the UDP, the
allocation for employment use should be made;



Whether or not any harm to common land, the landscape and nature conservation would be justified
by the potential economic benefits from development.

Conclusions
The first issue
The Bridgend Biodiversity Partnership questions whether there is an established need for
7.4.2
any development on this site in the light of other allocations for E2 and R9 land. Mr McLean argues that
sufficient land has been allocated in Bridgend for employment purposes for some time, and there is no
justification for adding to it.
7.4.3
I understand the need for a land portfolio which offers choice and flexibility to inward
investors and local enterprise. However, even if allowance is made to delete the site at Wern Fawr in
accordance with the PIMS and to make some other smaller amendments, there would be some 300has of
available land for new industrial and commercial uses in the County Borough. This is nearly double what
would be required to reduce employment to zero, according to Table EMP1 in Chapter 5 of the UDP. On
the basis of the Council’s figures for industrial land take up for the period 1985-2001, which give an
annual average of 11.4 has, the UDP’s allocation even without Sarn Park would remain generous.
7.4.4
The Council claims support for the substantial employment land allocation from a
comparative study of industrial sites carried out by Wyn Thomas/Gordon Lewis and others (CD155). This
gives Sarn Park a high score for economic indicators, because the site is large, could potentially
accommodate plenty of jobs, would not take good agricultural land and would provide good access to
markets (via the M4). However, it scores very badly on ‘deliverability’ which includes legal and ownership
factors, infrastructure, drainage and utility services. The consultants also indicate that they have had
access to only limited information on the site, and have not seen a pre-feasibility study by the WDA which
would be a pre-requisite for a decision on whether or not sites should be actively promoted.
7.4.5
Mr McLean refers to a study by GVA Grimley published in 2002 which predicts, at
national level, continuing contraction in the manufacturing sector over the next five years and an over
supply of employment land. The Council’s evidence to the Inquiry included an assessment by King
Sturge of employment trends and prospects for Bridgend. This also indicates that Bridgend, with a high
dependency on a limited range of manufacturing employers, may be vulnerable to job losses and face
difficulty in attracting major new investment in traditional manufacturing.
7.4.6
In these circumstances, I consider that it may be difficult to develop satisfactorily a very
large site at Sarn Park for industrial employment purposes. I have described in section 7.3 above my
misgivings about the market among single users for a very large site in excess of 50 has. The Council
places much emphasis on the accessibility of this site to the M4, though the experience of other
employment sites allocated in previous plans at neighbouring junctions is of only mixed success over
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many years. The Council argues that the employment allocation could bring money for highway
development which would resolve some of the existing junction problems. However, any developer
contributions to highway improvement could only be expected to relate fairly to the needs of the
development. Moreover, the Council envisages that retail development would be required to ‘enable’ the
employment allocation to be taken up at this site. All this, in my view, casts doubt on the attractiveness of
the site for major employment use, notwithstanding the current interest of Grantchester Plc in the site.
7.4.7
Objectors also question the ‘deliverability’ of the scheme, bearing in mind the lengthy
planning history which has not resulted in development. Based on the Wyn Thomas/ Gordon Lewis
assessment and its detailed knowledge of the constraints, the Council argues that the site could begin to
provide jobs from 2006 onwards. On this basis, the site could be developed within the period of the UDP.
7.4.8
The Council argues that Sarn Park differs from the other Policy E2 sites in that it is well
placed to serve the valley communities to the north, where there is a measure of deprivation and
disadvantage. The King Sturge report indicates that the changing business space market favours service
sector and IT related projects rather than traditional manufacturing projects. The Council and
Grantchester Development Properties Ltd submitted an agreed statement to the Inquiry for an
amendment to the text in para 5.5.5 of the UDP to include ‘prestige office development’ at Sarn Park.
This may improve the chances of some development occurring, but would require different skills from a
manufacturing or distribution enterprise.
7.4.9
Para 7.4.3 of PPWales implies that certain types of business may provide opportunities
for disadvantaged social groups, but this requires an analysis of social circumstances. The Council
advised at the Inquiry that it is working closely with a specialist agency to avoid skills’ mismatch problems.
However, no specific evidence was given to indicate how unemployed people in the deprived
communities of the County Borough would relate to and benefit from a ‘prestige office development’. The
Council proposes changes to para 5.5.5 in the PIMS, to indicate that the precise disposition of land uses
at Sarn Park would be decided by way of a development brief. However, I agree with the CCW that the
intended uses on this prominent key employment site should be specified in the UDP and not relegated to
a development brief.
7.4.10
I conclude that the economic growth arguments in favour of Sarn Park being allocated as
a key employment site in the UDP are superficial, based on the site’s large size and position near to the
motorway. Closer analysis shows that, with a changing national economy and local circumstances, there
is no identifiable need and there can be no certainty that this site would be developed for key employment
purposes in the lifetime of the UDP.
The second issue
7.4.11
The Council argues that the succession of planning permissions granted on this site over
the past 30 years establish a principle of development and are a material factor. However, these
permissions have revolved around provision of a leisure park with golf course and retailing facilities. I
consider that they provide no justification for a key employment development on more than 50 has of
land.
7.4.12
The UDP is founded on sustainable principles and the preferred land use strategy. This
envisages limited dispersal of new development in the main urban areas, and wherever possible on
redundant or under-utilised urban land and optimising the use of committed development sites. The
Council’s Sustainability Appraisal, as reported in section 7.3 above, was critical of Policy E2. The
objection site is detached from the main settlements as defined in the UDP and, if developed, would
result in a significant loss of greenfield land. Development would be contrary to well established national
and local policies to protect the countryside.
7.4.13
The recent PPWales states that key employment sites should be selected in line with
sustainable development principles, with preference for the use of previously developed land. Mrs
Davies, Ms Lalic and Mr and Mrs Farmer argue that existing trading estates at Litchard, Brackla and
Brynmenyn have vacancies and should be upgraded before this undeveloped land is taken for business
purposes. Para 5.1.4 of the UDP concedes that in projecting employment land needs, no allowance has
been made for intensification on existing sites or the expansion of indigenous companies, that all new
jobs are assumed to be provided on new sites. In the climate of economic change described in the King
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Sturge report (increased demand for small sites), it seems to me that these options should be
investigated thoroughly before making this greenfield allocation at Sarn Park for employment purposes.
7.4.14
Mr McLean describes the site’s poor location in relation to the railway and the difficulties
with traffic congestion at Junction 36 on the M4. Though the Council envisages major improvements to
highways to accommodate new development at the site, this site is poorly located for existing public
transport services and is outside the main settlements in Bridgend CB. Its development would be unlikely
to reduce the need for travel by motorised means. I conclude that the site’s planning history does not
provide justification to allocate this land for key employment uses, and that the allocation is in conflict with
principles of sustainable development.

The third issue
The CCW and Bridgend Biodiversity Partnership, as well as local groups and individuals,
7.4.15
argue that the site has significant value for nature conservation. The proposed development would take
up a substantial area of Cefn Hirgoed, an area of common land and improved grassland, comprising a
mosaic of wet heath, with bog, marshy grassland and wet flushes. It is said to support a wide variety of
specialised plants and animals. The Council does not dispute that much of the site has nature
conservation interest, and is a designated SINC.
7.4.16
However, the Council argues that the ecological considerations do not outweigh the
economic need for this employment site. Mitigation measures have been investigated by a specialist
consultancy based on ecological surveys and evaluation. They propose the re-creation of the habitats
found on the allocation site on areas of replacement common land. They argue that there is an
abundance of potential replacement land in the vicinity, and that with good management, there could be a
net gain for nature conservation. Mr Griffiths considers that it would be an ‘environmental and
engineering impossibility’ to recreate this site, and questions whether the necessary care over
implementation and management could be secured. He and other objectors argue that those with
interests in any replacement land have not had the opportunity to express their views on the overall
scheme. I consider that it would be feasible to follow the proposed mitigation measures, but given the
large size of the site and its complexity as a habitat for wildlife, as well as the need for sustained high
quality management, there would be an element of risk to wildlife and habitats.
7.4.17
The CCW indicates that the Council should be aware of the implications of this policy
under the Countryside and Rights of Way Act. Though no common rights are exercised on the land, I am
informed that rights of access are still exercisable. Mr Hopkins advises that the common is used by local
people for walking and horse-riding. The Council contends that access rights would be protected when
detailed proposals are drawn up for the site, by way of a development brief. This, however, would not
meet the objection of the CPRW and local people who consider that the landscape is valuable, offering
extensive views of open land. The Proposals Map of the UDP shows that the site is surrounded on three
sides by the special landscape area, The Strategic Coalfield Plateau and its Associated Valley Sides. In
my opinion, even if the rights of way were preserved within a new development layout, this would not
safeguard the amenity value of those rights of access over an area of pleasant and open countryside. I
would also expect development of the land for key employment plus retail purposes to have a significantly
more harmful effect on the environment and amenity than a leisure park, golf course and retailing scheme
as was permitted in the past.
7.4.18
The Council argues that the employment generation capabilities of this site outweigh the
need to safeguard the site. I conclude that the site is an area of open countryside with acknowledged
significance for nature conservation and amenity value to the local population. Though planning
permission exists for a leisure park, golf course and retail uses, this has been renewed routinely for many
years and there is scant evidence that it will be implemented. In my view, the case for an employment
allocation on this site is poor and does not justify setting aside policies to protect the environment and
local amenity. I shall recommend that the site is deleted from the list of key employment sites.
7.4.19
In view of my general conclusion, the proposed changes to para 5.5.5 agreed between
the Council and Grantchester Plc, and the changes to the boundary of Sarn Park would not be needed.
Recommendation
7.4.20

I recommend that Policy E2(5) Sarn Park should be deleted from the Plan.
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7.4.21

I recommend that changes to para 5.5.5 put forward in the PIMS should not be made.

7.4.22
I recommend that changes to para 5.5.5 and the Proposals Map (site boundaries) agreed
between Grantchester and the Council should not be made.
7.4.23
I recommend that the reasoned justification in paras 5.5.3 to 5.5.6 of the UDP should be
modified in the light of the deletion.

7.5

POLICY E2
Key Employment Allocations : Site Omission
Brackla Tunnels, Brackla Industrial Estate
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/50927/1007 Lloyd Associates Ltd

Issue
7.5.1
This is whether or not land incorporating old underground tunnels, should be
incorporated into the industrial estate under Policy E2(1).
Conclusions
7.5.2
The objection has been conditionally withdrawn on the basis that changes made in the
PIMS to the boundaries of the industrial estate on Map Ref: A1 are made. I consider that this extension
to the industrial area would achieve a better separation of industrial activities and the proposed area of
open space.
Recommendation
7.5.3
I recommend that the modifications proposed in the PIMS to the Brackla Industrial Estate
boundary shown on Map Ref: A1 should be made.

7.6

POLICY E2
Key Employment Allocations : Site Omission
Land off Heol Ffaldau, Brackla
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/50928/1011 LEL Properties Ltd

Issue
7.6.1
This is whether or not land off Heol Ffaldau should be included in the Brackla Industrial
Estate rather than as amenity open space.
Conclusions
7.6.2
The objection has been conditionally withdrawn on the basis that changes made in the
PIMS to the boundaries of the industrial estate on Map Ref: A1 are made. I consider that this extension
to the industrial area would achieve a better separation of industrial activities and proposed open space.
Recommendation
7.6.3
I recommend that the modifications proposed in the PIMS to the Brackla Industrial Estate
boundary shown on Map Ref: A1 should be made.
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7.7

POLICY E3.1
Industrial and Commercial Allocations
Abergarw Industrial Estate
Objection
DO/50999/1105 Droxford Limited

Issue
7.7.1
This is whether or not the site should be allocated for employment purposes, or allocated
instead for housing.

Conclusions
7.7.2
I conclude in my section 6.9 that this site should not be allocated for housing purposes. I
agree with the Council that this site is an important component in the supply of industrial land, as it offers
some immediately developable land, and complements the nearby Brynmenyn Industrial Estate. The
site’s planning history indicates that there have been expressions of interest for employment use.
Whether or not the Bryncethin Bypass is built, I consider that the site has adequate highway access, and
the advantage of proximity to the M4. I conclude that the site should be allocated for employment
purposes.
Recommendation
7.7.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

7.8

POLICY E3.14
Industrial and Commercial Allocations
Land at Tondu
Objection
DO/50880/938
Bridgend Biodiversity Partnership
DO/50017/13
Rhys-Davies Services Ltd
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/50017/12
Rhys-Davies Services Ltd

Issues
7.8.1

These are:



Whether or not the allocation would be seriously harmful to nature conservation;



Whether or not comprehensive redevelopment with major infrastructure investment is necessary to
realise the development potential of this site, and whether or not the employment allocation should be
separated from the housing allocation, H1(51), without the preparation of a development brief and
planning obligations.

Conclusions
7.8.2
On the first issue, the Bridgend Biodiversity Partnership indicates that the allocation
covers a strip of land belonging to the Glamorgan Wildlife Trust at Parc Slip Nature Park. The objection
site is said to contain orchids and be one of only two sites in the County Borough for the scarce bluetailed damselfly. The Council agrees that part of Parc Slip Nature Park lies within the regeneration area,
which is a designated SINC, and would accept an amendment to the site boundary to exclude it. I
consider that this would be desirable, to safeguard nature conservation interests.
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7.8.3
Policies in the Environment chapter of the UDP require developers to take full account of
any nature conservation resource, and retain natural features or habitats. Protected species and their
habitats are to be safeguarded when development is proposed, but non-statutory nature conservation
interests should not unduly restrict acceptable development. I consider that this allocation for
employment uses is an important one, and conclude that it should not be deleted on the grounds that it
might be harmful to nature conservation.
7.8.4
On the second issue, Rhys-Davies Services Ltd conditionally withdrew objection DO
50017/12, though no changes were made to the policy and supporting text in the PIMS.
7.8.5
Para 5.5.8 of the UDP advises that land at Tondu will require comprehensive
redevelopment and major infrastructure investment. The Council indicates that a S106 planning obligation
was agreed, to reserve the line of Maesteg Road, when planning permission was granted for housing
development on a portion of the regeneration area. I am informed that an outline planning permission
was submitted in 1997 for the comprehensive development of the regeneration area, including
decontamination and reprofiling of much of the southern part of the site. These factors indicate to me that
the concept of comprehensive redevelopment in this locality is not a new one, and that the need for
investment in site preparation and new infrastructure has already gained some acceptance.
7.8.6
PPWales encourages mixed use developments in town centres and other appropriate
places. They are promoted on sustainability grounds, reducing the need to travel (para 2.5.5), and in the
context of designating land for employment needs (para 7.2.6). I agree with the Council that both the
housing allocation and the employment allocation at Tondu Road are important elements in their
respective land banks. The site is well located in relation to centres of population, the railway and bus
services, so that it is suitable for both employment and residential uses. I disagree with the objector that
there would be no functional linkage between future housing and employment uses, though I recognise
that people do not necessarily choose to live next to their place of work.
7.8.7
In view of the complexity of the Maesteg Road, Tondu regeneration site with its
Scheduled Ancient Monument, possible contamination and highway problems, I consider that a
development brief would be desirable to integrate the elements of a mixed use scheme. The objector
argues that parts of the site could be brought forward early in the Plan period without major investment in
infrastructure. I see no reason why a phasing programme could not be incorporated into the development
brief so that some elements might be developed ahead of others.
7.8.8
The Wyn Thomas Gordon Lewis Study of industrial sites in the County Borough
concluded that development of the Tondu site would be socially beneficial, but was unlikely to be
achieved quickly. However, it ranked the site as a medium term prospect, likely to be developed in 5-10
years. The consultants also commented that cross-subsidy with housing development would improve the
financial viability of the employment site. This is contrary to the objector’s argument that the requirement
for comprehensive development of the regeneration site will adversely affect the viability of future
schemes and prejudice the implementation of employment proposals during the Plan period.
7.8.9
The objector argues that the Council is failing to take account of land ownership
considerations in promoting comprehensive development. I acknowledge that such considerations may
inhibit the speedy redevelopment of this land. However, PPWales section 2.7 is relevant here, and
requires a collaborative and proactive approach by stakeholders. It does not suggest that Councils
should abandon the aim to secure redevelopment if collaboration is hard to achieve, but concludes that
the use of compulsory purchase powers may have to be contemplated. Collaboration is likely to lead to
the use of planning obligations. I agree with the objector that planning obligations should be achieved
only through negotiations between landowners and the Council, and in accordance with WO C13/97.
However, I consider that land ownership constraints are not sufficient reason to abandon this
regeneration scheme.
7.8.10
I conclude that comprehensive redevelopment is desirable to realise the development
potential of the regeneration site, and that the employment allocation should not be separated from the
housing allocation, H1(51). I see no reason to delete the reference to Tondu from para 5.5.8 of the UDP.
Recommendation
7.8.11

I recommend that no modification be made to the policy or its reasoned justification.
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7.9

POLICY E3.20
Industrial and Commercial Allocations
Objection
DO/51145/1317 Mr R Evans

Issue
7.9.1
defined.

This is whether or not Village Farm Industrial Estate boundaries are appropriately

Conclusions
7.9.2
The objector argues that the Village Farm industrial estate has been enlarged to include
a residential property and industrial land ‘without apparent Council approval’. The industrial estate was
allocated in the Ogwr Borough Local Plan, and the Council advises that it has revised the boundary in the
deposit UDP so that it reflects more accurately the prevailing land uses. The Council confirms that a
dwelling on the northern part of Plot 8 was permitted in 1996 on condition that it was occupied by the
owner of the adjoining business. In these circumstances, I consider it reasonable for this dwelling to be
included in the industrial estate.
7.9.3
The Council also explains that land west of Picton Press Ltd is under-used urban land,
which has had planning permission in the past for retail uses. I see no reason why this should not be
made available for industrial or commercial uses. I conclude that the boundaries of Village Farm
Industrial Estate are appropriately defined.
Recommendation
7.9.4

I recommend that no modification be made.

7.10

POLICY E3.21
Industrial and Commercial Allocations
Wern Tarw
Objections
Please refer to Appendix 1

Issues
7.10.1

These are:



Whether or not the allocation for employment use is compatible with other environmental policies in
the UDP;



Whether or not development of the site would be harmful to nature conservation, the quality of the
environment and visual amenity;



Whether or not the site is brownfield land.

Conclusions
7.10.2
On the first issue, the Wern Tarw site is located in the countryside, beyond the confines
of any settlement. New development here would be in conflict with aspects of the preferred land use
strategy of the UDP and policies to protect the countryside, notably Policy EV1. However, planning
permission was granted in 1978 for industrial purposes on the site, which is occupied by Rockwool Ltd
(mineral insulation products). A further planning permission for an extension to existing processes was
granted in 1997. The site is therefore committed for employment use and I consider that the future
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prospects of the business should not be compromised by the deletion of this allocation. I conclude that,
though the allocation conflicts with policies to protect the countryside, this is outweighed by the site’s
importance to maintaining the local economy over the period of the UDP.
7.10.3
Turning to the second issue, the north-western part of the site which is currently
undeveloped includes a SINC as identified in the Bridgend Local Biodiversity Action Plan. However,
national planning policy indicates that non-statutory designations including SINCs should not unduly
restrict acceptable development. The Council advises that all the site is in the ownership and control of
Rockwool, and the only means of access to the undeveloped portion is from the existing plant off Wern
Fawr Road. In practice, I consider it unlikely that the site will be developed separately from Rockwool,
and this should limit the loss of open land, and other environmental harm. I conclude that there would be
scope to contain the harm to nature conservation, the quality of the environment and visual amenity which
could result from industrial development of the site.
7.10.4
On the final issue, employment site E3(21) Wern Tarw is described as a brownfield site in
the UDP. However, objectors argue that part of this site and the neighbouring land at Wern Fawr is
common land and greenfield. I consider that it would be misleading to describe this as a brownfield site, if
the land which remains to be developed for employment uses has not been built on before, unless that
land lies wholly within the curtilage of existing buildings and structures. I recommend that the Council
should re-examine the categorisation of this substantial site in the light of the definition of brownfield sites
in PPWales, and amend Policy E3, its footnote and text in para 5.5.8, if necessary.
Recommendation
7.10.5

I recommend that Policy E3(21) should not be modified.

7.10.6
I recommend that the status of the site as brownfield land should be re-examined with
consequent amendments to the footnote to Policy E3 and/or text of para 5.5.8, if necessary.

7.11

POLICY E3.22
Industrial and Commercial Allocations
Wern Fawr
Objections
Please refer to Appendix 1

Issues
7.11.1

This is whether or not the allocation for employment use should be made.

Conclusions
7.11.2
The Council allocated the site at Wern Fawr in the Ogwr Borough Local Plan to increase
the range of employment sites in close proximity to the strategic road network, and offer a site for major
industrial development.
However, PPWales advises that new development for enterprise and
employment uses should be located and implemented in accordance with sustainability principles. I
consider that this site in the countryside, at some distance from the main settlements, would be
inconsistent with new national planning policy, and with policies in the deposit UDP which seek to protect
the countryside.
7.11.3
Nearly 40% of the objection site is common land and parts of the site are of interest to
nature conservation. The CCW and others argue that the loss of common land would be harmful and
could have a knock-on effect on landscape and nature conservation in the wider area, as replacement
land may have to be sought. The Coychurch Community Council highlights concerns about the possible
harmful environmental impact from industrial uses on the nearby village of Heol y Cyw and on the
surrounding countryside. The Council proposes in the PIMS to delete the Wern Fawr employment
allocation from the UDP. I consider that this would be consistent with sustainable development and
beneficial for the local environment.
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7.11.4
Dunraven Estates and the Coal Authority object to the proposal in the PIMS to omit the
site at Wern Fawr. They argue that the proposed modification to the UDP was merely a response to local
objectors whose representations were not valid. However, I consider that the opposition of local people
to the location of industry and commerce in a countryside location is reasonable and in accord with
national planning policy.
7.11.5
The counter-objectors contend that conflict with Policy E27 relating to pollution and visual
amenity would be a matter for development control. However, the existing industry at Wern Tarw is
described as noisy by local people, and is said by the Council to have its emissions monitored. Policy E3
identifies sites for general industry and commerce, and there is a prospect that potentially polluting or
unattractive industries might seek to locate at Wern Fawr if the land were allocated. I consider that the
juxtaposition of land uses and the avoidance of harm to amenity are valid matters for consideration when
preparing the UDP. The site is set in an area of pleasant countryside where, away from the existing
factory, it would not be unreasonable to expect a clean and quiet environment.
7.11.6
The counter-objectors point out that the Wern Fawr allocation in the deposit UDP
amounted to some 15% of the gross employment land allocation in the County Borough, and was the
largest available site. The Wyn Thomas Gordon Lewis report on industrial sites (CD155) concluded that
the site should be considered for investment in the medium to long term. However, in my view the UDP
has identified an ample supply of employment land, with sufficient surplus to provide choice and variety
for potential investors over the Plan period. In sections 7.3 and 7.4, I comment further on the allocation
and likely take up of industrial land. The Council demonstrates that, at December 2001, without the Wern
Fawr site, there was some 324 has of available employment land to serve an anticipated take up
averaging 10 has a year over the Plan period. The last reported land take in the County Borough as large
as 50 has was the Ford Company at Waterton in 1978.
7.11.7
Dunraven Estates and the Coal Authority argue that the site is easily accessible from the
Bridgend Valleys without the need to access the strategic highway network. However, I agree with the
Council that the site is a long way from the Maesteg communities and is reached by a narrow and winding
rural road from Bryncethin. I have taken account of the fact that land was allocated for employment use
at Wern Fawr in the Ogwr Borough Local Plan and that funds have been spent on infrastructure to service
the Rockwool area. However, I consider that the omission of this site would not be harmful to future
economic development, and I conclude that the site should not be allocated for employment use.
Recommendation
7.11.8
I recommend that the UDP should be modified as proposed in the PIMS by the deletion
of E3(22) Wern Fawr.

7.12

POLICY E3.23
Industrial and Commercial Allocations
Former Bairdwear Factory, Pyle
Objection
DO/50985/1080 Cynffig Community Council

Issue
7.12.1
Factory site.

This is whether or not a new superstore should be located on the former Bairdwear

Conclusions
7.12.2
Policy E3(23) allocates this site for employment uses under Use Classes B1 and B2
(business and general industrial). National planning policy and the UDP’s Policy R1 seek to concentrate
new retail development in established commercial centres. Policy E7 of the UDP seeks to protect
identified employment sites from alternative uses including retail development. I consider that the
objector’s proposal would be in conflict with these soundly based policies, and see no reason why this
allocated employment site should be used for a new superstore.
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Recommendation
7.12.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

7.13

POLICY E3
Industrial and Commercial Allocations : Site Omission
Land at Island Farm, Bridgend
Objection
DO/51210/1682 Mr L Joseph

Issue
7.13.1
This is whether or not, as part of a mixed use development, land at Island Farm should
be allocated for employment uses (B1 in Policy E3).
Conclusions
7.13.2
I have reported in Chapter 6, section 6.5, on the housing element of a proposed mixed
use scheme based on a national facility for sporting excellence, which is put forward for land at Island
Farm. The objector argues that the scheme would be of significant benefit to the local/regional economy,
and that it could incorporate a 10ha employment area for B1 use as an extension to the Mid Glamorgan
Science Park. For the reasons given in my Chapter 6, I do not recommend that the mixed use allocation
should be made.
7.13.3
The schematic layout plan prepared for the objector indicates that the employment
element would partly occupy land shown in the deposit UDP as special employment land in Policy E6,
and partly land which is in the countryside. The objector wishes to see the land listed under Policy E3,
but I see no reason for a different employment allocation from that contained in the UDP, of reduced size
and which would encroach on the countryside.
Recommendation
7.13.4

I recommend that no change should be made.

7.14

POLICY E3
Industrial and Commercial Allocations
North of Abergarw Industrial Estate, Bryncethin
Objection
DO/50934/1019 Dr J R Anthony

Issue
7.14.1
This is whether or not the Abergarw Industrial Estate should be extended to the northeast, in the interests of promoting economic development.
Conclusions
7.14.2
The objector argues that the industrial allocation shown as E3(1) in the UDP should
include additional land which was included in a planning permission in 1997. Permissions were granted
for a new warehouse and screening, with landscaped mounding, on the current objection site
(P/97/383FUL, P/97/605FUL and P/97/606FUL).
7.14.3
The Council advises that the construction of a warehouse on the E3(1) site was granted
permission subject to a S106 obligation, which was not completed. The application has therefore been
treated as withdrawn, and the objection site is part of a field used for grazing. In the Council’s view, the
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proposal from a single user for such a large warehouse building on the site was unusual, and is unlikely
to be repeated. I consider that the site, without the additional land to the north-east, would be satisfactory
for a small or medium business user. In the absence of a large warehouse building, there would be no
requirement for the landscaped mound on the objection site. The need to dispose of top soil before
developing the site would not provide justification for creating such a mound, in my opinion.
7.14.4
The objection site is located in attractive countryside beside the River Ogmore. The UDP
allocates an abundance of employment land for the Plan period, and I consider that there is no general
need for additional provision. There is other industrial land in this part of the County Borough to which a
user requiring a large site might be directed in future. I conclude that an extension to this industrial site is
not necessary and would be harmful to the countryside.
Recommendation
7.14.5

I recommend that no modification be made.

7.15

POLICY E3
Industrial and Commercial Allocations : Site Omission
Land off Pont George Road, Pyle
Objection
DO/51214/1724 Davies Bros (Waste) Ltd

Issue
7.15.1

This is whether or not the site should be allocated for employment use.

Conclusions
7.15.2
The objectors argue that this site, on the fringe of Kenfig Hill and Pyle, is suitable for
employment use and could widen the range and choice of sites locally. However, the Council has
identified a substantial employment land bank in excess of 300has, which should more than adequately
cater for expected future demand in Bridgend County Borough. I consider that there is a sufficient supply
of industrial land in this part of the County Borough, much of it suitable for small businesses.
7.15.3
Though the objectors describe the site as urban fringe and of marginal agricultural value,
I agree with the Council that the railway line forms a discernible northern boundary to the urban area in
this locality. The site is therefore located in the countryside, where new development should be strictly
controlled. I have taken account of the argument that the proposal to develop this site would help the
farming economy. However, no further details are given so that this does not outweigh my conclusion
that the site should not be allocated for employment use.

Recommendation
7.15.4

I conclude that no modification should be made.

7.16

POLICY E3
Industrial and Commercial Allocations : Site Omission
East of Rockwool, Wern Tarw
Objection
DO/50951/1036 Mr D Djukic

Issue
7.16.1

This is whether or not this site should be allocated for employment land.
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Conclusions
7.16.2
The objector argues that the land is suitable for employment use and would provide a
natural extension to the adjoining Rockwool site allocated under Policy E3(21). The land is described as
very poor quality grazing, which suffers from fly tipping and vandalism. However, the site is located in the
countryside and is detached from any of the main settlements of the County Borough. Though the
Rockwool business occupies a similar location, that was granted planning permission many years ago,
before current policies which promote sustainable development in order to make the most efficient use of
urban land, safeguard the countryside and minimise the need for motorised travel were in place.
7.16.3
I consider that development of this objection site for employment purposes would be in
serious conflict with the principles of sustainable development which underlie national planning policies
and those in the deposit UDP. In addition, the UDP identifies a more than adequate supply of land for
future employment uses. I therefore conclude that the site should not be allocated for employment land.
Recommendation
7.16.4

I recommend that no modification be made.

7.17

POLICY E4.4
Small Business Allocations
Maesteg RFC Ground
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51159/1359 Morbaine Ltd

Issue
7.17.1
This is whether or not the allocation under E4(4) should be deleted, and the site included
in a key retail redevelopment site.
Conclusions
7.17.2
The Council proposes in the PIMS to delete allocation E4(4), The Cornstores, Maesteg,
from the list of small business allocations and the objection has been withdrawn on condition that this
change is made. I have recommended in Chapter 9, that land adjacent to Maesteg RFC Ground should
be allocated as a key retail redevelopment site. In this context, and bearing in mind that the UDP
identifies a substantial and varied portfolio of industrial sites, I conclude that the E4(4) allocation should
be deleted.
Recommendation
7.17.3

I recommend that Policy E4 should be modified as shown in the PIMS.

7.17.4
I recommend that the Proposals Map (PIMS Map D2) and Appendix EMP1 of the UDP
should be modified accordingly.

7.18

POLICY E6
Protection of Special Employment Allocations
Objections
DO/51052/1177 Mrs B E Bevan
DO/51052/1178 Mrs B E Bevan
DO/50330/354
Mr M S Conlon
DO/50330/355
Mr M S Conlon
DO/51053/1179 Mrs J Halse
DO/51053/1180 Mrs J Halse
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Issue
7.18.1
This is whether or not a broader range of land uses should be permitted on the identified
Policy E6 sites.
Conclusions
7.18.2
The objectors argue that, although the deposit UDP identifies five special employment
sites, and states that these ‘are reserved specifically for high technology business and manufacturing,
research and development and prestige office development, and for no other purpose’, these conditions
are already being relaxed. They point to housing development permitted on the Triangle site, Pencoed,
and a proposed rugby centre of excellence under consideration for Island Farm. In the interests of
fairness, the objectors contend that housing and leisure developments should be permitted on the other
sites.
7.18.3
The Council replies that the continuing success of Bridgend depends upon its ability to
promote economic development and attract inward investment. A recent study of industrial sites in the
County Borough by Wyn Thomas/Gordon Lewis et al, commissioned jointly with the WDA (CD155), found
that most of the sites designated under Policy E6 had potential for development within the Plan period.
PPWales recognises the need for local authorities to keep an industrial land bank, and advises that sites
designated for industrial development should not be used for other single purposes such as retail, leisure
or housing development.
7.18.4
I consider that the Council should maintain a sizeable employment land bank, so that it
can respond to a range of requests for land from external sources and from local businesses. I have
already concluded (my Chapter 4) that there is sufficient housing land allocated in the UDP, and national
planning policy favours the siting of major retail and leisure development in existing town centres. I see
no need therefore to permit these types of development on the allocated special employment sites.
Though many of these sites have been available for employment use for several years without being
developed, I accept that this protracted timescale is a feature of the employment land market.
7.18.5
The employment land bank has to be responsive to changes in the structure of the
economy. Evidence to the Bridgend UDP Inquiry indicates that a shift away from inward investment
projects in traditional manufacturing towards more IT and office development is likely. A call centre has
been attracted to the E6(2) site. I consider that other E6 sites, close to the Sony development and
Bridgend Science Park, should be well placed to cater for similar new investment opportunities.
7.18.6
I agree with the objectors that the recent planning permission for housing and
employment development at The Triangle site, Pencoed, is inconsistent with Policy E6 which is specific
about the permitted uses and adds ‘and no other purpose’. However, I consider that it should not justify
the inclusion of housing and other uses on other Policy E6 sites.
7.18.7
I also agree with objectors that the reasoned justification for this policy is unclear,
especially where it states : ‘and will be protected from piecemeal development of uses which could locate
elsewhere’. I am also unsure what is meant by ‘prestigious developments’ and ‘high quality end-users’ in
para 5.6.2, and consider the phrases to be unhelpful and vague. National planning policy seeks to
promote the efficient use of urban land and good design everywhere, so that I question whether this
policy should be explicitly for ‘those businesses who demand high quality, low density, landscaped
environments.’
7.18.8
In para 5.6.4, it is suggested that some sites could be suitable for a single user, and
attention is drawn throughout the text to accessibility to the M4 motorway. In my view, all this blurs the
distinction between the sites identified in Policy E2 and those in E6. I consider that the reasoned
justification should be re-written, so that it describes this policy more clearly and explains how, if at all,
these sites differ from those allocated in the key employment site policy.
7.18.9
I am also concerned that there is a potential conflict between Policy E6, which allows
‘prestige’ office development in these locations which are all peripheral to the main settlements, and
Policy E10 which indicates that office developments should locate in town centres or satisfy the
sequential test. ‘Prestige’ is not defined in the UDP, which is therefore not providing certainty to
prospective developers. In my opinion, the town centre of Bridgend will not be revitalised as long as
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footloose office development is able to occupy edge of town, greenfield sites. However, if office
development is functionally linked to buildings for high technology business and manufacturing, research
and development, then it would be reasonable for it to be located alongside. I conclude that the Policy E6
sites should be allocated wholly for employment land uses, and that their role in the employment land
bank should be explained more clearly.
7.18.10
In the PIMS, the Council proposes an amendment to Policy E6 and the text in para 5.6.4
so that they refer to ‘Pencoed Technology Park’ instead of ‘Sony Technology Park’. I consider that this
should be changed to signal the site’s general availability.

Recommendation
7.18.11
I recommend that Policy E6 be modified by a change to the end of the first sentence as
follows: ‘….for high technology business and manufacturing, research and development and related office
development, and for no other purpose.’
7.18.12
I recommend that the references to Policy E6(4) in the policy and the supporting text be
modified as shown in the PIMS.
7.18.13
I recommend that the reasoned justification be amended along the lines outlined in para
7.18.7 & 7.18.8 above.

7.19

POLICY E6.1
Protection of Special Employment Allocations
Bridgend Science Park/Island Farm
Objections
DO/51050/1170 Campaign for the Protection of Rural Wales
DO/51210/1683 Mr L Joseph

Issues
7.19.1

These are:



Whether or not the land should be allocated for industrial development;



Whether or not the land allocated for special employment use should be included in a comprehensive
development scheme and the Policy E6 allocation deleted.

Conclusions
7.19.2
On the first issue, though this site has been available but largely undeveloped for
employment use for many years, I consider that it is an important part of the County Borough’s
employment land portfolio. A recent report by King Sturge on economic trends and prospects in Bridgend
describes the ongoing structural changes in the economy and the movement away from major
manufacturing towards IT and service industries. In my view, the Island Farm site next to Bridgend
Science Park is sufficiently well related to the strategic road network and the main settlement of Bridgend,
to offer an attractive site for high technology or research based businesses.
7.19.3
Though the land south of the A48 is pleasant and open countryside, it is outside the
Merthyr Mawr landscape conservation area. I acknowledge that the site is peripheral to the urban area of
Bridgend, and could require improved access especially by public transport for it to succeed. However, I
conclude that the special employment allocation should not be deleted at this site.
7.19.4
On the second issue, Mr Joseph proposes a mixed use development based on a national
academy of sporting excellence, on a site which would include the E6(1) land and land to the south. I
conclude in Chapters 3 and 6 that neither the housing element nor the mixed use scheme should be
taken forward in the UDP. As part of the overall scheme, the objectors propose B1 uses and listing under
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Policy E3 on 10has of land in the east. This would extend south of the UDP Policy E6 site and replace it.
However, I see no reason for the current allocation to be abandoned in favour of a more general, smaller
land allocation under Policy E3.
Recommendation
7.19.5

I recommend that no modification be made.

7.20

POLICY E6.5
Protection of Special Employment Allocations
Ty Draw Farm, Pyle
Objections
DO/50963/1050 Mr F L Smith

Issue
7.20.1

This is whether or not the site should be allocated for special employment purposes.

Conclusions
7.20.2
The objector argues that the site should be used for housing and not for special
employment purposes. The site has been marketed for employment purposes since 1982, with limited
interest from developers. At the Kenfig Hill/Pyle Local Plan Inquiry in 1986, the Inspector concluded that
the site would be equally suitable for housing or employment use, but he recommended that it should be
allocated for special employment use. The draft deposit version of the UDP showed the site as a housing
allocation.
7.20.3
The Council argues that, if this site is withdrawn from the employment land bank, there
will be a dearth of developable sites on the west side of the County Borough, which will be in conflict with
sustainability. It also argues that employment use would contribute to the economic and social
regeneration of a deprived part of the County Borough. However, I agree with the objector that the
Village Farm estate, which has some available land, provides opportunities locally for industrial and
commercial enterprise. In addition, there are a number of other special employment sites available to
investors in the County Borough.
7.20.4
I have considered a similar objection to this one brought by the WDA and I report my
conclusions in Chapter 6, section 6.32. I conclude that the site should not be allocated for special
employment uses.
Recommendation
7.20.5

I recommend that the site should be deleted from Policy E6.

7.20.6
I recommend that the Proposals Map be changed in accordance with my
recommendation in Chapter 6, section 6.32.

7.21

POLICY E7
Protection of Identified Employment Sites
Objections
DO/51188/1433 B & Q
DO/51227/1791 Harmer Partnership
DO/51203/1555 House Builders Federation
DO/50017/14
Rhys-Davies Services Ltd

Issue
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7.21.1
This is whether or not the policy should (a) offer greater flexibility for other uses on
employment sites, including housing, retail and leisure, and (b) allow for the release of identified
employment land where it is no longer needed to provide a range and choice of such sites.
Conclusions
7.21.2
Government advice is against the amassing of employment land banks which cannot
realistically be taken up in the lifetime of the UDP. The Council advises that it has assessed its
employment land availability in preparing the UDP, and draws attention to a number of changes made
since the Ogwr Borough Local Plan was adopted, to reduce the employment land supply. In addition, I
have recommended that sites at Sarn Park and Ty Draw Farm should be taken out of the portfolio. With
the Council’s proposed amendment in the PIMS to delete the site at Wern Fawr, all these changes would
reduce the employment land bank from some 370has shown in the deposit UDP to about 260has.
7.21.3
When allowance is made for the fact that the lead-in time for industrial and commercial
development may be protracted, and that the market for employment land requires a variety of sizes and
types of site to be available, I consider that the remaining allocations would not be excessive. I consider
that it is reasonable to protect the employment land bank because of the character of employment land
markets, and because of the considerable pressure on developable land for new housing and retail uses.
In my opinion, the continuing availability of the remaining land bank will be essential to the future
economic development and prosperity of the County Borough.
7.21.4
PPWales para 7.2.7 favours industrial development separately from retail, leisure or
housing. Policy E7, in my opinion, makes adequate provision for ancillary and sui generis developments
on industrial estates. B & Q Plc argues that the criteria in the policy should be extended, partly to achieve
the replacement of industrial uses which are harmful to character and amenities. However, the Council
points out that only designated employment sites are covered by the policy, and the replacement of
inappropriately located or unneighbourly uses outside the defined employment sites is not prevented. I
see no need for the new criteria put forward by the objector.
7.21.5
I have concluded in Chapter 4 that there is no need to identify additional housing sites in
the UDP. However, I have recommended that two areas allocated for employment use at Ty Draw Farm,
Pyle and Wyndham Close, Brackla, would be more suitable for housing purposes. Significant retail and
leisure developments should be located in town centres, and the sequential approach followed if no such
suitable sites are available. I consider that policies to promote existing centres in the UDP could be
undermined if a more flexible approach were taken to employment sites, as the objectors are seeking. I
conclude that the policy should not be changed.
Recommendation
7.21.6

I recommend that no modification be made.

7.22

POLICY E8
Unallocated Employment Sites
Objection
DO/51229/1859 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
7.22.1
This is whether or not the policy should be included, especially in the light of the
Departure Procedures which deal with unforeseen circumstances and needs arising after the Plan has
been adopted.
Conclusions
7.22.2
The NAW argues that substituting land which may be physically unsuitable for
development or capable of development only beyond the Plan period, or releasing land to meet
unforeseen needs, are not substantive bases for policy criteria. I consider that the policy introduces
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vagueness about the decision-making process, and should be unnecessary as the Council has allocated
an abundance of employment land and has re-assessed the suitability of the sites.
7.22.3
National planning policy does not exempt industry and commerce from conformity with
UDPs or sustainable development principles. However, I appreciate that the Council does not wish to
lose opportunities for the expansion of its economic base. It seems to me that businesses encountering
the problems described in this policy and reading the UDP should understand that the Council is
committed to the promotion of economic growth and prosperity. The Departure Procedures are designed
to deal with the circumstances envisaged in this policy. I consider it unlikely that the absence of this
policy would be harmful to the local economy, and conclude that the policy should be deleted.
Recommendation
7.22.4

I recommend that this policy be deleted.

7.23

POLICY E9
Brownfield Sites in Urban Areas
Objection
DO/51209/1658 Countryside Council for Wales

Issue
7.23.1
This is whether or not there is a need for a general policy setting out criteria, including
amenity, against which the value of brownfield land might be assessed.
Conclusions
7.23.2
The objector does not indicate whether it seek extensions to the criteria in this policy, or a
replacement policy which would cover all development proposals (not just those for employment
purposes) on brownfield land. The preferred land use strategy of the UDP attaches much importance to
the re-use of previously developed land in urban areas and, in my opinion, re-use for employment
purposes should be encouraged. The supporting text in paras 5.8.4 to 5.8.6 explains how this policy
could promote sustainable development and enhance visual amenity. I agree with the Council that it
would be unnecessarily repetitive to extend the criteria in this policy. Aspects of impact on amenity are
adequately dealt with in policies in the UDP’s Environment chapter. I conclude that the policy should not
be changed or enhanced as the objector proposes.
Recommendation
7.23.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

7.24

POLICY E10
Office Development

Objection
DO/51144/1325 Grantchester Plc
Issue
7.24.1
This is whether or not the key employment sites, notably Sarn Park, should be identified
as suitable for office development.
Conclusions
7.24.2
Grantchester Plc accepts the benefit of locating offices within town centres where
suitable sites and premises exist. However, it is argued that a more flexible approach should be adopted
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if opportunities for inward investment are to be maximised, and attention is drawn to the fact that ‘prestige
office development’ would be permitted by Policy E6 on the special employment sites.
7.24.3
I have already recommended in section 7.18 above that a strict approach to office
development on the special employment sites should be adopted. I consider that support for Bridgend
town centre and the other district centres is critical for the future sustainable development of the County
Borough, and every effort should be made to direct new investment for appropriate uses, including office
development, there. The recent planning permission on the former Courage Brewery site demonstrates
that there is demand for town centre/edge of centre sites. The policy for established centres and the
underlying preferred land use strategy for the UDP are likely to falter, in my opinion, if allocations for
speculative office development outside the main settlements are made.
7.24.4
The objectors seek a change to para 5.8.8 of the UDP to indicate that ‘major prestige
office development whose particular locational requirements and scale of operation are unlikely to be met
in Bridgend town centre’ would be permitted at Sarn Park. Grantchester Plc are prospective developers
for a mixed use development at Sarn Park, shown as a key employment site in the deposit UDP.
However, I consider it to be particularly important for large office development schemes to comply with
Policy E10, if it is to serve any purpose. I am unable to support the proposed changes to the reasoned
justification for Policy E10 in para 5.8.8, which were agreed between Grantchester and the Council in the
course of the Inquiry. I conclude that the key employment sites, notably Sarn Park, should not be
identified as suitable for office development.
Recommendation
7.24.5

I recommend that no modification to the policy be made.

7.24.6
I recommend that the proposed changes to para 5.8.8 put forward in a statement agreed
between Grantchester Development Properties Ltd and the Council should not be made.

7.25

POLICY E12
Home Working
Objection
DO/51227/1792 Harmer Partnership

Issue
7.25.1
This is whether or not the policy and its reasoned justification should make clear that
planning permission is often not required for operating a small business from home.
Conclusions
7.25.2
In view of the likely increase in people working from home, the Council wishes to adopt a
precautionary stance, so that harmful developments do not result. However, permission is not normally
required where the use of part of a dwelling for business purposes does not change the overall character
of the property’s use as a dwelling. I accept that it may be a matter of fact and degree as to whether
business operations at a dwelling have so grown or intensified that they are no longer ancillary and a
material change of use has occurred. However, I consider that the UDP, particularly the supporting text,
could give clearer guidance to the interested reader as to when planning permission is and is not
required. In my view, using the word ‘unacceptable’ in criterion 3 would not resolve the matter
satisfactorily.
7.25.3
I also consider that the policy should address only those circumstances where the
business activities would require planning permission, and it should spell out the criteria which would
make an application acceptable or unacceptable. The first criterion should require only no harm to the
residential character and appearance of the property. I conclude that the text should be amended to
clarify that home working often does not require planning permission, and that the policy should
concentrate on the tests to be applied when planning permission is needed.
Recommendation
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7.25.4
I recommend that criterion 1 of the policy should be re-written as follows: ‘There would be
no adverse impact on the character and appearance of the dwelling;’.
7.25.5
I recommend that para 5.8.15 be modified to clarify that home working frequently does
not necessitate planning permission, and to explain briefly the circumstances when an application should
be made.

7.26

POLICY E13
Polluting Industries
Objection
DO/51227/1793 Harmer Partnership

Issues
7.26.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy should adopt a positive stance;



Whether or not the reference to Environmental Impact Assessment is appropriate.

Conclusions
7.26.2
On the first issue, I have had regard to the Council’s General Proof 1 on Policy
Formulation, Function and Phraseology (CD147). This indicates that it is good practice to frame policies
positively where there is a choice, but never to do this to a restrictive policy. Section 10 of General Proof
1 is critical of qualifying words such as ‘unacceptably’, although ‘unacceptable’ is used in this policy.
7.26.3
PPWales section 13.11 advises that Plans should include policies on the location of
potentially polluting developments and should set out the criteria by which applications for such
development will be determined, but not exclude provision for such projects. I have looked at the wording
of the policy with these points in mind, and I consider that it could usefully be re-written in a positive
fashion without losing its impact. I have taken account of the objector’s proposed amendment, but have
sought to stay closer to the original UDP wording, bearing in mind the role of other regulatory agencies
than the planning system.
7.26.4
On the second issue, Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is governed by the Town
and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 1999. These provide that an EIA
be carried out for all Schedule 1 development, and for Schedule 2 development which is likely to have
significant environmental effects because of factors such as its nature, size or location. WO C11/99
(CD11) provides further guidance on those circumstances in which an EIA would be required. The
Council indicates that it will err on the side of caution when exercising its discretion and deciding whether
or not an EIA is required, but will ‘invariably’ ask for one. I consider that the bald statement currently
made in para 5.9.2 could convey the impression that the Council, notwithstanding its stated intention to
consider each case on its merits, might not always assess whether or not the ‘significant environmental
test’ is met. I accept that the Council should take a cautious approach, but consider that the use of EIA
should be explained more fully to show that a rational and fair approach will be followed.

Recommendation
7.26.5
I recommend that the policy should be modified, so that it reads: ‘Industrial developments
which might cause pollution or pose a risk to health and safety will only be permitted if it can be
demonstrated that industrial operations, and any emissions, can be monitored and controlled to meet
environmental quality standards and objectives.’
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7.26.6
I recommend that the last sentence in para 5.9.2 be expanded to explain more fully the
circumstances in which the Council will ask for an EIA.

7.27

POLICY E14
Hazardous Industries
Objections
DO/51227/1794 Harmer Partnership
DO/51049/1168 Health and Safety Executive

Issue
7.27.1
This is whether or not the policy should allow for proposals for hazardous industries to be
considered and permitted where safeguards can be put in place.
Conclusions
7.27.2
The Council argues that the County Borough is highly urbanised with allocated
employment sites well related to established residential areas. Para 5.9.6 of the UDP, as proposed for
modification in the PIMS, indicates that there are no industries subject to the Control of Major Accident
Hazards (COMAH) Regulations in the County Borough, which implies that this restrictive policy would
pose no significant harm to the development of the local economy.
7.27.3
However, section 13.11 of PPWales offers support to the objection by the Harmer
Partnership that proposals should at least be considered, and permitted if safeguards can be provided.
The preferred land use strategy is to concentrate new development in the main settlements and avoid
encroachment into the countryside. In my view, this would enable the Council to adopt a restrictive
approach, consistent with the precautionary principle to refuse proposals likely to lead to serious
environmental damage. I shall recommend a revision to the policy to make clear that relevant proposals
would be properly assessed but safeguards preserved.
7.27.4
The Health and Safety Executive advises that the CIMAH Regulations have been
superseded by the COMAH Regulations and that changes to the text in paras 5.9.5 and 5.9.6 are
required to reflect them. I consider that the amendments put forward in the PIMS satisfactorily address
this matter.
Recommendation
7.27.5
I recommend that the policy should be modified as follows: ‘Proposals for industrial
development to import, store, manufacture, incinerate, dispose of or distribute hazardous substances will
be closely scrutinised. Those which pose a threat to people, property or the environment will not be
permitted unless mitigation measures to remove or overcome the threats can be put in place and
thereafter maintained.’
7.27.6

I recommend that the text in paras 5.9.5 and 5.9.6 be amended as shown in the PIMS.

7.28

POLICY E15
Notifiable Installations
Objection
DO/51049/1169 Health and Safety Executive

Issue
7.28.1
This is whether or not the Proposals Map should show the locations of notifiable
installations and their associated consultation areas.
Conclusions
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7.28.2
The Health and Safety Executive argues that this proposed amendment could avoid
speculative or ill-informed proposals, or contribute to mitigation of the consequences following a major
accident. However, development in the vicinity of notifiable installations is controlled by health and safety
legislation separate from the planning system. The Proposals Map already contains an abundance of
information and should not, in my view, be overburdened with these new features. I agree with the
Council that the best approach to disseminate the relevant information is through vigilant development
control and prompt consultation with the objector. I shall not recommend a change to the Proposals Map.
Recommendation
7.28.3

I recommend that no modification be made.
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8. Transportation

8.1

POLICY T1
The Promotion of Sustainable Modes of Transport
Objections
DO/51209/1659 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51227/1795 Harmer Partnership
DO/51203/1556 House Builders Federation
DO/51161/1364 Wm Morrison Supermarkets Plc
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/1861 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
8.1.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy is helpful and realistic, in its current form;



Whether or not the policy should be expanded to deal with development likely to be a major traffic
generator, or with Green Transport Plans;



Whether or not the reasoned justification should recognise that longer journeys may combine travel
modes and include walking and cycling.

Conclusions
8.1.2
On the first issue, the Harmer Partnership describes the policy as unhelpful and
unrealistic, and covering matters which are dealt with by other policies in the UDP. The HBF claims that
the policy is too imprecise and would be more appropriate as an objective to the Plan. The Council
replies that it is concerned about the impact of all development on the transportation system and the
environment. It also seeks to integrate land use and transport policy to achieve sustainable development.
Policy T1 is intended as an umbrella policy. Though I consider its aims to be sound, I am concerned that
it duplicates Part I policies and the introductory statements about sustainable development in the UDP.
Moreover, I agree with the objectors that it lacks precision and clarity, as the concepts of ‘most
sustainable’ and ‘environmentally acceptable’ locations would often be debatable.
8.1.3
The policy is worded in accordance with the principles highlighted in the Council’s
General Proof 1 (CD147), but it is a negative policy. The HBF proposes a revised policy which would be
positively worded and deal adequately, in my view, with the requirement for new development to be
accessible by modes of transport other than the private car. Policy T1 also refers to environmental
acceptability, and I shall recommend a new policy wording which covers this aspect too.
8.1.4
On the second issue, the CCW wishes the policy to offer more guidance to developments
which would be major traffic generators. However, I consider that this opening policy in the transportation
chapter should set down principles which would be applicable to all development proposals. Wm
Morrison Supermarkets Plc argues that reference should be made to Green Transport Plans, but I agree
with the Council that their role is covered adequately in the earlier part of the chapter including the
justification of the Part 1 policies.
8.1.5
Turning to the third issue, the NAW objects to the wording of para 6.3.7, which overlooks
the possibility that longer journeys could include an element of walking or cycling. The Council has
proposed an amendment in the PIMS, to expand the text giving recognition to the fact that journeys could
be multi-modal and that measures to cater for cycling combined with public transport use will be
encouraged. The NAW has conditionally withdrawn its objection subject to the PIMS amendment. I
consider that the proposed modification meets the objection and adds helpful information to the UDP.
Recommendation
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8.1.6
I recommend that Policy T1 be modified to read: ‘Development should locate in areas
served by, or capable of being served by, modes of transport other than the private car. Development
should select locations which result in the minimal harmful impact from traffic, by way of noise, pollution
etc, on the environment.’
8.1.7

I recommend that para 6.3.7 be modified as shown in the PIMS.

8.2

POLICY T2
Sustainable Improvements to Existing Highways
Objections
DO/51227/1796 Harmer Partnership
DO/51203/1557 House Builders Federation
DO/50017/15
Rhys-Davies Services Ltd

Issues
8.2.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy should take account of the size and nature of the proposal in connection
with which highway improvements are sought;



Whether or not the supporting text reflects the Government’s advice on planning conditions and
obligations, and on S278 agreements of the Highways Act 1980.

Conclusions
8.2.2
On the first issue, objectors argue that Policy T2 would not be applicable in all cases, and
that the link between the scale and nature of a proposal and the need for highway improvements should
be clear. The Council relies on the last sentence in para 6.3.11, to explain that the policy would not
always be applicable. The Council advises that the need for measures to improve the highway will be
identified from Transport Assessments, which PPWales promotes in connection with ‘major’ or ‘large
scale’ developments.
8.2.3
In my view, even the most minor development should be compatible with road safety and
should provide access for pedestrians and cyclists. However, Policy EV49 and para 3.17.15, as
proposed for amendment in the PIMS, adequately deal with the transport implication of such development
proposals. Most of the facilities and features listed in Policy T2 would rarely be justified to support a small
scale development. I consider that the policy should make this clear.
8.2.4
An underlying difficulty with Policy T2 is that it relates to new transportation infrastructure
which may or may not be needed when new development takes place. I consider that the planning
process should be as follows. Transport Assessments (TAs) would identify whether a proposed
development would generate any new problems in respect of (a) highway safety, (b) accessibility for
travellers using different modes or (c) adverse environmental effects such as noise or pollution. Then, the
TA should assess possible solutions to those problems, and specify the most effective and affordable
measures. However, I consider that only major developments, or those likely to have a material effect on
the volume or character of traffic in the area, could reasonably be expected to deliver most of the new
infrastructure and facilities listed in Policy T2. The current policy is, in my opinion, unreasonably onerous.
I conclude that it should be re-written to clarify that the size and nature of the proposal, as well as its
impact on the transport system, will determine whether or not the listed features should be provided or
enhanced.
8.2.5
On the second issue, Rhys-Davies Services Ltd points out that planning conditions and
obligations should only be used if they are relevant to the development proposed. The HBF argues that
developers should not be expected to contribute to improved provisions for alternative transport modes,
as well as improvements to highway infrastructure. TAN (Wales) 18 (CD88) states that applicants should
not be asked for improvements to address existing deficiencies in the road system.
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8.2.6
Government policy is that the UDP should set out the nature and scope of any
contributions which would be expected as part of the development of key sites, in order to provide
developers with greater certainty. I consider that Policy T2 is helpful in that regard, and will fulfil the
function better if it is amended as I recommend below. I am also of the opinion that the reasoned
justification could be improved in two respects. Firstly, it should acknowledge the role which planning
conditions might play, bearing in mind the scope for Grampian conditions and the advice in TAN 18,
Annex D. Secondly, it should emphasise that planning obligations must be necessary and fairly and
reasonably related in scale and kind to the proposed development. Also, contrary to paras 6.3.13 to
6.3.19, it should be made clear that planning obligations should be sought by negotiations and not
‘required’. If the due process is followed, developers should not be expected to make excessive
contributions as the objectors fear.
8.2.7
In summary, I conclude that a Transport Assessment would be the vehicle for specifying
likely transport problems and assessing what type and level of provision for improvement would be
warranted when a particular development proposal is submitted. Section 6.1 of the UDP explains the
limited role for new road building in the future, and no doubt developers will refer to this when negotiating
on planning applications with the Council. The reasoned justification to this policy should be re-written to
reflect more accurately the Government’s advice on planning conditions and obligations/ S278
agreements.
Recommendation
8.2.8

I recommend that the policy should be modified as follows:

‘Proposals for major development or development likely to give a material increase in or material change
in the character of traffic on the network should be accompanied by a transport assessment. Where this
demonstrates that a proposal would have an adverse effect on highway safety or the quality of the
environment, and would fail to provide convenient access by a choice of travel mode, the scope for
overcoming the problem(s) by providing the following should be investigated and secured: (1) road safety
features …….. (6) environmental improvements.’
8.2.9
I recommend that the reasoned justification for Policy T2 should be re-written to explain
that planning conditions will be used where appropriate to achieve improvements, and that planning
obligations will be sought by negotiation with developers in accordance with the tests established in WO
C13/97.

8.3

POLICY T3
Use of Rail Transport for the Movement of Freight
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DOI/51229/2112
National Assembly for Wales

Issue
8.3.1
permitted’.

This is whether or not the term ‘will be favoured’ should be replaced with ‘will be

Conclusions
8.3.2
The Council explains that it seeks to enhance and develop rail transport, but would wish
to assess any development proposals against other policies in the UDP in addition to Policy T3. I
consider this to be a reasonable approach, and that use of the word ‘favoured’ is consistent with the use
of terminology outlined in General Proof 1 (CD147). The NAW has withdrawn its objection subject to
‘favoured’ only being used where ‘permitted’ would not be preferable. I consider that ‘permitted’ should
not be used in this policy.
Recommendation
8.3.3

I recommend that no modification be made.
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8.4

POLICY T4
The Re-Opening or Re-Use of Redundant or Disused Railway Lines
Objection
DO/51192/1451 Llynfi Valley Forum

Issue
8.4.1
This is whether or not the policy should refer to an extension of the rail line to Caerau,
with new stations including one at Llangynwyd.

Conclusions
8.4.2
The Council advises that this policy seeks to resist development which would adversely
affect the re-opening of disused railway lines. However, the UDP does not identify all possible future
transportation schemes. Identified schemes must be capable of implementation within the timescale of
the UDP. The Council intends to use the Local Transport Plan process to promote new schemes when
the need for them is justified and funding is available. Although the Council describes the Maesteg
Passing Loop scheme, which is expected to improve rail services in the Llynfi corridor, a new line to
Caerau and a station at Llangynwyd have not yet been justified. I therefore see no reason to modify
Policy T4 to refer to these matters.
Recommendation
8.4.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

8.5

POLICY T5
Development within Rail Corridors
Objection
DO/51186/1425 Vale of Glamorgan Council

Issue
8.5.1
This is whether or not the reasoned justification to the policy should define a railway
corridor and identify the Vale of Glamorgan line.
Conclusions
8.5.2
In response to the first part of the objection, the Council proposes an amendment in the
PIMS to the text in para 6.4.8. I consider that it would be useful to provide a definition of rail corridors,
although I am unable to make sense of the second half of the second new sentence in the PIMS. It would
be helpful to re-write this, in my opinion. Para 6.10.8 of the UDP refers to a scheme to expand the
capacity of the Vale of Glamorgan railway line, and I see no reason to repeat the information.
Recommendation
8.5.3

I recommend no modification to the policy.

8.5.4

I recommend that the amendment to para 6.4.8 proposed in the PIMS be made.

8.5.5
I recommend that the second sentence in the PIMS amendment should be re-written to
achieve greater clarity.

8.6

POLICY T6
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Development Affecting the M4 Motorway and its Junctions
Objections
DO/51160/1360 Cofton (Wales) Ltd
DO/51144/1327 Grantchester Plc
Issues
8.6.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy is too restrictive, given the importance of the M4 to the prosperity of the
County Borough;



Whether or not para 6.4.12 imposes too onerous a test for development proposals by requiring them
to prove ‘beyond doubt’ that there would be no harm to efficiency.

Conclusions
8.6.2
On the first issue, Cofton (Wales) Ltd refers to para 1.3.4 of the UDP, which describes
the importance of the M4 in attracting developers to Bridgend and its environs over the last 15 years. The
objectors contend that Policy T6 has the potential to prejudice any proposals for new development in the
M4 corridor. Although the Council replies that para 1.3.4 describes the current situation and the past,
whereas Policy T6 looks to address future development proposals, Chapter 5 of the UDP identifies key
and special employment sites on highly accessible locations within the M4 corridor. I consider that there
is a conflict between the economic policies of the UDP and the constraining influence of Policy T6.
8.6.3
The objectors refer to the approach taken in Policy T7 which acknowledges the scope for
mitigation measures. They also draw attention to the role of the NAW (Highways Division) in determining
proposals which would affect the trunk road network. Evidence submitted by Grantchester Plc to the
Inquiry in respect of the proposed development at Sarn Park refers to the effects of general traffic growth
and committed developments on Junction 36 of the M4, and existing congestion. Improvements already
identified by the Highway Authority are described in my section 8.22. These indicate to me that the
Highway Authority would be willing to contemplate mitigation measures to improve the capacity of
motorway junctions.
8.6.4
I have taken account of the advice in PPWales that available powers should be used to
reduce the need to use trunk roads for short, local journeys. However, in my view, Policy T6 should be
re-worded in a permissive fashion to allow development so long as effective mitigation measures can be
identified and implemented. I have taken account of the revised policy wording put forward by the
objector but agree with the Council that it would not be consistent with the approach outlined in General
Proof 1 (CD147). I recommend a different form of words below.
8.6.5
On the second issue, Grantchester argues that, given the uncertainty of the future, the
test implied in para 6.4.12 is too onerous. It is normal practice to seek a robust analysis using the best
possible estimates, which is then checked by the Authority. The Council has agreed a revised form of
words with the objector, which in my opinion would be more reasonable. I shall recommend that it is
carried forward into the modified UDP.
Recommendation
8.6.6
I recommend that Policy T6 be modified to read: ‘ Development which would adversely
affect the efficiency of the M4 motorway and/or its junctions will only be permitted if suitable mitigation
measures can be secured.’
8.6.7
I recommend that para 6.4.12 should be re-worded as agreed between the Highway
Authority and Grantchester Plc: ‘will not therefore be permitted unless it can be demonstrated that the
traffic impact of the proposals can be accommodated by the transportation network.’

8.7

POLICY T7
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Development Affecting the Transportation Network
Objections
DO/51209/1660 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51227/1797 Harmer Partnership
DO/51152/1345 Railway Development Society
DO/50017/16
Rhys-Davies Services Ltd
Issues
8.7.1

These are:



Whether or not the purpose of the policy is clear and distinct from other policies;



Whether or not the policy should indicate that the scale and nature of proposals would determine the
need for network improvements;



Whether or not the policy should repeat the tests required in WO C13/97 for planning obligations.

Conclusions
8.7.2
On the first issue, the Railway Development Society argues that a problem for this and
other policies in this chapter is that the transportation network is not defined. In the Society’s view, it
should be defined very broadly to include roads, railways, shipping, air travel, footpaths, cycleways and
bridleways. The UDP should give a definition of and include more measures to promote integrated
development. The Society makes some specific proposals for transport improvements in the County
Borough. However, I consider that the Council has sought, in its transportation chapter, to comply with
national guidance on the preparation of UDPs. It has put forward policies to favour more sustainable
development by reducing reliance on the private car and encouraging other travel modes.
8.7.3
The Council brought a summary of its ‘Integrated Transport Initiatives’, Transport Grant
Bid for 2001-2, to the Inquiry and described work on the Local Transport Plan process. The Council also
outlined collaborative work with the public transport operators and neighbouring local authorities, and
commented on all the detailed observations on the UDP made by the objector. I am satisfied that matters
of scope and integration are legitimate concerns for the Highway Authority, but consider that no
necessary amendments to the UDP arise from the objection.
8.7.4
Rhys-Davies Services Ltd argues that a significant number of other policies in the UDP
would prohibit specific forms of development which would adversely affect the transport network. Policy
T7 merely repeats these statements in a general way and should be deleted as unnecessary. The
Council replies that Policy T7 promotes sustainable development, offers general transportation guidance
and is consistent with PPWales paras 8.7.2 and 8.7.3.
8.7.5
I agree with the objector that, at first glance, this policy adds little to the UDP. However,
it is different from the other policies in that it addresses the efficiency of the transportation network.
Efficient transport systems are usually understood as road networks which are free from congestion, and
public transport systems which are reliable, and by their routes and timings, are well attuned to travellers’
needs.
8.7.6
Notwithstanding the Highway Authority’s best endeavours to promote alternative modes
of travel, I consider that development as envisaged in the UDP to provide additional homes, jobs and
community facilities is likely to lead to some increases in road traffic. Section 6.1 of the UDP
acknowledges that expanding highway capacity to relieve road congestion is a thing of the past. It
advises that the predict and provide approach to highway development is unsustainable. Physical
reductions in capacity may even provide the answer to some transportation problems. Given this
scenario, I consider that a general policy opposing any development which would reduce the efficiency of
the transportation system is unrealistic. Alternatively, if it were applied in such a way that highway
improvements were widely sought to provide for additional traffic on the network, then it would be
unsustainable.
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8.7.7
PPWales paras 8.7.2 and 8.7.3 are, in my opinion, concerned primarily with ensuring that
new development is accessible by walking, cycling and public transport as well as the car. There is no
reference in these paragraphs to efficiency, although para 8.7.4 advises that the motorway system and
primary route network should not be accessed directly by new development, presumably in order to allow
free traffic flow as well as secure highway safety. Returning to Policy T7, in order to be sustainable and
realistic, I consider that it should not place efficiency of the entire network ahead of accessibility and
mode choice, and controlling harm to the environment. I agree with the objector that another general
policy prohibiting development which would have an adverse effect on the transportation network is not
required, especially in view of my recommendation to modify Policy T2.
8.7.8
A selective policy focusing on the efficiency of the core network could, however, be
useful. Paras 6-8 of TAN (Wales) 18 refer to road hierarchy and the need for Highway Authorities to
identify through routes or corridors for movement. Policy T15 of the UDP identifies transport corridors in
the County Borough, which include railway lines as well as roads. I consider that, in the interests of
economic development and prosperity, these corridors should be the focus of planning policy to
safeguard efficiency. In my view, Policy T15 covers this aspect and Policy T7, even if re-worded, would
merely duplicate it. I therefore conclude that the purpose of the policy is unclear and the important
ground is covered by other policies.
8.7.9
Turning to the second issue, para 6.4.15 implies that the policy is directed at all types
and size of development. The Harmer Partnership argues that the policy is unreasonably inflexible, and
should be relaxed by adding ‘unacceptable’ before ‘adverse effects’. The CCW considers that the policy
should offer guidance for major traffic generators. However, I consider that it would be preferable to
delete this policy and rely on Policy T2 as recommended for revision, to deal with major traffic generators.
8.7.10
On the third issue, the Council argues that it does not seek to use this policy to secure
developer contributions or funding for all investment in transportation. Nevertheless, I consider that the
reasoned justification could relate more closely to WO C13/97, to the principle that planning obligations
should be sought through negotiations and that they should satisfy the key tests. I shall recommend that
the policy is deleted, though much of the text in paras 6.4.14 to 6.4.18 might usefully be adapted and
moved to support Policies T2 and T15 in the Plan.

Recommendation
8.7.11

I recommend that Policy T7 should be deleted.

8.7.12
I recommend that the reasoned justification be amended to achieve two aims – (a) to
explain and be consistent with the modified Policies T2 and T15; and (b) to explain the role of planning
obligations in accordance with WO C13/97.

8.8

POLICY T8
Development of Private Non-Residential Car Parking Spaces
Objections
DO/51223/1743 Coney Beach Leisure
DO/51227/1798 Harmer Partnership
DO/51186/1426 Vale of Glamorgan Council
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2113 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
8.8.1


These are:

Whether or not the policy would be harmful to the economic viability of some shopping, leisure and
tourism facilities, and would be consistent with meeting the needs of disabled people;
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Whether or not the policy would result in villages in the rural, western Vale of Glamorgan being used
for overspill car parking.

Conclusions
8.8.2
On the first issue, Coney Beach Leisure argues that Porthcawl depends heavily upon car
borne trade for its seaside, leisure and town centre functions. Proposed developments in the town could
reduce available parking space and Porthcawl has no rail services. In the absence of quality public
transport alternatives, there would be a threat to the future viability of the town’s tourism, leisure and town
centre activities, if parking spaces were removed. The Harmer Partnership makes a similar objection to
the policy, without the direct reference to Porthcawl.
8.8.3
The Council responds that the policy is integral to its land use and transportation strategy
to promote sustainable development and discourage car use. In addition to enhancing public transport
facilities, it is essential for the Highway Authority to have some control over off-street car parking if
reliance on the car is to be reduced. I agree with this approach, which is consistent with paras 8.4.2 and
8.4.5 of PPWales. The reasoned justification advises that the aim will be to manage the parking stock
very carefully and bring the provision within current standards of car parking. As this approach is to be
applied nationally, I consider that the negative economic effects predicted by the objectors should not
arise.
8.8.4
The Council indicates that all disabled motorists park free of charge in Council owned car
parks, and there is a percentage allocation for them in private, non-residential developments. I consider
that, with careful management as described in para 6.5.2 of the UDP, the needs of disabled people
should not be harmed by the operation of this policy.
8.8.5
On the second issue, the Vale of Glamorgan Council argues that the policy is imprecise
and that developers should be asked to provide sufficient private non-residential parking to meet the
needs of their proposals. However, paras 8.4.2 and 8.4.3 of PPWales indicate that new developments
should provide lower levels of parking than have generally been achieved in the past. These paragraphs
call for collaboration with neighbouring authorities, to establish jointly maximum levels of parking for broad
classes of development. The Council advises that appropriate car parking standards will shortly be
published as SPG. I conclude that the Council’s approach, to seek to manage and reduce non-residential
private car parking, is sound and that any lack of precision or harm from overspill demand for parking
space should be overcome by joint working with the neighbouring Councils and the publication of
maximum parking standards.
8.8.6
The NAW objects to use of the word ‘favoured’. However, the objection is withdrawn in
those cases where the word ‘permitted’ would not be a suitable substitute. For this policy, I am satisfied
that the word ‘permitted’ should not be used, as development control decisions would be likely to hinge on
a number of policies and/or material considerations in addition to this one.
Recommendation
8.8.7

I recommend that no modification be made.

8.9

POLICY T9
Non-Operational Car Parking Within Established Commercial Areas
Objections
DO/51161/1363 Wm Morrison Supermarkets Plc
DO/51227/1799 Harmer Partnership

Issues
8.9.1
This is whether or not the policy would be harmful to the economic viability of some
shopping, leisure and tourism facilities, and would be consistent with meeting the needs of disabled
people.
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Conclusions
8.9.2
The Harmer Partnership refers to the loss of economic viability which might affect
shopping, tourism and leisure uses if this policy is applied and quality public transport alternatives are
absent. Wm Morrison Supermarkets Plc argues that most foodstores are built with large car parks in
order to attract car-borne shoppers, and the shopping habits of the population are unlikely to result in a
significant modal shift. Sufficient car parking must be provided to enable new foodstores to compete with
established ones, and Policy T9 should be amended to be more realistic.
8.9.3
As I have concluded in section 8.8 above, I support the Council’s approach to promoting
more sustainable environments through policies to encourage better public transport provision and to
reduce levels of parking provision. The Council has not commented in its reply to the car parking
standards proposed by Wm Morrison Supermarkets Plc. However, there is nothing in PPWales to
suggest that foodstores should be exempt from the introduction of maximum car parking standards.
Policy T9 relates to established commercial areas, where I would expect public transport services to be
concentrated.
Para 6.5.9 of the UDP indicates that parking policies will not favour out of centre
developments, but should reinforce the attractiveness and competitiveness of existing centres. If car
parking standards are considered on a joint basis with neighbouring authorities and transport bodies, and
are subsequently applied consistently, I consider that all new developments would be competing on equal
terms.
8.9.4
The Council explains that Transport Assessments and Public Transport Accessibility
Audits would be sought with proposals for large scale or complex developments, and that the level of
available parking opportunities within the commercial centre as a whole would be taken into account
when parking provision is assessed. This holistic view of parking requirements should in my opinion
overcome the harm to economic development which the objectors fear.
8.9.5
The needs of disabled people would not be neglected by this policy, as free parking
provision would be available in Council owned car parks, with an allocation in private car parks. The
Harmer Partnership has indicated that the provisions of forthcoming SPG could overcome their concerns.
Much will therefore hinge on the exact standards which the Council includes in its future SPG. Those will
be subject to public consultation and should reflect local transport provision. Overall, I am satisfied that
Policy T9 provides a reasonable basis for assessing car parking provision at new developments in
established commercial centres.
Recommendation
8.9.6

I recommend that no modification be made.

8.10

POLICY T10
Non-Operational Car Parking Outside Established Commercial Centres
Objections
DO/51188/1431 B & Q
DO/51195/1486 Tesco Stores Ltd
DO/51161/1887 Wm Morrison Supermarkets Ltd
DO/51227/1800 Harmer Partnership

Issue
8.10.1
This is whether or not the policy should be made more flexible so as to reflect the
individual, operational requirements of particular types of development and sites, and to avoid a
proliferation of on-street car parking which could be detrimental to road safety or residential amenity and
contrary to other UDP policies.

Conclusions
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8.10.2
The objectors are particularly concerned about the provision of parking for retail
developments. Tesco Stores Ltd asks how ‘non-operational car parking’ will be defined, and the Council
puts forward the definition of ‘Visitors’ Parking’ from Transport in the Urban Environment.’ I consider that
it would assist users and readers of the UDP if this definition were explained in the reasoned justification
for Policies T9 and T10.
8.10.3
B&Q Plc argues that retailers selling predominantly bulky goods will inevitably require a
‘reasonable number of car parking spaces for their customers’. In general, the objectors seek greater
flexibility in this policy, whereby the individual needs of the developer and prevailing local circumstances
determine the parking requirements rather than a predetermined standard. The Council replies that
forthcoming SPG will give parking standards for different types of development, and this SPG will be the
subject of public consultation. I am advised that the Harmer Partnership has held discussions concerning
this SPG with the Highway Authority. I consider that the SPG process should provide an opportunity for
standards to be thoroughly debated, and I agree with the Highway Authority that they would be too
detailed for inclusion in the UDP.
8.10.4
As I have concluded in sections 8.8 and 8.9, I support the Council’s approach to
promoting more sustainable environments through policies to encourage better public transport provision
and to reduce levels of parking provision/provide for maximum standards. The Council has indicated in
para 6.5.9 of the UDP that it will not seek to undermine the attractiveness of town centre sites by
permitting generous parking provision out of town. This leads me to reject the revised wording of Policy
T10 proposed by B&Q Plc.
8.10.5
The Highway Authority reports that it is mindful of the effect that inadequate parking
arrangements could have on adjoining roads, but considers that this should not justify a higher level of
parking on out of centre sites. I accept that there may be other solutions to such problems, and the
Authority indicates that these would be addressed through SPG.
Recommendation
8.10.6

I recommend that no modification be made to Policy T10.

8.10.7
I recommend that the reasoned justification for Policies T9 and T10 be extended by the
addition of a brief definition of ‘non-operational car parking.’

8.11

POLICY T11
Proposed Lorry Parking
Objection
DO/51205/1566 Welcome Break Plc

Issue
8.11.1
This is whether or not this policy is reasonable, given the review of the motorway
services area which the objectors are undertaking.

Conclusions
8.11.2
The objectors advise that Welcome Break Plc is reviewing the uses at Sarn Park
services, and the current facilities may not be available in the future. At the Inquiry, the objectors sought
confirmation from the Council that it had no objection to the lorry park being moved within the wider
motorway service area site, and would not expect the lorry park to be enlarged. The objectors indicated
that, if this were agreed, the objection would be withdrawn.
8.11.3
I consider that Policy T11 and its supporting text are consistent with the revisions to
facilities which the objectors described at the Inquiry, involving the re-location of the lorry park and no
change in its current size. Although removal of the existing lorry park would pose a conflict with the aims
of the policy, I consider that it is directed at additional strategic lorry parks and does not address the
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relocation within a large site of existing ones. In my view, the text in para 6.6.2 simply describes the
current situation and need not be amended until there is greater certainty that the motorway services
uses will be changed. In these circumstances, I conclude that Policy T11 and its supporting text are
reasonable.
Recommendation
8.11.4

I recommend that no modification be made.

8.12

POLICY T12
Control of Road Freight Movements
Objection
DO/51227/1801 Harmer Partnership

Issue
8.12.1
This is whether or not the policy is realistic, reasonable and consistent with growth of the
local economy.
Conclusions
8.12.2
The objector contends that the aims of this policy are reflected elsewhere in the UDP,
and will be achieved largely by way of land use allocations and traffic management measures. The
Council recognises that lorry movements are vital for the economic development of the County Borough,
but argues that they can cause an environmental nuisance. The environmental disbenefit could deter
other inward investment and be harmful to the local economy.
8.12.3
I consider that the policy could be seen as discouraging by industrial and commercial
operators, and contrary to the thrust of the Council’s employment policies. It could be applied so as to
exclude lorries from many parts of the County Borough’s urban and rural areas, especially as ‘residential
areas’ and ‘environmentally sensitive areas’ are undefined. (I presume the latter are not the ESAs of
national significance illustrated on Map 5.1 in PPWales). As written, I consider that the policy is neither
realistic nor reasonable.
8.12.4
In my opinion, the UDP has allocated a substantial amount of land to cater for the needs
of industry and commerce to the end of the Plan period. It has also identified key redevelopment sites
and regeneration sites to which commercial enterprises might be attracted. I would expect these
allocations to have been put forward following discussions with the Highway Authority, and to be
compatible with safe and unintrusive freight movements. In addition, there are a number of policies in the
UDP which would protect the quality of the environment from the harmful effects of freight movement,
such as Policies EV1, 9, 10 and EV49 as proposed for amendment in the PIMS, and Policy E9. These
factors incline me to the conclusion that the policy may be unduly restrictive to the growth of industry and
commerce, and unnecessary.
8.12.5
The Council, in its reply to the objector, concedes that there are some similarities with
Policy T13 and that a case could be made for combining them. In my view, loss of any distinction
between location and access, to which the Council refers, would be inconsequential. I conclude that
Policy T13 provides the necessary safeguards, and Policy T12 should be deleted.
Recommendation
8.12.6

I recommend that Policy T12 should be deleted.

8.12.7
I recommend that the reasoned justification for Policy T12 be merged with the text
following Policy T13, and modified accordingly.

8.13

POLICY T13
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Mitigation of Freight Movement on the Environment
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2114 National Assembly for Wales
Issue
8.13.1

This is whether or not the word ‘favoured’ should be used.

Conclusions
8.13.2
The NAW has withdrawn its objection to this word, as long as it is used appropriately. In
this case, bearing in mind that any development proposal would be assessed in terms of all relevant
policies in the Plan, I see no reason why the policy should not use the word ‘permitted’, instead of
‘favoured’.
Recommendation
8.13.3
‘favoured’.

I recommend that Policy T13 be modified by use of the word ‘permitted’ in place of

8.14

POLICY T14
Development Affecting Public Rights of Way
Objections
DO/51209/1661 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51227/1802 Harmer Partnership

Issues
8.14.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy is necessary, given the protection to Rights of Way under other legislation;



Whether or not policy should be re-worded to refer to the promotion of walking and cycling, with a
cross-reference to countryside recreation and public transport provision.

Conclusions
8.14.2
On the first issue, rights of way are protected under various sections of the Highway Act
1980, and it is a sound principle in development plans not to duplicate the provisions of other legislation.
However, the Council has drawn attention to the Planning Officers Society – Better Local Plans, A Guide
to Writing Effective Policies, 1997, which advises that a plan could set out the attitude which will be
adopted towards the enhancement and protection of rights of way affected by development proposals.
Given the UDP’s commitment to promoting sustainable transport modes, and the importance of securing
accessibility on foot to new developments, I consider that a policy on rights of way is appropriate.
8.14.3
On the second issue, the CCW proposes a broader policy which would aim to enhance
the existing route network and integrate it with the public transport network and countryside strategy.
However, I agree with the Council that other policies in this chapter and in Chapter 9 of the UDP address
the wider aspects of walking and cycling, and there is no need for duplication. The UDP should be read
as a whole, and I see no need for cross-referencing as proposed. I shall not therefore recommend the
proposed alternative form of wording.
Recommendation
8.14.4

I recommend that no modification be made.
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8.15

POLICY T15
Development in Transport Corridors
Objections
DO/51227/1803 Harmer Partnership
DO/50017/17
Rhys-Davies Services Ltd
DO/51205/1568 Welcome Break Plc

Issues
8.15.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy is necessary given the locational principles set out in other policies; if it is,
whether or not it should adopt a more positive approach;



Whether or not para 6.8.10, requiring a proof ‘beyond doubt’ of no adverse effects, is reasonable;



Whether or not highway improvements to access land to the west of Maesteg Road, Tondu, should
be confined to those necessary to serve the proposed regeneration site.

Conclusions
8.15.2
On the first issue, the Highway Authority intends Policy T15 to guide integrated transport
investment according to a strategy to promote multi-modal transport corridors. PPWales para 8.6.2
advises that the UDP should address accessibility and the provision of strategic and integrated transport
facilities. Given the amendments to other policies in this Chapter which I have recommended, I consider
that Policy T15, which aims to maintain the capacity of the main transport corridors and keep them free
from environmental damage, is essential.
8.15.3
The objectors have not explained what precisely they envisage by a more positive
approach for this policy. In my opinion, this policy could be strengthened by the addition of a brief
statement of purpose, with a more specific description of the ‘transportation problems’ which should not
be created or exacerbated. On the purpose of the policy, I consider it necessary to look beyond the
achievement of more transport investment. I would expect the policy aims to include a free flow of traffic
(by all modes) in the main transport corridors in the County Borough, and safe and convenient routes for
travel between the main settlements and employment sites, and to and from major destinations outside
the County Borough.
8.15.4
At the same time, the policy should protect the environment for those who live and work
along these corridors. In addition, it should acknowledge that mitigation measures may make seemingly
unacceptable developments acceptable. I shall recommend some re-wording to achieve a more positive
policy. I shall take account of the conclusions reached in my section 8.7 above on Policy T7.
8.15.5
On the second issue, Welcome Break Plc criticises the test set in para 6.8.10 of the UDP
as being unreasonably high. I agree that the effects of future developments are usually based on a set of
assumptions about an uncertain future, and are difficult to prove beyond doubt. The Council has put
forward an alternative form of words which, in my view, would satisfactorily overcome the objection. I
recommend the adoption of the proposed change to the last sentence.
8.15.6
Turning to the third issue, Rhys-Davies Services Ltd argues that highway improvements
to access land to the west of Maesteg Road, Tondu, should be limited to those necessary to serve the
various parts of the overall site and should not aim to address perceived existing problems. The Highway
Authority in response states that it will not use this or other policies in the UDP ‘as a carte blanche tool to
fund transportation projects.’ Quite properly, it indicates that all transport improvements necessary for
development to take place will be assessed under the tests for planning obligations set out in WO
C13/97.
8.15.7
Land West of Maesteg Road is referred to in para 6.8.14, and the paragraph suggests
that its development will require highway works even though it is not affected by ‘these constraints.’
However, any highway improvement works sought from the site’s developers in the corridor should be
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directly related to the planned development. I conclude that the meaning of this paragraph is unclear,
and that it could usefully be re-written in plain English and in line with WO C13/97.
Recommendation
8.15.8

I recommend that the policy be re-worded as follows:

‘The following transport corridors are identified as the main routes in the County Borough for the
movement of people and goods. Development which would (a) adversely affect safe and efficient
movement in these corridors, and/or (b) would create or exacerbate harm to the environment along them,
and (c) would not be capable of mitigation, will not be permitted. The corridors are:
T15(1) …..’
8.15.9
I recommend that para 6.8.10 be re-written so that the last sentence reads: ‘Therefore
such development will be resisted by the Council unless it can be demonstrated that the traffic impact of
the proposals can be accommodated by the motorway and its junctions either in the short or the long
term.’
8.15.10
I recommend that para 6.8.14 be re-written to clarify that highway works sought in
connection with the development of land west of Maesteg Road, Tondu would be directly, fairly and
reasonably related to it.
8.15.11

I recommend that para 6.8.28 be modified as explained in section 8.39 below.

8.16

PARAGRAPHS 6.9.1 - 6.9.5
The Highway Network
A4061 Bryncethin By-Pass & A4063 Maesteg Relief Road
Objections
DO/51082/1224 Cllr G Walters
DO/51192/1453 Llynfi Valley Forum
DO/50871/922
Cllr H C Davies

Issues
8.16.1

These are:



Whether or not the A4061 Bryncethin Bypass scheme identified in the Mid-Glamorgan Replacement
Structure Plan but not included in the deposit UDP should be reinstated;



Whether or not transport plans for the eastside washery development, Maesteg, are clearly defined.

Conclusions
8.16.2
On the first issue, Cllr Davies contends that removing this scheme would be
unacceptable to the business community, commuters and residents of the Ogmore and Garw Valleys. He
considers that there would be adverse effects for residents of Bryncethin from traffic noise and pollution
on their quality of life. At the Inquiry, I was referred to the existence of an alternative alignment for a
bypass which might be less costly than the UDP scheme. The Ogwr Borough Local Plan refers in para
6.8.2 to possible routes for a Bryncethin Bypass east and west of the settlement, and asserts that ‘greater
traffic and land use benefits may be derived from a western route’. Cllr Walters describes existing high
levels of traffic through the village which are likely to increase with intended developments in the area,
notably at Parc Derwen and Cae Derwen. He argues that the highway network of the eastern valleys
near Newport, and from the M4 into the Rhondda, is superior to that into the Ogmore Valley, so that the
NAW should look favourably at funding for this bypass. Neither objector submits any traffic or
environmental evidence to substantiate their representations.
8.16.3
Paras 6.9.1 to 6.9.3 of the deposit UDP indicated that the Bryncethin Bypass scheme
was to be dropped because it represented an outmoded approach to solving local environmental
problems. As section 6.1 of the UDP advises, current transport policy favours solutions other than new
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road building, such as traffic management, traffic calming and the provision of better pedestrian facilities,
in order to provide environmental enhancement where local problems arise. Having visited Bryncethin,
and taking account of the likely effects of developments at Parc Derwen and Cae Derwen on traffic on the
A4061, I see no reason why such an approach, in line with contemporary transport planning principles
and avoiding the loss of countryside to new road building, should not be pursued.
8.16.4
The Council proposes an amendment in the PIMS whereby the north-eastern section of
the Bryncethin bypass would be reinstated. It provides no reasoning to explain why the sentiments in
sections 6.1 and 6.9 of the UDP should be set aside. The PIMS amendment has produced a number of
counter-objections to which I respond in section 8.29. I also give my reasons later in this chapter, section
8.23, for recommending deletion of the proposed Bryncethin link to the south of this scheme. I conclude
that neither an alternative alignment for the bypass nor the amendments proposed in the PIMS should be
made.
8.16.5
On the second issue, the Llynfi Valley Forum argues that the transport plans for the east
side washery development are not clearly defined.
The Council responds that transportation
requirements would be assessed in line with the approach described in its General Proof 5 –
Transportation Corridors (CD154). The objectors seek an opportunity to comment on any plans before
they become a reality, and the Council advises that a development brief would be required prior to
development of the Maesteg Washery site. Paras 15.2.5 to 15.2.9 of the UDP confirm that community
involvement is a key objective of regeneration schemes, and this should enable the objectors to give their
views when firmer proposals are in place. I conclude that no amendment to paras 6.9.1 to 6.9.5 of the
UDP would be necessary.
Recommendation
8.16.6

I recommend that no modification to the deposit UDP be made.

8.16.7
I recommend that the amendments proposed in the PIMS to paras 6.9.1 to 6.9.3 and to
Policy T16 for a new T16(17) scheme, with changes to the Proposals Map (Ref: A17), should not be
made.

8.17

POLICY T16
Major Improvements to the Highway Network
Objections
DO/50003/338
Mr W C Rickard
DO/51194/1480 Welsh Development Agency

Issues
8.17.1

These are:



Whether or not the UDP should give more information about access arrangements for the proposed
Parc Derwen housing development, and should show an access point at the Derwen roundabout to
the north-west;



Whether or not Policy T16 goes beyond the guidance on Planning Obligations in WO C13/97.

Conclusions
8.17.2
On the first issue, Mr Rickard highlights para 6.9.11 of the UDP, and the statement that
‘Other highway works will include sufficient, effective and appropriate access points to the development
site (Parc Derwen) to ensure adequate and suitable movement both within the site and on the existing
highway network.’ He considers that the provision of an access point at the Derwen/Pen y Cae
roundabout to the north-west shown on earlier plans should be revived, to avoid congestion on the south
and south-west sides of the development site. The Council’s response to the Coity Village Association
(objections 50864/895-100) indicates that analysis of traffic from Parc Derwen was undertaken on a
‘worst case car basis’. This showed that the network would be able to cope with accesses to Parc
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Derwen from Heol West Plas. Encouragement to public transport, cycling and walking would reduce the
number of car trips and congestion, in the Council’s opinion.
8.17.3
The presence of common land imposes a constraint on the provision of a new access at
the north-western corner of the development, though the Council accepts that an access to the Pen y Cae
roundabout would be desirable. It argues that the internal road layout at Parc Derwen would allow for
future implementation of such a link if it were needed. In my view, the UDP is not the appropriate place to
describe the details of access arrangements and timing for the Parc Derwen development. I am satisfied
that they have been analysed appropriately, and I see no need for the UDP to show an access point at
the Derwen roundabout to the north-west.
8.17.4
On the second issue, the WDA argues that this policy, and in particular the highway
schemes identified as Brackla Industrial Access Road, Heol Simonstone, M4 Junction 36 and Bryncethin
link, should not seek funding wholly from developers. The WDA refers to WO C13/97, which makes clear
that contributions towards new infrastructure should be directly and reasonably related to the
developments proposed. The Council states that all transportation improvements that are necessitated
by land use development will be assessed against the tests for planning obligations. However, I consider
that neither the policy nor the reasoned justification makes this clear.
8.17.5
Policy T16 lists major highway improvements which the Council seeks, but which are
dependent upon funding by developers. In my opinion, the Council should not insist that these schemes
be provided, until the details of development on allocated sites are available and full transport
assessments of the impact of development have been made. It is conceivable that alternative solutions
to the highway improvements put forward in this policy may be identified, and this counts against rigidly
defining the solutions in advance. I shall recommend amendments to Policy T16 and paras 6.9.7 and
6.9.8 to address the conflict with WO C13/97. I agree with the WDA that amendments to the wording of
other paragraphs in this section are needed to avoid the mistaken notion that developers will be ‘required’
to enter into planning agreements.
Recommendation
8.17.6

I recommend that Policy T16 be modified as follows:

‘Major improvements to the highway network will be permitted at the following locations: …. T16(1)
………… T16(16) Brackla Industrial Estate Access Road, Bridgend.’
The final three lines of the policy should be modified to read: ‘Where one of these schemes is necessary
to facilitate related development, a development brief and/or planning obligations may be sought to
secure the highway improvement.’
8.17.7

I recommend that paras 6.9.7 & 6.9.8 be modified along these lines:

‘ A number of allocations for development have been made in the UDP which are likely to have a
significant impact on the existing transportation network. The Highway Authority has identified the above
highway improvement schemes which would overcome the problems for the network that the new
developments are predicted to cause. In most cases, when new developments in accordance with the
UDP allocations are proposed, the Council will seek a development brief and transport assessment
indicating the impact of the new development on the transportation network and any suitable mitigation
measures. Where the development would have a significant adverse impact on the network, developers
may be asked to enter into planning obligations, to ensure that the identified problems are overcome by
the implementation of appropriate highway improvements.’
8.17.8
I recommend that the wording of the following paragraphs be amended to comply with
advice that planning obligations should be sought through negotiations and not ‘required’ – paras 6.9.126.9.13 and 6.9.18-6.9.21.

8.18

POLICY T16.1
Major Improvements to the Highway Network
Coity Bypass, Bridgend
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Objection
DO/51194/1481 Welsh Development Agency
Issue
8.18.1

These are:



Whether or not the Parc Derwen development should contribute to provision of the Coity Bypass;



Whether or not this policy is consistent with national guidance on developer contributions to highway
improvements.

Conclusions
8.18.2
On the first issue, the Council proposes a change to the Plan whereby the Coity Bypass
and Brackla Industrial Estate Access Road will change names. The Coity Bypass will then be the same
as that shown in the Ogwr Borough Local Plan. I support the proposed name change. In my view, the
scheme currently shown as Policy T16(16) on the Proposals Map should remove unwanted traffic from
Coity village and would be reasonably related to the Parc Derwen housing development.
8.18.3
The Council also proposes to re-name scheme T16(1) as the Brackla Industrial Estate
Access Road and advises that analysis of the traffic impact of the Parc Derwen development leads it to
the view that the housing development would not require this improvement. I consider that it would be
reasonable to change the name of this scheme as proposed.
8.18.4
The WDA argues that the improvement scheme currently shown as T16(1) would be
more appropriately associated with other developments in the area, particularly the proposed superstore
at Brackla (R9(1)). However, the Council has put forward an amended reasoned justification for this road
indicating that improvements to this link would be required if both the retail development and the
redevelopment of the Brackla Industrial Estate (E2) went ahead. It seems reasonable to me that new
development on the adjoining industrial land should be asked to contribute to the proposed highway
improvements.
8.18.5
Turning to my second issue, the proposed changes do not overcome the WDA’s concern
on planning obligations as set out in national guidance, in WO C13/97 and TAN (Wales) 18: Transport.
Para 6.9.11 ‘requires’ developers to enter into an agreement with the Council to provide the highway
works, as does the new proposed text for the Brackla Industrial Estate Access Road. In my opinion, this
wording does not fairly reflect national guidance that planning obligations should be negotiated with
developers. The WDA suggests that the sentence ‘A contribution to highway improvements related to the
level of traffic generation attributable to the particular development may be sought’ should be woven into
paras 6.9.10 and 11. I consider that this would significantly improve the tone of these paragraphs and
should be adopted in order to comply with national policy guidance. The WDA is prepared to withdraw its
objection to para 6.9.43 if this change is made, and I shall not recommend a change there.
Recommendation
8.18.6
I recommend that the names of highway improvement schemes under Policies T16(1)
and T16(16) should be modified as proposed by the Council.
8.18.7
I recommend that the reasoned justification be amended to describe the Coity Bypass
and Brackla Industrial Estate Access Road schemes and the developments which they are expected to
serve using the text in the Council’s response to the WDA (DO 51194/1481).
8.18.8
I recommend that the revised paras 6.9.10 and 6.9.11 should include the wording: ‘A
contribution to highway improvements related to the level of traffic generation attributable to the particular
development may be sought.’
8.18.9
I recommend that the amended text described in para 8.18.7 above be further modified to
delete the phrase ‘there is a requirement on E2(1) and R9(1)’. Wording along the lines ‘developers of
sites E2(1) and R9(1) will be asked to contribute to highway improvements’ should be substituted.
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8.19

POLICY T16.2
Major Improvements to the Highway Network
B4281/Heol Simonstone Improvement, Bridgend
Objection
DO/50864/900

Coity Village Association

Issue
8.19.1
near future.

This is whether or not the improvements to Heol Simonstone could be secured in the

Conclusions
8.19.2
I have spelt ‘Heol Simonstone’ thus in my report, in accordance with the UDP, although I
see that it was called ‘Simonston’ in the Ogwr Borough Local Plan and elsewhere.
8.19.3
The objectors are concerned about the impact of major housing development at Parc
Derwen on the surrounding road network, including the road to Coychurch. They contend that a wider
railway bridge should be constructed and welcome the proposal for development on the Brackla Industrial
Estate to provide for improvements. However, they argue that the improvements will be needed before
the housing development is in place, and there is insufficient security that the improvements will take
place by then.
8.19.4
The Council points out that the Heol Simonstone improvement is justified by forthcoming
developments at the Industrial Estate which may not occur at the same time as development at Parc
Derwen. I accept that the road improvements cannot be tied to development thresholds and timings at
Parc Derwen and shall not recommend a change to the UDP policy.
8.19.5
The Council has put forward a proposed amendment to the reasoned justification for T16
(2) to the first sentence in para 6.9.12. I consider that this more accurately describes the stretch of road
which needs to be improved and shall recommend this change be made.
Recommendation
8.19.6

I recommend that no change be made to Policy T16(2).

8.19.7
I recommend that the end of the first sentence in para 6.9.12 be amended to read: ‘will
increase traffic volumes along Heol Simonstone from its junction with Coychurch roundabout.’

8.20

POLICY T16.3
Major Improvements to the Highway Network
Pencoed Inner Relief Road
Objection
DO/51201/1528 Bellway Homes (Estates) Ltd

Issues
8.20.1
This is whether or not there should be more development permitted west of the railway
line in Pencoed in order to achieve a new relief road and bridge across the railway line.
Conclusions
8.20.2
The objectors support the Pencoed Inner Relief Road in order to relieve pressures within
the town. They argue that existing commitments for development west of the railway line are insufficient
to finance the construction of a new bridge. Bellway Homes (Estates) Ltd proposes a new housing
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allocation at Hendre Road, Pencoed which, they argue, would ensure that the transportation objectives
could be achieved.
8.20.3
I have seen conditions at the level crossing at the eastern end of Hendre Road, and the
resulting traffic congestion in The Square which extends back towards Penybont Road. I accept that the
current highway arrangements increase journey times and cause localised environmental problems,
which would be alleviated if a new bridge were constructed. The interim road link has a limited capacity
and the Inner Relief Road has been an aim of the Highway Authority for many years. However, I have
concluded in Chapter 6, section 6.22, that land at Hendre Road, Pencoed, is not needed for housing
development.
8.20.4
Section 6.1 of the UDP indicates that, in order to achieve sustainable development,
investment in highway infrastructure to remove road congestion and meet growth in traffic is likely to be
less than in the past. The potential benefits from a new bridge over the railway here would, in my view,
be primarily related to relief from congestion. The objectors made no case for the scheme on economic
development or highway/rail safety grounds. Without the objectors’ proposed housing scheme, the future
increase in traffic on Hendre Road would be less. I see no reason to amend Policy T16(3) or its reasoned
justification in the light of this objection.
Recommendation
8.20.5

I recommend that no modification be made.

8.21

POLICY T16.4
Major Improvements to the Highway Network
Coychurch Road – Cowbridge Road Link, Bridgend
Objections
DO/50001/917
Bridgend Civic Trust
DO/51173/1382 E Brown
DO/51054/1183 Clerical & Medical Group
DO/51171/1379 Mr A Tingle

Issues
8.21.1

These are:



Whether or not an alternative alignment for the road link should be pursued;



Whether or not, as the scheme would lead to the loss of a sporting facility, the Plan should identify an
alternative location for the sports field.

Conclusions
8.21.2
On the first issue, the Council advises that the proposed road link was put forward in
earlier development plans, but is included in the Bridgend UDP for different reasons, to complement the
town centre regeneration scheme. The scheme would complete the highway ‘box’ around the town
centre assisting traffic circulation and distribution. It would enable traffic to be taken away from Nolton
Street, Derwen Road and Brackla Street. In addition, it would enable traffic to bypass the existing
junction of Coychurch Road and Cowbridge Road, giving highway safety benefits without the need for
demolition of residential property. The Civic Trust expresses its support for the scheme’s concept but not
for the chosen alignment. Other objectors also consider that a new line, which would safeguard the
football ground and the associated community facilities, would be desirable.
8.21.3
The Civic Trust identifies a route from between the two railway bridges on Coychurch
Road, extending through Coychurch Yard into the industrial estate, and joining Cowbridge Road either at
York Road/South Road or the police headquarters. This would have the advantage of directing traffic
away from one of the bottlenecks caused by the rail bridges on Coychurch Road, reducing traffic
movements near Bridgend College and creating an additional entrance to the industrial estate as well as
safeguarding the sports/recreational facilities. However, the Council argues that the route would be
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costlier and lengthier. In my opinion, the alternative alignment would not fulfil the main objective of
completing the ‘box’ around the town centre, and would not assist the transport strategy for revitalising
the town centre. I agree with the Council that an additional vehicular entrance to the industrial estate as
identified would not be significantly beneficial.
8.21.4
The Council indicates that the junction opposite Bridgend College would be designed and
constructed in accordance with approved standards and would incorporate pedestrian crossing facilities.
In view of the high accident rate at the existing road junction of Coychurch Road and Cowbridge Road, I
consider that a well designed new junction would offer substantial benefit. I conclude that the alignment
for the Coychurch Road/Cowbridge Road link is fitted for its purpose and should not be substituted with
the alignment put forward by the objectors. In reaching this conclusion, I have taken account of the
petition which was handed to the Inquiry by the Civic Trust, expressing opposition to the proposed link
road.
8.21.5
On the second issue, I have had regard for the importance to the local community of the
existing sporting and recreation facility, as indicated in my Chapter 5. The Proposals Map in the deposit
UDP shows that the sports’ field would be dissected by the road improvement scheme. However, Policy
RC3 requires alternative and equivalent facilities to be provided if the land is to be taken, and the Council
accepts the need for replacement community facilities to be provided. If a suitable alternative site for a
sporting and recreational facility is identifiable, I consider that it should be indicated in the UDP, but its
absence at this stage should not preclude the scheme in Policy T16(4).
8.21.6
Clerical and Medical Group objects that the scheme could adversely affect the proposed
housing site in Policy H1(54). However, I consider that the proposed Coychurch Road/Cowbridge Road
link as described in paras 6.9.16 and 6.9.17 of the UDP and illustrated on the Proposals Map would have
no impact on the objector’s housing site.
Recommendation
8.21.7

I conclude that no modification be made.

8.22

POLICY T16.5
Major Improvements to the Highway Network
M4 Junction 36
Objection
DO/51144/1329 Grantchester Plc
DO/51205/1569 Welcome Break Plc

Issues
8.22.1
This is whether or not Policy T16(5) and the reasoned justification should be amended in
the light of proposals for development put forward by these objectors, and changes in circumstances
since the deposit version of the Plan was prepared.
Conclusions
8.22.2
Consultants for Welcome Break Plc (Savell Bird & Axon) argue that the policy is unclear
as to what is expected from developers within the vicinity of J36 on the M4. The objectors summarised
the situation for improvements to the M4’s Junction 36 in a letter to the Council dated 29 May 2002. They
identified three types of scheme as follows:


Relatively minor improvements to the junction which, it has been agreed, would be sufficient for 1500
new dwellings on the Parc Derwen site.



An interim improvement scheme which would increase the capacity of the roundabout by 25% and
would cost about £1.2 million. An Objective 1 funding bid has been made for this proposal which
would supersede the minor improvements.
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A second bridge over the M4, which has been considered in connection with the development of Sarn
Park, and would accommodate all development and background traffic growth to year 2017.

The Council agrees that this is the current situation. I consider that the supporting text in paras 6.9.18
and 6.9.19 of the UDP could provide more up to date and precise information as to what may be
acceptable at Junction 36 in the Plan period.
8.22.3
Welcome Break Plc contends that removal of the motorway services area would lead to a
reduction in traffic movements to and from the motorway, and its reuse for retailing would produce no
increase in vehicular travel distances. The Council has not disputed the evidence. Nevertheless, any
major development proposal would require a specific and full transport assessment. Only if this
demonstrated a harmful impact on Junction 36, would the Council be entitled to ask for mitigation
measures, in accordance with national guidance in Tan (Wales) 18: Transport, and WO C 13/97:
Planning Obligations.
8.22.4
Grantchester Plc recognises the potential need for improvements to Junction 36 of the
M4 and is broadly supportive of this section of the UDP. However, objection is made to the last sentence
of para 6.9.19 requiring works to be entirely funded by development proposals. Consultants to the
objectors argue that there could be a doubling of traffic through the motorway junction by 2017 even if
Sarn Park does not go ahead. I have recommended that the mixed use development at Sarn Park should
not be allocated in the UDP. Nevertheless, I recommend in section 8.17 that para 6.9.19 could usefully
be re-written to be more consistent with WO C13/97: Planning Obligations, which requires a process of
negotiation and compliance with a number of tests including necessity, and being directly related to the
proposed development.
Recommendation
8.22.5
I recommend that the reasoned justification for Policy T16(5) in paras 6.9.18 and 6.9.19
should be modified (1) to describe the schemes which have been put forward to improve M4 Junction 36,
and (2) to clarify that the use of planning obligations to secure highway improvements will involve
negotiations on a scheme by scheme basis, and adherence to the principles in B3 and B4 of WO C13/97.

8.23

POLICY T16.6
Major Improvements to the Highway Network
Bryncethin Link
Objections
DO/50880/946
Bridgend Biodiversity Partnership
DO/51184/1416 Coed Cadw Woodland Trust
DO/51185/1418 Coity Walia Commoners Association
DO/50911/985
Ms S Davies
DO/50899/969
Mr & Mrs Farmer
DO/51144/1328 Grantchester Plc
DO/51199/1509 Mr H Griffiths
DO/51199/1510 Mr H Griffiths
DO/51199/1511 Mr H Griffiths
DO/51199/1512 Mr H Griffiths
DO/51058/1188 Mr C Hopkins
DO/50878/932
M R Keating
DO/51059/1191 Ms A Lalic
DO/51060/1193 Ms M Lalic

Issues
8.23.1


These are:

Whether or not it is reasonable to expect these highway works to be entirely funded by development
at Sarn Park;
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Whether or not the proposed link should be included in the UDP.

Conclusions
8.23.2
On the first issue, the Council proposes a late further amendment to paras 6.9.20 and 21
of the UDP to indicate that scheme T16(6) would be promoted with developer contributions fairly and
reasonably related in scale and kind to the traffic generated by their proposals. I have already
recommended in my section 8.17 that the text of paras 6.9.20 & 21 should be amended. I consider that, if
the proposed road link and Sarn Park development were to be included in the UDP, the revised text in the
Council’s response to Grantchester’s objection 51144/1328 would require further amendment to comply
with WO C13/97, and the advice that planning obligations should be negotiated.
8.23.3
On the second issue, the Council provides scant information as to why this highway
improvement scheme is singled out for promotion by the Local Authority. The fact that the highway
scheme has been included in earlier development plans is not, in my view, a good enough reason for its
inclusion in the UDP. The scheme is reported by the Council to give a ‘healthy economic return’ based on
COBA although, bearing in mind the objections from Coed Cadw and M Lalic, justifying a new road on
this criterion alone conflicts with Part 1 Policy 7 of the UDP. The strategic policy aims for efficient use of
the existing network, increased public transport usage and reductions in car-borne journeys. Coity Walia
Commoners’ Association advises that recent road improvements have greatly improved highway safety
and efficiency through Bryncethin, and that the bypass as proposed would only be required to facilitate
development of Sarn Park.
8.23.4
After assessing likely future traffic flows, Grantchester Plc concludes that a bypass of
Bryncethin is not required. It argues that by 2017 only 10% of all traffic would be generated by
development at Sarn Park. The Council concedes that development at Sarn Park could not be refused
planning permission on the grounds of harm associated with increased traffic movements through
Bryncethin. Ms M Lalic argues that further improvements to the A4061 through Bryncethin, including
traffic calming past the school, plus upgrading Heol Spencer, would be a less disruptive alternative to the
Bryncethin link.
8.23.5
The Council advises that the link road would reduce traffic along the A4061 thus
improving the local environment in terms of air quality, noise pollution and pedestrian safety. It considers
that Heol Spencer is less suitable to serve the Sarn Park development and its improvement would also
have harmful environmental consequences. However, a full environmental assessment has not been
undertaken, and the COBA program showed that the existing accident record is well below the national
average for this type of road. Having seen the road through Bryncethin and other transport corridors in
the County Borough, I remain unclear as to why this this stretch of the A4061 has been singled out for
bypassing and what, if not Sarn Park, is the justification for the Local Authority’s support. I agree with
Grantchester’s transport consultants and local people that there is potential for alternative measures to
deal with highway safety, capacity and amenity.
8.23.6
Mr Griffiths and Mr Hopkins express concern over the loss to the proposed new road of
common land over which there are rights of public access, and which has recreational and nature
conservation value. Bridgend Biodiversity Partnership confirms that the highway scheme would cut
through the Cefn Hirgoed candidate SINC which is regionally important for nature conservation. Coed
Cadw is ‘alarmed’ that the Plan shows a new highway through an irreplaceable ancient woodland at Coed
Cae Helyg. Coed Cadw also foresees significant harmful impacts for air quality and landscape, if the new
road is built. The Proposals Map shows the line of the proposed Bryncethin link running through a special
landscape area.
8.23.7
In conclusion, though the Council argues that the road improvement is necessary for the
economic and social development of the County Borough, I consider that there is scant supporting
evidence. Neither major development at Sarn Park nor other sources of traffic growth are forecast to give
rise to serious transport problems in Bryncethin in the Plan period. To be compatible with Part 1 Policy 7,
improvements to the existing highway network should be utilised first to resolve local environmental and
safety problems. There is overwhelming evidence, even before an environmental assessment is
undertaken, that the Bryncethin link would cause harm to substantial nature conservation, landscape and
amenity interests. I consider that the effects of a new road here in the countryside have not been given
sufficient weight by the Council. I conclude that the Bryncethin link should be deleted from the Plan.
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Recommendation
8.23.8

I recommend that Policy T16 (6) be deleted from the Plan.

8.23.9

I recommend that the reasoned justification be deleted.

8.24

POLICY T16.8
Major Improvements to the Highway Network
Wern Fawr/Wern Tarw/Rockwool Access
Objections
DO/50880/935
Bridgend Biodiversity Partnership
DO/50005/341
Mrs V Bunn
DO/51209/1662 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/50951/1039 Mr D Djukic

Issue
8.24.1
This is whether or not the proposed highway improvement should be included in the
UDP, given its relationship to countryside which has interest for nature conservation.
Conclusions
8.24.2
Objectors to this policy have also made representations on Policies E3(21) and E3(22)
for industrial and commercial allocations at Wern Tarw and Wern Fawr. My conclusions on the
employment land allocations are given in Chapter 7. Though I agree with the Council’s proposal in the
PIMS to delete the Wern Fawr allocation from the UDP, I recommend that the substantial site at Wern
Tarw should be included in the UDP.
8.24.3
Paras 6.9.24 and 6.9.25 of the UDP explain that improvements would be sought to the
existing route to Junction 35 on the motorway. In my opinion, if new industrial and commercial
development takes place at Wern Tarw, it would be reasonable to upgrade the local road network to
provide the safe and efficient movement of the associated additional traffic. As the Council points out,
any highway works would only be triggered by new development. Although the area has importance for
nature conservation, PPWales indicates that non-statutory designations should not unduly restrict
acceptable development. As there is an existing road and there would be scope for mitigation measures,
I would expect any harm to the countryside or wildlife and habitats to be capable of management. I
conclude that the proposed highway improvement should be included in the UDP.
8.24.4
The Council has proposed in the PIMS that paras 6.9.24 & 6.9.25 be amended to delete
references to Wern Fawr. For the sake of consistency with the employment land allocations, I consider
that these amendments should be made.
Recommendation
8.24.5

I recommend that no modification be made to Policy T16(8).

8.24.6

I recommend that paras 6.9.24 and 6.9.25 be modified as shown in the PIMS.

8.25

POLICY T16.9
Major Improvements to the Highway Network
Access to Land West of Maesteg Road, Tondu
Objection
DO/50880/940
DO/50017/18
DO/50017/19

Bridgend Biodiversity Partnership
Rhys-Davies Services Ltd
Rhys-Davies Services Ltd
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Issues
8.25.1

These are :



Whether or not the policy should be removed because of the nature conservation interests in the
locality;



Whether or not the level of highway works outlined in the supporting text of the UDP are justified by
the likely development in the locality.

Conclusions
8.25.2
On the first issue, the Bridgend Biodiversity Partnership argues that, unless any
biodiversity interest can be protected by planning conditions or obligations, the REG3(3) allocation should
be moved. The Council proposes an alteration to the site on the Proposals Map of the UDP, in the
interests of nature conservation. I recommend in Chapter 17 that the comprehensive redevelopment of
this land would be beneficial and should remain in the UDP. Similarly, I consider that the related road
improvement scheme should also be retained.
8.25.3
On the second issue, the objectors argue that it is neither feasible nor necessary to
develop land west of Maesteg comprehensively. I address this objection in Chapters 7 (Employment )
and 17 (Regeneration). They also contend that planning permission already granted for a northern
portion of the site was not conditional on highway improvements, and realignment of the A4063 would not
be necessitated by development in the south-eastern sector. Should realignment be needed to access
land in the western sector, this should be assessed separately and the UDP amended to explain this.
The Council, however, asserts that development of the south-eastern part of the site would have a
negative impact on the junction of the A4063 and A4065, and the developer should therefore be asked to
contribute to or provide improvements.
8.25.4
I consider that the principle of mixed use development is appropriate for this site (Chapter
17). A supplementary statement on behalf of Rhys-Davies Services Ltd indicates that a full Transport
Assessment has not been carried out. In the absence of firm proposals for the site and parts of it, it is
premature to judge what the scope of highway works should be to give a successful development.
However, I consider that Policy T16(9) appropriately identifies a possible need for road improvements.
Clearly, details of contributions/provisions to be sought from individual landowners is not a matter for the
UDP. I see no need to change the thrust of this policy.
8.25.5
I agree with the objector that national policy and advice on the use of planning conditions
and obligations must be adhered to when planning applications are assessed, and I have already
recommended changes to the reasoned justification of this policy elsewhere to make that clear. I accept
that the first sentence of para 6.9.27 should be modified to emphasise that planning obligations are
reached by negotiated agreement.
Recommendation
8.25.6

I recommend that Policy T16(9) should not be modified.

8.25.7
I recommend that the first sentence of para 6.9.27 be modified along these lines: ‘The
developers of the site will therefore be asked to enter into negotiations with …..’.
8.26

POLICY T16.10
Major Improvements to the Highway Network
A48/A473 Brocastle Link, Bridgend
Objections
DO/51074/1217 Mr N McLean
DO/51194/1482 Welsh Development Agency

Issue
8.26.1
This is whether or not the A48/A473 Brocastle Link is justified to serve planned
development in the area and would be sustainable.
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Conclusions
8.26.2
On the first issue, the WDA argues that existing developments in Brocastle and Waterton
cannot be asked to provide contributions to this new highway scheme. Outline planning permission
already exists for the site at Brocastle, and agreements are nearing completion on the provision of a new
roundabout access from the A48. The proposed link road would extend through the Vale of Glamorgan
administrative area, and its UDP does not cater for such a road. Mr McLean contends that the Vale of
Glamorgan objected to the draft deposit version of the UDP which showed the road proposal crossing its
land. The Council does not dispute this analysis, and there is no evidence that the neighbouring authority
would be prepared to collaborate. I consider that there are serious doubts as to how this link would be
funded and completed.
8.26.3
Both WO C13/97 and TAN (Wales) 18: Transport advise that developers should only be
asked to pay the cost of any highway improvements which are directly related to their development. In
this case, employment allocations at Waterton and Brocastle are located beside the A473 and A48, and
the evidence is that development can take place there without the need for this link road. I agree with the
WDA that para 6.9.29 of the UDP could impede the development of land at Brocastle and Waterton, and,
as worded, is in conflict with paras B16 and B17 of WO C13/97.
8.26.4
No information on traffic movements, capacities or likely impact from new development
on the A48 and A473 highway network has been made available, to demonstrate the need for this new
link road. Neither is there any evidence that solutions other than new road building, such as the
construction of a new rail link as suggested by Mr McLean, might give effective access. Overall, I
conclude that this scheme is not adequately justified and may be unrealistic without the support of the
neighbouring Authority.
8.26.5
Mr McLean points out that the proposed link road would extend built development into
the countryside, contrary to the principles of sustainable development. In reply, the Council merely refers
to the independent Sustainability Appraisal, CD21. In that document, Policy T16 scores a series of
question marks, indicating that the outcome for sustainability is ‘unpredictable’. The authors also write
‘the justification for any expenditure on road building should be identified as the impact of highway
improvements can generally be expected to be greater car and lorry traffic, whatever the claimed benefits
for local environments, economic activity or safety.’ In my opinion, CD21 is not wholly supportive of
Policy T16(10) and I agree with the objector that a new road in this position would be harmful to the
countryside.
8.26.6
I consider that insufficient justification for this scheme has been provided. However, the
surrounding land is identified as a key employment site and I would not wish its development to be
constrained if a new road scheme is essential for its success. I conclude that, if this scheme is to be
retained in the UDP, the reasoned justification should be substantially enhanced to explain why it is
needed and how constraints would be overcome.
Recommendation
8.26.7
I recommend that, if Policy T16(10) is to be retained, the reasoned justification should be
substantially enhanced.

8.27

POLICY T16.12
Major Improvements to the Highway Network
Access to Merthyr Mawr Road/Bridgend Science Park, A48, Bridgend
Objection
DO/50075/1392 Mr & Mrs D Morgan

Issue
8.27.1
This is whether or not a new access to the Bridgend Science Park at the Merthyr Mawr
Road junction on the A48 is justified.
Conclusions
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8.27.2
The objectors question whether or not a second entrance to the Bridgend Science Park
site (E6(1)) is required. They argue that the existing access affords good accessibility to the M4, and that
another roundabout on the A48 would cause delay to traffic, increase pollution and reduce safety on
Merthyr Mawr Road South, which is a narrow country lane. I consider that the Council has failed in its
response to objectors to answer the basic question as to why the existing access to the B4265 should not
accommodate increased traffic from an extended employment site.
8.27.3
The Highway Authority contends that a new roundabout on the A48 would have a traffic
calming effect but, in my view, traffic calming should be achievable without new road building. I consider
that, as a matter of good practice, environmental impact should be addressed before the design and
construction stages of a proposed road scheme. I share the objectors’ concern that a new roundabout at
Merthyr Mawr Road could encourage additional and unwanted traffic movements along this country lane.
8.27.4
However, the allocation for special employment land at Island Farm extends to nearly
26has. I consider that intensive development of this site could cause problems at the existing access to
the B4265. I am also mindful of the planning application for a national academy for rugby and associated
developments at Island Farm. If planning permission were granted for such development, there would be
a need for new access arrangements to this site. I conclude that Policy T16(12) should be retained in the
UDP, in the event that proposed development necessitates new site access arrangements.

Recommendation
8.27.5

I recommend that no modification be made to policy T16(12).

8.28

POLICY T16.16
Major Improvements to the Highway Network
Brackla Industrial Estate Access Road, Bridgend
Objections
DO/50864/895
DO/50864/898
DO/50864/899

Coity Village Association
Coity Village Association
Coity Village Association

Issue
8.28.1
This is whether or not this proposal would adequately serve the Brackla Industrial Estate
whilst offering an acceptable solution to current and potential traffic in and around the village of Coity.
Conclusions
8.28.2
As explained in section 8.18 above, the Council proposes changes to the designations in
Policies T16(1) and T16(16) together with an amended reasoned justification for Brackla Industrial Estate
Access Road. The objector argues that improvements in the road network south of Coity are needed so
that planned new residential and industrial developments do not exacerbate existing problems in the
village. The Highway Authority acknowledges that the Coity Bypass is essential if the Parc Derwen
housing development is to be accomplished, and its traffic assessment suggests that the bypass should
be provided as soon as 300 new dwellings have been built there. However, the Brackla Industrial Estate
Road to the south is not perceived as necessary for Parc Derwen to proceed. Support for this
improvement scheme should come from development on the industrial estate itself and the R9(1) retail
site.
8.28.3
I am satisfied with the proposed changes to T16(1) and T16(16), and consider that the
intended timing of the new Coity bypass is based on a reasonable assessment of the likely traffic impact
from the Parc Derwen housing development on the village of Coity. I conclude that the Brackla Industrial
Estate Road as amended should meet the objector’s wishes and should serve east-west traffic and
access to the Industrial Estate.
Recommendation
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8.28.4
I recommend that the changes to the designations in Policies T16(1) and T16(16)
together with an amended reasoned justification for Brackla Industrial Estate Access Road, as put
forward in the Council’s Proof of Evidence (Parc Derwen Doc 4) responding to the objections, should be
made.
8.28.5
I recommend that the amended paragraphs be further modified to delete the phrase
‘there is a requirement on E2(1) and R9(1)’. Wording along the lines ‘developers of sites E2(1) and R9(1)
will be asked to contribute to highway improvements’ should be substituted. (see my section 8.18 for
reasoning).

8.29

POLICY T16.17
Major Improvements to the Highway Network
Bryncethin By-Pass
Objections
PCO/50934/2155
PCO/50880/2165
PCO/51185/2154
PCO/51209/2229
PCO/51199/2153
PCO/51234/2158
PCO/51235/2160
PCO/51235/2159
PCO/51223/2157

Dr J R Anthony
Bridgend Biodiversity Partnership
Coity Walia Commoners Association
Countryside Council for Wales
Mr H Griffiths
Mr & Mrs C & J M Jarvis
Mr J G Jones
Mr J G Jones
Mr & Mrs F J & M V Thorne

Issue
8.29.1

This is whether or not the proposed Bryncethin Bypass should be included in Policy T16.

Conclusions
8.29.2
The PIMS recommends the addition of this highway scheme east of the village, as per
the Ogwr Borough Local Plan, with alterations to paras 6.9.1-6.9.3 of the UDP. However, the Council
provides no substantial highway or traffic flow evidence or environmental appraisal to justify the
reinstatement of the scheme. Para 6.9.3 of the UDP indicates that improvements have already achieved
some benefits along this part of the road network. In section 8.23 above, I conclude that there is no
substantial case for the proposed Bryncethin Link. I consider that most of the arguments against major
new road building there apply equally to the proposed Bryncethin Bypass. In particular, the Council
concedes that the bypass is not essential for development envisaged at Sarn Park and admits that the
benefit calculated using COBA ‘is not great’.
8.29.3
The environmental effects of the proposed Bypass have not yet been fully assessed, but
the counter-objectors identify a number of potential problems associated with the proposed new road
building. These include loss of property, loss of common land and wildlife habitats, severance of a viable
farm holding, reduced local access, localised drainage problems and the transference of traffic noise,
pollution and visual intrusion. In the absence of clear justification for a bypass and these potential
problems, I shall not recommend inclusion of Bryncethin Bypass within Policy T16.
Recommendation
8.29.4
I recommend that the Bryncethin Bypass as proposed in the PIMS should not be included
in Policy T16(17).

8.30

POLICY T17
Extension to Bridgend Bus Station
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Objections
DO/50001/914
Bridgend Civic Trust
DO/51192/1452 Llynfi Valley Forum
Issues
8.30.1

These are:



Whether Bridgend bus station should be extended or whether it should be relocated to Brackla Street;



Whether or not a coach park in Maesteg town centre should be identified in the UDP.

Conclusions
8.30.2
On the first issue, the Civic Trust favours the concept of a transport interchange, but
argues that the bus station should be relocated to make the interchange work properly. If located on the
existing Brackla Street car park, it would be easily accessible for buses, and convenient for pedestrians
using the rail station or town centre. Traffic movements could be simplified and the current bus station
used for retail purposes, in the view of the objector.
8.30.3
The Council indicates that relocation of the bus station to Brackla Street has been
assessed, and has been the subject of consumer and bus operator surveys. The Council concluded that
extension of the existing bus station was a better option, and has included the proposal in an integrated
investment programme under the Transport Grant initiative. It seems to me that the Council’s proposed
extension of the bus station is soundly based. It has considered alternative sites, and proposes, in Policy
T18, a road link between the bus and rail stations. Moreover, the Brackla Street site is appropriately
allocated for retail and other town centre uses. I conclude that extension of the existing bus station in
Bridgend is reasonable.
8.30.4
On the second issue, Llynfi Valley Forum argues that a coach park is needed in Maesteg
to encourage tourism and recreation at the town hall. The Council replies that this should form part of the
Local Transport Plan (LTP) and Transport Grant process, and the need for it should be assessed as part
of a comprehensive town centre or regional regeneration strategy. I consider that this matter should be
pursued through the LTP process and that there is no need for a specific policy reference in the UDP.
Recommendation
8.30.5

I recommend that no modification be made.

8.31

POLICY T18
Proposed Bridgend Transport Interchange
Objection
DO/50001/915

Bridgend Civic Trust

Issue
8.31.1
This is whether or not the UDP should favour relocating the existing bus station at
Brackla Street car park.
Conclusions
8.31.2
The Civic Trust argues that this would give ready interchange with the rail station, offer
sufficient land for a taxi rank and eliminate the need for some difficult crossover traffic movements.
However, for the reasons given in section 8.30 above, I am content for the bus station to be retained at its
current site with a road link to the rail station, which will be enhanced as envisaged by Policy T18.
Recommendation
8.31.3

I recommend that no modification be made.
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8.32

POLICY T19.1
Improvements to the Passenger Rail Network
Objections
DO/50001/918
Bridgend Civic Trust
DO/51054/1182 Clerical & Medical Group

Issues
8.32.1
This is whether or not the UDP fairly shows the land take for the proposed Brackla
railway station and park and ride facility.
Conclusions
8.32.2
The Clerical and Medical Group argues that the new rail facilities should be shown
diagrammatically only on the Proposals Map, to allow maximum residential development on the adjoining
land and flexibility if extensions to the parking facility are required in the future. The Civic Trust seeks the
provision of substantial parking space on the industrial estate side of the railway track to encourage use
of this proposed station rather than Bridgend station.
8.32.3
The Council has put forward a proposed change in the PIMS whereby the proposed new
rail and park and ride facility would be shown by a star notation. The Council advises that a planning
application has been submitted for development in this locality by the Clerical and Medical Group and the
detailed design has been progressed. I consider that the change proposed in the PIMS satisfactorily
identifies the location of the proposed facility, the precise boundaries of which may be determined through
the development control process. Equally, any need for A1/A3 uses in connection with the rail station
would be for detailed consideration and not for the UDP.
8.32.4
The scheme is part of a regional SWIFT transport strategy which has been approved by
the National Assembly for Wales. The Council informs that a significant park and ride facility to the north
of the proposed station will be served by a pedestrian/cycle bridge giving access to the industrial estate,
and by enhanced bus services. I have taken account of the Civic Trust’s suggestions as to how a new
station and park and ride facility might operate, but my conclusion is that there is no need for further
modification of Policy T19 of the UDP arising from these comments.
Recommendation
8.32.5

I recommend that Policy T19(1) be modified as shown in the PIMS, Map Ref: A1.

8.33

POLICY T20
Proposed Park & Ride Facility Serving Porthcawl
Objections
DO/51223/1744 Coney Beach Leisure
DO/51217/1731 Mr R H Knight & Mr J Blundell

Issues
8.33.1

These are:



Whether or not the proposed park and ride site would be needed for the functioning of Porthcawl
town centre and the town’s recreational facilities, bearing in mind the regeneration strategy which is
proposed;



Whether or not the proposed park and ride site would be harmful to countryside, conservation and
agricultural interests.

Conclusions
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8.33.2
Coney Beach Leisure argues that the loss of existing town centre car parks to
redevelopment and their replacement by a park and ride scheme would pose a threat to shopping,
tourism and leisure in Porthcawl. The Council advises that, if Policy R8(6) goes ahead, some 80% of the
public off-street car parking spaces in the town centre will be lost to new retail development. The Council
also draws attention to the Ogwr Borough Local Plan which aims to limit vehicular access in the town
centre to essential movements, and give greater emphasis to the pedestrian and shopping environment.
It considers that the proposed park and ride scheme would be consistent with this approach.
8.33.3
In my view, policies to encourage public transport use and reduce reliance on the private
car, combined with pedestrianisation in major shopping streets, should improve the environment of
Porthcawl and make it more attractive to visitors. The pedestrianisation of John Street appears to have
produced a lively and attractive shopping street, seemingly without the consequences which the objectors
fear.
8.33.4
Messrs Knight and Blundell argue that park and ride schemes are generally successful
where there is a high level of demand for car parking, traffic congestion and a lack of available public
parking space. It was agreed at the Inquiry that these conditions do not currently exist in Porthcawl.
Though access to the resort has occasionally been restricted in co-operation with the police on Public
Holidays when the weather has been good, I consider that these occasions alone would be an insufficient
basis for a new permanent park and ride facility. I agree with the objectors that much of the town is within
walking distance of the coast and/or the town centre, and that parking restrictions are not widespread.
The park and ride site would be relatively near to the final destination for many visitors to the resort, which
could also discourage its use.
8.33.5
The Council argues that the need for the park and ride facility would arise if the
regeneration strategy were successfully implemented in Porthcawl, and this could occur before the end of
the UDP period. However, the strategy is not well advanced, and the substantial area to be redeveloped
should, in my view, have scope for its own car parking provision. Neither has the Council provided any
estimates of likely numbers or types of users of a park and ride facility. At the Inquiry, the objectors drew
a comparison between Porthcawl and towns or cities in England where park and ride schemes are in
operation. They argue that the English schemes are based on larger settlements, where there are all
year round facilities and a wider range of activities for visitors than would be offered in Porthcawl.
8.33.6
In 1994, W S Atkins and DTZ Debenham Thorpe carried out a traffic and development
appraisal of the Porthcawl Resort Regeneration Strategy (CD124). Although this study is now quite
dated, I consider that its conclusions on park and ride ‘not a very appropriate option’ remain relevant. All
these considerations lead me to the view that park and ride may not be suitable or viable in Porthcawl,
and its identification in the UDP would be premature.
8.33.7
The Council also argues that, as railway access to Porthcawl is not available, it is
important to identify all opportunities to improve access by bus and coach. PPWales favours park and
ride to improve the relative attractiveness of public transport. However, I see no reason why public
transport services could not be promoted as part of the regeneration of Porthcawl, without the provision of
a park and ride facility. Overall, I conclude that the proposed park and ride site is unlikely to be needed
for the functioning of Porthcawl town centre and the town’s recreational facilities, even with successful
implementation of the proposed regeneration strategy.
8.33.8
On the second issue, the objectors contend that there would be substantial development
of a greenfield site in the countryside which would be contrary to national and local planning policies. In
addition, the site is located close to Nottage Conservation Area, is on land of high agricultural value and
within a special landscape area. Though the Council advises that it has looked at alternative sites near to
Junction 37 and has discussed the location of the facility with the police, I consider that the preferred site
possesses a number of constraints. In my opinion, even a modest park and ride development on the site
shown in the UDP would have a physical and visual impact on the surrounding area. It would be in
conflict with policies in the Environment chapter and harmful to countryside, conservation and agricultural
interests. I agree with the objectors that this policy should be deleted.
Recommendation
8.33.9

I recommend that Policy T20 be deleted from the UDP.
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8.34

POLICY T21.1
Proposed Public Off-Street Car Parking Provision, Bridgend Town Centre
The YMCA Site, Angel Street, Bridgend
Objections
DO/50001/919
Bridgend Civic Trust
DO/51156/1351 Trustees of the Bridgend YMCA

Issue
8.34.1
This is whether or not the site occupied by the YMCA in Angel Street should be allocated
in the UDP as a town centre off-street car park.
Conclusions
8.34.2
The objectors contend that the YMCA is too valuable a facility to remove, and requires a
town centre site. The Council argues that the YMCA site is one of three locations safeguarded under
Policy T21 for off-street car parking which are necessary to achieve the pedestrianisation and
regeneration of the town centre. All these sites are located within the ‘highway box’ which encircles the
town centre and the YMCA site is well placed to serve the western side of the town centre.
8.34.3
The Bridgend YMCA Business Plan identifies five main specialist areas on which it will
provide high quality programmes. These are: personal and social development; sports, health and
fitness; drug and alcohol awareness; education and training; access to affordable, appropriate housing.
Evidence brought to the Inquiry indicates that the YMCA facilities are well used, for example the drop-in
facility records over 1,000 users a month. More than 300 people, many of whom describe the various
uses which they make of the facility, have signed a petition objecting to the proposal to replace the YMCA
with a car park. I consider that the present facilities provide a very beneficial and valuable social asset,
important to the health and future well-being of the local community in the County Borough.
8.34.4
The objectors argue that the YMCA should remain in the town centre where public
transport accessibility from all the County Borough is good, and where access on foot is possible for
some users. The present site has the advantage that it is close to leisure and sporting facilities in the
town. I agree that the removal and relocation of YMCA premises could undermine the network of
volunteers and groups who currently support the activities. I consider that the organisation’s traditions
and independence also contribute to its ongoing success. These could be weakened if the YMCA were
relocated in a proposed ‘Life Centre’ in Brackla Street as suggested by the Council at the Inquiry.
PPWales para 10.2.4 advises that a diversity of uses should be encouraged in town centres. In my
opinion, the YMCA provides a very important town centre use for the County Borough, which should be
fostered and not abandoned in the pursuit of more commercial regeneration.
8.34.5
The objectors argue that the allocation of the site as a car park has adversely affected
the search for funds. The YMCA has been unable to secure finance for refurbishment of its buildings and
only essential maintenance has been carried out. Key funding sources look for a guaranteed minimum
term of tenure up to 30 years as a prerequisite for making grants. I consider that the facilities at Angel
Street are likely to deteriorate substantially, if the YMCA remains there and the car parking allocation is
kept in the UDP.
8.34.6
The Council’s evidence on the utilisation of car parks indicates that there is currently
adequate short stay capacity in the town centre, and this situation is likely to continue in the short term,
even if the Embassy cinema site is developed for retailing. The Council argues that additional parking
facilities are required to assist town centre regeneration and increase footfall. Whilst public transport will
cater for half the anticipated increase in visitors, the Council estimates that there will be a 2% a year
increase in parking demand over the period of the UDP. Though the source of the 2% estimate is not
explained, it asserts that the YMCA site would be required for car parking purposes to meet the forecast
demand.
8.34.7
PPWales para 8.4.2 calls on local authorities to provide lower levels of car parking than
have been achieved in the past. In consultation with neighbouring authorities, they should establish
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maximum levels of parking for broad classes of development. The Council argues that it is seeking to
reduce long stay car parking in the town centre by, among other things, developing a Green Travel Plan
for Council staff to encourage commuting by public transport. It is pursuing the question of maximum
parking standards with neighbouring authorities. However, it seems to me that the approach to town
centre parking in the UDP is very similar to that in the Ogwr Borough Local Plan, adopted at a time when
parking policies were more liberal.
8.34.8
The Council draws my attention to PPWales para 10.2.6 which indicates that good short
term car parking facilities can help town centres compete with out of town centres. It considers that
Bridgend town centre could benefit from linked trips by visitors to the Welsh designer outlet at Junction 36
on the M4, providing adequate car parking is available. However, I have seen no estimates as to how
many shoppers might make such linked trips, nor why they should not be catered for by bus travel.
8.34.9
I agree with the Council that the YMCA site is conveniently located for a car park just
inside the ‘highway box’ within walking distance of the town centre’s main facilities. I appreciate that a
new access from the A473 Inner Bypass to the car park would provide a useful traffic calming function.
However, whilst convenient car parks may complement town centre regeneration measures, they will not
themselves produce new investment and revitalisation.
8.34.10
The Council has recently indicated its willingness for greater flexibility in respect of the
town centre highway access and parking scheme. It has responded favourably to proposed retail
development on the old Embassy Cinema site with a reduced element of public parking, and has granted
permission for office development on the former Courage Depot car park site. I consider that this is the
right approach in terms of revitalising Bridgend centre and promoting a more sustainable environment, in
that it gives priority to the attraction of new and key town centre uses (retail and commercial), and
secondary consideration to car parking.
8.34.11
The Council argued at the Inquiry that, in the absence of a new car park on the YMCA
site, regeneration of the Rhiw or Brackla Street sites could be prevented, and the strategy for town centre
regeneration undermined. However, I have seen no substantive evidence to support this assertion which
was also made, but not sustained, in respect of the former Embassy cinema site. The proposal for the
Embassy Cinema site includes an element of car parking, and I see no reason why proposals for some of
the other key redevelopment sites in the town centre should not do the same. Indeed, I am advised of a
recent planning application for an Asda foodstore with 460 car parking spaces on another town centre
site. Car parking within redevelopment schemes may mean a departure from the original engineering
concept of only building car parks next to the ‘highway box’, but in my view would not be harmful so long
as the town centre’s pedestrianisation scheme is respected.
8.34.12
I have taken account of the objectors’ evidence that the neighbouring site with the Driving
Examination Centre and County Court would provide a more suitable site for town centre car parking than
the YMCA site. Whether or not these uses would be easier to relocate than the YMCA, I consider that
they too add to the diversity of town centre uses which are essential for the long-term prosperity and
vitality of Bridgend town centre. I shall not recommend that they are displaced in favour of car parking.
8.34.13
My predecessor at the Ogwr Borough Local Plan concluded that the need for town centre
car parking and the absence of acceptable alternative sites outweighed the existing beneficial use of the
site by the YMCA. I too have undertaken a balancing exercise of similar factors. However, in the light of
new national planning policy for car parking provision, and because I consider that there is scope for
providing car parking in alternative locations in the context of a changing and redeveloping town centre, I
reach a different conclusion from the previous Inspector. I conclude that the site occupied by the YMCA
in Angel Street should not be allocated in the UDP as a town centre off-street car park.
Recommendation
8.34.14
I recommend that Policy T21 be modified so as to exclude site T21(1) The YMCA site,
Angel Street, Bridgend.

8.35

POLICY T21.3
Proposed Public Off-Street Car Parking Provision, Bridgend Town Centre
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The Embassy Cinema Site & Adjacent Land at Brewery Lane and Tondu Road, Bridgend
Objections
DO/51182/1404 Aldi Stores (Swindon) Ltd
DO/50001/921
Bridgend Civic Trust
DO/51164/1313 Centre Great 1991 Ltd
DO/51164/1367 Centre Great 1991 Ltd
DO/51175/1390 Mr W M Davies
DO/51142/1393 Henley H Jenkins Ltd
DO/51155/1349 Riverside Hardware & Engineers Supplies
Issues
8.35.1

These are:



Whether or not the existing commercial uses on the site should be retained;



Whether or not the site should either retain the existing buildings or be redeveloped with new
buildings of merit so as to provide an attractive entrance to the town centre and take advantage of its
riverside position;



Whether or not the site should be allocated for retail use rather than car parking.

Conclusions
8.35.2
On the first issue, Henley H Jenkins Ltd argues that the site includes established
commercial uses which have served the town well for many years. This area has been affected by new
road building and the operation of a contractors’ yard to implement the town centre pedestrianisation
scheme. These works are now ending and there is an opportunity for regeneration by the established
traders, which would be thwarted by the proposed car park allocation. Though I have sympathy with the
objector, it seems to me that the site is rundown in appearance, and the Council is entitled to consider
new uses for the future.
8.35.3
On the second issue, the Civic Trust and others refer to the prominent position of this
site, and its location as a ‘gateway’ site for visitors to Bridgend. I recognise its position in relation to the
Town Centre and Newcastle Hill Conservation Areas, and agree that a car park use might not preserve or
enhance views in and out of those areas. Though CADW have concluded recently that the existing
Embassy Cinema is not of sufficient quality to be listed, I agree that it is imposing and a local landmark.
Objectors argue that the existing Embassy building could be adapted to house cultural and leisure
activities to improve the town’s image and generate revenue. However, the Council having looked at
alternative sites is pursuing such a scheme for a ‘Life centre’ at a site on Brackla Street. I consider that, if
new development takes place on this site, the buildings should be well designed and, if possible, should
take advantage of their riverside location. However, this should not rule out redevelopment of the site.
8.35.4
Turning to the third issue, since publication of the deposit UDP and the PIMS, the Council
has agreed with Aldi Stores Ltd to allocate this site for retail use instead of car parking under Policy R8 of
the Plan. As I report in Chapter 9, I consider that the site is eminently suitable for retail use and I
recommend modifications to add this to the key retail redevelopment sites. The Council and Aldi have
submitted an agreed statement which would delete Policy T21(3) and add a new paragraph 6.11.4 to
indicate that the site would provide some short stay car parking to serve the town centre as well as
customers to the proposed foodstore.
8.35.5
Aldi Stores Ltd have demonstrated that town centre regeneration would not be prejudiced
if this site made a lesser contribution to the provision of short term car parking for the town centre than
was envisaged in Policy T21. I consider it important that this site should continue to provide some town
centre car parking, and support the changes to the UDP which have been agreed. Henley H Jenkins Ltd
argues that the objection site should not be allocated for a town centre foodstore, but should be allocated
for ‘retail, other commercial and complementary uses’ like the other sites in Policy R8. I agree with this,
but conclude that this site should not be allocated for car parking.
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Recommendation
8.35.6
I recommend that Policy T21(3) be deleted and a new paragraph 6.11.4 added as agreed
between Aldi Stores (Swindon) Ltd and the Council.

8.36

POLICY T22
Detailed Transportation Guidelines & Standards for New Developments
Objections
DO/51203/1558 House Builders Federation
PCO/51203/2169
House Builders Federation
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51227/1804 Harmer Partnership
DO/51229/1862 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
8.36.1
This is whether or not the policy is too onerous in requiring conformity with SPG and
adopted guidelines and standards on transportation.
Conclusions
8.36.2
The NAW argues that it is not acceptable to have a policy which simply requires
compliance with SPG, references to which should be confined to the reasoned justification. The Harmer
Partnership objects that the policy refers to a range of existing and proposed SPG of undefined status
and makes no mention of the need for public consultation. The Council has proposed changes to the
policy in the PIMS which would remove the second part of the policy to the reasoned justification and
offer assurance that the documents would be subject to wide consultation. The objections have been
withdrawn on the basis of these proposed changes, although the HBF sustains its objection that the
policy still refers to standards not set out in the Plan.
8.36.3
I share the concerns of the HBF that, even with the PIMS proposed modifications, the
policy would require conformity with a range of as yet unknown guidelines and standards. I agree with
the HBF that a policy defining the overall objectives for access to new development and parking, with a
reference to emerging SPG, would be appropriate and desirable. However, the Council’s evidence
provides no information on its objectives. These might include (a) safe and convenient access for
vehicles and pedestrians with minimal harm to the amenities of neighbours; (b) access arrangements
which respect the character and appearance of the local area; (c) parking of sufficient quantity to enable
the land use to function effectively; (d) parking levels consistent with the aim of reducing reliance on the
private car; and (e) parking levels which would avoid regular shortage of spaces in locations where
overspill parking would be hazardous to other road users.
8.36.4
However, it is for the Council to define its objectives and include them in a simple policy
defining what is expected in terms of access and parking arrangements. I conclude that the policy as
drafted is too imprecise and could be too onerous, and that a revised policy encapsulating the main aims
of detailed transportation policy should be substituted. I consider that the proposed amendment in the
PIMS should be relegated to the reasoned justification.
Recommendation
8.36.5

I recommend that Policy T22 should be modified.

8.36.6
I recommend that Policy T22 as proposed for modification in the PIMS, should be
included in an expanded para 6.12.2, only as part of the reasoned justification.

8.37

POLICY OMISSION
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Highway Improvements
Objection
DO/51209/1663 Countryside Council for Wales

Issue
8.37.1
This is whether or not a new policy is required to ensure that highway improvements are
undertaken in sympathy with the environment and the needs of pedestrians and cyclists.
Conclusions
8.37.2
I agree with the Council that Policies T1 and T2, with the modifications which I
recommend, provide sufficient guidance to developers on achieving sustainable development which
recognises the needs of users of all travel modes and is not harmful to the environment. I see no reason
for a new policy as proposed by the objector.
Recommendation
8.37.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

8.38

POLICY OMISSION
General Aviation Issues
Objection
DO/51027/1140 General Aviation Awareness Council

Issue
8.38.1

This is whether or not the UDP should include a policy on general aviation.

Conclusions
8.38.2
The objector argues that a policy should be included in the UDP, to provide clear
guidelines to any potential operator who may wish to establish a landing strip within the Bridgend area. A
criteria-based policy is put forward for inclusion in the Plan. The Council argues that there is no
perceived need for aviation facilities in the County Borough because of proximity to Cardiff International
Airport. Although it is conceivable that a developer might propose a new landing strip, I agree with the
Council that the location of Cardiff International Airport would make this less likely than in some other
local authority areas. The criteria in the proposed policy cover a range of planning considerations, all of
which are already addressed in policies in the UDP. I consider that the UDP would provide an adequate
framework for weighing the positive and negative effects which might arise from a proposal for a general
aviation facility. I therefore see no reason for an additional policy on general aviation.
Recommendation
8.38.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

8.39

POLICY OMISSION
Bus Prioritisation Scheme
Objection
DO/51186/1427 Vale of Glamorgan Council
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Issue
8.39.1
This is whether or not the UDP should include a policy which seeks to enhance the role
of buses on the corridor between Bridgend and Cardiff.
Conclusions
8.39.2
The objector argues that the A48 is identified as a potential bus corridor in the South
Wales Integrated Fast Transit Strategy (SWIFT). In the interests of consistency across the sub-region,
the Bridgend UDP should include a policy on public transport similar to that in the Vale of Glamorgan
UDP.
8.39.3
The Council argues that future bus improvements and their funding are dependent on
land use developments and the annual Transport Grant cycle. The LTP process offers a more suitable
mechanism than the UDP for promoting public transport improvements. I agree that duplication should
be avoided, and that policies should not simply be statements of intent. However, Policy T15(6) of the
UDP identifies A473-A48 as a major corridor within the County Borough, and para 6.8.5 indicates that the
corridors will be managed to promote public transport. I consider that it would assist developers and
meet the objector’s call for consistency between UDPs if there were a reference in the Plan to the bus
corridor between Cardiff and Bridgend where bus priority measures would be sought. I consider that
appropriate text could helpfully be added to para 6.8.28 of the UDP.
Recommendation
8.39.4
I recommend that para 6.8.28 of the Plan be extended to indicate that bus priority
measures on the A48 will be sought to provide improved services between Bridgend and Cardiff, in line
with the SWIFT strategy.
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9. Retailing

9.1

PARAGRAPHS 7.1.1 to 7.1.8
Justification of Part 1 Policies
Objections
PCO/51144/2175
PCO/51195/2149

Grantchester Plc
Tesco Stores Limited

Issue
9.1.1

This is whether or not the text to justify Part 1 Policy 9 is consistent with the policy.

Conclusions
9.1.2
The PIMS proposes alterations to paras 7.1.6 and 7.1.8 which are designed to explain
the proposed changes to the Part 1 Retail Policy. The counter-objectors wish to see further amendments,
and in the light of changes which I recommend in Chapter 1, I consider that some may be needed to
achieve consistency and compliance with Government policy. Firstly, the order of preference in the
sequential search for sites which I recommend in Chapter 1 is different from that described in para 7.1.6
of the PIMS, and should be amended. Secondly, Tesco Stores Limited points out that the need and
sequential tests should not be applied in the case of retail development on allocated sites. I agree, and
this could usefully be clarified in the reasoned justification. However, the text accompanying Policy R9
should explain that the types of retail goods sold from allocated out of centre sites must be consistent with
those specified in the UDP, otherwise proposals will not be exempt from the need and sequential tests.
9.1.3
In addition, para 7.1.5 in the UDP provides a definition of ‘out of town’ development,
though this form of development receives scant attention in the new national policy statement. I have
recommended that Part 1 Policy 9 should focus on ‘out of centre’ development proposals and,
accordingly, the text at the end of para 7.1.5 should be altered.
9.1.4
Although relevant objections have not been made, I am concerned that paras 7.1.4 and
7.1.5 imply acceptance of and encouragement to further out of centre retail development. In my view, this
text could usefully be re-drafted to comply more closely with national policy and Policy R1, so as to offer
greater support for the revitalisation of existing centres in the County Borough.
Recommendation
9.1.5
in the PIMS.

I recommend that the text of paragraphs 7.1.6 and 7.1.8 should be modified as proposed

9.1.6
these lines:

I recommend that para 7.1.5 should be modified, so that the final sentence reads along

‘Policy 9 seeks to establish criteria by which retail proposals for sites away from existing centres (out of
centre sites) will be evaluated’.
9.1.7
reads:

I recommend that para 7.1.6 should be further modified, so that the second sentence

‘This means that the first preference should be for town centre sites, where suitable sites or buildings for
conversion are available, followed by edge of centre sites, district centre sites, then existing out of centre
sites and allocations. Finally, new out of centre sites may be considered in locations that are accessible
by a choice of means of transport’.
9.1.8

I recommend that para 7.1.8 be further modified, so that it opens along these lines:

‘Criterion 1 and criterion 2 mean that proposals for retail development outside existing town and district
centres and not on sites developed or allocated for new retail development within the Plan should
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demonstrate that there is a need for the development and that the sequential approach to site selection
has been followed.’
9.1.9

I recommend that a sentence along these lines be added to paras 7.1.6-7.1.8:

‘Proposals for development on the sites allocated under Policy R9 must be for the specified uses,
otherwise proposals will have to demonstrate that they meet a need and the sequential preference test.’

9.2

POLICY R2
Nature of Retail Development in Commercial Centres
Objection
DO/51161/1362 Wm Morrison Supermarkets Plc

Issue
9.2.1
The main issue is whether or not criterion 2 of this policy would unreasonably restrict new
retail development and hinder competition within and between competing centres.
Conclusions
9.2.2
The objector points out that their company’s main concern is with convenience
superstore provision. It is argued that the policy should recognise that shopping centres may change
their position in the hierarchy over time, especially when making provision to meet the ‘need’ which may
arise over the Plan period. The Council draws my attention to PPWales para 10.1.2, which states that
existing centres are the best locations for retail provision, ‘at an appropriate scale’.
9.2.3
In my opinion, the policies for existing town centres in the County Borough have to strike
a balance between safeguarding the established hierarchy of centres and promoting their development,
enhancing their vitality and accommodating innovatory developments. Para 10.1.1 of PPWales supports
an approach which recognises the dynamic character of the retail industry and its built form. I consider
that the positive attitude to future proposed change in existing centres, which is signalled in criterion 1 of
this policy, should not be entirely ruled out by criterion 2. It would be highly undesirable if new investment
in town centres were lost because of a failure to reach agreement on these matters.
9.2.4
Whilst I am satisfied that new retail development should be compatible in scale with the
built form of an existing centre, in my opinion it would be helpful to acknowledge that retail hierarchies
may change over time, and to remind prospective developers of the content of PPWales paras 10.3.210.3.3. This advises that developers and retailers should be flexible and innovative about the format,
design, scale and car parking provision which they put forward, tailoring these to local circumstances. I
conclude that the explanatory text could be expanded to achieve this.
Recommendation
9.2.5

I recommend that no change be made to this policy.

9.2.6
lines:

I recommend that paragraph 7.3.10 should be modified with an addition along these

‘This policy seeks to ensure that as far as possible new retail development will be to the long term benefit
of existing commercial centres. Whilst recognising that the position of centres in the hierarchy may
change over time, new development should be broadly in keeping with the character of the existing
centre. Developers and retailers are expected to be flexible and innovative about the format, design and
scale of proposed development including the amount of car parking, in order to achieve new development
in harmony with existing centres’.
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9.3

POLICY R8
Key Retail Re-Development Sites
Objection
DO/51192/1454 Llynfi Valley Forum

Issue
9.3.1
The main issue is whether or not Maesteg should be included as a key retail
redevelopment site.
Conclusions
9.3.2
Policy R1 identifies Maesteg as an established commercial centre and town centre where
new retail development should be concentrated. Policy R8 identifies specific sites within existing centres
where redevelopment could take place. The PIMS proposes the addition of Maesteg RFC Ground, Llynfi
Road to the key redevelopment sites. I conclude that retail redevelopment opportunities in Maesteg have
been fairly covered in the Plan, and that it would not be appropriate to include Maesteg town centre as a
key site in this policy.
Recommendation
9.3.3

I recommend that this policy should not be changed in response to this objection.

9.4

POLICY R8.1
Key Retail Re-Development Sites
Surface Car Park & Adjoining Land North of Brackla Street, Bridgend
Objection
DO/50001/916

Bridgend Civic Trust

Issue
9.4.1
station.

This is whether or not the Brackla Street car park should be re-used as a new bus

Conclusions
9.4.2
The objection site is allocated as a key retail redevelopment site in the UDP, but the Civic
Trust argues that it should be used as a relocated bus station because of its good accessibility for buses,
relationship to the town centre and rail station. I concluded in Chapter 8 that it would be preferable to
expand the existing bus station in accordance with the Highway Authority’s proposals. This would leave
the Brackla Street car park available as an attractive town centre site for retail and related uses. I
conclude that the site should not be allocated for re-use as a bus station.
Recommendation
9.4.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

9.5

POLICY R8.3
Key Retail Re-Development Sites
Former Courage Depot Site, Off Tondu Road, Bridgend
Objections
DO/51182/1401 Aldi Stores (Swindon) Limited
DO/51164/1368 Centre Great 1991 Ltd
DO/51142/1394 Henley H Jenkins Ltd
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DO/51155/1350 Riverside Hardware & Engineers Supplies
Issues
9.5.1
The main issue is whether or not this site should be deleted as a key retail
redevelopment site and reallocated either for car parking or for office uses.
Conclusions
9.5.2
The objectors argue that the allocation of the former Courage Depot site for retail
development is inconsistent with national policy in respect of the sequential approach. The site occupies
an edge of centre location, and preference should be given for the development of town centre sites.
Objectors note that the nearby Embassy Cinema site, which is more centrally located, is currently
available. The objectors claim that the need for public car parking provision on the north side of the town
centre could be met by retaining the Courage Depot site in its current use. Henley H Jenkins Ltd argues
that scheduling the existing car park for commercial use and the existing commercial use on the Embassy
site for car parking (as in Policy T21 (3)) is inappropriate. In the objector’s view, each site in its current
use stands on the right side of the road system to serve the best interests of the town and community.
9.5.3
The local planning authority granted planning permission in March 2002 to the Welsh
Development Agency for office development (A2 and B1 uses) on the former Courage Depot site. An
early start to development is expected so that the site is unlikely to be available for retail use. The
Council contends that this permission is consistent with Ogwr Borough Local Plan Policy R10, which
allocated the site for ‘retail warehouses/leisure/entertainment and/or other appropriate commercial uses’.
9.5.4
I consider that the intended use of this site, located adjacent to the edge of the town
centre, for office development would be beneficial to promoting diversity and vitality in the centre as well
as to regenerating the wider area through new job creation. Whether or not allocation of the objection site
for retail purposes would be consistent with application of the sequential test, in my view, the office
development scheme will be conveniently located for access by public transport and could generate
additional spending in nearby town centre shops. Although Policy R8 of the UDP would permit ‘other
commercial’ uses, it is clearly designed to promote retail redevelopment and I agree with the Council that
the site should be shown as a new allocation within Policy E10.
9.5.5
Henley H Jenkins Ltd also objects to Policy R8 on the grounds that designation of the car
park for commercial use breaches pledges and undertakings given when it was first provided. The
objector points out that the car park is relatively new, well designed and well located to serve motorists
from the northern part of the town. Centre Great 1991 Ltd argues that the objection site received financial
assistance from Central Government for its purchase and construction, which would make it ethically
wrong to market the site for retail purposes.
9.5.6
However, Government policy on car parking has changed markedly in recent years.
PPWales Chapter 8 identifies a key objective, reducing the need to travel, especially by private car. The
document goes on to state that car parking provision is a major influence on the choice of means of
transport. Local authorities should ensure that new developments provide lower levels of parking than
have generally been achieved in the past. It is, therefore, neither unusual nor undesirable for existing car
parks to be redeveloped for retail or other commercial uses. I am aware that the need for town centre car
parking was assessed by the Council when the planning application for office use on the objection site
was determined earlier this year. All this leads me to the conclusion that Policy R8(3) should be altered
so that the former Courage Depot is no longer retained as a key retail redevelopment site.
Recommendation
9.5.7
I recommend that Policy R8(3) should be modified so as to delete ‘The former Courage
Depot site, off Tondu Road, Bridgend’ from the list of key retail redevelopment sites.
9.5.8
I recommend that the Proposals Map be amended accordingly, and the site allocated for
employment uses.
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9.6

POLICY R8.4
Key Retail Re-Development Sites
The Rhiw Car Park and Adjacent Garage, Bridgend
Objection
DO/51056/1185 Charterhouse Shopping Centre Fund 11

Issue
9.6.1
The main issue is whether or not the existing retail redevelopment site identified as R8(4)
should be extended, and the supporting text amended to cover car parking matters.
Conclusions
9.6.2
The objector argues that the Proposals Map should be changed to show site R8(4)
crossing the Rhiw and abutting existing retail development to the north. This, it is claimed, would allow
for a retail redevelopment scheme physically linking the proposed allocation to the existing retail centre by
extending the pedestrian shopping mall. However, the Council points out that redevelopment of the Rhiw
shopping centre could take place under UDP Policy R2. I see nothing in the deposit Plan to prohibit, in
principle, a redevelopment scheme which would incorporate the existing shopping centre and the
adjoining car park. The Council argues that the objector’s proposal might not come to fruition. Showing
an enlarged single site on the Proposals Map might then deter other possible developers. I consider this
to be a sound reason not to alter the R8(4) site boundaries.
9.6.3
The objector seeks an alteration to the explanatory text, in order to state that, where onsite car parking is provided in a redevelopment scheme, car parking commuted payments will not be
required. I agree with the Council that this would be an inappropriate addition to the UDP, as questions
relating to payment for car parking provision would need to be discussed and negotiated in the context of
a firm proposal for the site. I conclude that Policy R8(4) and the explanatory text should not be changed.
Recommendation
9.6.4

I recommend that Policy R8(4) should not be changed.

9.7

POLICY R8.6
Key Retail Re-Development Sites
Hillsboro Place Car Park and Adjoining Land, Porthcawl
Objections
DO/50004/334
Mr & Mrs W Bridget
DO/50006/343
Mr K Heatley
DO/51123/1282 Mrs P M Jenkins

Issue
9.7.1
The main issue is whether or not land at and adjoining Hillsboro Place Car Park,
Porthcawl, should be designated as a key retail redevelopment site.
Conclusions
9.7.2
None of the objectors oppose the provision of a new superstore in Porthcawl in principle,
but they argue that one should not be located on this site. The retail assessment undertaken by
consultants in 1998 established that there is a need for additional food shopping space in Porthcawl. I
agree with the Council that this objection site, in close proximity to the principal shopping street in
Porthcawl town centre, performs well in terms of the sequential test. I am satisfied that a new foodstore
on the objection site would help to reduce leakage of shopping expenditure from the town and benefit the
existing shops in the centre by facilitating linked trips.
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9.7.3
The objectors are concerned that new retail development should not result in the
demolition of people’s homes in Hillsboro Place, and the loss of the doctor’s surgery. There is nothing in
the UDP to indicate that the intended redevelopment would necessitate any such demolition. The
Proposals Map shows that existing residential properties and the surgery would be outside the retail
redevelopment area, and the more extensive regeneration (REG3) site. PPWales favours mixed and
diverse uses in town centres, including housing and community facilities, to promote a lively environment
and reduce the need to travel, so that there should be no objection in policy terms to housing adjacent to
shops.
9.7.4
I am concerned, however, that the Council’s replies to objectors provide no assurances
that dwellings and community facilities would not be demolished to provide a new foodstore. The Council
advises that the retail site is part of the wider regeneration site allocated under Policy REG3(2) and that
the exact position of land uses, including any new store and its ancillary facilities, is not yet determined.
In my opinion, since the regeneration area is so large, there can be no justification for extending it so as
to demolish homes and a community facility in order to accommodate a foodstore and its car park.
9.7.5
Mrs Jenkins proposes that land at Sandy Bay should be considered as an alternative site
for a supermarket. This could serve the Trecco Bay caravan park and intensively developed parts of the
town in the New Road area. However, I agree with the Council that a site in Sandy Bay would not provide
the substantial benefits for the vitality and viability of the existing town centre, which the objection site
offers. I conclude that land at and adjoining Hillsboro Place Car Park, Porthcawl, as shown on the
Proposals Map, should be designated as a key retail redevelopment site.
Recommendation
9.7.6

I recommend that no change be made to Policy R8(6).

9.8

POLICY R8.8
Key Retail Re-Development Sites
Maesteg RFC Ground
Objection
PCO/50894/2134
Cllr W B Evans
DO/51192/1455 Llynfi Valley Forum

Issue
9.8.1
The main issue is whether or not the land adjacent to Maesteg RFC ground should be
identified as a key retail redevelopment site.
Conclusions
9.8.2
Between publication of the deposit UDP and the opening of the Public Inquiry, the
Council granted planning permission for a foodstore on the objection site. Permission was given after a
consultants’ report had demonstrated that there would be a need for some 3,390 sqm of additional retail
floorspace in the town over the Plan period. Applying the sequential test to site selection, the search
showed that there was no available site of a suitable size in the town centre to accommodate a new
foodstore. However, the objection site was selected as it is within walking distance of other shops and
services. It was judged to be capable of functioning as part of an extended town centre and capable of
playing a role in that centre’s revitalisation. Accordingly, the PIMS added ‘Maesteg RFC ground, Llynfi
Road, Maesteg’ to the list of key retail redevelopment sites in Policy R8.
9.8.3
I consider that the PIMS amendment would go some way to meet the objection from the
Llynfi Valley Forum. However, Cllr Evans argues that retail development on the site would be out of
accord with the Ogwr Borough Local Plan which allocated the site for employment uses. I have taken
account of the fact that the Cornstores comprise existing industrial units and occupy the northern portion
of the site. When considering the planning application for the proposed foodstore, the relevant committee
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report indicates that the Council assessed the impact on these businesses and the scope for their
relocation in the locality.
9.8.4
The counter-objector draws attention to the findings of a report by URBED,
commissioned by the Council and WDA to put forward a town centre strategy and action plan for the
revitalisation of Maesteg (CD129). URBED expressed the view that development of a superstore on the
underused land adjoining the rugby club was ‘definitely not in the interests of the town, as the kind of
superstore that would be interested would end up diverting too much trade from the centre.’ Research
into the impact of superstores, it is argued, has shown that they are destructive unless well linked to the
existing centre. However, the Council’s retail consultants, MVM Planning, assessed the application for a
foodstore with due regard for retail need, and the sequential approach to site selection. On the basis of
this more detailed information, the Council then reached a different conclusion from URBED as to the
merits of the proposed development. The Llynfi Valley Forum asked for a debate on the site’s future for
retail development. I am satisfied that the Council made a reasonable decision following scrutiny of the
consultants’ findings and all relevant planning matters.
9.8.5
I have also taken account of the concerns expressed by Cllr Evans about the likely
effects on the town centre of additional traffic to and from a new foodstore. However, no firm and specific
evidence of likely harm is offered. I was advised that a traffic impact assessment had been undertaken,
and the Council’s highway engineers did not object to the planning application. In conclusion, I have
insufficient evidence to support the opinion that this site should not be allocated as a foodstore. In my
view, it should enhance the retail offer in the town, and complement existing shops and services in the
centre.
9.8.6
In addition, Cllr Evans points out that it is inaccurate to call this site ‘Maesteg RFC
Ground’, as the rugby ground would remain. The Council agrees that the title could be misleading, and
proposes that the site name be changed to ‘Land adjacent to Maesteg RFC Ground’. I consider that this
would be preferable.
Recommendation
9.8.7
I recommend that the list of retail redevelopment sites should be extended, as shown in
the PIMS, with a minor change to the name of the site, as follows:
‘R8(8) Land adjacent to Maesteg RFC Ground, Llynfi Road, Maesteg’.

9.9

POLICY R8: SITE OMISSION
Key Retail Re-Development Sites
Embassy Cinema Site and adjacent land at Brewery Lane and Tondu Road
Objection
DO/51182/1404 Aldi Stores (Swindon) Ltd

Issue
9.9.1
The main issue is whether or not a new key retail redevelopment site should be identified
at the Embassy Cinema site.
Conclusions
9.9.2
This site is allocated for public off street car parking purposes under Policy T21(3) of the
deposit UDP. However, it was subsequently agreed between the Council and the objector that it would
be more appropriately allocated as a town centre foodstore. For reasons given in Chapter 8, I consider
that the site could usefully be included in Policy R8.
Recommendation
9.9.3

I recommend that the list of retail redevelopment sites should be extended as follows:
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9.9.4
Bridgend.’

‘R8(9) The Embassy Cinema Site and adjacent land at Brewery Lane and Tondu Road,

9.9.5
I recommend that the ‘Statement of agreed wording Policy R8(8)’ deposited by Aldi
Stores (Swindon) Ltd should form the basis of any reasoned justification, except that the text should
clarify that retail, other commercial and related leisure uses would be favoured on this site, as on the
other R8 sites.

9.10

POLICY R9.1
New Out-of-Town Retail Sites
Land off the Bridgend Northern Distributor Road
Objections
DO/51182/1402 Aldi Stores (Swindon) Ltd
DO/50001/913
Bridgend Civic Trust
PCO/51195/2150
Tesco Stores Limited
DO/51206/1570 Sainsbury’s Supermarkets Ltd
DO/51206/1571 Sainsbury’s Supermarkets Ltd
DO/51206/1574 Sainsbury’s Supermarkets Ltd
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51195/1485 Tesco Stores Limited

Issues
9.10.1

The main issues are:



Whether or not the site off the Bridgend Northern Distributor Road (BNDR) complies with Government
policy, which requires new floorspace to be in response to retail need and on sites selected by way of
a sequential analysis;



Whether or not Policy R9(1) should provide for a large food superstore rather than convenience
goods, with amendments to the text in para 7.5.5.

Conclusions
First Issue
Sainsbury’s Supermarkets Ltd object that the research which showed that there was a
9.10.2
need for additional convenience floorspace was not made available for public scrutiny, and this made
adequate review and assessment difficult. I note that my copy of the Colliers Erdman Lewis Report on
retail need assessment (CD96) is dated February 2000 but is marked confidential. It is clear that the
objector had sight of CD96 before submitting further written evidence, but I consider it regrettable if this
important core document was not generally available some time before the closing date for
representations on the UDP. In the circumstances, I attach limited weight to the Council’s assertion that
there was no duly made objection to the additional need for new convenience floorspace. In any event,
the Civic Trust questions the need for new shopping floorspace in Bridgend in its duly made objection.
9.10.3
The report by Colliers Erdman Lewis follows a study of the need for additional
convenience goods floorspace and comparison goods floorspace in the wider Bridgend area. It assesses
qualitative as well as quantitative need and provides forecasts to 2011. The study included a telephone
survey of local households and their shopping behaviour, the use of demographic and retail expenditure
data supplied by URPI (now MapInfo) and forecasts by retail advice specialists. The methodology,
including the definition of ‘need’, and the results obtained, were clearly explained in the report. The
forecast of convenience floorspace need in the consultants’ report is reproduced in para 7.5.5 of the
deposit UDP.
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9.10.4
Unsurprisingly, in view of the time and cost that would be required, none of the objectors
to the UDP have sought to criticise the empirical data or produce their own figures. The consultants
themselves advised that their forecasts should be treated with caution because they looked to the long
term future and depended on a number of key assumptions. Notwithstanding these reservations, I
consider that the assessment of need was robust and objective.
9.10.5
I agree with the Council that, on the basis of the consultants’ study, there is scope for an
additional 6,850 sqm gross of convenience floorspace to serve the Bridgend area to 2011. As the Plan
period extends to 2016, there may be a need for additional floorspace by the end of the Plan period.
Tesco argues that, because of current overtrading in stores, there could be scope for additional new
floorspace before 2011, and it would be unreasonable to restrict a new foodstore to a rigid floorspace limit
especially on the basis of the available figures. I am advised that the Council has commissioned a study
to review the estimate of need, and that its results will be available in 2003. Nevertheless, the
consultants prediction in CD96 is the best currently available and in my opinion it is helpful to refer to the
figure of 6,850 sqm in the Plan. I agree that it would be clearer if reference were made to the source, and
to the fact that it relates to 2011, and I recommend that this be remedied.
9.10.6
The Colliers Erdman Lewis report makes clear that their brief was to advise on the
proposed deletion of a retail allocation which included provision for a foodstore at Sarn Park, and on a
proposal to allocate a ‘food based store’ of up to 7,400 sqm gross at a site adjoining the BNDR. I agree
with objectors that this approach is contrary to national guidance, which requires a sequential search to
be made following the identification of need. It is clear that Colliers Erdman Lewis did not carry out a
sequential assessment of sites.
9.10.7
As I have already reported in Chapter 1, and as a number of objectors point out, the
strategic policy on retailing in the deposit UDP omits district and local centres, contrary to national policy.
The Council reports on an assessment of seven sites in the centre of Bridgend, concluding that none
would be suitable for convenience shopping. Independent assessments have been undertaken for
Porthcawl and Maesteg where new foodstores are planned, but I have no evidence that the scope for
new shopping provision in the district centres, that is Aberkenfig, Blaengarw, Brackla, Caerau,
Nantyffyllon, Ogmore Vale, Pencoed, Pontycymmer or Pyle/Kenfig Hill, has been considered. Neither
has much reference been made to the scope for new convenience shopping to serve the new housing
estates at Broadlands or Parc Derwen.
9.10.8
In addition, the Council advised shortly before the close of the UDP Inquiry that a
planning application has been received for a new 8680 sqm gross Asda store in Bridgend town centre. I
am advised that this relates to land which was assessed as site 7 in the Council’s evidence to the Inquiry
and judged to be unsuitable largely on grounds of access. In the light of all the above, I am not satisfied
that a full and rigorous assessment of all possible sites in existing centres for new convenience shopping
floorspace has been undertaken, which would lead me to recommend in favour of Policy R9(1).
9.10.9
The Colliers Erdman Lewis report makes repeated reference to the localised nature of
convenience goods shopping patterns (see for example paras 4.13 and 5.44). However, the Council
argues that none of the alternative sites which it considered were able to satisfy the combination of
quantitative and qualitative need for more convenience goods floorspace. The Council contends that the
qualitative need requirement is for the allocation of one large site, and prior to the Asda application, the
BNDR site was the only one considered suitable and available. Objectors argue that the Council has
been inflexible in that it has not been prepared to disaggregate the need or seek to find ways of meeting it
on a number of sequential sites.
9.10.10
National policy, as encapsulated in para 10.3.6 of PPWales, states: ‘The commitment to
accessible shopping and sustaining existing centres means that local planning authorities should seek to
retain an adequate level of provision for food shopping together with post offices and pharmacies in
existing town, district and local centres and in villages’ . In my view, new convenience goods floorspace
will be needed in a number of locations within the County Borough over the Plan period, most likely in
small increments in a variety of centres consistent with sustainable retail development. I consider that the
Council agreement with Aldi Stores Ltd to change the allocation of the Embassy Cinema site so that it
might accommodate a smaller new foodstore signals a better approach than the allocation of a single site
at Brackla.
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9.10.11
I have read carefully the evidence on qualitative need contained in the consultants’
report. I note the cautionary comments that Government advice on definitions of need has been
ambiguous and has not led to a common approach. Colliers Erdman Lewis describe three elements of
qualitative need which might influence retail provision, namely customer need, retailer need and
economic need. Customer need covers aspects of choice, accessibility and environment. Of particular
interest, the telephone survey in Bridgend investigated the question of qualitative need by asking
residents for their views on the need for additional floorspace in their area, and the form and location this
provision should take. The results showed significant differences between the 12 zones which comprise
the greater Bridgend catchment area. In particular, they suggest that only 24% of those surveyed in the
Bridgend zone perceived a need for additional food provision, compared with 56% and 54% in the
Porthcawl zones, and 53% in Pencoed. On the type of new food provision preferred, some 46% of
Bridgend residents favoured small specialist foodstores and only 24% wanted more large superstores. In
Porthcawl west and Pencoed, the preference was quite different with some 90% wishing to see more
large superstores.
9.10.12
In the light of these survey results, and given my understanding that qualitative need
refers to widening choice of supplier and type of food shop for the customer, and making food shops
more accessible to most people, I consider that the Council has undertaken a leap in logic by asserting
that the quantitative and qualitative need for Bridgend can only be met by the provision of a large
superstore on the BNDR site. The consultants justified allocation of the BNDR site on two grounds.
Firstly, they suggested that it would be capable of meeting the needs of residents in the Pencoed zone for
a superstore. However, in my view it would clearly be outside that settlement and difficult for Pencoed
residents to reach except by car.
9.10.13
Secondly, it was argued that the allocated site would be convenient for residents on the
new housing estates at Brackla and Parc Derwen, though Sainsburys at The Pines is already well placed
to serve this area and a district centre is proposed for Parc Derwen. As pointed out by the Civic Trust,
the BNDR is not well served by public transport, nor easily reached on foot or by bicycle. Its proximity to
allocated employment land and the scope for road improvements associated with its development do not
outweigh its other deficiencies, in my judgment. Whether or not the site is within an existing urban area,
as asserted by Tesco Stores Limited, I consider that the mere prospect of a large supermarket there does
not justify its designation as a district centre.
9.10.14
The telephone survey by the consultants highlighted the perceived need for more small,
specialist foodstores in the Bridgend catchment area. In my opinion, there is a risk that another large
superstore on a detached site could undermine existing small retailers as well as deter new small shops
from opening in the town centre. The Council advises that Tesco Stores Limited has submitted a
planning application for the BNDR site. As Tesco already operates two large foodstores in Bridgend, this
proposed development would not significantly increase the choice of local consumers, and in my opinion
would not be well related to the identified qualitative customer need. The Civic Trust fears that, if Tesco
opens a new large store away from Bridgend centre, it might close the Brewery Lane supermarket, which
is relied on by many elderly people and non-car users. However, any resulting harm from such a change
may be overcome if Aldi moves to the town centre.
9.10.15
In reaching my conclusions on the proposal for a new foodstore at the BNDR site, I have
taken account of the consultants’ assessment of competing centres and their sound advice that
competition will intensify in future so that Bridgend cannot afford to stand still. Nevertheless, many local
residents in Bridgend commute to employment in Cardiff and Swansea or make regular visits to those
larger centres. Colliers Erdman Lewis concede that it would be unrealistic to expect Bridgend to achieve
a 100% share of the convenience goods’ market or match the scale of provision of those cities.
9.10.16
Sainsburys Supermarkets Ltd argue that the BNDR site should be allocated for
employment purposes under Policy E2. It is located next to the Brackla Industrial Estate, a key
employment site, representing a major asset to the County Borough in terms of its potential to attract
inward investment and generate significant numbers of additional jobs. The Council responds that there
is sufficient allocated employment land in the UDP without the R9(1) site.
9.10.17
I conclude that there is a quantitative need for additional convenience goods shopping
floorspace in the County Borough during the Plan period. I consider that it is helpful to refer to the study
which assessed quantitative need of 6,850 sqm gross floorspace by 2011. I am aware that the Council
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has commissioned a new retail assessment which will update these figures and estimate need to the end
of the Plan period. I would expect this to demonstrate a greater quantitative need. However, for the
reasons given above, I consider that new convenience floorspace for the wider Bridgend area should not
be provided in a single allocation. I consider that the sequential test should be applied when the future
need has been fully identified and justified. In the interests of promoting sustainable development, future
convenience shopping needs for all communities across all existing town and district centres in the
County Borough should be examined before an out of centre site for significant new development is
allocated. The sequential assessment should look at district centres as well as town centres and edge of
centre sites. I conclude that the BNDR site should not be allocated until this additional investigative work
has been completed.

Second Issue
Tesco Stores Limited and the Council reached agreement that changes should be made
9.10.18
to para 7.5.5 and to the wording of Policy R9.1. The agreed new wording draws attention to overtrading
in Bridgend’s out of centre superstores, which I appreciate was highlighted in the consultants’ report. The
new wording goes on to refer to ‘overcrowding and unsatisfactory shopping conditions’ which, in my
opinion, does not reflect the expressed views of customers who took part in the telephone survey, nor the
prevailing conditions which I witnessed on repeated site inspections during 2002/3. Though the stores
are busy at many times of the day and week, conditions relating to queuing or congestion were not
dissimilar to those I have regularly experienced elsewhere in supermarkets at peak times. It seems to me
that new development at Porthcawl and Maesteg should help to reduce the degree of over-trading in the
short term. For the reasons given above, I consider that the content of the second and third proposed
new paragraphs would be misleading. In the light of my reservations that a ‘large food superstore’ is the
only option for meeting the quantified need, I shall not recommend the proposed change to the ‘specified
uses’ in Policy R9(1).
Recommendation
9.10.19
I recommend that Policy R9(1) should be re-assessed as outlined above and deleted
from the Plan unless there is a much more robust justification for its retention.
9.10.20
I recommend that the proposed changes in the PIMS to Policy R9(1) and para 7.5.5
should not be made.
9.10.21
I recommend that para 7.5.5 of the UDP should be modified to reflect (a) the source and
date for any new need assessment figures, (b) a more rigorous sequential analysis of town centre and
district centre sites, and (c) recognition that convenience shopping facilities should be localised and
accessible by a choice of transport mode, in the interests of sustainable development.
9.10.22
I recommend that the changes to Policy R9(1) and para 7.5.5 agreed between Tesco
Stores Limited and the Council should not be made.

9.11

POLICY R9.2
New Out-of-Town Retail Sites
Land at Sarn Park
Objections
DO/50880/944
Bridgend Biodiversity Partnership
DO/51050/1172 Campaign for the Protection of Rural Wales
DO/50864/901
Coity Village Association
DO/51185/1419 Coity Walia Commoners Association
DO/51209/1664 Countryside Council for Wales
PCO/51209/2230
Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51144/1331 Grantchester Plc
DO/50911/988
Ms S Davies
DO/50899/972
Mr & Mrs Farmer
DO/51199/1504 Mr H Griffiths
DO/51199/1505 Mr H Griffiths
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DO/51199/1506 Mr H Griffiths
DO/51199/1507 Mr H Griffiths
DO/51199/1508 Mr H Griffiths
DO/51058/1189 Mr C Hopkins
DO/50878/933
M R Keating
DO/51059/1192 Ms A Lalic
DO/51060/1194 Ms M Lalic
DO/51051/1175 Ms S Rowe
Issues
9.11.1

These are:



Whether or not there is a need for retail development on the land;



Whether or not the retail allocation should be made bearing in mind the site’s planning history,
national planning policy for out of town shopping development, the impact on the vitality and viability
of existing town centres and the promotion of sustainable development;



Whether or not there should be an allocation for new convenience shopping at Sarn Park;



Whether or not the benefits from retail development at Sarn Park would outweigh the impact on
natural heritage.

Conclusions
The first issue
A number of objectors question the need for retail development at Sarn Park. The
9.11.2
Council argues that the proposed retail allocation would act as an ‘enabler’ to the larger employment
element. As I have reported in Chapter 7, section 7.4, I consider that there is a sufficiency of land for
employment purposes in the County Borough without the Sarn Park allocation. This, in my view,
undermines the ‘enabling’ argument for a retail allocation here.
9.11.3
The Council also argues that the Policy R9(2) allocation is supported by the Retail Need
Assessment carried out by Colliers Erdman Lewis in 2000. This concluded that there was scope for
17,749 sqm of additional comparison goods floorspace by 2011. The Council’s evidence to the Inquiry
asserts that ‘the need for 16,727 sqm of bulky comparison goods retailing has been proved in the Colliers
Erdman Report’. This is incorrect, in my view, as the report does not distinguish between bulky and nonbulky comparison goods and is a best estimate of future trends rather than a proof. I am advised that the
Council has decided to commission an updated retail needs assessment, which means that the figures
are likely to change. Nevertheless, current indications are that the allocation at Sarn Park would absorb
more than 10 years ‘need’ for both bulky and non-bulky comparison goods floorspace for all Bridgend.
On the Council’s evidence, the development at Sarn Park could begin in about 2006.
9.11.4
I conclude that there is a need for additional comparison goods’ floorspace in the
County Borough over the Plan period, but the need for ‘bulky goods’ floorspace is as yet unmeasured.
Whether or not all or some of this should be provided at Sarn Park is discussed below.

The second issue
The deposit UDP indicates that there is an extant planning permission for retail
9.11.5
development at Sarn Park. However, for the Coity Walia Commoners Association, it is argued that the
relevant original planning permission was granted in 1989 and several extensions of time for the
submission of reserved matters have been granted, seemingly in a routine and uncritical manner. (The
Council’s evidence to the Inquiry includes planning permission No 87/1094 for a leisure park, golf course,
retail park and related facilities dated 1988.) The objectors point out that the original permission pre-
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dates the McArthur Glen Welsh Designer Outlet development and the allocation of the Policy R9(1) site,
as well as current national retail policy. The Ogwr Borough Local Plan allocated Sarn Park for retail
development under Policy R11(1), though in association with a sub-regional leisure/tourism/recreation
development.
9.11.6
The Council’s evidence on planning history indicates that two applications for the
relaxation of conditions to extend time limits in respect of planning permissions for leisure park, golf
course, retail park etc were undetermined at the time of the UDP Public Inquiry. Though the planning
history of the site is a material factor, the original permission is very old and no development has taken
place in spite of the Local Plan allocation. The emerging UDP signals a fresh start in local policy
formulation within a new national policy framework. Having regard for PPWales, para 10.3.14 and the
final sentence in Para 7.2.1, I consider that an allocation for retail development in the UDP at Sarn Park
should only be made if the site can meet the more stringent tests set by up to date national policy based
on sustainable development principles.
9.11.7
National planning policy is that town, district, local and village centres should be
promoted as the most suitable locations for retailing and complementary functions. Objectors criticise
Policy R9(2) because it promotes an out of centre site and implies neglect for the future well-being of
Bridgend and other existing town centres. In my opinion, concentrating nearly all the additional
comparison goods floorspace which will be needed over a ten year period at Sarn Park would seriously
reduce the ability to stimulate new development in existing centres.
9.11.8
National and local policies require a sequential approach to be adopted with out of centre
sites used as a last resort. I have already criticised the assessment of only a limited number of sites in
Bridgend town centre and failure to investigate the potential of district centres (section 9.10). The recent
application from Asda indicates that the existing town centre in Bridgend is not as deficient in
development opportunities as the Council has asserted. The Collier Erdman Lewis report indicates that
many modern large foodstores also contain non-food space. In its conclusions, the report states ‘In a
store of around 7,400 sqm gross we would expect the non-food element to comprise a minimum of 25%
and could represent as much as 50%….’ This indicates that a new town centre store, as recently
proposed by Asda, could boost the comparison goods provision in Bridgend town centre as well as
providing a new foodstore.
9.11.9
The Council refers to para 10.3.10 of PPWales in support of its allocation. This advises
that some retailing selling bulky goods may not find suitable sites in town centres. However, I have seen
no assessment of the future need for bulky goods separately from all comparison goods either in the
consultants’ report or elsewhere. The UDP lists the types of goods which might be permitted at Sarn
Park, and it is arguable whether many of these would in practice be so bulky as to require an out of centre
site. I would expect the need for bulky goods to be relatively small if developers and retailers were truly
flexible and innovative about the format, design and scale of development and car parking, as required by
para 10.3.3 of PPWales.
9.11.10
A number of objectors argue that the proposed retail allocation at Sarn Pak would be
harmful to the viability of existing centres, notably Bridgend. They contend that earlier out of centre
developments, notably the Welsh Designer Outlet, have damaged a once thriving town centre. The
Council refers to the annual health checks of vitality and viability in Bridgend town centre, prepared from
1998 onwards. The reports contain many positive features. In particular, the 1999 report concludes that
Bridgend town centre appears to have withstood the impact of recent out of town retail development at
the Designer Outlet Centre. However, the preceding report shows that Bridgend fell from a rank of 29 in
1994 in the Investment Property Database league table of town centres to 147 in 1997. The 2001 report
includes the ‘vitality’ scores from the Goad Retail Centre Ranking 2001. This gives a middling score of
104 with a –5% change since 1998 for Bridgend.
9.11.11
All this suggests to me that the town centre has been through a period of relative decline
since 1994, notwithstanding the evidence that it has shown short-term resilience to competition from the
new out of town centre. For a town with a growing population and projected need for substantial new
shopping floorspace, I consider that Bridgend town centre is not as healthy as it might be. For the Coity
Walia Commoners Association and Conservators of the Coity Walia Common, it is pointed out that no
retail impact assessment has been carried out in respect of the proposed allocation for retail development
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at Sarn Park. I consider that this is a significant omission given the large scale of the retail allocation and
the vulnerability of the existing town centre.
9.11.12
Development at Sarn Park would conflict with the Council’s preferred land use strategy,
in my opinion, insofar as it would not amount to the limited dispersal of new development in the main
urban areas. Though the Council argues that Sarn Park occupies a central position within the County
Borough, it is a greenfield site and not currently a focus for public transport services. Its development
would require substantial new transport infrastructure and, on the evidence of the other out of centre retail
developments in the locality, I would expect it to generate many new car movements within the County
Borough.
9.11.13
On this matter, I agree with Ms M Lalic that the allocation would be in conflict with
sustainable development and the lofty principles set out in para 2.1.1 of the UDP. I conclude that,
notwithstanding the historical permissions for retail development on this site, there has been no thorough
sequential analysis of sites, no clear definition as to what type of retailing could not be expected to locate
in existing centres, or assessment of the impact on the vitality and viability of existing town centres. The
proposed out of centre retail facility would be in conflict with the promotion of sustainable travel patterns.

Third issue
Grantchester argues that a convenience goods retail allocation at Sarn Park, for which
9.11.14
there is an outstanding planning permission, should not be deleted. It contends that, as the Plan
acknowledges that there are no town centre or edge of centre sites, a foodstore at Sarn Park could be
compatible with Government advice on sustainable development. I have expressed above my concern
that the allocation at the BNDR site was made ahead of a sequential search, and that all potential sites in
town and district centres have not been thoroughly investigated. If sites need to be allocated in out of
centre locations, I consider that the Council should restrict the range of goods to ‘specified uses’ to
protect existing centres and to promote more sustainable development. In these circumstances, I would
not recommend relaxing the policy to favour a foodstore or more convenience goods shopping on an out
of centre site at Sarn Park.
9.11.15
The Council proposes in the PIMS to delete the final sentence from para 7.5.5 of the
UDP and this would be supported by Grantchester. However, I consider that the sentence is accurate
and need not be deleted.

The fourth issue
The Countryside Council for Wales and the Coity Walia Commoners Association argue
9.11.16
that the allocation would be harmful in that it would lead to the loss of common land. I accept that
substantial rights of common land have been extinguished though public rights of access remain. (House
of Lords judgment, Mid Glamorgan County Council v Ogwr Borough District Council and Bridgend Golf
Club Ltd 1995). However, much of the land is designated as a SINC, and it is attractive countryside of
value for local amenity. I concluded in Chapter 7 that the case for an employment allocation was not so
strong that policies to protect the countryside and natural heritage should be set aside. I reach the same
conclusion in respect of the proposed retail allocation which I shall recommend for deletion.
9.11.17
Mr Griffiths objects to Policy R9 under the Human Rights Act. He is concerned that
alternative land would need to be acquired in a land exchange by compulsory purchase. Local people
who might be affected are unable to comment on such measures, as the exchange land has not been
identified. As I have decided to recommend that the objection site should not be allocated for retail and
employment use in the UDP, I have not addressed the question as to whether or not human rights would
be violated.
Recommendation
9.11.18
I recommend that the retail allocation for land at Sarn Park in Policy R9(2) should be
deleted. The reasoned justification and Proposals Map should be amended accordingly.
9.11.19
I recommend that the changes proposed to Policy R9(2), and to the reasoned justification
in paras 7.5.5-7.5.9, in the PIMS and in agreement with objectors, should not be made.
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9.12

POLICY R9 : SITE OMISSION
New Out-of-Town Retail Sites
Sarn Park Motorway Services
Objection
DO/51205/1567 Welcome Break Plc

Issue
9.12.1
The main issue is whether or not the site at Sarn Park Motorway Services Area (MSA)
should be included in Policy R9 as a new out of town retail site for bulky comparison goods.
Conclusions
9.12.2
The objectors argue that the MSA is now somewhat dated, has awkward access
arrangements, and is no longer viable. Though the Council points out that the MSA is still operational,
that no approach had been made to the WDA over marketing the site and no date fixed for closure, I
accept that this need not rule out its consideration as a possible site for comparison goods shopping in
the Plan period.
9.12.3
The Colliers Erdman Lewis report (CD96) identified a need for 17,749 sqm net bulky and
non-bulky comparison floorspace in Bridgend by 2011. The objectors claim that the MSA site would be
the right place for bulky goods retailing as it comprises previously developed land, is close to other retail
uses, has good road access and available infrastructure, and is accessible by a choice of means of
transport. Comparison was drawn with the allocated out of centre site at Sarn Park, where permission
was granted some time ago and has repeatedly been renewed. The objectors argue that the MSA site
would have a number of advantages over the allocated site, which could remain undeveloped for a long
time into the future. This situation would sterilise the provision of bulky goods convenience shopping in
the County Borough and increase the leakage of expenditure to centres elsewhere, in the opinion of the
objectors.
9.12.4
The deposit UDP refers to an extant planning permission for 16,727 sqm gross of nonfood retail floorspace at Sarn Park, and the parties agree that there would be only sufficient need for one
of these two sites in the Plan period. For the reasons given in section 9.11 above, I have concluded that
the Sarn Park site should not be allocated for retail use in the UDP. However, this does not mean that
the MSA site should be allocated as a direct replacement.
9.12.5
The objectors indicate that some 9,290 sqm of bulky goods retail warehousing could be
accommodated on the site, with the most likely form of development being a single unit DIY operator.
Although this site, being previously developed and accessible by public transport, may score better in
terms of sequential site selection than some other out of centre sites, I have insufficient evidence that the
required approach to allocating a major site for new retail development has been fully undertaken.
9.12.6
The objectors refer to the site’s potential to accommodate a very large, single unit DIY
user, for example B&Q. They argue that roughly one third of household expenditure on comparison
goods goes on bulky items. By 2011, they estimate that up to 12,350 sqm of additional bulky goods
floorspace could be justified in Bridgend. Even if this is correct, the objectors seem to me to be using a
‘format driven’ approach to provision, even though PPWales expects retailers and developers to be
flexible over format and scale when putting forward new development proposals. At para 10.3.3 of
PPWales and in para 7.6.4 of the UDP, the advice is : ‘developers are expected to demonstrate why they
could not develop elements of the larger scheme on a site, or a number of sites, in more central locations
with less car parking’. The fact that Cardiff and Swansea may have permitted large quantities of out of
centre retail warehousing is not, in my view, a good reason for Bridgend, at a lower level in the retail
hierarchy and with a vulnerable town centre, to follow suit.
9.12.7
The objectors argue that an allocation with a bulky goods restriction would not have an
unacceptable retail impact on Bridgend town centre. However, they provide evidence on the distribution
of floorspace in Bridgend town centre (Appendix 20 Mr Best), which indicates that a significant proportion
is currently occupied by traders in so-called bulky goods categories (eg furniture, electrical and DIY). I
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consider that this provision would be placed under threat if a large DIY warehouse were introduced to the
objection site. In addition, I am unsure whether the sequential test has been thoroughly applied prior to
nominating the MSA site, in particular whether potential sites in all town and district centres have been
appraised. I consider that questions of need, site selection and impact on the existing town centre should
be more thoroughly investigated before this out of centre site is allocated for retail purposes.
9.12.8
The Council argued at the Inquiry that the site, if it became available, could be
redeveloped for office use. However, Policy E10 of the UDP states that existing town centres will be the
main focus of office development and has argued, in respect of other objections, that it has allocated
sufficient industrial and commercial land. The Council also suggests that, once the MSA ceases to
operate, common rights might once again be exercised over this land. However, the objectors argue that
all common rights were released more than 20 years ago and the documentation is in place to support
removal of the land from the commons’ register. Even if common rights are not a development constraint,
my conclusion is that the objection site should not be allocated under Policy R9, pending further
investigation of its availability and compliance with national retail policy.
Recommendation
9.12.9

I recommend that no change should be made to Policy R9 on the basis of this objection.

9.13

POLICY R10
Criteria for Assessing Further Out-of-Town Retail Development
Objections
DO/51182/1403 Aldi Stores (Swindon) Ltd
DO/51188/1432 B & Q Plc
DO/51144/1332 Grantchester Plc
DO/51227/1805 Harmer Partnership
DO/50017/20
Rhys-Davies Services Ltd
DO/51051/1176 Ms S Rowe
DO/51161/1361 Wm Morrison Supermarkets Plc
DO/51195/1488 Tesco Stores Limited
PCO/51144/2183
Grantchester Plc
PCO/51144/2184
Grantchester Plc
PCO/51205/2156
Welcome Break Plc
PCO/51161/2171
Wm Morrison Supermarkets Plc
PCO/51195/2151
Tesco Stores Limited
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/1865 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
9.13.1

The main issues are:



Whether or not the criteria in Policy R10 are to be taken as specific tests or a list of factors to guide
the consideration of development proposals;



Whether or not criterion 1 should be retained, and whether or not the UDP has used an appropriate
definition of ‘need’;



Whether or not criterion 2 and the supporting text should be expanded to describe the sequential test
governing site selection;



Whether or not criterion 3 should refer to other retail proposals;



Whether or not criterion 4 is too inflexible;
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Whether or not criterion 6 should seek to minimise the need to travel and reduce reliance on the car,
or should seek to reduce the number and length of car journeys;



Whether or not criterion 7 should be relaxed in order to recognise that retail development may bring
employment benefits.

Conclusions
9.13.2
On the first issue, the policy is clearly written to state that developments will only be
permitted if all the criteria are met. I consider that the thrust of this policy accords with national policy on
out of centre retailing, and see no reason to adopt a generally more flexible approach.
9.13.3
Turning to the second issue, the Harmer Partnership questions whether need for
development should have to be demonstrated. The objector argues that this impinges on commercial
decision-making, which could have an adverse impact on competition and customer choice. However, as
the Council advises, PPWales para 10.2.10 is clear that for retail and leisure developments, the starting
point should be to consider whether there is a need for additional provision. I consider that criterion 1
should be retained. Wm Morrison Supermarkets Ltd argues that need should not be purely quantitative,
and that the UDP should go further than indicate that Bridgend is capable of accommodating an
additional 6,850 sqm gross convenience floorspace. In particular, the objector seeks recognition of
retailers’ interests and the scope for employment generation. The Council has responded by referring to
the Colliers Erdman Lewis report, which projects future need for convenience and comparison goods
floorspace, taking account of likely changes in demographic factors and expenditure. This report also
includes a thoughtful assessment of the concept of need, covering quantitative and qualitative aspects.
Qualitative need is judged to have three categories, namely customer, retailer and economic need. I am
satisfied that the need assessment referred to in para 7.5.5 of the UDP covered the types of factors
mentioned by the objector.
9.13.4
However, in the light of the ambiguity surrounding Government guidance as to what
constitutes retail need, and the scope for different interpretations, it would be helpful to users if the UDP
provided some additional information as to the definition used by the Council. This should, in my opinion,
consist of one or two more sentences in para 7.6.3 of the UDP, based on the description given in the
consultants’ report. I put forward a suggested form of words based on section 2 of the Colliers Erdman
Lewis report.
9.13.5
On the third issue, a number of objectors argue that criterion 2 should make clear that a
search sequence should be followed, and that the policy should be consistent with national policy as well
as other policies in the UDP. The Council proposes amendments in the PIMS which go a long way to
meeting the objections. I shall recommend additional changes to refer to district centres after edge of
centre sites, and to delete the reference to out of town sites as distinct from out of centre sites, since
PPWales makes no such distinction. The National Assembly argues that there has to be consistency in
the definition of the sequential approach between policies, and for this reason I have considered the need
for changes to the wording of this policy, and to para 7.6.4, as proposed for revision in the PIMS. I
consider that this text could be misleading, and should not refer to Bridgend town centre without referring
to Maesteg and Porthcawl town centres. In the end, I have concluded that the text need say very little, as
the sequential approach has already been described in para 7.1.6.
9.13.6
On the fourth issue, the Council proposes amendments in the PIMS to remove the
reference to ‘other proposals’ from criterion 3. Replacing this with ‘other outstanding planning
permissions or development plan commitments’ would, in my view, be more precise and in accordance
with national policy. B&Q Plc have expressed their support for the proposed change. On the fifth issue,
the Harmer Partnership argues that the fourth criterion is unreasonably inflexible and seeks the addition
of ‘unacceptably’ before ‘harm’. The Council points out that this would be contrary to its use of language
for policy writing, and I agree with its approach as outlined in CD147. In addition, I consider that the
Council’s firm statement is consistent with PPWales para 2.9.1, that good design should be the aim of all
those involved in the development process and should be encouraged everywhere.
9.13.7
Turning to the sixth issue, Grantchester argues that a new retail development proposal
which reduces the length of car journeys but not the number of journeys would be consistent with the
overall objective to reduce reliance on the car. The criterion should be revised to seek either a reduction
in the number and/or a reduction in the length of car journeys. However, I agree with the Council that
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UDP policies should do as much as possible to minimise the need to travel and reduce reliance on the
private car. It is clear to me that out of centre sites are at the bottom of the hierarchy for new retail
development, and should be chosen only if they are accessible by a choice of means of transport.
9.13.8
On the last issue, a number of objectors argue that criterion 7 should be changed to
recognise that retail development would contribute to meeting the employment objectives of the Plan.
Some objectors point to the large numbers employed in retail establishments. However, I am aware that
studies have shown different outcomes as to whether new jobs are generated or existing ones relocated
when a new store is opened. Rhys-Davies Services Ltd argues that, after following the sequential test,
the preference might be to use land allocated for employment purposes. The Council refers to para
10.3.16 of PPWales which advises against permitting retail development on land allocated for other uses,
especially for industry, employment and housing purposes. I consider that the correct approach is for the
UDP to allocate sufficient, appropriate sites for each land use, including retail and employment. RhysDavies refers to land where there is no realistic prospect of development for employment use, but this
should not be allocated in a new UDP. Overall, I see no need to modify criterion 7.
Recommendation
9.13.9

I recommend that Policy R10 should be modified in accordance with the PIMS.

9.13.10
read:

In addition, I recommend that the first part of the policy should be further modified to

‘7.6.2

Criteria for Assessing Further Out of Centre Retail Development

POLICY R10
Proposals for further large scale out of centre retail developments will be permitted only if …..’
9.13.11

I recommend further amendment to criterion 2 so that it reads:

‘in sequential order of preference, there are no suitable sites available for the proposal within the town
centres, in an edge of centre location, in a district centre, within an existing retail site or allocation.’
9.13.12
I recommend that para 7.6.3 be amended in accordance with the PIMS, and with an
additional sentence along the lines of:
‘Qualitative need is defined primarily as offering the consumer greater choice, accessibility and the
environmental benefits associated with minimising reliance on the private car, but retailer needs and
economic needs may also be material considerations.’
9.13.13
I recommend that the amendment to para 7.6.4 proposed in the PIMS should not be
made. I recommend that the first sentence should be changed as follows:
‘……developers are also required to demonstrate that they have followed the sequential approach to site
selection. Potential developers…..’

9.14

POLICY R11
Established Out-of-Town Retail Sites
Objections
DO/51170/1378 Royal London Asset Management
DO/51170/1377 Royal London Asset Management
DO/51206/1572 Sainsbury’s Supermarkets Ltd
DO/51206/1573 Sainsbury’s Supermarkets Ltd
DO/51219/1733 Sinclair Audi Group
DO/51195/1487 Tesco Stores Limited
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PCO/51195/2152

Tesco Stores Limited

Issues
9.14.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy is described accurately in its reference to ‘out of town’ retail sites;



Whether or not the policy accurately lists all the relevant sites;



Whether or not para 7.7.3 is consistent with maintaining an efficient, competitive and innovative retail
sector; and



Whether or not the policy should indicate that leisure developments or motor car showrooms would
be permitted on these sites.

Conclusions
9.14.2
On the first issue, Tesco Stores Limited advises that Bridgend Retail Park is an out of
centre rather than an out of town site. In its counter-objection, it argues that Sainsburys supermarket,
Cefn Hirgoed, is beyond the current urban boundary and ‘out of town’. The Council has not drawn the
boundaries of main settlements on the Proposals Map so there is currently some ambiguity as to whether
Cefn Hirgoed would be within or outside Bridgend. However, whether or not the store is outside the
settlement boundary, latest national planning policy (PPWales) does not draw a distinction between out of
centre and out of town sites. The Council proposes a change in the PIMS whereby the policy would refer
to established retail developments outside established commercial centres. I consider that this would
avoid any unhelpful distinction between out of town and out of centre sites.
9.14.3
On the second issue, Sainsburys Supermarkets Ltd argues that the supermarket at Cefn
Hirgoed and next to the Welsh Designer Outlet satisfies the description of district centres in para 7.3.4 of
the UDP. It should therefore be taken out of Policy R11 and regarded as a district centre. In reply, the
Council contends that it is not a district centre as its role is for more than ‘top up’ shopping. However, in
my view, this argument could be logically extended to show that the site should be treated as a superior
district centre. I consider that the supermarket, being peripheral to Bridgend, is out of centre, and does
not offer the focus for a residential community as do the other district centres. I shall not recommend that
it is designated as a district centre.
9.14.4
The Council proposes a change in the PIMS which would add the Tesco Store, Brewery
Lane to the list of sites in Policy R11. As this is just beyond the Bridgend town centre boundary, I
consider that this would accurately complete the list of established retail developments outside
commercial centres.
9.14.5
On the third issue, a number of objectors criticise the wording of para 7.7.3 as ambiguous
and unduly restrictive. The Council explains that it seeks to exclude non-retail uses from these sites, to
prevent the existing boundaries from being extended or to change existing retail activities. I agree with
the objectors that retailing is a dynamic sector of the economy and that businesses need to extend,
improve and refurbish their operations from time to time to remain competitive and satisfy their
customers. However, within the policy context which prefers new retail development to go to existing
town and district centres, I consider that it is reasonable to define and limit the boundaries of these out of
centre sites and prevent the sub-division of the large retail warehouses and supermarkets which
characterise them. I consider that para 7.7.3 could be explained more clearly, although paragraph 7.7.5
of the UDP already covers much of the relevant ground. I shall recommend a minor change of words to
para 7.7.3.
9.14.6
On the last issue, Royal London Asset Management Ltd argues that reference should be
made to the suitability of the final phase of development at Waterton Retail Park to include bulky sport
and recreational/leisure development. The Council advises that it has recently granted planning
permission for a health club at Waterton as it met the sequential test. However, as the major land use is
retail development, I see no reason to change the wording of the policy. The Council proposes a change
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to para 7.7.1 of the UDP to acknowledge that the Health Club is being provided, and I consider that this
would be sufficient.
9.14.7
Sinclair Audi Group suggests that the appropriateness of motor car showrooms at
Bridgend Retail Park should be referenced. However, I agree with the Council that, as these are not A1
uses, they would not necessarily be acceptable on the R11 sites. I see no reason to include a reference
to them in the UDP.
Recommendation
9.14.8

I recommend that Policy R11 be modified as shown in the PIMS.

9.14.9

I recommend that para 7.7.1 be modified as shown in the PIMS.

9.14.10
I recommend that para 7.7.1 be further modified by the addition of a new sentence:
‘…scope for further development on Bridgend Retail Park. At Waterton Retail Park there is also some
sport/leisure/fitness development. In addition …’
9.14.11
I recommend that para 7.7.3 be modified along the lines: ‘Policy R11 acknowledges the
presence of these existing developments and commitments, but seeks to restrict their extent in future, in
accordance with policy to sustain and promote established town and district centres.’

9.15

POLICY R12
Size Restrictions on Out-of-Town Retail Units
Objections
DO/51227/1806 Harmer Partnership
DO/51229/1867 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
9.15.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy should make allowance for small units in exceptional circumstances for
local or specialist needs such as for tourism ;



Whether or not the thrust of the policy accords with national planning policy.

Conclusions
9.15.2
On the first issue, I agree with the Council that adding the word ‘normally’ to the policy,
as sought by the Harmer Partnership, would be in conflict with precise policy wording and the approach
outlined in General Proof 1, CD147. I also agree that, if particular development proposals are in conflict
with a development plan policy, then it is for the developer to demonstrate that there are material
considerations favouring a planning permission in that case. I shall not recommend that the policy is reworded to allow for exceptions to it.
9.15.3
On the second issue, the NAW argues that the stipulation of a minimum size for new out
of town retail developments is not supported by national policy. The Council replies that the policy would
be used to control the sub-division of established developments as well as ‘trading up’. It proposes an
addition to the reasoned justification in the PIMS to advise that, with new permissions, planning
conditions will be used to restrict the range of goods/prevent sub-division. However, I consider that it is
unreasonable to seek to restrict the scope of planning permissions retrospectively. The proposed
modification in the PIMS would not meet the objection satisfactorily, in my view. I shall recommend that
the policy is deleted, although the information included in the PIMS sentence, that restrictive conditions
will be applied to new permissions could be made.
Recommendation
9.15.4

I recommend that Policy R12 be deleted.
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9.15.5
I recommend that the final sentence in para 7.7.5 be deleted, and replaced by the
proposed modification to para 7.7.5 in the PIMS.

9.16

POLICY R13 : SITE OMISSION
Welsh Designer Outlet Village
Land off Cefn Hirgoed – South of the Outlet Centre
Objection
DO/51221/1739 Mr S Thomas

Issue
9.16.1
This is whether or not land south of the Welsh Designer Outlet should be allocated for the
expansion of retail uses.
Conclusions
9.16.2
The objector argues that a strip of land immediately south of the existing shopping
centre, within a larger area of land designated as green wedge, should be allocated for retail use. In
Chapter 3, I give my conclusions on the related objection to green wedge policy.
9.16.3
The objector argues that the Welsh Designer Outlet has proved successful and provision
should be made for its future expansion within the timescale of the UDP. He argues that there is no
immediate need for an extension to the shopping centre though discussions with the current operator of
the shopping centre have been held. I consider that, in line with national planning policy (PPWales para
10.2.10), allocations for additional retail development should not be made unless there is a demonstrable
need. Para 7.8.1 of the UDP explains that the Welsh Designer Outlet provides a particular style of
shopping facility and I consider that a need assessment would be required, having regard to this
specialist character, if it were to be extended. The Council advises that there is scope for further
development on the existing allocated site with outstanding planning permissions for retail floorspace as
yet unimplemented. This leads me to the conclusion that there is no demonstrable need for an additional
retail allocation on the objection site.
9.16.4
The Welsh Designer Outlet is, in my opinion, an out of centre retail development. If new
retail floorspace is needed in the County Borough, developers are required to carry out a sequential
search for suitable sites looking initially at existing town centres. Out of centre sites such as this objection
site would be low down the search sequence. Even if development on an out of centre site were
necessary, this site includes common land and this introduces an additional hurdle for development. Any
proposal for new retail development on the site would also have to demonstrate that it would not be
harmful to the vitality and viability of existing centres. As the types of goods which might be sold from this
site have not been defined, there is no guarantee that harm to Bridgend and other town centres would not
ensue. I conclude that land south of the Welsh Designer Outlet should not be allocated for the expansion
of retail uses.
Recommendation
9.16.5

I recommend that no modification be made.
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10. Tourism & Leisure

10.1

PARAGRAPH 8.1.1
Justification of Part 1 Policies
Objection
DO/50783/1297 Porthcawl Town Council

Issue
10.1.1 This is whether or not, in the context of tourism, the Plan makes clear the distinction between
Bridgend town and Bridgend County Borough, and that there is more than one town centre in the County
Borough.
Conclusions
10.1.2
Section 8.1 of the UDP, which provides the justification for Part 1 Policies refers
throughout to Bridgend County Borough. Para 8.1.5 refers to ‘town and district centres’. I consider that
the references are clear and appropriate.
Recommendation
10.1.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

10.2

PARAGRAPH 8.2.1
Introduction
Objection
DO/51192/1456 Llynfi Valley Forum

Issue
10.2.1

This is whether or not this chapter of the UDP ignores Maesteg.

Conclusions
10.2.2
I agree with the Council that most of the policies in this chapter would apply equal to
proposals for tourism development, wherever they occurred in the County Borough. The chapter refers
extensively to Porthcawl, but this is understable in view of its resort status and position on the coast. The
objectors do not highlight any specific omissions in respect of Maesteg, and I see no reason to include a
general reference to the town in this chapter.
Recommendation
10.2.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

10.3

PARAGRAPH 8.4.2
The Tourism & Leisure Product
Objection
DO/51231/1016 Riparian Owners River Ogmore

Issue
10.3.1
This is whether or not the UDP should mention game fishing on the River Ogmore as a
significant source of tourism in the County Borough.
Conclusions
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10.3.2
The objectors argue that there are a number of stretches along the River with significant
fish stocks where fishing rights have been granted. The riparian owners wish to attract tourists to fish
these waters in a sustainable way, and consider that the UDP should give greater recognition to this
resource and its potential. The Council has proposed a modification in the PIMS to para 8.4.2 in order to
include a reference to angling as a locally available tourism and leisure activity.
10.3.3
At the Inquiry, the objectors argued that the River Ogmore is such a fine resource for
high quality fishing that fishing should merit a complete paragraph in the UDP. The objectors would
prefer the term ‘game fishing’ to angling, and argue that sea fishing might also be dealt with. However, I
agree with the Council that the UDP is not primarily a document for the promotion of new tourism and
leisure activities. For planning purposes, I conclude that the reference inserted by way of the PIMS is
sufficient and no further changes are needed.
Recommendation
10.3.4

I recommend that para 8.4.2 be modified as shown in the PIMS.

10.4

POLICY TM1
Development for Tourism & Leisure
Objections
DO/51211/1702 Forest Enterprise
DO/51210/1684 Mr L Joseph
DO/51229/1869 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
10.4.1
flexible.

This is whether or not the policy is sufficiently clear in its purposes and sufficiently

Conclusions
10.4.2
The NAW seeks greater clarification as to what amounts to ‘countryside leisure and
recreation’, and argues that criterion 4 discriminates against small scale, farm-based tourism and leisure
consistent with rural diversification.
10.4.3
Mr Joseph’s objection is made with other objections to the UDP in the context of a
proposal for a mixed use allocation on land south of Island Farm, Bridgend. The objector proposes that a
mixed use development should include a hotel and restaurant available to serve the proposed new
sporting facility, as well as local residents and visitors to the area. The objector points out that the Ogwr
Borough Local Plan recognises a shortfall in the supply of tourism attractions and accommodation, and
contends that Policy TM1 could usefully be re-worded to introduce a degree of flexibility and recognise
that tourism/leisure developments can be acceptable in countryside locations. Mr Joseph and the Forest
Enterprise seek changes to the wording of criteria 1, 2 and 4.
10.4.4
On criterion 1, I agree with the Council that Policy EV1 and its reasoned justification
make clear what is meant by the countryside. In its reply to the objector, the Council refers to 'activities
which by their very nature require a countryside location such as golf, walking, cycling, fishing etc whose
environmental impact is usually minimal.’ I consider that it would be useful to include a definition of
relevant countryside activities in the reasoned justification in paras 8.6.2 and 8.6.3.
10.4.5
The definition proffered by the Council identifies both sporting (golf and fishing) and
recreational (walking) activities, which are the subject matter of the following chapter in the UDP. This
definition highlights the difficulties of distinguishing facilities for tourism/ leisure/ recreation/ sport and
drafting appropriate policies. These difficulties were explored at the Public Inquiry, and I shall return to
them in my Chapter 11. PPWales contains section 11, which refers to tourism, sport and recreation, and
section 10 which covers retailing and town centres. The concept of ‘leisure’ is discussed in both sections,
but mainly in section 10 (see paras 10.2.4, 10.2.9, 10.2.10, 10.2.14 and 10.3.13). In my opinion, Policy
TM1 would be clearer if criterion 1 related only to ‘tourism and leisure’, and left the matter of ‘recreation’
to Chapter 9 of the UDP.
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10.4.6
The Council points out that Policy E11 permits rural diversification, though I agree with
the objectors that criterion 4 could rule out some development in rural areas unfairly, particularly if that
development was farm-based and/or served non-motorised users, such as walkers or cyclists. The NAW
suggests a separate policy for farm diversification. I see a good case for sub-dividing Policy TM1, so long
as it could be achieved without losing its overall thrust. I consider that the objection would be met if the
policy dealt separately with urban and rural proposals, in a similar vein to Policies TM2 and TM3. New or
extended tourist facilities in urban areas would be permitted where criteria 3, 4 and 5 were satisfied.
Facilities in the countryside would only be permitted where the activity by its nature required a countryside
location and/or the facilities represented farm diversification, and in addition criteria 2, 3 and 5 were met.
10.4.7
On the detailed wording points, I agree with the Council that the use of ‘unacceptable
impact’ to qualify criterion 2 would make it less precise and conflict with the Council’s approach to policy
wording described in General Proof 1, CD147. On criterion 4, my proposed modifications should
overcome the objection. I conclude that the policy could benefit in terms of clarity of purpose and
flexibility from some re-wording with additional text in the reasoned justification.
Recommendation
10.4.8

I recommend that the policy be re-worded as follows:

‘DEVELOPMENT FOR TOURISM – New or extended tourist and leisure facilities and attractions will be
permitted in urban areas, where all the following criteria are satisfied – (then follows criteria 3,4 and 5).
New or extended tourist and leisure facilities and attractions in the countryside will only be permitted if the
activity by its nature requires a countryside location, and/or the proposed development is part of a rural
diversification scheme. Development proposals should satisfy all the following criteria – (then follows
criteria 2,3 and 5).’
10.4.9
Paras 8.6.2 and 8.6.3 of the UDP should be modified by the addition of a definition of
tourist activities which require a countryside location, and a cross-reference to Policy E11 on farm
diversification.

10.5

POLICY TM2
Accommodation for Visitors in Urban Areas
Objections
DO/51209/1665 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51210/1685 Mr L Joseph
DO/51229/2207 National Assembly for Wales
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2115 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
10.5.1

These are:



Whether or not the criteria in the policy should be extended so as to take account of the need to
conserve acknowledged wildlife interests;



Whether or not the policy should be made more flexible, particularly in respect of proposals for
development adjoining settlement boundaries;



Whether or not criterion 3 on car parking should be re-worded;



Whether or not the word ‘permitted’ should be used in place of ‘favoured’.

Conclusions
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10.5.2
On the first issue, and the change to the policy which is sought by the CCW, I consider
that section 3.9 of the UDP provides a number of policies which would safeguard the interests of wildlife.
The introduction to the UDP as proposed for modification in the PIMS (para 1.1.8) makes clear that any
development proposals will be assessed against all the policies in the Plan. In these circumstances and
in the interests of keeping policies simple and clear, I see no reason to modify the policy as suggested by
the objector.
10.5.3
On the second issue, Mr Joseph argues that it would be entirely reasonable to allow
accommodation adjoining built up areas. In his opinion, a hotel for example at Island Farm could be
located on brownfield land and without harm to environmental interests. However, whatever the merits of
individual sites, I consider that greater flexibility in the policy could contribute to urban sprawl and the
unnecessary loss of countryside. The objector also seeks a change to criterion 2 whereby ‘unacceptably’
would be added before ‘harmed’ in the interests of flexibility. However, I oppose this change which would
be in conflict with the Council’s approach to policy writing in General Proof 1, CD147.
10.5.4
On the third issue, I agree with Mr Joseph that it may not be necessary to provide car
parking within the curtilage of the property, and that current national policy seeks lower levels of car
parking than have been achieved in the past. I consider that the policy should provide for car parking
consistent with reducing reliance on car-borne travel, whilst avoiding risks to highway safety from regular
overspill car parking. The Council proposes a change in the PIMS so that the criterion would require
parking to meet the Council’s approved parking guidelines.
10.5.5
The NAW has made a counter-objection to this, on the grounds that it is unreasonable to
seek compliance with SPG in the policy. I agree with the NAW and consider that reference to approved
parking guidelines should be limited to the reasoned justification for the policy. The Council has referred
me to the explanation of car parking standards in paras 6.5.7-6.5.9 of the UDP. These paragraphs imply
that parking guidelines are in the process of being formulated and approved, whereas the proposed
change to Policy TM2 in the PIMS suggests that approval has been obtained. Clearly, there should be
consistency within the Plan and it is possible that, if not yet achieved, the SPG will be approved by the
time the UDP is adopted. I conclude that the wording of criterion 3 should be modified along the lines
proposed by the NAW.
10.5.6
On the last issue, the NAW made objection to a number of policies in the UDP which
stated that development would be ‘favoured’. The objection is withdrawn provided that the word
‘permitted’ would not be appropriate in the policies. In this case, a number of criteria have to be satisfied
and the policy relates to development in existing settlements where development would be consistent
with the preferred land use strategy. I consider that ‘permitted’ would be entirely appropriate. I shall
therefore recommend that the wording of the policy is changed to ‘permit’ relevant development.
Recommendation
10.5.7

I recommend that Policy TM2 be modified as follows:

‘….within existing settlements will be permitted provided that……
3
10.5.8

it will have satisfactory car parking; … ‘
I recommend that the change to criterion 3 proposed in the PIMS should not be made.

10.5.9
I recommend that the reasoned justification be modified to explain that car parking should
be consistent with reducing reliance on the car whilst avoiding harm to highway safety from parked cars,
and to refer to the Council’s proposed/existing car parking guidelines.

10.6

POLICY TM3
Accommodation for Visitors Outside Urban Areas
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Objections
DO/51209/1666 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51211/1703 Forest Enterprise
DO/51229/1870 National Assembly for Wales
DO/51231/1018 Riparian Owners River Ogmore
Issues
10.6.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy is too restrictive as it limits new accommodation to the re-use and/or
conversion of disused and redundant buildings;



Whether or not the policy should refer to the ‘logical’ boundaries of existing settlements;



Whether or not criterion 1c imposes too strict a test for development proposals;



Whether or not it is reasonable to expect public transport to be available in all cases.

Conclusions
10.6.2
On the first issue, the Riparian Owners argue that encouraging the leisure activity of
game fishing would be highly sustainable, attractive to tourists and could be developed to benefit disabled
people. The provision of accommodation to support sea trout fishing on the River Ogmore would
stimulate the rural economy, but would be required close to the River. In reply, the Council argues that it
could not frame the policy so that special accommodation could be provided for every type of tourism
activity. I consider that the policy though restrictive is consistent with important policies to protect the
countryside in the UDP’s Chapter 3, The Environment. If developers are unable to identify suitable
disused or redundant buildings, or a site within an existing settlement for new accommodation, then they
could put forward a detailed proposal demonstrating that the benefits are so substantial that they would
outweigh any harm to the countryside. However, my conclusion is that Policy TM3 should not be relaxed
on the basis of the generalised evidence of potential for tourism associated with fishing which the
objectors have put forward.
10.6.3
On the second issue, the Council has referred to ‘logical’ boundaries to the main
settlements, in the absence of boundaries defined on the Proposals Map. I recommend in Chapter 3,
section 3.3, that the UDP should include definitions for all settlements and delete the references to
‘logical’ boundaries. On this basis, I conclude that ‘or logical’ should be omitted from this policy.
10.6.4
On the third issue, Forest Enterprise argues that the Coalfield Plateau and Associated
Valley Sides’ has been too widely drawn. I take this to imply that Policy TM3 would be unduly restrictive
of proposals for new tourist accommodation in the northern part of the County Borough. In Chapter 3, I
conclude that Policy EV10 should be reviewed and only those parts of the coalfield plateau and
associated valley sides which have special landscape value should be protected. I therefore agree with
the objectors to Policy TM3 that criterion 1c is too onerous.
10.6.5
Policy EV10 identifies a number of ‘special landscape areas’ in addition to the coalfield
plateau and associated valley sides. I consider it inconsistent and potentially unfair that Policy TM3 is
selective of some areas of locally important landscape without offering an explanation in the reasoned
justification. If criterion 1c were omitted from the policy, this would leave a number of areas of
acknowledged importance at national level for their scenic quality or nature conservation interest. The
catchall and potentially ambiguous ‘other environmentally sensitive areas’ should also be omitted. In my
opinion, this would give a more robust policy, and would be sufficient, as criterion 2 would prevent harm
to areas of local sensitivity. If the Council accepts my recommendation on this matter, it may wish to
amend Policy TM1 in a similar way in the interests of consistency.
10.6.6
On the final issue, objectors argue that many areas in the countryside, including those
with buildings which might be suitable for conversion under rural diversification schemes, are not
accessible by public transport. The Council concedes that some leisure and tourism related development
may be sited where regular public transport is not readily available. However, in accordance with para
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11.2.3 of PPWales, it argues that there is an obligation to ensure that satisfactory access can be provided
by a choice of modes including public transport.
10.6.7
Forest Enterprise proposes adding ‘where possible’ to the criterion, though I consider that
this would weaken the policy and render the criterion ineffective. PPWales, para 11.2.3, refers to access
to the countryside and coast ‘by a choice of means of travel, but particularly on foot, by cycle and public
transport.’ Though it is a subtle point, public transport is the last mentioned mode and, in my view, it is
the reference to public transport which causes the problem for Policy TM3 and makes it unrealistic if not
unreasonable. However, I consider it reasonable that tourist developments in the countryside should be
accessible to walkers, cyclists and/or horse-riders for short local journeys, as well as in keeping with the
highway requirements in criterion 5. I shall re-word criterion 4 so that it is realistic but recognises that a
choice of access modes in the countryside is important.
10.6.8
Although the WTB has raised no objection to the policy, I conclude that some changes to
it would be beneficial.
Recommendation
10.6.9

I recommend that Policy TM3 be modified by:



the deletion of ‘or logical’ from the opening sentence;



the deletion of 1c – the Strategic Coalfield Plateau and its Associated Valley Sides;



the shortening of 1d to ’SSSis.’;



the re-wording of criterion 4 to: ‘the development is accessible by a choice of transport modes and
well related to the needs of the non-motorised traveller.’

10.7

POLICY TM4
Static Caravans and Chalets
Objection
DO/51211/1704 Forest Enterprise

Issue
10.7.1

This is whether or not the policy is too restrictive in seeking to resist ‘chalets’.

Conclusions
10.7.2
The objector argues that the policy is unreasonably restrictive in respect of chalets, which
could also cover cabins. Log cabin schemes can give a high quality development which would blend with
the landscape, and be quite different from a static caravan site. The objector advises that the word
‘chalet’ should be deleted from TM4 and a new policy introduced with separate criteria for the assessment
of chalet/cabin/forest lodge sites (see section 10.10).
10.7.3
The Council replies that both chalets and static caravans have a similar purpose in that
they cater for short stay visitors. The Bridgend County Tourism Strategy (CD101) reported in August
2001 that there were some 2,062 static caravans, though the evidence to the Inquiry is that there are
more than 4,000 in Porthcawl. In the Council’s view, there is a sufficient supply, and some of the static
caravans are perceived as visually intrusive. The Tourism Strategy identifies a gap in the market for high
quality self-catering accommodation, but I am uncertain as to whether cabins would necessarily satisfy
this niche. In any event, I have no doubts about the desirability of controlling development in the
countryside, where the ‘forest villages’ to which the objector refers might be expected.
10.7.4
The Council points out that proposals for tourism development outside built up areas are
assessed on their merits taking account of their prospective contribution to the economy and
environmental impact. This process would enable the benefits of a well-designed and high quality ‘forest
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village’, which needed to be in the countryside, to be considered fairly. However, overall, I conclude that
Policy TM4 is reasonable in seeking to limit the growth of free-standing static caravan, chalet or cabin
developments and need not be modified.
Recommendation
10.7.5

I recommend that no modification be made.

10.8

POLICY TM5
Camping & Touring Caravan Sites
Objections
DO/51209/1667 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51211/1705 Forest Enterprise

Issues
10.8.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy should apply to the full length of the undeveloped coast;



Whether or not the policy is too restrictive with reference to criteria 1c and 3.

Conclusions
10.8.2
The CCW comments that the Heritage Coast and Kenfig NNR cover only part of the
undeveloped coast, unnecessary development of which should be avoided. The Council replies that
criterion 1d ‘SSSIs and other environmentally sensitive areas’ could cover the undeveloped coast. I
consider that the strength of criterion 1 lies in the fact that it specifies precisely which areas are not to be
harmed. It would become vague and potentially arbitrary if the end phrase of criterion 1d were applied as
the Council suggests. Para 8.8.5 of the UDP indicates that additional sites for touring caravans and
camping are needed. I would expect new permanent development associated with these facilities to be
limited in scale, and criterion 2 should ensure that visual intrusion or any harmful impact is kept to a
minimum. In these circumstances, I consider that the policy need not apply to the full length of the
undeveloped coast, and criterion 1d should be modified so that it refers only to SSSIs.
10.8.3
On the second issue, similar objections were made to these aspects of Policy TM3. For
the reasons given in section 10.6 above, I conclude that it would be desirable to modify criteria 1c and 3.
Recommendation
10.8.4

I recommend that Policy TM5 be modified by:



the deletion of 1c – ‘the Strategic Coalfield Plateau and its Associated Valley Sides’;



the shortening of 1d to ’SSSis.’;



the re-wording of criterion 3 to: ‘the development is accessible by a choice of transport modes and
well related to the needs of the non-motorised traveller.’

10.9

POLICY TM6
Visitor Attractions
Objections
DO/51209/1668 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51211/1706 Forest Enterprise
PCO/51211/2144
Forest Enterprise
PCO/51229/2208
National Assembly for Wales
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Issues
10.9.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy should include criteria requiring compatibility with the environmental and
conservation policies of the Plan;



Whether or not the policy is unduly restrictive, particularly in requiring compliance with criteria 2 and
4, and 6 as shown in the PIMS.

Conclusions
10.9.2
The CCW advises that a criterion requiring compatibility with the conservation and
environmental policies of the Plan should be added. The Council replies, correctly in my view, that in
determining development proposals all relevant UDP policies should be taken into account. However, in
the PIMS, the Council proposes additional criteria which, as the NAW alleges, repeat other Plan policies.
In my view, a balance has to be struck between informing prospective developers of visitor attractions as
to the key requirements for their proposals, and being concise in policy writing. In this instance, I
consider that 10 criteria is onerous, and should be reduced. Criteria 7 and 9 seek to summarise a
number of the policies contained in Chapter 3, and are unnecessary especially if criterion 10 is included.
10.9.3
On the second issue, Forest Enterprise argues that it is unreasonably restrictive to allow
only the re-use of suitable buildings in urban areas (criterion 2). There is no sound planning reason why
new buildings or existing buildings in urban or rural areas should not be used. Forest Enterprise argues
that the provision of new forest visitor centres, sensitively designed in appropriate locations, would be
beneficial. The Council has proposed an amendment in the PIMS to criterion 2 so that it refers to urban
and rural areas. However, I consider that this causes a conflict between criteria 1 and 2, since proposals
for facilities in rural areas will not satisfy criterion 1. In addition, new buildings for educational, cultural or
entertainment purposes could play a major role in regenerating town centre sites, and I see no reason
why they should be prohibited.
10.9.4
These problems would be resolved if the policy permitted compliance with either criterion
1 /or criterion 2 (PIMS version of criteria). Whilst allowing more flexibility, this would not meet the
counter-objection by Forest Enterprise in that new development in rural areas would not be permitted.
However, Policy EV1 places strict control on development in the countryside, and in my opinion this policy
should be consistent with that position, directing most new development to existing settlements.
10.9.5
On criterion 4, the Council accepts that some leisure and tourism related development
may be sited where public transport is unavailable. I consider, however, that the type of facilities under
consideration should be available to people by a choice of transport mode. For example, it should be
feasible to walk to an information centre with catering facilities in the countryside as well as to reach it by
car. I do not favour the addition of ‘where possible’ to criterion 4 as proposed by the objector, as this
would make the relevant test imprecise. However, I shall recommend that the criterion is amended.
10.9.6
Forest Enterprise argues that criteria 3 and 7 should be reworded to give greater
flexibility, and criterion 8 changed to reflect the provisions of Policy EV16. However, I shall not
recommend that the words - unacceptable/unacceptably - are added, as these would make the policy less
precise and are contrary to the Council’s approach to policy writing (CD147). Criterion 8, in my view,
provides a satisfactory cue for Policy EV16.
10.9.7
The NAW makes a counter-objection to criterion 6. For reasons given in my paragraphs
10.5.4 and 10.5.5 above, I consider that this should be changed to relegate the reference to ‘approved
parking guidelines’ to the reasoned justification.
Recommendation
10.9.8

I recommend that Policy TM6 be modified as shown in the PIMS.

10.9.9

I recommend that Policy TM6 be further modified as follows:

‘VISITOR ATTRACTIONS – Development for educational, arts, cultural ….. will be permitted where:-
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EITHER
OR

It will contribute to the regeneration of town centres ….

It will involve the re-use or adaptation of redundant and disused buildings in urban or rural areas.

In addition, proposed development should meet the following criteria:1

It would not adversely affect the amenities of people ….

2

It would be accessible by a choice of means of transport ….

3

The highway network would be capable of accommodating …..

4

It would have satisfactory car parking.

5

The site is not within an area of flood risk.

6
The proposal can be sympathetically assimilated into its surroundings in terms of its siting, scale,
design and landscaping.’
10.9.10
PIMS.

I recommend that the reasoned justification in para 8.9.2 be amended as shown in the

10.9.11
I recommend that para 8.9.2 be extended to explain what is meant by a ‘choice’ of means
of transport, and the status and availability of car parking guidelines.

10.10

POLICY OMISSION
New Chalet, Cabin and Forest Lodge Sites
Objection
DO/51211/1707 Forest Enterprise

Issue
10.10.1
This is whether or not a policy to permit the provision of quality chalet, cabin and forest
lodge developments should be included in the UDP.
Conclusions
10.10.2
This objection is linked to that made against Policy TM4, on which I have concluded in
section 10.7 above. The Bridgend County Tourism Strategy informs that there were more than 2,000
static caravans in Porthcawl in 2001, and the Inquiry evidence indicates that it may be as many as 4,000.
As the Council advises, development which is necessary in the interests of countryside tourism, leisure
and recreation is permitted by Policy EV1. Whether or not the proposed chalet, cabin, forest lodge
developments would be high quality, catering for a different market and less intrusive in the landscape
than caravans, their general proliferation would, in my view, be in conflict with policy to restrict
development in the countryside. Even with the lower figure for static caravans, in view of the substantial
existing provision of short stay accommodation in the County Borough and the desirability of controlling
development in the countryside, I see no reason for a new policy as proposed.
Recommendation
10.10.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

10.11

POLICY TM7
Tourism & Leisure Attractions in Porthcawl
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2116 National Assembly for Wales
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Issue
10.11.1

This is whether or not the word ‘favoured’ should be replaced with ‘permitted’.

Conclusions
10.11.2
The objector has withdrawn the objection, on condition that ‘favoured’ is only used where
‘permitted’ would be inadvisable. In view of the wide-ranging nature of this policy, I consider that the
Council could need to assess any relevant development proposal in terms of a variety of other UDP
policies. I am therefore satisfied that ‘favoured’ here complies with the approach to its use which is
outlined in the Council’s General Proof 1, CD147. I conclude that it should not be replaced with
‘permitted’ in this policy.
Recommendation
10.11.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

10.12

POLICY OMISSION
Visitor Accommodation/Leisure Development : Sarn Park
Objection
DO/51144/1333 Grantchester Plc

Issue
10.12.1
This is whether or not a new policy should be inserted to provide for visitor
accommodation and small scale leisure facilities at Sarn Park.
Conclusions
10.12.2
The objectors advise that Policy TM4 of the Ogwr Borough Local Plan safeguarded land
at Sarn Park for tourism, leisure and recreational purposes, though they are not now seeking major
tourism and leisure development on this site. In the Employment, Retail and Transportation chapters, I
explain why I consider that Sarn Park should not be allocated for major new development. I consider that
Sarn Park should remain as part of the countryside, and conclude that a new policy providing for visitor
accommodation and small scale leisure facilities there would be contrary to other policies in this Chapter
of the UDP and harmful to the countryside.
Recommendation
10.12.3

I recommend that no modification be made.
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11. Sport & Recreation

11.1

PARAGRAPH 9.2.1
Introduction
Objection
DO/51209/1669 Countryside Council for Wales

Issue
11.1.1

This is whether or not the chapter on sport and recreation should include the following:



A reference to the Council’s Countryside Strategy and Integrated Action Plan;



A reference to the links between recreation, health and social inclusion;



Greater emphasis on sustainable forms of recreational travel, integration between public transport
and public rights of way, and accessibility between town and country.

Conclusions
11.1.2
The Council advises that its Countryside Strategy and Integrated Action Plan is
mentioned in Chapter 2 of the UDP. I see no reason to repeat this reference in Chapter 9. The links
between recreation, health and social inclusion are, in my opinion, matters of health and social welfare
which are better addressed in other public documents than this development plan. I agree with the
Council that the promotion of sustainable development with reduced reliance on the private car and
encouragement of public transport, cycling and walking is a principle which runs through the UDP. The
objection is headed ‘General comments’, and no specific changes to give greater emphasis to sustainable
forms of recreational travel are put forward. I see no need to amend the plan on the basis of this
comment.
Recommendation
11.1.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

11.2

POLICY RC1
Sport & Recreation Development
Objections
DO/51209/1670 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51211/1708 Forest Enterprise
DO/51210/1686 Mr L Joseph
DO/51229/1871 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
11.2.1

These are:



Whether or not the criteria should be extended;



Whether or not sport and recreation development proposals should have to demonstrate need, satisfy
the sequential test and demonstrate that there would be no harm to town and district centres;



Whether or not other changes should be made to the criteria in the interests of achieving greater
flexibility, in particular in the interests of encouraging farm diversification.

Conclusions
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11.2.2
On the first issue, the CCW argues that criterion 2 should also refer to the public rights of
way network. I consider that, as both the ‘highway network’ and the ‘needs of the non-car traveller’ are
mentioned in criteria 3 and 2, it would be superfluous to also include the ‘public rights of way’. Policy T14
seeks to protect existing rights of way and Policy EV15 controls development within the coastal zone.
Criterion 6 in Policy RC1 would protect local residents from undue noise and disturbance. As the Plan
should avoid duplication, I therefore conclude that it is unnecessary to extend the criteria as proposed by
the CCW.
11.2.3
On the second issue, Forest Enterprise argues that criteria 1, 7 and 8, the sequential,
need and impact tests, are wholly inappropriate for sport and recreation initiatives. The UDP should
identify the scope for major initiatives in this area, such as community forests or public open space
provision. This objection, which was also brought by Mr Joseph, was aired at the Public Inquiry. For the
objector, it was argued that the UDP was confusing leisure with sports pitches and recreational facilities
for which these tests should not be required.
11.2.4
Chapter 11 of PPWales concerns tourism, sport and recreation. At para 11.1.3, it
supports the development of sport and recreation, and the wide range of leisure pursuits which
encourage physical activity. It outlines the Assembly Government’s main planning objectives for this area
as promoting (a) a more sustainable pattern of development through facilities well served by sustainable
means of transport and in particular within urban areas; (b) social inclusion and improved health for
everyone; and (c) innovative, user-friendly, accessible facilities to make urban areas, particularly town
centres, more attractive. Taken with the advice on leisure developments in Chapter 10 of PPWales, I
consider that Policy RC1 should be split so that it has two elements.
11.2.5
The first part of a revised policy should deal with proposals for indoor sports, indoor
recreation and leisure development. This would include single and multi-purpose indoor sports facilities
and halls, cinemas and theatres. The second part of the policy would cover outdoor sports and
recreational facilities such as sports pitches, children’s play space and informal recreational areas. For
the first group of uses, and in line with PPWales Chapter 10, I consider that it would be appropriate to
apply the need, sequential and impact tests. In re-writing the policy, I shall take account of the NAW
objection that only ‘suitable’ sites in town centres would need to be considered and, for the sake of
consistency with national policy I shall add a reference to district centres. However, for the second group
of uses, a less restrictive and more encouraging approach should be adopted. Though town centre
locations would be unrealistic and undesirable for many of the functions, accessibility for users would be
necessary. My recommendation for Policy RC1 should be read in conjunction with my recommendation
to amend Policy TM1 in Chapter 10 of this report.
11.2.6
On the third issue, Mr Joseph and Forest Enterprise advise that ‘where appropriate’ or
‘unacceptably’/’unacceptable’ should be added to criteria 2, 6 and 10 to reflect the wide range of
circumstances to which they could be applied, and to make them more reasonable. I consider that the
underlying objection, that the policy is too restrictive, will partly be addressed by the sub-division into two
parts. I see no need for criterion 10, as high quality agricultural land is adequately protected by Policy
EV3. I agree with the Council that qualifying policies by use of words such as ‘unacceptably’ is
unsatisfactory and reduces precision. The proposed changes to these criteria would conflict with the
Council’s approach to policy writing, which is described in its General Proof 1, CD147.
11.2.7
For Mr Joseph, it is also argued that criterion 9 should be deleted. I agree that policies in
the Environment chapter adequately protect areas of high landscape and nature conservation importance
and should not be duplicated, especially as criterion 5 is included. Mr Joseph also argues that Policy
RC1 is unsuitable for assessing proposals which have more than local significance. In order to take
account of possible developments such as the proposed nationally important Rugby Academy, it is said
that para 9.2.8 should state that ‘Consideration will also be given to facilities that serve more than local
needs and are of national importance.’ I consider the proposed new sentence to be unhelpful, as the
Council will have to assess whatever planning applications are submitted. However, I shall bear in mind
that large scale as well as small and local proposals will have to be addressed by Policy RC1 in drafting
my proposed modifications.
11.2.8
The NAW contends that criterion 2 would discriminate against small scale, farm-based
sport and recreation facilities, since many are not well served by public transport. In line with the
recommendation which I have made for Policy TM1 (section 10.4 of this report), I shall ensure that the
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policy, as I propose it should be amended, makes allowance for farm diversification. I conclude that
some changes to the policy are required in the interests of flexibility, so that the development of sport and
recreation is encouraged in line with national planning policy.
11.2.9
In re-drafting this policy, I shall modify criterion 4 on car parking in the interests of
consistency with my recommendations for policies in the Tourism and Leisure chapter.
Recommendation
11.2.10

I recommend that Policy RC1 be modified as follows:

11.2.11

‘SPORT AND RECREATION AND LEISURE DEVELOPMENT

A
Proposals for new indoor sport and recreation and leisure development will be permitted
where the development would comply with all the following criteria:1

There is a demonstrated need for additional facilities;

2
In sequential order of preference, all suitable town centre, edge of centre, district centre and out
of centre sites have been assessed;
3
The proposal, either singularly or cumulatively with other existing or permitted developments,
does not threaten the vitality, viability and attractiveness of town and district centres;
4

It is well related to public transport and the needs of the non-car traveller;

5
The highway network is capable of accommodating the traffic generated by the proposals without
an unacceptable effect on traffic flow and patterns, safety, energy use or other emissions;
6

It will have satisfactory car parking;

7
The development can be sympathetically assimilated into the environment in terms of siting,
scale, design and landscaping;
8
The functioning of other uses and the existing amenities enjoyed by the local population would
not be adversely affected.
B
Proposals for new outdoor sport and recreation facilities will be permitted where the
development would comply with all the following criteria:1
The development would be readily accessible for potential users, and meet the needs of the noncar traveller;
2
The highway network is capable of accommodating the traffic generated by the proposals without
an unacceptable effect on traffic flow and patterns, safety, energy use or other emissions;
3

It will have satisfactory car parking;

4
The development can be sympathetically assimilated into the environment in terms of siting,
scale, design and landscaping;
5
The functioning of other uses and the existing amenities enjoyed by the local population would
not be adversely affected.
11.2.12
I recommend that the reasoned justification in section 9.3 of the UDP be modified to
explain that proposed leisure facilities, in addition to indoor sport and recreation facilities, would be
assessed in terms of Part A of this policy. The reasoned justification should also be extended to explain
the status of its approved parking guidelines and their relevance to criteria A6 and B3. The reasoned
justification should also indicate that schemes for farm diversification will be encouraged.
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11.3

POLICY RC2
Sport & Recreation for the Disabled & Elderly
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2117 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
11.3.1

This is whether or not the word ‘favoured’ should be replaced with ‘permitted’.

Conclusions
11.3.2
The objector has withdrawn the objection, on condition that ‘favoured’ is only used where
‘permitted’ would be inadvisable. In view of the highly specific nature of this policy, I consider that the
Council could need to assess any relevant development proposal in terms of a variety of other UDP
policies. I am therefore satisfied that ‘favoured’ here complies with the approach to its use which is
outlined in the Council’s General Proof 1, CD147. I conclude that it should not be replaced with
‘permitted’ in this policy.
Recommendation
11.3.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

11.4

POLICY RC4
Multi-Use of Sport & Recreational Facilities
Objections
DO/50783/1306 Porthcawl Town Council
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2118 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
11.4.1
This is whether or not the policy should be more specific, identifying land and buildings
for wider community use.
Conclusions
11.4.2
PPWales advises that the multiple use of open space and facilities should be encouraged
through UDPs, to increase their effective use and reduce the need for additional facilities. The extent to
which multiple use will be realised will depend upon the actions of a range of private, public and voluntary
bodies throughout the County Borough. Though precision in UDP policies should always be sought, I
consider that it is not practicable to identify specific land and buildings in this case.
11.4.3
The NAW objected to use of the word ‘favoured’ in this policy, but conditionally withdrew
its objection if the word ‘permitted’ could not be used in its place. For similar reasons expressed in
section 11.3 above, I am satisfied that ‘favoured’ should be used in this policy.
11.4.4
error.

The Council proposes an amendment in the PIMS, in order to correct a small typing

Recommendation
11.4.5

I recommend that the policy be modified as shown in the PIMS.
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11.5

POLICY RC5
Provision of Outdoor Sport & Children’s Playing Space for New Housing Developments
Objections
DO/51203/1559 House Builders Federation
DO/51229/1872 National Assembly for Wales
PCO/51203/2170
House Builders Federation

Issue
11.5.1
This is whether or not the policy provides clear guidance as to what is expected/required
from developers.
Conclusions
11.5.2
The NAW argues that the policy fails to provide clear guidance, especially in relation to
the scale of new developments to which it applies. The HBF contends that the play space standards
should be set out in the UDP, even if they are the same as those of the National Playing Fields’
Association (NPFA). The supporting text should clarify that developer contributions will only be sought
where there would be a deficit against the adopted standards.
11.5.3
The Council proposes a minor change to the policy in the PIMS, with amendments to the
reasoned justification. I support the changed reference to ‘Open Space’ throughout section 9.4. The
Council advises that the policy is to be applied to all new housing developments regardless of their scale.
Contributions will be sought from developers to satisfy the standards. The Council argues that, because
of the difficulties in measuring open space, only general standards can be given. Paras 9.4.7 and 9.4.8 of
the UDP are said to provide sufficient flexibility for negotiating with developers.
11.5.4
I consider that this policy and the reasoned justification fail to give clear guidance partly
because there is no reference to the existing level of provision of open space. Developers will need to
know the baseline situation regarding open space provision throughout the County Borough and in
different parts of it, and for the components of outdoor sport, children’s playing space and public open
space. The baseline situation is important because planning obligations will be needed to implement this
policy, securing the provision of payments towards new facilities, if not the provision of new land and
facilities. The tests for planning obligations set out in WO C13/97 include necessity and being directly
related to the proposed development. As the HBF points out, developer contributions can only
reasonably be sought where the development would result in a deficit against the adopted standards. In
my view, if there is a current and local surplus of open space, which would persist after new houses have
been built, there would be no need for the developer to provide additional facilities.
11.5.5
Though the Council argues that the policy will be applied to all housing developments,
there has to be a need and there will be limits as to what a small housing development, even in the most
deprived part of the County Borough, might be expected to contribute. I consider that it would be unduly
onerous to expect public open space to be provided on site for the smallest housing schemes. If strictly
applied, the policy could rule out infill and rounding off schemes, and the attainment of higher densities.
WO C13/97 advises that local plan policies which are based on a blanket formulation, seek contributions
to a general fund or allocate precise funds in advance are not acceptable. I consider that the policy,
which refers to a ‘requisite commuted sum’ but does not recognise that circumstances will differ across
the County Borough, is inconsistent with the correct approach.
11.5.6
I consider that this policy would be clearer if it ended at ‘all new housing developments’,
as shown in the PIMS. The remainder of the policy is, in fact, concerned with the procedures for
implementing the policy, and would be better explained in the reasoned justification. The reasoned
justification should be amended so that it makes clear that, where planning obligations are used, these
will be achieved by negotiation and will address any deficit in provision resulting from the development.
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11.5.7
The Council argues that its SPG on this topic should be mentioned in the UDP, because
it gives guidance on design and quality as well as the standard levels of provision. Design Guide 5 Public
Open Space, (CD104), was referred to in para 9.5.10 of the Ogwr Borough Local Plan, and I take it to be
the SPG which is referred to in para 9.4.4 of the UDP. This was the subject of public consultation in 1991
and was approved by the Council in 1994. I have no evidence that it has been reviewed and updated for
use in connection with the UDP. In any event, the SPG needs to be supplemented with information as to
the current levels of provision of the different types of open space in each of the main settlements of the
County Borough, notwithstanding the alleged difficulties of measurement. The SPG gives no guidance as
to how single dwellings or very small developments are expected to contribute to the provision of open
space. There is no information as to the costs of new facilities. All this information may be too detailed to
include in the UDP, but it should be available to developers and referenced in the UDP. Only then will the
policy provide clear guidance to developers as to what can be reasonably expected from them.
11.5.8
amended.

My conclusion is that this policy fails to give clear guidance to developers and should be

Recommendation
11.5.9

I recommend that the modification to Policy RC5 shown in the PIMS should be made.

11.5.10

I recommend that the policy should be further modified so that it reads:

11.5.11
‘ Provision of a satisfactory level and standard of outdoor sport, children’s playing space
and public open space will be required for all new housing developments.’
11.5.12
made.

I recommend that the modifications to text in section 9.4 as shown in the PIMS should be

11.5.13
I recommend that the role of SPG, NPFA standards, baseline provision and planning
obligations should be explained in the reasoned justification, in accordance with the principles I have
outlined in paras 11.5.4 to 11.5.7 above.

11.6

POLICY RC6.15
General Provision of Playing Fields & Associated Facilities
South of Waunbant Road, Kenfig Hill and Pyle
Objection
DO/51126/1283 M B Attwood
DO/50976/1066 Mr J L Flint
DO/50872/923
Mr B Morgan

Issue
11.6.1
playing fields.

This is whether or not land south of Waunbant Road should be allocated for use as

Conclusions
11.6.2
The objectors have not all referred to Policy RC6(15), but I am satisfied from the
representations that they all address the same site which lies to the south-east of Woodlands Park.
Concern is expressed about the effect of increased traffic on Waunbant Road, in terms of highway safety
including safety for children, and noise and pollution from parking near to residences in Woodlands Park.
I have seen that Waunbant Road narrows beyond the junction with Woodlands Park. However, I agree
with the Council that any proposal to provide playing fields on the site would have to be accompanied with
appropriate arrangements for vehicular access and parking. It also seems to me that, as the site is
located on the edge of the built up area, there would be scope to provide improved access for
pedestrians, cyclists and buses, thereby reducing the harmful impact of increased private car use.
11.6.3
The objectors question the need for additional playing fields, and contend that improved
provision could be made at the Comprehensive School. Though schemes for the community to share
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school facilities are sometimes achieved, I accept that this is not always feasible and that separate
facilities for public use are needed. Though the objectors argue that there is a high proportion of elderly
people in Woodlands Park who would not require playing fields, I consider that the proposed facilities
would serve a wider catchment area, with a broader age range. I have also taken account of the fact that
playing fields require a sizeable area of fairly level land, as is available at this site.
11.6.4
Mr Attwood and Mr Morgan argue that the destruction of wildlife would occur, and the
Council concedes that the site has nature conservation interest. However, as its use for playing fields
would keep the land in a predominantly ‘green’ use, the Council considers that the effect on wildlife and
its habitats could be protected. Mr Flint argues that he bought the land which is the subject of the
objection for agricultural purposes and has been prevented from using it for the purpose because of its
designation for playing fields. At the time of my site visit, I saw that land in the locality was being used for
grazing animals. However, I am satisfied that the need for improved playing field facilities to serve Kenfig
Hill would outweigh the loss of this land to agriculture. I have taken account of the land’s location within
the green wedge under Policy EV11(4) which means that it should be kept ‘open’. However, I conclude
that the land should be allocated for use as playing fields.
Recommendation
11.6.5

I recommend that no modification be made.

11.7

POLICY RC6.19
General Provision of Playing Fields & Associated Facilities
Land between Heol Fach & the M4 Motorway, North Cornelly
Objection
DO/50963/1055 Mr F L Smith

Issue
11.7.1
This is whether or not there is a need for additional playing fields and associated facilities
at this location in North Cornelly.
Conclusions
11.7.2
The objector argues that the area is already well served with outdoor recreational areas,
and this land could be used, in the case of exceptional demand, for housing. I have already concluded in
Chapter 5 that a neighbouring site allocated for housing (H1(56) Marlas Farm/Heol Fach) is suitable for
housing development. The Council advises that it could accommodate up to 350 new dwellings. I
consider that the objection site is well placed to serve future occupiers of the proposed new housing with
playing fields and outdoor recreational space. This would also afford an open setting to the west for
North Cornelly. I conclude that the allocation under Policy RC6(19) should be made.
Recommendation
11.7.3

I recommend that no modification be made to the Plan.

11.8

POLICY RC6.20
General Provision of Playing Fields & Associated Facilities
North of Penyfai Hospital, Penyfai
Objection
DO/51197/1495 A E & C L Hooper

Issue
11.8.1
This is whether or not the land allocated as RC6(20) should be reassessed so as to
exclude land in the vicinity of Angelton House.
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Conclusions
11.8.2
This objection was made with objections to policies in the Environment chapter. In my
Chapter 3, I conclude that there should be no amendment to the boundaries of the green wedge or the
settlement boundary of Penyfai, on the basis of the objectors’ evidence. I consider that the allocation for
playing fields and associated facilities north of the old Hospital site is reasonable, bearing in mind recent
housing development in this locality and the allocation made under Policy H1(23). The Council proposes
to reduce the size of the allocation for playing fields as shown on the plan deposited with the Inquiry on
19 September 2002. I consider that this would go some way to meeting the objection, and would leave a
sizeable parcel of land for Policy RC6 purposes.
Recommendation
11.8.3
I recommend that the allocation under Policy RC6(20) be modified as shown on the plan
deposited with the Inquiry on 19 September 2002, and the Proposals Map modified accordingly.

11.9

POLICY RC6 : SITE OMISSION
General Provision of Playing Fields & Associated Facilities
Llangewydd Road, Bridgend
Objection
DO/51226/1762 Mr M Phipps

Issue
11.9.1

This is whether or not land off Llangewydd Road should be allocated for playing fields.

Conclusions
11.9.2
The objector argues that a site off Llangewydd Road should be allocated for residential
development, with an area for playing fields and recreational use on its western border, which would offer
a significant community benefit and provide an attractive setting for the proposed housing. I conclude in
Chapter 6 of my report that there is no need for additional housing development on this site. Though the
Council advises that it would be most grateful if the owner were to donate part of the site to serve the
local community as open space, in view of my conclusion on housing development, I conclude that there
is insufficient reason to allocate the land for playing fields.
Recommendation
11.9.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

11.10

POLICY RC6 : SITE OMISSION
General Provision of Playing Fields & Associated Facilities
Eastern Porthcawl
Objection
DO/50783/1298 Porthcawl Town Council

Issue
11.10.1
Porthcawl.

This is whether or not there is a need for additional playing fields in the East Ward of

Conclusions
11.10.2
The objector argues that there is a need for additional playing fields to cater for junior
football teams. However, the Borough Council considers that existing allocations in the Plan are sufficient
for Porthcawl’s requirements. Though both the allocations are located in the west of the town, I consider
them to be reasonably accessible. The Council draws attention to the lack of a plan outlining the
additional land which the Town Council wishes to see allocated for playing fields. The objector has
alluded to suitable sites at the former Sandy Bay caravan site and at The Burrows, Newton. Much of the
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land in this locality is allocated in the UDP for regeneration purposes and the detailed layout for
development has not been finalised. I would not seek to constrain the regeneration strategy by
recommending an allocation of part of this site for playing fields, especially as there is expected to be
some new provision in Porthcawl over the Plan period.
Recommendation
11.10.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

11.11

POLICY RC6 : SITE OMISSION
General Provision of Playing Fields & Associated Facilities
Land at Danygraig, Newton
Objection
DO/50783/1307 Porthcawl Town Council

Issue
11.11.1

This is whether or not land at Danygraig should be allocated for playing fields.

Conclusions
11.11.2
The Town Council has not submitted a plan showing the land which they wish to see
allocated as playing fields. Land immediately east of the built up area of Porthcawl is the countryside and
designated as green wedge and Glamorgan Heritage Coast. New development therefore should be
strictly controlled. The Council advises that, with allocations for playing fields at Rest Bay and north of
Lock’s Lane, there is sufficient provision in Porthcawl. I conclude that additional land at Danygraig should
not be allocated for playing fields.
Recommendation
11.11.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

11.12

POLICY RC6 : SITE OMISSION
General Provision of Playing Fields & Associated Facilities
Locks Lane, Porthcawl
Objection
DO/50861/891

Mr D Richards

Issue
11.12.1
This is whether or not land to the north of Lock’s Lane allocated for housing by Policy
H1(59) should be used for additional play, recreational, sport and kick around uses.
Conclusions
11.12.2
I conclude in Chapter 5, that the H1(59) sites and RC6(10) sites should be allocated for
mixed uses, so that they may be developed together for housing and recreational purposes. I agree with
the Council that a practical and realistic approach is required to enable any new recreational facilities to
be purchased and developed north of Lock’s Lane. The mixed use development would enable two new
soccer pitches, a children’s play area and an extension to changing facilities/the pavilion to be provided.
In the absence of some new housing development, I consider that the RC6(10) site would remain
undeveloped and the acknowledged deficiency of land for recreational purposes including playing fields
would remain. I have taken account of the objector’s comments about lottery funding and the restrictive
way in which some sports’ clubs use their facilities. Nevertheless, I conclude that the land allocated as
H1(59) should not be allocated for recreational uses.
Recommendation
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11.12.3

I recommend that the Plan should not be modified in response to this objection.

11.13

POLICY RC7
General Provision of Children’s Play Space
Objection
DO/50783/1308 Porthcawl Town Council

Issue
11.13.1
This is whether or not the Policy should be more specific and allocate particular land for
children’s play space within Porthcawl.
Conclusions
11.13.2
The Council argues that this policy is aspirational in seeking to remedy existing
deficiencies. It has not identified specific plots of land and considers that these would be so small that
they could not easily be shown on the Proposals Map. The Town Council has not criticised the policy
references to West Drive/Esplanade, Lock’s Common or Sandy Bay in the UDP, and I see no reason to
identify different or more specific areas.
11.13.3
the UDP.

The Council points to a typing error in the policy which refers to the Local Plan instead of

Recommendation
11.13.4
Plan.

I recommend that the policy be modified so that it refers to the UDP and not the Local

11.14

POLICY RC8
General Provision of Kickabout Areas
Objection
DO/50783/1309 Porthcawl Town Council

Issue
11.14.1
This is whether or not the Policy should be more specific and allocate particular land for
kickabout areas within Porthcawl.
Conclusions
11.14.2
The Council argues that this policy is aspirational in seeking to remedy existing
deficiencies. It has not identified specific plots of land and considers that these would be so small that
they could not easily be shown on the Proposals Map. The Town Council has not identified specific sites
for this use, and I see no reason to modify the UDP on this basis.
11.14.3
The Council points to a typing error in the Policy, which should refer to the UDP and not
the Local Plan.
Recommendation
11.14.4
Plan.

I recommend that the policy be modified so that it refers to the UDP and not the Local
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11.15

POLICY RC9.1
General Provision of Amenity Open Space
The Coed, Maesteg
Objection
DO/51158/1356 Mr K Austin

Issue
11.15.1
This is whether or not land at the rear of 110 Llwydarth Road, Maesteg, should be
included within the site at The Coed allocated as amenity open space.
Conclusions
11.15.2
The objector argues that the boundary of the RC9(1) land represents an arbitrary division
of his land holding, the edge of which is marked by a boundary fence. The area in dispute has been for a
long time part of the garden to No 110, used until recent years for cultivation and children’s play. Mr
Austin contends that land in his ownership should not be allocated under Policy RC9(1) for amenity open
space.
11.15.3
I agree with the Council that the woodand at the rear of 110 Llwydarth Road and
neighbouring properties allocated under Policy RC9(1) provides an important area of undeveloped land
for visual and physical amenity purposes, close to the built up area. The Council’s evidence on the
planning history of this site demonstrates that the boundary of the allocated land has been carefully
reviewed during the preparation of the UDP, and has not been arbitrarily drawn. I conclude that the
boundary of the RC9(1) land at The Coed should not be changed because of this objection.
11.15.4
In the PIMS, the Council proposes to change references to ‘amenity open space’ to
‘public open space’ in Policy RC9 and the supporting text. I consider that this provides a clearer
description of the intended use of the defined areas and support the proposed change.
Recommendation
11.15.5

I recommend that no modification be made to Policy RC9(1).

11.15.6
I recommend that Policy RC9 and the reasoned justification in section 9.7 be modified as
shown in the PIMS.

11.16

POLICY RC9.10
General Provision of Amenity Open Space
Land at Pwll y Waun Pond, Porthcawl
Objection
DO/51213/1721 Mr R H Knight

Issue
11.16.1
This is whether or not land at Pwll y Waun Pond should be identified for a mixed use
scheme comprising residential development and amenity open space.
Conclusions
11.16.2
The objector argues that Pwll y Waun Pond was identified as an area of public open
space as long as ago as 1959, but no progress has been made towards the acquisition of land or
securing better public access. The site is allocated for the general provision of amenity open space under
Policy RC9 of the deposit UDP. In view of current financial constraints, the objectors argue that the site is
unlikely ever to be acquired for its allocated purpose, and puts forward a ‘mixed use’ scheme to be
promoted in its place. I conclude in Chapter 6 that the site should not be the subject of a new housing
allocation under Policy H1, but the scope for a mixed use should be investigated further.
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11.16.3
The Council argues that Pwll y Waun is designated as amenity open space because it
provides a significant visual and amenity feature in an area of high residential density. It is undisputed
that the pond itself, with public access on the north-west and northern banks, is an attractive feature and
beneficial to the local population. The land beside the pond to the east is semi-rural in appearance and
used for grazing horses, but it is not accessible to the public. Because of the extensive boundary
vegetation and line of trees beside the pond, I consider that the extent and character of this land is not
readily appreciated in public views. Though the land to the east may provide attractive private views for
some neighbouring residents, in my opinion, this part of the site makes a limited contribution to public
amenity.
11.16.4
My view on this matter is rather different from that held by the Inspector at the Ogwr
Borough Local Plan who dealt with a similar objection. However, it was acknowledged at the recent
Inquiry that the trees and hedges have become bushier in the last few years. This may have caused the
land to the east to become more secluded and less perceptible to the public. In addition, the previous
Inspector was optimistic that the Council would be able to incorporate the field to the east into the existing
area of public open space. This has not happened, and I am advised that, following the failure of a lottery
bid for funding, no provision has been made in the Council’s budgets to secure public access.
11.16.5
PPWales para 7.2.1 indicates that land which cannot realistically be taken up in the
quantities envisaged over the lifetime of the UDP should be reviewed. Whether some of the land might
better be used for housing, mixed uses or no longer be designated for development should be
considered. It seems to me that the time has arrived for a fundamental review of this allocation and for
one of the above alternative ways ahead to be selected.
11.16.6
The Council argues that Pwll y Waun is a SINC and is afforded protection under Policy
EV19 of the deposit UDP. The Council indicates that the list of designated SINCs underpinned the Ogwr
Borough Local Plan, though there is no reference to the site’s importance for nature conservation in the
Local Plan Inspector’s report. The objector argues that he was not consulted on the Local Biodiversity
Action Plan (LBAP) for Bridgend which was adopted by the Council in 2002 and names Pwll y Waun as a
SINC. In his view, the document should be given limited weight. He also argues that SINCs should be
shown in the UDP if weight is to be given to them.
11.16.7
However, awareness of the importance of nature conservation has increased in recent
years, and I consider that it is appropriate to protect areas with valuable species and habitats. The
Council confirms that the LBAP was the subject of public consultation and was approved by the Council
as SPG in the appropriate manner. Nevertheless, national policy is that SINCs are non-statutory
designations which should not unduly restrict acceptable development.
11.16.8
At the UDP Inquiry, there was some ambiguity as to whether the Council would seek
greater public access to the land in accordance with Policy RC9, or whether it would favour the opposite,
in the interests of habitat protection. The objector contends that the nature conservation interest could
decline if it is not appropriately managed by the landowner. The Botanical Survey commissioned by the
objector related only to the land east of the pond. It concluded that the southern part of the land had
ecological value which should be conserved, whereas the northern part was unlikely to be important.
11.16.9
Taking account of all the above, my conclusion is that the options for this site should be
re-assessed, especially as it represents land in a main settlement which should not remain under-used.
In my opinion, a mixed use development should be investigated further, especially if it would result in
greater public access to amenity land on the eastern side of the pond, and improved protection and
management of the biodiversity resource.
Recommendation
11.16.10
I recommend that the allocation of this site under Policy RC9(10) should be urgently
reviewed and the alternative of a mixed use allocation investigated.

11.17

POLICY RC9.13
General Provision of Amenity Open Space
Brackla Ridge and Associated Areas, Bridgend
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Objections
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/50928/1008 LEL Properties Ltd
DO/50927/1006 Lloyd Associates Ltd

Issue
11.17.1
This is whether or not land within the ownership of the objectors should be taken out of
the amenity open space allocation.
Conclusions
11.17.2
The objectors argue that it would be inappropriate to promote land so close to a very
busy industrial estate as public open space. Children’s safety could be at risk. I conclude in Chapter 7,
that the boundary between the industrial estate and amenity open space should be amended as shown in
the PIMS. Map D1 of the PIMS shows an area of land for deletion from the area of amenity open space,
RC9(13). The objectors have withdrawn their objections on condition that this change, which I support,
be made.
Recommendation
11.17.3
I recommend that the land allocated as amenity open space under Policy RC9(13) be
amended as shown in the PIMS, Proposals Map Ref: D1.

11.18

POLICY RC9 : SITE OMISSION
General Provision of Amenity Open Space
Park Street Allotments, Kenfig Hill
Objection
DO/50985/1097 Cynffig Community Council

Issue
11.18.1
This is whether or not land known as ‘Park Street Allotments’ in Kenfig Hill should be
allocated as amenity open space.
Conclusions
11.18.2
I agree with the Council, as the allotments are an existing recreational facility, it is
unnecessary to allocate the site in the UDP. The community and amenity value of the allotments is
recognised, and they would be protected from harmful development by Policies RC3 and RC15 in the
UDP. I therefore see no need to allocate ‘Park Street Allotments’ under Policy RC9.
Recommendation
11.18.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

11.19

POLICY RC9 : SITE OMISSION
General Provision of Amenity Open Space
Land at Pont Rhyd y Cyff
Objection
DO/51225/1755 Mr P Allport

Issue
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11.19.1
This is whether or not the site should be allocated for amenity open space in conjunction
with residential development on the adjoining land.
Conclusions
11.19.2
I conclude in Chapter 6 that there is no need for additional housing land on the objector’s
site to the south of Pont Rhyd y Cyff. The objector argues that amenity open space with tree planting on
the south-eastern side of a housing development would provide an attractive setting and approach to the
settlement. It is also alleged that it would form a firm and logical settlement boundary. The Council
concedes that recreation would be a suitable use for this land to serve the local community, even though
the site is located outside the settlement boundary. However, I would not expect the land to be
developed as such, in the absence of an adjacent housing allocation. I shall therefore recommend that
this land is not allocated for amenity open space in the UDP.
Recommendation
11.19.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

11.20

POLICY RC10
General Provision of Informal Recreation Areas
Objection
DO/51209/1671 Countryside Council for Wales

Issue
11.20.1
This is whether or not the policy should be strengthened to emphasise the ‘links between
the opportunities, the people and sustainable methods of travel.’
Conclusions
11.20.2
Policy RC10 aims to encourage the use of areas of informal recreation and Policy RC11
will promote and encourage community routes through the County Borough. Policy T14 protects public
rights of way from the impact of development. Para 9.9.1 of the UDP advises that the Council will work
with the CCW, Ramblers Association and Groundwork Bridgend in promoting the local access network. I
consider that the Plan adequately covers areas of informal recreation throughout the local authority area,
and supports improvements for all people by walking and cycling, which are sustainable travel modes.
The objector does not specify what changes to the UDP should be made, and I conclude that none are
needed for this policy.
Recommendation
11.20.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

11.21

POLICY RC10.1&2
General Provision of Informal Recreation Areas
Cwmdu Bowl & the former St John’s Colliery and the Darren Valley
Objection
DO/51192/1457 Llynfi Valley Forum
DO/51192/1458 Llynfi Valley Forum

Issue
11.21.1
This is whether or not the Plan should formalise the leisure and recreation designations
in order to discourage the dumping of rubbish.
Conclusions
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11.21.2
The Llynfi Valley Forum objects to these sites being identified as informal recreational
areas. However, I consider that they are suitable locations for walking, sitting, picnicking and enjoying the
scenery, and that these activities are best described as ‘informal recreation’. I consider that more formal
recreational provision and intensive use could detract from the landscape and nature conservation
interest which make these areas so attractive. I have seen evidence of rubbish dumping in the wider area
which includes these sites, and fully understand the objectors’ concerns. Nevertheless, I agree with the
Council that improved facilities for waste disposal, combined with action against illegal dumping and fly
tipping, are more appropriate ways to deal with the problems described than amending this policy in the
UDP. I conclude that the change proposed by the objectors should not be made.
Recommendation
11.21.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

11.22

POLICY RC10 : SITE OMISSION
General Provision of Informal Recreation Areas
Llangewydd Road, Bridgend
Objection
DO/51226/1763 Mr M Phipps

Issue
11.22.1
recreation.

This is whether or not land off Llangewydd Road should be allocated for informal

Conclusions
11.22.2
The objector argues that a site off Llangewydd Road should be allocated for residential
development, with an area for playing fields and recreational use on its western border, which would offer
a significant community benefit and provide an attractive setting for the proposed housing. I conclude in
Chapter 6 of my report that there is no need for additional housing development on this site. Though the
Council advises that it would be grateful if the owner were to donate part of the site to serve the local
community as open space, in view of my conclusion on housing development, I conclude that there is
insufficient reason to allocate the land for informal recreation.
Recommendation
11.22.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

11.23

POLICY RC10 : SITE OMISSION
General Provision of Informal Recreation Areas
North of Pen y Fai and Pen y Fai North of the M4
Objection
DO/51211/1710 Forest Enterprise

Issue
11.23.1
This is whether or not the UDP should include two additional areas for the general
provision of informal recreation north of Pen y fai.
Conclusions
11.23.2
The objector advises that Forest Enterprise is committed to improving the quality and
range of recreational facilities available to the general public. They suggest two potential areas north of
Pen y fai and Pen y fai north of the M4, though the precise boundaries of sites have not been defined.
The Council argues that the listed areas in Policy RC10 have been selected following an assessment of
their accessibility, landscape and habitat characteristics and their ability to provide facilities such as car
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parking and picnic areas. I agree with the Council that it would be inappropriate to allocate additional
areas without further information and a background assessment. Much of the land north of Pen y fai is
countryside and green wedge and a community route is designated to the north-east. New development
would be strictly controlled in this locality, and enjoyment of the landscape would not be prevented by the
lack of an allocation in the UDP. I conclude that the two areas mentioned by the objector should not be
added to the policy.
Recommendation
11.23.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

11.24

POLICY OMISSION
Public Rights of Way
Objection
DO/51209/1673 Countryside Council for Wales

Issue
11.24.1

This is whether or not a new policy is needed on public rights of way.

Conclusions
11.24.2
The objector argues that a new policy should indicate that the existing pattern of public
rights of way will be protected, maintained and improved, and potential new routes identified and
safeguarded. However, Policy RC11 of the UDP will promote and encourage community routes through
the County Borough, and Policy T14 will protect existing public rights of way from the impact of
development. Para 9.9.1 of the UDP advises that the Council will work with the CCW, Ramblers
Association and Groundwork Bridgend in promoting the local access network. I consider that the Plan
adequately deals with existing rights of way and potential new routes, and that a new policy is not
required.
Recommendation
11.24.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

11.25

POLICY RC11
General Provision of Community Routes
Objections
DO/51209/1672 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/50894/964
Cllr W B Evans
DO/50866/907
Garth Residents
DO/51192/1459 Llynfi Valley Forum
DO/51218/1732 Mrs P P Perry & Family

Issues
11.25.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy should be strengthened to emphasise the ‘links between the opportunities,
the people and sustainable methods of travel’;



Whether or not provision for community routes on the west side of Maesteg and the Llynfi Valley
should be made;
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Whether or not the stretch of community route shown on the Proposals Map between the washery
site in Maesteg and the rear of Mill View should be deleted;



Whether or not the community route in the vicinity of Llwyn-Helyg should be re-routed.

Conclusions
11.25.2
On the first issue and the objection brought by the CCW, Policy RC10 aims to encourage
the use of areas of informal recreation and Policy RC11 will promote and encourage community routes
through the County Borough. Policy T14 protects public rights of way from the impact of development.
Para 9.9.1 of the UDP advises that the Council will work with the CCW, Ramblers Association and
Groundwork Bridgend in promoting the local access network. I consider that the Plan adequately covers
areas of informal recreation throughout the local authority area, and supports improvements for all people
to walk and cycle, which are sustainable travel modes. The objector does not specify what changes to
the UDP should be made, and I conclude that none are needed in response to this objection.
11.25.3
On the second issue, Llynfi Valley Forum argues that community routes are needed on
the western side of Maesteg. The main north-south route through the valley runs on the eastern side of
the town, although a spur is shown extending west of the town centre to the Maesteg Rugby Football
Club and Forge Factory Estate. Para 9.10.3 of the UDP indicates that the Council will consider
expanding the network of community routes. However, as no detailed route west of Maesteg has been
identified or evidence given on feasibility or funding, I see no need to make modifications to the UDP.
11.25.4
On the third issue, the Council argues that the community route east of Maesteg was
allocated in the Ogwr Borough Local Plan. Following reassessment and public consultation in connection
with the Maesteg Washery Land Reclamation scheme, it is included in the deposit UDP. Planning
permission for the northern part of this community route was granted to Bridgend Groundwork Trust in
1999. The Council considers that the route follows a logical track along the former mineral railway line,
being accessible to users and at a reasonable gradient. Members of the general public have informed
the Council’s Rights of Way section that local people have been using the route for more than 20 years
and it should be registered as a footpath. The Council argues that a safe and convenient route for
pedestrians and cyclists could be provided here which would bring substantial community benefits.
11.25.5
However, Cllr Evans and Garth residents argue that an alternative community route east
of Maesteg should be found, which is further away from existing dwellings. When the planning
application was submitted, a petition opposing the community route was raised, with more than 200
signatures. The southern part of the proposed community route was withdrawn from the submitted
application to enable possible alternative routes to be investigated by Bridgend Groundwork. As I saw at
my site inspection, the line of the route runs at the rear of private gardens in a number of streets. The
objectors argue that residents would suffer a loss of privacy and be more vulnerable to security breaches
and crime, if the route were open to the public. Objectors indicate that, based on experience elsewhere,
the route could be abused by motorcyclists or motorists, resulting in noise and pollution from abandoned
vehicles.
11.25.6
I am sympathetic to the concerns of local people, especially those with relatively short
back gardens or with properties at a lower level than the proposed community route. However, I accept
that the comprehensive scheme for intra and inter-settlement links has the potential to bring significant
benefit to local residents and visitors to the area. For Maesteg, it should provide an attractive and
convenient recreational facility as well as a useful route. I consider that many of the potential difficulties
identified by the objectors could be reduced if not overcome by careful design, detailed development and
sensitive landscaping. Mitigation measures are available to prevent the use of footpaths and cycleways
by motor vehicles, and they could be considered for this route.
11.25.7
However, Groundwork Bridgend have undertaken to research possible alternative routes
in the Garth area. The Council advises that the precise route in the vicinity of Maesteg Washery is
dependent upon detailed drainage investigations. I consider that it could be premature to identify a route
in the UDP before the results of ongoing investigations are known, in case a better alternative is
available. However, in view of the wider benefits of a network of community routes, I do not favour the
deletion of a portion of the route, as the objectors suggest. I consider that the community route between
Maesteg Washery and the rear of Millview should be shown differently in the Plan from the rest of the
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network, and the reasoned justification for Policy RC11 should be extended to explain that the detailed
alignment of this stretch of the route will depend upon the outcome of ongoing investigations.
11.25.8
On the fourth issue, Mrs Perry argues that the community route shown in the vicinity of
Llwyn-Helyg is unsuitable because it runs through an existing scrapyard and would involve extra costs to
maintain two bridges and to replace a former railway bridge. The objector proposes two alternative
routes which would make use of an existing footpath and would, in her view, be more convenient, direct
and safe. However, the Council advises that the community route, also shown as part of the national
cycle route, has been agreed with Rhondda Cynon Taff Council and Sustrans. It argues that it is unlikely
to be necessary to acquire land or pay compensation to open the route, and substantial extra costs would
not be incurred for the maintenance of bridges. In the Council’s view, there would be problems of
drainage and stock control associated with the proposed alternative routes.
11.25.9
I consider that there are perceptible advantages and disadvantages associated with the
UDP route and the alternatives. However, in view of the tripartitie support for the UDP route and the work
which has already taken place to establish it, I shall not recommend that it is altered.
Recommendation
11.25.10

I recommend that no modification be made to Policy RC11.

11.25.11
I recommend that paras 9.10.1 and 9.10.3 be extended to explain that the route between
the Maesteg Washery site and the rear of Mill View is shown schematically on the Proposals Map, and
that the precise route will be identified when ongoing investigations into drainage and routes away from
existing dwellings have been completed.
11.25.12

I recommend that the Proposals Map be modified accordingly.

11.26

POLICY RC12
General Provision of Cycle Routes
Objection
DO/51192/1460 Llynfi Valley Forum

Issue
11.26.1
the Plan.

This is whether or not cycle routes on the west side of Llynfi Valley should be shown in

Conclusions
11.26.2
Though Policy RC12 does not provide for cycle routes in the Llynfi Valley, it identifies
community routes for use by pedestrians or cyclists. In the absence of details of specific routes which
should be added, I shall not recommend that new cycle routes for the west side of the Valley are added to
the UDP.
Recommendation
11.26.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

11.27

POLICY RC13
Provision for the National Cycle Network
Objection
DO/51227/1807 Harmer Partnership

Issue
11.27.1
This is whether or not the policy should also provide for associated accommodation and
refreshment facilities at appropriate locations along the national cycle route.
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Conclusions
11.27.2
I accept the Council’s argument that this policy relates specifically to the promotion of the
national cycle network, and should not be changed to refer to associated developments as well. I agree
that the Tourism and Leisure chapter provides the relevant policies against which any proposals for
accommodation or food and drink establishments to serve the needs of cyclists should be considered.
The Council indicates its willingness to expand the reasoned justification to this (RC13) policy to register
its support in principle for such facilities, as long as they are compatible with the remainder of the Plan
and development control criteria. I consider that this could provide helpful guidance for developers, and
conclude that the reasoned justification, but not the policy itself, should refer to the acceptability of
development for associated accommodation and refreshments facilities at appropriate locations along the
national cycle route.
Recommendation
11.27.3

I recommend that Policy RC13 should not be modified.

11.27.4
I recommend that the text in section 9.12 be expanded to indicate that the Council would
support in principle facilities such as accommodation and catering outlets associated with the national
cycle network.

11.28

POLICY RC14
Provision for Allotment Gardens
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2119 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
11.28.1

This is whether or not the word ‘favoured’ should be replaced with ‘permitted’.

Conclusions
11.28.2
The objector has withdrawn the objection, on condition that ‘favoured’ is only used where
‘permitted’ would be inadvisable. In view of the specific nature of this policy, I consider that the Council
would most likely need to assess any relevant development proposal in terms of a variety of other UDP
policies. I am therefore satisfied that ‘favoured’ here complies with the approach to its use which is
outlined in the Council’s General Proof 1, CD147. I conclude that it should not be replaced with
‘permitted’ in this policy.
Recommendation
11.28.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

11.29

POLICY RC15 : SITE OMISSION
Protection of Allotment Gardens
Park Street Allotments, Kenfig Hill
Objection
DO/50985/1095 Cynffig Community Council

Issue
11.29.1
This is whether or not land known as ‘Park Street Allotments’ in Kenfig Hill should be
allocated as amenity open space.
Conclusions
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11.29.2
I agree with the Council that, as the allotments are an existing recreational facility, it is
unnecessary to allocate the site in the UDP. The community and amenity value of the allotments is
recognised, and they would be protected from harmful development by Policies RC3 and RC15 in the
UDP. I therefore see no need to allocate ‘Park Street Allotments’ as an amenity area.
Recommendation
11.29.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

11.30

POLICY OMISSION
Development of Sports Stadia
Objection
DO/51210/1687 Mr L Joseph

Issue
11.30.1
This is whether or not a new policy should be included in the UDP dealing with the
development of sports’ stadia.
Conclusions
11.30.2
Mr Joseph has expressed a willingness to withdraw the objections ‘relating to the
provisions of the sports stadia’, if Policy RC1 is modified as the objector suggests. Policy RC1 addresses
proposals for new sport and recreation facilities, and I have recommended changes to it, though not
wholly in accordance with the objector’s proposals. This objection is made in the context of the proposal
for a mixed use allocation centred on a Welsh Rugby Union National Academy at Island Farm. I have
considered whether a new policy would be merited to deal with very large or nationally important
development proposals of this type. However, it seems to me that such schemes would be fairly unusual,
and that the UDP should not be expected to deal specifically with all exceptional proposals. I consider
that reasonable decisions, balancing potential benefits and disbenefits, could be made on most proposals
involving sports’ stadia within the policy framework of the UDP. I therefore conclude that a new policy for
sports’ stadia is not necessary.
Recommendation
11.30.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

11.31

POLICY RC16
Provision of a Multi-Purpose Hall at Brackla
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/1828 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
11.31.1

This is whether or not the policy should use ‘is allocated’ instead of ‘is reserved’.

Conclusions
11.31.2
The NAW withdraws this objection, subject to the term ‘reserved sites’ being adequately
clarified in a Glossary of Terms. I have taken account of para 7.4 in the Council’s General Proof 1,
CD147, which advises that ‘reserved’ will be used in place of ‘allocated’ where a proposal’s ‘precise siting
or desirable extent is not presently known’. An example is given where development briefs are to be
prepared for large areas incorporating a number of land uses.
11.31.3
The Council advises that it is committed to secure a multi-purpose hall to serve the
Brackla housing development, but as yet, a precise location has not been ear-marked. There is no
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mention of a larger site or a development brief relevant to the proposed multi-purpose hall. Reading this
policy in a straightforward way gives me the impression that a site in Brackla has been identified for future
use as a hall. As this is not the case, and as all Plans should be written in plain language, unambiguous
and easily understood by all, I consider that the wording should be changed.
11.31.4
The essence of the policy is that the Council wishes to encourage and promote, and
would be likely to grant planning permission if a proposal were put forward for, a multi-purpose hall to
serve the Brackla housing estate. I have had regard for Policies RC10 to RC13 in recommending a
revised form of words, although section 6 of CD147 asserts that it has generally avoided starting its
policies with ‘The Council will….’ as the Plan will be used by others such as the NAW and the Planning
Inspectorate. As there is no specific site to ‘allocate’ yet for a multi-purpose hall at Brackla, I shall not
recommend, as the objector suggests, that that word is used. However, I conclude that, in the interests of
clarity and accuracy, the wording should be modified.

Recommendation
11.31.5
I recommend that Policy RC16 be modified to read: ‘Development of a multi-purpose hall
at Brackla will be favoured.’
11.31.6
I recommend that the last sentence in para 9.14.1 be modified to eliminate the word
‘reserved’ and inform readers that a site needs to be identified.

11.32

POLICY RC16 : SITE OMISSION
Provision of a Multi-Purpose Hall at Porthcawl
Objection
DO/50783/1310 Porthcawl Town Council

Issue
11.32.1
Porthcawl.

This is whether or not the Plan should refer to the provision of a multi-purpose hall in

Conclusions
11.32.2
Policy RC16 refers to a future hall in Brackla, and the Council advises that a need for one
there was identified by the Council’s Education and Leisure Directorate. As a similar need has not been
demonstrated in Porthcawl, I conclude that the UDP should not make specific provision for one.
Recommendation
11.32.3

I recommend that no modification be made.
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12. Social & Community Services & Facilities

12.1

PARAGRAPH 10.2.2
Introduction
Objection
DO/51192/1461 Llynfi Valley Forum

Issue
12.1.1
This is whether or not the Plan should cover community leadership and the provision of
community boards or forums.
Conclusions
12.1.2
The objectors indicate that community leadership needs to be provided by the County
Borough Council. Para 10.2.2 of the UDP gives only a broad factual outline of the structure of service
provision. However, I agree with the Council that the way in which the services operate and the quality of
interrelationships between service providers need not be detailed in this land use planning document. I
consider that section 10.2, in particular para 10.2.5, provides an adequate explanation of the relevance of
the UDP to the provision of social and community facilities. Conciseness is desirable in Plan writing. I
see no need for expansion to explain the role and function of community boards in this Plan.
Recommendation
12.1.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

12.2

POLICY SC2
Protection of Existing Social & Community Facilities
Objection
DO/50783/1311 Porthcawl Town Council

Issue
12.2.1
Porthcawl.

This is whether or not the Plan should include a site for a community hospital for

Conclusions
12.2.2
Policy SC2 of the Ogwr Borough Local Plan reserved a site for a community hospital
near South Cornelly, to serve the south western part of Ogwr Borough. The Town Council wholly
supports the need for a community hospital in Porthcawl. The Council explains that the Health Authority
has changed since the Local Plan was adopted and that, prior to publishing the deposit UDP,
consultations were held with both the new Health Authority and the NHS Trust. There is judged to be
satisfactory provision of health services and facilities in the County Borough. On this basis, I conclude
that there is no need to include a site for a community hospital for Porthcawl.
Recommendation
12.2.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

12.3

POLICY SC3
Provision for Medical Related Developments
Objections
DO/50946/1033 Bro Morgannwg NHS Trust
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Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2120 National Assembly for Wales
Issue
12.3.1
This is whether or not the policy should ‘permit’ rather than ‘favour’ new medical-related
developments.
Conclusions
12.3.2
The NAW has withdrawn its objection to ‘will be favoured’ in this policy, on condition that
it would be inadvisable to substitute the phrase ‘will be permitted’. However, a similar objection to the
terminology is sustained by the NHS Trust. I have taken account of the Council’s position on the use of
‘favoured’ and ‘permitted’ as outlined in its General Proof 1, CD147. In this policy, the Council indicates
that many hospitals are located in areas where development would normally be strictly controlled, for
example the countryside. The Council recognises that there have been significant changes in recent
years in patterns of care and associated building requirements. It expresses concern that some medical
facilities may be declared redundant during the Pan period, and that potential redevelopment schemes
will need to be thoroughly assessed if more sustainable patterns of development are to be secured.
12.3.3
The NHS Trust points out that a corresponding policy in the Ogwr Borough Local Plan
used the word ‘permitted’ and this provided a firm basis for decision making. It argues that ‘permitted’ is
used elsewhere in the UDP. I consider that ‘permitted’ should be used wherever possible in the UDP to
provide greater certainty and clarity of purpose to users and developers.
12.3.4
This policy could usefully be re-written, in my view, to emphasise that development
proposals which would benefit the provision of medical care will be permitted within existing sites. They
should be required to demonstrate that that there is a medical case for their proposals. The policy should
enable the LPA to refuse permission for speculative developments on hospital sites, which would not be
in accordance with other UDP policies, for example Policies EV1 or T1, or the thrust of the land use
strategy, as described in Chapter 2. On this basis, I conclude that the policy should be re-drafted to
‘permit’ rather than ‘favour’ new developments.

Recommendation
12.3.5
I recommend that Policy SC3 be modified as follows: ‘New medical-related development
within existing hospital grounds will be permitted, provided the development would bring benefit to health
care.’
12.3.6
I recommend that para 10.5.4 of the UDP be expanded to explain that the LPA will
scrutinise closely all proposals for development within existing hospital grounds.

12.4

POLICY SC4
Provision of New Health Clinics
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2128 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
12.4.1
allocated’.

This is whether or not the term ‘will be reserved’ should be replaced with ‘will be

Conclusions
12.4.2
The NAW argues that the word ‘reserved’ is unclear, though it withdraws the objection
subject to adequate clarification in the proposed ‘Glossary of Terms’. The Council advises that the Health
Authority intends to provide new health clinics at two locations but the specific land-take was not known
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when the deposit UDP was drafted. However, the Council advises that sites may be specified by the time
the Plan is finalised. If this is the case, I consider that the policy should state that sites ‘are allocated’.
12.4.3
If this is not the case, I agree with the objector that the term ‘will be reserved’ is unclear
and could be confused with ‘allocated’. However, the word ‘reserved’ is not so technical that readers
would automatically refer to a glossary of terms to interpret it. The policy is expressed in the future tense,
and I see no reason why it should not read ‘will be found’. The reasoned justification should be extended
to clarify that the exact land take and site boundaries have not yet been defined.
Recommendation
12.4.4

I recommend that the policy be modified to read:

EITHER ‘Sites are allocated for new health clinics at …..’
OR ‘Sites will be found for new health clinics at ……’
12.4.5
If the second alternative is selected to reflect slow progress on site identification, I
recommend that the reasoned justification be extended to clarify that the exact land take and site
boundaries have not yet been confirmed.

12.5

POLICY SC5
General Provision of Educational Facilities
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2129 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
12.5.1

This is whether or not the term ‘reserved’ should be replaced with ‘allocated’.

Conclusions
12.5.2
The NAW argues that the word ‘reserved’ is unclear, though it withdraws the objection
subject to adequate clarification in the proposed ‘Glossary of Terms’. The Council relies on its General
Proof 1 (CD147) which, at para 7.4, advises that where there is a realistic prospect of a change of use but
the precise siting and/or extent are not currently known, the policy will use the word ‘reserve’.
12.5.3
However, I agree with the objector that the term ‘will be reserved’ is unclear and could be
confused with ‘allocated’. The word ‘reserved’ is not so technical that readers would automatically refer to
a glossary of terms to interpret it. The policy could be re-worded in my view without any loss of meaning
to avoid the word ‘reserved’. The reasoned justification should explain that the exact land take and site
boundaries have not yet been specified but the locations are shown indicatively on the Proposals Map.
Recommendation
12.5.4
I recommend that the policy be modified so as to read: ‘Education facilities will be
permitted at ….’.
12.5.5
I recommend that the reasoned justification be extended to clarify that the exact land take
and site boundaries have not yet been confirmed but the Proposals Map shows the general locations.

12.6

POLICY SC5.7
General Provision of Educational Facilities
Land off Maesteg Road, Neuadd Domos, Maesteg
Objection
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DO/51228/1818 Mrs C M Roberts
Issue
12.6.1

This is whether or not it is appropriate to identify this site for educational purposes.

Conclusions
12.6.2
The objector argues that no progress has been made on using this land as an extension
to or replacement of the existing school, since its identification for educational purposes in the 1991 draft
for consultation version of the Ogwr Borough Local Plan. The objector contends that it is unreasonable to
sustain the allocation of this land in the absence of any realistic prospect of the scheme proceeding.
Therefore, it should be deleted from the UDP and allocated for new housing development.
12.6.3
For the reasons given in Chapter 6, I consider that the site should not be allocated for
new housing development. The Council consulted the Director of Education on the need for this site for
future educational use prior to the publication of the deposit UDP. It also referred me to the shortage of
level, cleared sites in this valley settlement capable of accommodating school development. The site is
well located to cater for future expansion of the existing Primary School and I conclude that it should be
identified for educational purposes in the UDP.
Recommendation
12.6.4

I recommend that no modification be made.

12.7

POLICY SC6
General Provision of Community Centres
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2130 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
12.7.1
allocated’.

This is whether or not the term ‘will be reserved’ should be replaced with ‘will be

Conclusions
12.7.2
An identical objection has been made to Policy SC5 by the NAW. For the reasons given
above, I conclude that ‘Community centres will be permitted in the following settlements:-‘ would be
appropriate in Policy SC6. The broad location of SC6 sites is shown on the Proposals Map and this could
usefully be explained in the reasoned justification.
Recommendation
12.7.3
I recommend that the policy be modified so as to read: ‘Community centres will be
permitted in the following settlements:- ……‘
12.7.4
I recommend that the reasoned justification be extended to clarify that the exact land take
and site boundaries have not yet been confirmed, but broad locations are indicated on the Proposals
Map.

12.8

POLICY SC7
Provision for Library Services
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Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2121 National Assembly for Wales
Issue
12.8.1
favoured’.

This is whether or not the policy should use the term ‘will be permitted’ rather than ‘will be

Conclusions
12.8.2
The NAW has withdrawn its objection to this policy, on condition that it would be
inadvisable to use the word ‘permitted’. The Council refers to its approach to policy writing in General
Proof 1, CD147. It advises that its priorities for the library service are for replacement of some existing
libraries on town centre sites, making the most of potential for dual use provision (presumably with other
cultural or information services). I am concerned that this policy, which does not specify sites, is merely
aspirational. I consider that Policies SC1 and TM1 among other UDP policies could be used to assess
the merits of any proposals for library development. The text in section 10.8 could be retained for
information purposes. However, I conclude that the policy is imprecise and should be deleted.
Recommendation
12.8.3

I recommend that the policy be deleted.

12.9

PARAGRAPH 10.12.2
Burial Grounds
Land adjacent to Maesteg Cemetery
Objections
DO/50896/966
Butterfly Conservation
DO/51209/1674 Countryside Council for Wales

Issue
12.9.1
This is whether or not the Plan should be amended to take account of the presence of
the marsh fritillary butterfly on land adjacent to Maesteg Cemetery.
Conclusions
12.9.2
Butterfly Conservation and the Council agree that the land adjacent to this cemetery is
part of a wider habitat for the marsh fritillary butterfly, which is a European and UK protected species.
The Local Biodiversity Action Plan indicates that sites affording a habitat for this butterfly should be
designated SINCs. Where development is proposed, experience has shown that ‘translocation’ is not a
viable mitigation measure for protecting the butterfly. Butterfly Conservation suggests that 3 fields
adjacent to the cemetery, which are not suitable for the butterfly, should be excluded from the SINC and
used for expansion of the cemetery. However, the Council replies that two of these (fields 16 and 17)
are not in its ownership and fields 16 and 18 have ground conditions rendering them unsuitable for burial.
12.9.3
I agree with the CCW that, prior to any expansion of the cemetery, account should be
taken of any biodiversity interest. The LPA proposes to add the words ‘and biodiversity assessment’ to
the end of the second sentence in para 10.12.2. I consider that this would give appropriate recognition to
the nature conservation interest of this site. Policy EV19 would be applied in the event that a planning
application for extensions to the Maesteg cemetery was submitted. The LPA would then weigh up the
merits of the proposal, any harm to the nature conservation resource and likely effectiveness of any
mitigation measures. This would be a reasonable approach, in my opinion, and enable the interests of
the butterfly to be fully considered. However, I conclude that the UDP need not be amended any further.
Recommendation
12.9.4
I recommend that para 10.12.2 be amended so that the second sentence ends ’ground
condition investigations and biodiversity assessments.’
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12.10

POLICY SC8
Protection of Existing Social & Community Facilities
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2122 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
12.10.1
permitted’.

This is whether or not the term ‘will be favoured’ should be replaced with ‘will be

Conclusions
12.10.2
The objector has withdrawn the objection, on condition that ‘favoured’ is only used where
‘permitted’ would be inadvisable. The Council has explained its use of the word ‘favoured’ in the General
Proof 1, CD147. In this case, as a criteria-based policy has been devised, I see no reason why
development which meets the criteria should not be ‘permitted’. The reasoned justification would alert
interested persons to the need to overcome any ground condition and biodiversity constraints.
Recommendation
12.10.3
I recommend that the policy be modified to read: ‘….. extensions to existing cemeteries
will be permitted, provided that …..’.
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13. Minerals

13.1

PARAGRAPH 11.4.4
Non-Energy Minerals – Aggregates : Sand and Gravel
Objection
DO/51229/1874 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
13.1.1
The main issue is whether or not an additional policy should be inserted to safeguard
sand and gravel resources.
Conclusions
13.1.2
The NAW argues that there should be a specific policy to address the safeguarding of
sand and gravel resources. A recent study on behalf of the NAW has identified land to the west of South
Cornelly quarry as being a significant sand and gravel resource with few constraints. The Council replies
that the extent, quantity and quality of the resource has not been fully identified by what was essentially a
desktop study. If there were significant sand and gravel deposits in the Borough, I consider that it would
be important to have a safeguarding policy in the Plan.
13.1.3
As to whether the land west of South Cornelly quarry should be safeguarded from
development, I agree with the Council that, as the exact nature of the resource has not been ascertained,
the exploitation of the site is by no means certain. In any case, it seems to me that non-minerals
development in the locality would be highly unlikely, given that it is countryside away from any other
significant built development. Although agricultural development may be permitted, I consider that that
would be unlikely to seriously prejudice future extraction. Therefore, I conclude that it is unnecessary to
safeguard land west of South Cornelly for sand and gravel extraction purposes.
Recommendation
13.1.4

I recommend that no change be made to the Plan.

13.2

POLICY M2
Mineral Extraction Criteria
Objections
DO/51200/1890 Rhondda Cynon Taff County Borough Council
DO/51196/1490 T S Rees Limited

Issues
13.2.1

The main issues are:



Whether or not the policy is overly restrictive in requiring all criteria to be met before development can
take place;



Whether or not the policy or its supporting text should refer to the necessity for ‘significant
environmental improvements’ when working former colliery tips for secondary materials.

Conclusions
13.2.2
On the first issue, the objector considers that the Policy is unduly onerous in requiring
that all criteria be met before development is acceptable. The Policy does not allow for issues of special
need or landbank deficiencies to be taken into account. I consider that all the criteria relate to legitimate
minerals planning concerns and the mitigation of the detrimental effects of development. It is therefore
reasonable for the policy to require all relevant criteria to be met before permission is granted for
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development. If a special need were demonstrated, this would amount to a material consideration which
would be taken into account through the development control process. I conclude that the Policy is
sufficiently flexible and need not be relaxed to address these matters as the objector seeks.
13.2.3
The objector argues that the working of former colliery tips should only be permitted if
‘significant environmental improvements’ are achieved. However, in my view, restoration and after-care
considerations would be adequately addressed by criterion 3 of the policy. There is no requirement in
Minerals Planning Policy Wales (MPPW) (CD108) for significant environmental improvements to be made
before the exploitation of former colliery workings is permitted. The details of any environmental
improvement would be most appropriately addressed as a matter of development control. I conclude that
the policy and text need not refer to ‘significant environmental improvements’.
Recommendation
13.2.4

I recommend that no change be made to the policy.

13.3

POLICY M3
Maintenance of Appropriate Landbanks
Objections
DO/51227/1808 Harmer Partnership
DO/51196/1491 T S Rees Limited

Issues
13.3.1

The main issues are :



Whether or not the policy and its supporting text should be updated to reflect the fact that the Plan is
intended to cover the period to 2016;



Whether or not the Plan should advocate the application of a 20 year land bank to individual quarries.

Conclusions
13.3.2
On the first issue, the Council proposes an amendment in the PIMS, referring to 2016 as
the end of the Plan period. I consider that this adequately addresses the objector’s concerns.
13.3.3
On the second issue, the objector refers to the provisions of the Glamorgan Limestone
Quarrying Plan which advocates the maintenance of 20 year reserves at individual quarries. The Council
argues that the policy identifies sufficient reserves for the remaining Plan period and 10 years beyond.
This implies a reserve capacity in excess of 20 years, and I consider this to be sufficiently forward
looking.
13.3.4
The objector suggests that the policy should identify landbanks for individual quarries, as
in the Mid Glamorgan Structure Plan. This approach was also followed in the subsequent Mid Glamorgan
Mineral Local Plan for Limestone Quarrying. However, MPPW offers no detailed advice on how
landbanks should be apportioned at local level, implying that there is no obligation to identify them for
individual quarries in the UDP. Furthermore, the actual apportionment of permitted reserves to form a
landbank is a matter for individual minerals planning applications. Some existing sites may be
constrained and difficult to exploit within the anticipated time period. I therefore conclude that there is no
necessity to provide further information on how landbanks should be apportioned in the policy.
Recommendation
13.3.5

I recommend that the policy be modified as shown in the PIMS.
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13.4

POLICY M6
Extraction of Land-Won Sand & Gravel
Objections
DO/51198/1497 Quarry Products Association
PCO/51209/2231
Countryside Council for Wales
PCO/51198/2173
Quarry Products Association

Issues
13.4.1

The main issues are :



Whether or not the prohibition of extraction from the coastal zone is appropriate in the light of national
policy and the local nature of this designation;



Whether or not the words ‘and their consultation areas’ should be added to the last sentence of
paragraph 11.13.2.

Conclusions
13.4.2
On the first issue, the Council has put forward an amendment in the PIMS to indicate that
extraction will not be permitted in ‘statutory designated areas’. Although welcoming the deletion of the
phrase ‘the Coastal Zone’, the Quarry Products Association still considers that the policy’s wording is
excessively stringent. Although minerals development would have to satisfy exacting criteria to be
permitted in designated areas, MPPW sets out the circumstances where development in statutory
designated areas would be allowed. In summary, this is that minerals development should not take place
save in exceptional circumstances. I conclude that the policy should be amended to be less restrictive
and to reflect national policy more closely.
13.4.3
On the second issue, the Countryside Council for Wales suggests that the words ‘and
their consultation areas’ be added to para 11.13.2 of the supporting text. The Council has proposed an
amendment in the PIMS so that the policy refers to statutory designated areas, namely the Kenfig NNR
and Merthyr Mawr SSSI. The reworded para reads more clearly and I conclude that no further change
is necessary.
Recommendation
13.4.4

I recommend that Policy M6 and para 11.13.2 be modified as shown in the PIMS.

13.4.5

I recommend that Policy M6 be further modified to read:-

‘Proposals for land won sand and gravel will be examined against criteria in Policy M2. Extraction in
statutory designated areas will only be permitted in exceptional circumstances, following the most
rigorous examination of the contribution to the public interest, environmental impact and scope for
mitigation.’

13.5

POLICY M8
Extraction of Material from Mineral Working Deposits
Objections
DO/51211/1709 Forest Enterprise
DO/51200/1520 Rhondda Cynon Taff County Borough Council

Issues
13.5.1

The main issues are :
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Whether or not the requirement for improvements to tip safety, in the final part of the policy, is
appropriate given other legislation;



Whether or not the policy or its supporting text should refer to the necessity for ‘significant
environmental improvements’ when working former colliery tips, as is the case for secondary
materials.

Conclusions
13.5.2
On the first issue, although tip safety is addressed by other legislation notably the Mines
and Quarries Regulations, these are not concerned with the land use planning implications of mineral
extraction from minerals working deposits. Para 34 of MPPW makes it clear that land instability is one of
the environmental factors that should be addressed by UDPs. I therefore conclude that the issue of tip
safety is a legitimate concern for the policy.
13.5.3
On the second issue, for reasons set out in para 13.2.3 and bearing in mind the content
of MPPW, I conclude that the objector’s suggested rewording should not be made.
Recommendation
13.5.4

I recommend that no change be made to the policy.

13.6

POLICY M10
Conditions to Protect & Improve the Environment
Objections
DO/51227/1809 Harmer Partnership
DO/51229/1875 National Assembly for Wales
DO/51200/1521 Rhondda Cynon Taff County Borough Council

Issues
13.6.1

The main issues are :



Whether or not criterion 8 of the policy should take account of differences between sites in terms of
their importance for archaeological and historic interest;



Whether or not the policy should refer to restoration and cross refer to Policy M13;



Whether or not a criterion should be added concerning assessment of the potential nature
conservation value of sites.

Conclusions
13.6.2
On the first issue, the objector suggests that the policy fails to differentiate between sites
in terms of archaeological and historic value, and criterion 8 of the Policy should be reworded. Reading
the policy as a whole, I consider that the phrase “where necessary and appropriate” in the opening
sentence of the paragraph provides the degree of differentiation sought by the objector. I conclude that
criterion 8 need not be amended.
13.6.3
On the second issue, the NAW argues that criterion 10 should refer to restoration with a
cross reference to Policy M13. The Council considers that there are sufficient references to restoration in
other policies within the chapter. As the UDP should be read as a whole, I consider that a cross
reference to Policy M13 would be unnecessary. However, I conclude that, as the criterion refers to
appropriate land use and aftercare, it would be sensible to refer to restoration as well.
13.6.4
On the third issue, I consider that the change suggested in the Council’s response to
Rhondda Cynon Taff Council would meet the objector’s concerns and address an important
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consideration. I shall recommend an additional criterion requiring an assessment of the potential nature
conservation value of prospective sites, accordingly.
Recommendation
13.6.5

I recommend that the Plan be modified by inserting an additional criterion:

’11 Require a detailed evaluation of the nature conservation value of the site. Where necessary,
measures will be required for the protection of any habitats, species or features of interest, or mitigation
measures, as appropriate.’
13.6.6

I recommend that criterion 10 be modified to read:

‘Provide appropriate restoration, land use and aftercare to secure ……..’

13.7

POLICY M11
Protection of Local Amenity
Objection
DO/51198/1498 Quarry Products Association

Issue
13.7.1

The main issue is whether or not the policy should specify a set distance for buffer zones.

Conclusions
13.7.2
The objector considers that the distance between minerals working and sensitive uses
would be most appropriately assessed on the individual merits of specific applications rather than by the
imposition of a set distance. A buffer zone of 200 m is considered to be unnecessary and excessive, and
likely to sterilise valuable mineral resources. The Council argues that this approach was supported at the
previous Inquiry into the Mid Glamorgan Minerals Local Plan, and the principle of using buffer zones is
still justified. However, following monitoring, the Council judges that it would be reasonable to reduce the
distance to 200 m from the 250 m set in the adopted plan. Para 40 of MPPW supports the use of buffer
zones and accepts that these would be most appropriately set by UDPs.
13.7.3
The subsequent draft TAN on aggregates (CD141) endorses this approach and suggests
a distance of 200m for hard rock quarries. As hard rock quarrying is the main non-energy minerals
activity carried out in the Borough, I consider that this would be appropriate. Where the individual
circumstances of a minerals operation suggest a different size of buffer zone, the wording of the policy is
sufficiently flexible to allow these factors to be taken into account. I conclude that, as the principle of
setting buffer zones in the UDP is advised in national policy guidance, this approach is appropriate. A
200m a buffer zone would be acceptable in the local context.
Recommendation
13.7.4

I recommend that no change be made to the policy.

13.8

POLICY M12
Retention & Control of Land
Objection
DO/51169/1375 Tarmac Western Ltd

Issues
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13.8.1
This is whether or not there is justification for the policy to restrict mineral working and
retain all the specified topographical features.
Conclusions
Both parties consider that it is reasonable that minerals operations are screened, and
13.8.2
Tarmac refers to screening work which it has carried out in the area. The parties differ on how screening
should be achieved. Tarmac argues that the detailed nature of screening should be undertaken as part of
any application for development, not as part of the UDP process. The Council considers that the process
envisaged by the policy is supported in the recent draft Tan on Aggregates (CD141) and the Mid
Glamorgan Mineral Local Plan (CD109).
13.8.3
Tarmac contends that the Policy conflicts with existing planning permissions for mineral
workings, and land safeguarded for future extraction. In addition, it does not pay sufficient attention to the
Environment Act submissions before the National Assembly, to update permission for mineral extraction
in the area and the partial closure of Hoel y Splott. The Council considers that the retention of screening
around these quarries is justified to protect landscape and visual amenity interests, as well as to protect
residential amenity east of Stormy Down Quarry. The quarries are bounded by a number of public
highways and other rights of way. The size of plant, up to 30 m in height, in the quarries is said to require
the provision of screening other than simple landscaping. The Council argues that its approach is
justified by both local and national planning guidance on minerals planning.
13.8.4
Tarmac considers that the policy, in particular M12 (1) and (2), would conflict with its long
term strategy to implement an extant planning permission at Pant Mawr Quarry and expand quarrying to
land east of Cornelly Quarry. It argues that Policy M12 conflicts with Policy M4 (1) which identifies land
east of Cornelly Quarry as an area safeguarded for future use and M5(1) which identifies land to the north
of Cornelly quarry as an area of search.
13.8.5
Furthermore, the objector argues that the identification of the areas named in the policy
has not been based on an objective landscape analysis, and there is no clear statement as to what is
being screened against. The Council replies that an unpublished assessment from adjoining highways,
footpaths and sensitive residential areas was undertaken by Mid-Glamorgan County Council. However,
the objector’s own assessment found that there was no case for retaining all the land along Heol y Splott
or adjacent to Mount Pleasant Road as identified in the policy. I consider that the absence of a formal
assessment with clear guidelines as to what impacts are being considered and what would be
unacceptable is a serious omission. There is uncertainty as to whether all the identified features should
reasonably be included in this policy.
13.8.6
The objector argues that the process underlying Policy M12 would conflict with both WO
C13/97 on the use of planning obligations, and pending applications under the Environment Act for
alterations to the conditions of quarrying on extant permissions. The areas identified by the policy already
have permissions for mineral development, and the policy seeks to have them relinquished. I agree that
strict adherence to the policy could pre-empt the review of old mineral permissions under the 1995 Act.
The policy as worded implies a blanket formulation, failing to take account of whether a legal agreement
to withdraw the right to work the identified areas would be fairly and reasonably related to a particular
proposed development. In my view, this is in conflict with WO C13/97, para B17(iii).
13.8.7
I am advised that the screening areas are in the ownership of more than one company.
Though land ownership usually does not affect the allocation of land in UDPs, I accept that a complex
ownership pattern may prohibit the achievement of a planning obligation in this context. It could prevent
development which is reasonable in all other respects. I consider that the policy could lead to conflict with
the Circular on planning obligations, and with the process of updating planning permissions under the
Environment Act.
13.8.8
The objector has put forward a revision to the policy and its reasoned justification,
indicating that the identified areas have planning permissions for quarrying, and any relinquishment of the
right to work would need the agreement of the operators. The proposed changes to the reasoned
justification would explain some of the practical difficulties associated with retaining all the features. I
consider that these amendments would be reasonable, as they would enable the UDP to identify the
broad areas where screening would be desirable. However, they would leave the details of any
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screening and the retention of existing topographical features to be considered in the context of individual
planning applications through the development control process. I conclude that they would overcome the
current difficulties with the policy.
Recommendation
13.8.9

I recommend that Policy M12 be modified as follows:

13.8.10
‘The Council will seek to secure the retention of identified existing topographical features
as shown on the Proposals Map that screen mineral operations. It is, however, recognised that the
identified areas enjoy planning permission for quarrying, and any relinquishment of the right to work the
respective areas would need to be with the agreement of the operators. The identified areas are : M12(1)
……..’
13.8.11
I recommend that the text in para 11.19.2 be amended and extended along the lines
proposed by Tarmac in its supplementary written statement to the Public Inquiry.

13.9

POLICY M13
Securing High Quality & Prompt Restoration & Aftercare
Objections
DO/51184/1415 Coed Cadw Woodland Trust
DO/51198/1499 Quarry Products Association

Issues
13.9.1

The main issues are :



Whether or not the policy should recognise the contribution made to restoration and aftercare by
woodland creation;



Whether or not the supporting text should include ‘unless particular circumstances dictate otherwise’.

Conclusions
13.9.2
On the first issue, the objector considers that the policy underestimates the contribution
that woodland can make in restoring former mineral workings. The Council considers that, whilst
woodland is not explicitly referred to in the policy, it recognises its important role in restoration particularly
with regard to the objectives set out in the Borough’s LBAP. In my opinion, there is no need for the UDP
to refer to any particular method of restoration. This is a detailed matter that would be most appropriately
addressed through development control.
13.9.3
On the second issue, the objector considers that to require financial payments for the
grant of planning permission without a clear and distinct authority laid down by statue is contrary to a
fundamental principle of law. Guarantees of this nature are usually only required for coal-related
development so that the phrase ‘unless particular circumstances dictate otherwise’ should be deleted
from the policy’s supporting text. The Council considers that, in particular for non-coal related
developments such as borrow pits, it is reasonable to seek financial guarantees.
13.9.4
I accept the Council’s view, as it is supported by para 54 of MPPW. This national
guidance makes no specific reference to coal-related development but allows for authorities to require the
use of financial guarantees to ensure that necessary aftercare and restoration measures are completed.
In terms of the detailed application of the policy, any financial arrangements would have to accord with
national planning guidance set out in WO C13/97, which would guard against any abuse. I conclude that
it is acceptable for the supporting text to include ‘unless particular circumstances dictate otherwise’.
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Recommendation
13.9.5

That no modification be made to the policy or its reasoned justification.
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14. Waste

14.1

PARAGRAPH 12.3.5
Waste Disposal & Management in the County Borough
Objection
PCO/51209/2232

Countryside Council for Wales

Issue
14.1.1

The main issue is whether or not the paragraph should refer to the cost of landfill tax.

Conclusions
14.1.2
The CCW considers that the text should not refer to the detailed cost of landfill as this
would vary throughout the Plan period. These figures were introduced by a proposed amendment in the
PIMS. Whilst I recognise that they may become out of date before the end of the Plan period, it is clear
that the paragraph refers to the current situation. I consider that they are useful in identifying the different
costs of landfilling inert waste and household waste and that no further change to the Plan is necessary.
14.1.3
The PIMS includes proposed amendments to paras 12.2.1 and 12.3.2 to provide
additional, up to date information on the Materials Recovery and Energy Centre at Crymlyn Burrows. No
objection has been made to these proposed changes, which in my opinion are informative.
Recommendation
14.1.4

I recommend that paragraph 12.3.5 be modified as shown in the PIMS.

14.2

POLICY W1
Sustainable Transportation of Bulk Waste
Future Regeneration Site at Tondu
Objection
DO/50880/942
Bridgend Biodiversity Partnership
DO/51177/1395 Cllrs W R & M J Dunphy
DO/51080/1221 B Evans
DO/51180/1398 Mr G Haines
DO/51179/1397 Mrs J Haines
DO/51181/1399 Mr J Marshall
DO/51178/1396 Newcastle Community Council
DO/50017/21
Rhys-Davies Services Ltd
DO/50778/1227 Cllr Mrs M C Wilkins

Issues
14.2.1

The main issues are :



Whether or not alternative sites, or alternative uses for the site, should have been considered;



Whether or not the allocation of the site would have a detrimental effect on nature conservation and
geology;



Whether or not use of the site for waste collection and transfer purposes would be harmful to the
living conditions of local residents;



Whether or not the allocation is a realistic one bearing in mind land ownership considerations and the
proposals for comprehensive redevelopment of the area.
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Conclusions
14.2.2
On the first issue, the UDP proposes a waste transfer station within the larger key
regeneration site allocated at Tondu. The Council advises that the precise location of the proposed facility
has not been determined, but a feasibility study, Materials Recycling and Energy Centre (MREC) Rail
Link, (CD151), illustrated that a refuse transfer centre could be established on the eastern/southern
boundary of the Tondu site. The site was allocated for employment uses in the Ogwr Borough Local Plan.
Objectors question whether alternative sites for the proposed waste transfer facility have been
considered. The Council argues that the facility needs to be centrally placed in the County Borough and
be capable of accommodating a waste transfer station and, possibly, an associated civic amenity site.
14.2.3
In the Council’s view, the site needs to be located close to the railway line, to allow a spur
to be connected for loading purposes. The facility could then serve the MREC in Crymlyn Burrows, the
Council having entered into a contractual agreement with Neath Port Talbot CBC to supply 62,000 tonnes
of domestic waste a year to that facility. The Council argues that the most suitable point for rail access in
the Borough would be the Pyle to Maesteg Line, as there are no suitable large sites on the Bridgend to
Maesteg line, which mainly runs through built up areas. This conclusion was supported by the MREC rail
link study (CD 151).
14.2.4
Neither the objectors nor the Council have put forward any possible alternative sites for
the proposed waste facility, although the MREC study examined the alternative use of road transport to
transfer waste. The use of rail freight for the transfer of waste is strongly supported by national planning
policy, and I consider that the Council is fully justified in seeking to utilise the railway. The waste transfer
station would form part of a mixed use development on a large site. National planning policy favours the
promotion of mixed use developments in UDPs. Some objectors argue that the site could be used more
appropriately for other purposes, especially as it is located close to existing residential areas and is
accessible to the M4. However, I consider that the wider regeneration site offers the potential for a
variety of beneficial land uses. I conclude that the principle of locating a waste disposal and transfer
facility on this site at Tondu, to serve the needs of the County Borough, is acceptable.
14.2.5
On the second issue, objectors are concerned over the impact of the development on the
nature conservation interests and on the site's geology. Bridgend Biodiversity Partnership considers that
development of the site for a waste transfer station should not be permitted without conditions or
obligations to protect and enhance the habitat of species listed in the Bridgend BAP, in particular the Barn
Owl (Tyto Alba) and the blue-tailed damselfly (Ischnura pumilio). The Council states that at present only
the principle of the use of the site is being considered and that any boundaries for areas of nature
conservation interest have yet to be identified. Following a full assessment of the site, any nature
conservation interests could be retained and protected or measures provided for their translocation.
Development of the site would only involve superficial excavation that would not affect the underlying
geology.
14.2.6
As I report in Chapter 17, the Council is agreeable to a strip of land which forms part of
the Parc Slip Nature Park being excluded from the wider regeneration site, allocated under Policy REG3.
The Plan’s Environment Chapter includes a number of policies which would safeguard habitats and
wildlife. I conclude that there is no need to address these matters again in Policy W1, nor do nature
conservation and geology concerns provide sufficient justification to delete or modify the policy.
14.2.7
On the third issue, several objectors have expressed concern over the impact of a waste
transfer station on local living conditions, particularly with respect to visual intrusion, smells, noise, litter,
vermin and hours of operation. I am aware that a primary school is located south of the railway line at the
end of Meadow and West Streets. Objectors cite particular concerns with the potential health effects of
the development with respect to air pollution and the release of dioxins. The Council points out that the
facility is intended for the transfer of waste, not its deposition or incineration, although the Council does
not necessarily rule out other waste management processes occurring on the site at some future date.
Dioxins would not be produced as these are only emitted following incineration, for which there are no
plans. I have no evidence that other health problems might be expected.
14.2.8
The policy clearly only relates to the collection and bulk transfer of waste, and I am
advised that the facility would deal with household waste only, and would handle it within an enclosed
space. In my view, this should enable smells and litter to be contained. I am satisfied that any detailed
health or environmental implications could either be addressed as part of a planning application, for
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example by the imposition of planning conditions to limit the hours of operation, or as part of other
legislation to control processes and emissions. I consider that the visual impact of any development on
neighbouring residential areas would be mitigated by the surrounding topography and woodland belt
beside the railway.
14.2.9
Several objectors express concern about the amount of road traffic that the development
of the site will cause, its effect on the amenity of residents in relatively small village streets and the
capacity of the local road network. The Council argues that, as the policy relates to the broad principles
of development, the effect of the development on highways would be most appropriately addressed as a
detailed consideration when an application for development is made. I understand the objectors’
concerns, as this type of operation would undoubtedly result in an increase in heavy goods traffic with
consequent increases in noise and pollution. However, Policy T16(9) of the UDP, Access to Land West
of Maesteg Road, Tondu, is intended to secure improvements to the A4063 in association with the
comprehensive development of the regeneration site. A development brief will provide details of access
arrangements, according to para 6.9.26 of the UDP, and should be available for further public
consultation. I conclude that any harmful effects on the living conditions of the local community are
capable of being addressed through development control procedures, and are not so substantial that they
would justify the deletion or modification of Policy W1.
14.2.10
On the fourth issue, Rhys Davies Services Ltd informs that there have been no
discussions with the companies that own the allocated land about its use as a waste transfer station.
Given the Council’s requirements for the comprehensive redevelopment of the site, the objectors argue
that the site is unlikely to come forward. However, the Council advises that any negotiations with land
owners would take place at an appropriate time after the UDP has been adopted. If it cannot acquire the
site by voluntary agreement in the first instance, the Council indicates that it would use compulsory
purchase powers, to acquire the land in the public interest. I accept that new facilities are much needed
to handle the waste which will be generated in the County Borough over the Plan period, and conclude
that this policy should remain in the Plan.
Recommendation
14.2.11

I recommend that no change be made to the policy.

14.3

POLICY W2
Provision of Waste Disposal Site
Tythegston Quarry
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2123 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
14.3.1

The main issue is whether or not the use of the words ‘will be favoured’ is appropriate.

Conclusions
14.3.2
The Council has used the clause ‘will be favoured’ in circumstances where compliance
with a policy would not in itself be sufficient to grant planning permission, but would count in the
proposal’s favour if it displayed the characteristics identified (CD147). I consider that Policy W2 describes
desirable characteristics of a development that the UDP should identify and encourage. I note the NAW’s
position that it would conditionally withdraw its objection to ‘favoured’, where it would be inadvisable to
use the term ‘permitted’. I consider that ‘permitted’ would be inappropriate in this policy, as compliance
with the policy may not be sufficient to make a proposal permissible.
Recommendation
14.3.3

I recommend that no change be made to the policy.
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14.4

POLICY W3
Reduction & Control of Landfill Sites
Objection
DO/51211/1711 Forest Enterprise

Issue
14.4.1

The main issue is whether or not the wording of the policy is clear and reasonable.

Conclusions
14.4.2
The objector considers that criterion 1 of the policy is unreasonable in requiring ‘clear and
significant land improvement’, given the requirements of the policy’s other criteria, especially criterion 8.
The Council argues that criterion 1 is necessary, as there is a history in the district of landfill schemes
being proposed on poor quality agricultural land. Some so-called land improvement schemes have
yielded no improvements in terms of agricultural land classification and have been harmful to biodiversity.
The objector puts forward an amendment to criterion 3 to cover adverse impact on nature conservation.
However, I agree with the Council that criterion 3 deals with a separate matter, namely visual impact,
from criterion 1. Nevertheless, I consider that criterion 8 of this policy and the Plan’s nature conservation
policies in Chapter 3 are sufficiently rigorous to guard against the circumstances set out in the Council’s
rebuttal. As nature conservation is clearly a matter of concern to the Council, the first criterion could be
amended to retain the latter part and delete the reference to ‘clear and significant land improvement’. I
conclude that this would meet the objector’s principle concern.
14.4.3
Forest Enterprise also argues that criteria 3 and 4 should be reworded to introduce a
degree of flexibility to the policy. However, the policy’s phraseology accords with its approach in CD147,
and I consider that use of the term ‘unacceptable’, suggested by Forest Enterprise, would add an
unnecessary and unclear qualification to the policy. I shall not recommend the suggested change.
Recommendation
14.4.4

I recommend that criterion 1 of the policy should be modified to read:

‘The development would not adversely affect areas of importance for nature conservation.’

14.5

POLICY W5
Waste Minimisation & Recycling
Objection
DO/51227/1810 Harmer Partnership

Issue
14.5.1
The main issue is whether or not the policy should be included in the Plan in the light of
the coverage given by other legislation.
Conclusions
14.5.2
The objector considers that the policy should not be included in the Plan as its provisions
are covered by other legislation and should therefore be deleted. However, TAN 21 (CD113) advises that
the land use planning system should ensure that opportunities for incorporating waste management and
recycling facilities into new developments are considered. I conclude that the inclusion of this policy is
entirely justified.
Recommendation
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14.5.3

I recommend no change to the Plan.

14.6

POLICY W6
Re-Use & Recycling of Materials
Objection
DO/51227/1811 Harmer Partnership

Issue
14.6.1
The main issue is whether or not the requirements of the policy are reasonable and/ or
better covered by other legislation.
Conclusions
14.6.2
The objector considers that the requirements of this policy are unduly onerous and
covered by other legislation. The Council considers that it is a reasonable requirement for the Plan to
influence the reuse and recycling of construction waste material, as this relates to a fundamental part of
integrated waste management. In my opinion, TAN 21 expects planning applications involving significant
demolition to give consideration to the potential for recycling of materials. Such applications should be
favourably treated, provided they are acceptable in other respects. I recognise that the recycling of
construction materials is addressed by other legislation, but I consider that national guidance on planning
supports the inclusion of a policy concerning this matter in the Plan. I conclude that the policy is
reasonable and should be retained.

Recommendation
14.6.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

Post Script
The PIMS puts forward a change to para 12.7.2 to provide more recent information on civic amenity sites.
I consider that this information is helpful. I have not addressed the matter elsewhere in this chapter, since
no objections / counter-objections have been made to the paragraph.
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15. Unstable Land

15.1

POLICY UNS1
Development Proposals on Unstable Land
Objection
DO/51227/1813 Harmer Partnership

Issue
15.1.1
UNS2.

The main issue is whether or not the policy is necessary given the provisions of Policy

Conclusions
15.1.2
The Council replies to the objector that the policy is a catch-all for development not
requiring planning permission such as works by statutory undertakers or some types of agricultural
development. However, the Council has limited ability to place restrictions on permitted development
and, in any event, I consider that both Policies UNS1 and 2 address similar issues. UDPs should be as
succinct as possible and not contain any unnecessary wording. I conclude that the essence of the policy
should be included in Policy UNS2, and Policy UNS1 be deleted.
Recommendation
15.1.3

I recommend that Policy UNS1 be deleted.

15.2

POLICY UNS2
Planning Application Details relating to Unstable Land
Objection
DO/51227/1814 Harmer Partnership

Issue
15.2.1

The main issue is whether or not the policy should be reworded.

Conclusions
15.2.2
The objector argues that this policy should be amended so that it covers both large and
small developments. I consider that the proposed alteration, put forward by the objector, forms a useful
basis for improving this policy, although I suggest some further minor amendments.
15.2.3
The objector also considers that criterion 4 of the policy should be deleted as the
requirement for formal environmental assessment would only arise on a limited number of occasions.
The Council considers that the criterion is relevant, as areas of unstable land can cover relatively large
areas and environmental assessment may be necessary given the wide variety of interests that may be
present. I consider that in some circumstances, development proposals on potentially unstable land and
associated mitigation measures could require formal environmental impact assessment (EIA). However,
this would be a separate process from the production of a stability report, requiring the preparation of an
Environmental Statement and consultation. I agree with the objector that criterion 4 should be deleted. If
the Council considers it necessary, it could extend the reasoned justification to remind readers of the
requirements of the EIA process.
Recommendation
15.2.4

I recommend that the policy be modified as set out below :

‘Where development proposals affect land where instability is suspected, any planning application must
be accompanied by a stability report which:
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1 identifies and assesses the nature and extent of instability in the context of the site and neighbouring
land, and explains any potential hazards for development;
2 proposes a programme of works to mitigate the risks identified in (1) above; and
3 provides for routine monitoring, where appropriate.’
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16. Energy & Utilities

16.1

POLICY U1
The Efficient Use of Energy
Objection
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51229/2124 National Assembly for Wales

Issue
16.1.1

The main issue is whether or not use of the words ‘will be favoured’ is appropriate.

Conclusions
16.1.2
The Council has used the clause ‘will be favoured’ in circumstances where compliance
with a policy would not in itself be sufficient to grant planning permission, but would count in the
proposal’s favour if it displayed the characteristics identified (CD147). I consider that Policy U1 describes
desirable characteristics of a development that the UDP should identify and encourage. I note the NAW’s
position that it would conditionally withdraw its objection to ‘favoured’, where it would be inadvisable to
use the term ‘permitted’. I support the approach to differentiating policies which ‘permit’ development
from those which ‘favour’ it. I consider that ‘permitted’ would be inappropriate in this policy, as
compliance with the criteria may not be sufficient to make a proposal permissible.
Recommendation
16.1.3

I recommend that no change be made to the policy.

16.2

POLICY U2
Exploiting Renewable Energy Resources in Principle
Objections
DO/51150/1342 British Wind Energy Association
DO/51209/1675 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51211/1712 Forest Enterprise
PCO/51211/2145
Forest Enterprise

Issues
16.2.1

The main issues are:



Whether or not the policy gives sufficient weight to the potential benefits from renewable energy
development;



Whether or not the policy is clear in its definition of the areas and effects wherein development might
be harmful;



Whether or not the policy should be changed so as to assess offshore and onshore developments as
a whole.

Conclusions
16.2.2
On the first issue, I acknowledge that the assessment of an application for a renewable
energy development requires the balancing of benefits against any detrimental impacts. The need to
weigh this balance is emphasised in PPWales section 12.9, which advises local planning authorities that
they should take into account the contribution which renewable energy developments can make towards
climate change and renewable energy targets. In para 12.9.4, for wind energy technologies, PPWales
indicates that UDPs may identify broad locations or specific areas where new developments are likely to
be permitted. The scale of the proposal should be balanced against the sensitivity of the area. I consider
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that Policy U2, though not limited to wind energy technology, adopts a different approach in that it lists
many parts of the County Borough with various degrees of environmental sensitivity, from which
renewable energy development will be excluded. In my opinion, the policy does not fully reflect the fact
that renewable energy development brings benefit.
16.2.3
Turning to the second issue, BWEA questions what is harmful if a development intrudes
visually in a nature conservation area. I note that TAN (Wales) 8 (CD117) describes the impact of wind
farms on local ecology as minimal. I consider that Policy U2 is confused and unclear in referring to the
Kenfig cSAC alongside areas which are special for visual reasons, either because of their scenic quality
or manmade beauty. PPWales advises that large scale deployment of renewable energy may not be
appropriate in nationally designated areas, but does not extend this prohibition to locally designated
areas. Policy U2, however, includes nationally important areas (Glamorgan Heritage Coast), locally
important designations (special landscape areas) and unspecified ‘local landscape or seascape’.
16.2.4
The policy’s failure to focus only on the most sensitive landscapes could, in my opinion,
make it unreasonably inflexible. Forest Enterprise objects to the policy on these grounds, and proposes
that the word ‘unacceptable’ be added. However, I agree with the Council that this would be contrary to
clear and precise policy writing and to the approach which is outlined in CD147. I have taken account of
the Council’s proposed change to the policy set out in the PIMS, but I shall recommend a different
solution to the underlying problem of inflexibility.
16.2.5
BWEA seeks clarification as to what are ‘acknowledged environmental interests’. TAN 8
describes a wide range of sources of renewable energy and indicates that their development may have a
variety of environmental impacts. For example, siting and the landscape are the key considerations for
wind energy (Annex B), whereas traffic and odour may be important factors for anaerobic digestion plants
(Annex E). TAN 8 also points out that the size of machines or plants may give different environmental
effects. I agree with the objector that the policy includes vague terminology in its reference to
‘acknowledged environmental interest’.
16.2.6
The reasoned justification indicates that the Council expects wind power to be the
renewable energy source most favoured and pursued locally. I consider that Policy U2 is unable to cover
the full range of technologies with precision, and would be more forceful if it concentrated on wind power.
I conclude that the policy should be made clearer in its definition of the areas where renewable
technology will be permitted, and should focus on the effects of wind power developments, being the
locally important source of renewable energy.
16.2.7
On the third issue, I consider that the development of off-shore renewable energy
facilities would fall outside the remit of planning legislation. I recognise that these facilities would often
require land-based stations that would need planning permission. However, I agree with the Council that
it is most reasonable to consider them separately but in tandem.
Recommendation
16.2.8

I recommend that the changes put forward in the PIMS should not be made.

16.2.9

I recommend that Policy U2 be modified to read:

‘Proposals for wind turbines and wind farms will be encouraged in the interests of protecting valuable
energy sources and limiting emissions of greenhouse gases. Development will be permitted if:
1

the site does not lie within the Glamorgan Heritage Coast;

2
by virtue of its size, design and siting, the development would not be visually intrusive in a
designated special landscape area, or a designated historic landscape, park or garden;
3
by virtue of its size, design and siting, the development would not be harmful to the setting of a
Listed Building or the character and appearance of a Conservation Area;
4
the development would not be demonstrably harmful to the nature conservation interest of the
Kenfig cSAC or a SSSI.
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The cumulative, as well as individual, impact of development proposals on sensitive environments will be
assessed.’

16.3

POLICY U3
Detailed Considerations to be assessed in Exploiting Energy Sources
Objections
DO/51150/1344 British Wind Energy Association
DO/51150/1343 British Wind Energy Association
DO/51209/1676 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/51211/1713 Forest Enterprise
Conditionally Withdrawn
51229/2125
National Assembly for Wales

Issues
16.3.1

The main issues are:



Whether or not the policy should contain an additional criterion relating to migration flyways/ flight
paths for birds;



Whether or not criterion 8 should require the reinstatement of facilities that have been unused for 12
months or more;



Whether or not reference should be made to the contribution made by renewable energy to the
reduction of greenhouse gases and the government’s target of 10% of energy supply coming from
renewable sources by 2010;



Whether or not the policy follows advice in TAN 8 by restricting renewable energy development to
least sensitive areas;



Whether or not use of the words ‘will be favoured’ is appropriate.

Conclusions
16.3.2
On the first issue, I consider that CCW’s concerns regarding the protection of
flightpaths/flyways for birds would either be addressed by Policy U2 or by criterion 1 of this policy. To
make specific reference to this matter would involve the policy in an unnecessary amount of detail.
16.3.3
On the second issue, I agree with the Council that the imposition of a rigid time scale for
the removal of infrastructure and its reinstatement would not be appropriate in the policy or its supporting
text, as individual projects will be different. I consider that time scales for removal of infrastructure
following a cessation of use would be more appropriately negotiated as part of the application process for
individual projects. I shall not recommend a change to the policy.
16.3.4
On the third issue, the Council points out that the Government’s targets for the reduction
of CO 2 emissions and the contribution from renewable energy sources are set out in paras 14.4.3 and
14.4.4 of the UDP. As the Plan should be read as a whole, I consider that there is no necessity to repeat
this information in the policy or its supporting text.
16.3.5
On the fourth issue, para 14.6.9 sets out the Council’s intention to direct wind energy
development to the District’s ‘least sensitive areas’ as identified by the CCW. Though TAN 8 clearly
supports the use of CCW advice, I have sympathy with the objection from BWEA that the text of the UDP
implies a very restrictive approach to renewable energy projects. The Council argues that the sentence
accords with advice about the identification of sites suitable for development in PP(Wales) and about
visual assessment in TAN 8. However, in my view, the sentiments do not accord with the thrust of
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national policy which seeks to encourage renewable energy, and recognises that wind machines need
open, exposed locations with high wind speeds as found in rural (and often attractive) landscapes. I
consider that para 14.6.9 should expressly acknowledge the need to balance the benefits of development
with the objective promoted by CCW to protect the most sensitive landscape.
16.3.6
The last issue concerns the expression ‘will be favoured’. The objection has been
withdrawn on condition that the term ‘will be permitted’ could not be substituted. However, I consider that
‘will be permitted’ would be appropriate in this criteria-based policy with its cross-reference to Policy U2. I
shall therefore recommend that the policy is changed.
16.3.7
In my recommendation, I propose a change to the opening line to achieve consistency
with my recommended changes to Policy U2, the reasons for which are given in my section 16.2 above.
Also, in the interests of clarity and the avoidance of repetition of Policy U2, I shall recommend that criteria
1 and 2 are combined. This would have the additional merit of eliminating the imprecise phrase in
criterion 2 ‘to an unacceptable degree’.
Recommendation
16.3.8

I recommend that Policy U3 be modified as follows:

‘Proposals for wind turbines and wind farms which do not conflict with Policy U2 will be permitted
provided that:
1
They would not adversely affect the local environment, including any biodiversity interests, taking
account of any available mitigation measures;
2

The availability of identified mineral resources …..’

16.3.9

I recommend that para 14.6.9 of the UDP be re-written in line with my para 16.3.5 above.

16.4

POLICY U4
Utility Services Development and the Environment
Objections
DO/51211/1714 Forest Enterprise
Conditionally Withdrawn
51229/2126
National Assembly for Wales

Issues
16.4.1

The main issues are:



Whether or not the policy is sufficiently flexible or should be reworded by including the word
‘unacceptable’;



Whether or not use of the words ‘will be favoured’ is appropriate.

Conclusions
16.4.2
On the first issue, I consider that the term ‘unacceptable’ should be avoided in the Plan’s
policies, and I am content that this policy is reasonably flexible. The second issue is covered in
paragraph 16.1.2 above. For the reasons given there, I consider that the expression ‘will be favoured’ is
appropriate in this policy and I note that this objection has been conditionally withdrawn.
Recommendation
16.4.3

I recommend that no change be made to the policy.
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16.5

POLICY U5
High Voltage Power Lines and Residential Development
Objections
DO/51229/1876 National Assembly for Wales
DO/51151/1339 National Grid Company Plc
DO/51063/1198 Western Power Distribution
DO/51063/1199 Western Power Distribution

Issue
16.5.1

The main issue is whether or not the policy and its reasoned justification are:



sufficiently flexible,



accurately reflect the authority of the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) in respect of new
powerlines, and



clear as to health and the precautionary principle, development near lines, undergrounding and what
is meant by high voltage power lines.

Conclusions
16.5.2
The National Grid Company Plc and Western Power Distribution dispute the wording of
the deposit UDP policy. The NAW argues that the policy fails to recognise that the DTI authorises
overhead power lines under non-planning procedures. It argues that the reference to the ‘precautionary
principle’ is inappropriate as the policy amounts to an embargo on housing development in specified
locations. The Council has recognised the objectors’ concerns and has attempted to reword the policy in
a mutually acceptable manner.
16.5.3
There is much common ground between the parties, as they agree the need for a policy
that reflects both the operational requirements of electricity companies and the need to protect the
environment and people’s living conditions. I consider that the new wording of the policy and its
supporting text, agreed by the Council and the National Grid Plc/Western Power Distribution at a hearing
session of the Inquiry 9 July 2002, offers more flexibility for residential development whilst protecting the
amenity of occupiers. I am satisfied that the reworded policy and its supporting text recognise the role of
the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry under the Electricity Act 1989, define what is meant by high
voltage power lines, properly reflect the precautionary principle and the role of the National Radiological
Protection Board, and place a reasonable emphasis on the undergrounding of power lines. I consider
that this proposed text is consistent with national planning guidance regarding development around high
voltage power lines and the procedural mechanisms for the approval of these lines.
16.5.4
I consider that the NAW’s objections have been addressed by these changes, and
conclude that they improve the flexibility, accuracy and clarity of Policy U5.
Recommendation
16.5.5

I recommend that Policy U5 should be deleted and replaced with the following:
(A)

‘Development of new underground or overhead high voltage transmission lines (of 275 kv
and above and their related infrastructure) which has regard to:1. the amenity of the occupiers of residential premises, and
2. the need to mitigate any visual impacts of proposed transmission lines (including
their towers and infrastructure)
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will be favoured.
(B)

Development proposals in the vicinity of existing underground or overhead high voltage
transmission lines (of 275 kv and above) which have regard to:1.

the amenity of future occupiers of nearby residential premises ;

2.

any relevant electricity companies’ requirements for access to their lines;

3.

any statutory safety clearance that must be maintained between, for example, overhead
lines (and/or their transmission towers) and the ground, roads, trees, and any other
permanent structures on which people may stand; and which incorporate

4.

the need to mitigate any visual impacts of existing transmission lines (including their
towers and infrastructure) through the careful use of landscaping and design within their
overall layout

will be favoured.’
16.5.6
I recommend that paras 14.7.8 and 14.7.9 be modified in accordance with the text on
page 27 of the Council’s Proof of Evidence responding to objections DO/51151/1339/U5,
DO/51063/1198/U5 and DO/51063/1199/U5.

16.6

Paragraph 14.8.1 and POLICY U7
Enhancing Water Supplies
Objections
Conditionally Withdrawn
DO/51107/1256 Dwr Cymru Welsh Water
DO/51229/2127 National Assembly for Wales

Issues
16.6.1

The main issues are:



Whether or not the policy should be reworded to reflect the current ownership of Dwr Cymru/ Welsh
Water;



Whether or not use of the words ‘will be favoured’ is appropriate.

Conclusions
16.6.2
On the first issue, the Council has suggested a change in the PIMS to reflect the current
ownership of Dwr Cymru/Welsh Water. I consider that this change meets the objector’s concerns being
conditionally withdrawn, and is more accurate.
16.6.3
The second issue is covered in paragraph 16.1.2 above. For the reasons given there, I
consider that the expression ‘will be favoured’ is appropriate in this policy and I note that this objection
has been conditionally withdrawn.
Recommendation
16.6.4

I recommend that Policy U7 should not be changed.

16.6.5

I recommend that para 14.8.1 of the Plan be modified as proposed in the PIMS.
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16.7

Paragraph 14.9.3 and POLICY U8
Sewage Disposal and Development
Objection
DO/51227/1812 Harmer Partnership
DO/51107/1260 Dwr Cymru Welsh Water

Issue
16.7.1
requirement.

This is whether or not the policy is necessary or simply sets out a standard planning

Conclusions
16.7.2
Although availability of sewage disposal facilities often forms a standard planning
requirement, I consider that the policy would be particularly important in restricting development in areas
where mains sewerage or suitable temporary measures cannot be provided. I consider that the policy
should assist the promotion of sustainable urban drainage systems. I conclude therefore that this policy
should not be deleted.
16.7.3
Dwr Cymru Welsh Water has drawn attention to the need for updating information in para
14.9.3, and the Council proposes an amendment in the PIMS. I support the proposed change.
Recommendation
16.7.4

I recommend that no change be made to the Policy.

16.7.5

I recommend that para 14.9.3 be amended as shown in the PIMS.

16.8

POLICY U9
Development for Telecommunications Purposes in Principle
Objections
DO/51191/1445 British Telecommunications Plc
DO/51191/1447 British Telecommunications Plc
DO/50865/905
Crown Castle International
DO/51211/1715 Forest Enterprise
DO/50199/206
Orange Personal Communications Services Ltd
DO/51061/1195 Porthcawl 4M Group
DO/50915/992
Vodaphone Limited

Issues
16.8.1

The main issues are:



Whether or not the policy and supporting text provide a sufficiently positive approach towards
telecommunications’ development in the light of national policy and advice;



Whether or not the policy pays sufficient attention to technical and legal constraints on siting and
operating telecommunications’ equipment;



Whether or not the policy should be more restrictive over the siting of masts near residential property,
schools and children’s play areas, bearing in mind the Council’s corporate policy, public fears, health
and human rights’ considerations;



Whether or not a new paragraph or policy should be added to recognise the interrelationship between
telecommunications and transport.

Conclusions
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16.8.2
On the first issue, British Telecommunications Plc (BT) contends that the UDP should
contain a strong presumption in favour of telecommunications’ development as part of the sustainable
development strategy. They have suggested amendments to the wording of criteria in the policy.
Vodafone Ltd argues that the threshold of acceptability for a project set by criterion 1 is too low, and it
would be virtually impossible for any operator to comply with the policy’s ‘tight limitations’. In their view,
the policy should reflect the benchmark of serious impact, which is alleged to be used in Planning Policy
Wales TAN 19: Telecommunications (CD164). Crown Castle International and Forest Enterprise argue
that some harm to the environment is inevitable when seeking the benefits of modern communications,
and criterion 1 is too onerous.
16.8.3
PPWales advises local planning authorities to respond positively to telecommunications’
development proposals, while taking account of the need to protect urban and rural areas. It refers to
minimising the impact on amenity consistent with operational requirements. I consider that criterion 1
could be applied too stringently to exclude beneficial development, as the objectors fear. It, and criterion
3, could usefully be re-written to clarify that harm to the character and appearance of the surrounding
area should be minimised when location, siting, landscaping and screening decisions are made. A
revised form of words would eliminate the perception of a blanket ban on any proposal which changes the
local environment. It would enable the decision-maker to decide whether a resulting harmful impact
would be acceptable, in the light of the level of need/benefit associated with the proposal. I have
considered the alternative wording for criterion 1 put forward by objectors, but conclude that my
recommendation would be more effective in securing the balance between encouraging development and
environmental protection which is needed.
16.8.4
On criterion 3, I note that the Council has introduced BT’s suggested change in the
PIMS, and I consider that this would be more flexible and benefit the policy’s wording. Several objectors
consider that criterion 5 is unnecessary as it duplicates the provisions of Policy U10. I agree that all
relevant policies in the Plan should be considered when applications are assessed, and that the crossreference to Policy U10 is superfluous. I shall therefore recommend deletion of criterion 5.
16.8.5
On the second issue, Orange Personal Communications Services Ltd (Orange) and
Vodafone Ltd both consider that criterion 1 requires qualification to reflect technical and legal constraints
on siting. BT also considers that criterion 2 should be amended so that it finishes after the word
‘explored’. The Council considers that the special requirements and technical limitations of the
telecommunications’ system do not require particular reference in the policy, and can be addressed as
material considerations in any application for development. However, as TAN 19 makes specific
reference to the need for development plans to recognise the limitations of the telecommunications’
network, I consider that the policy should reflect this requirement and the suggested addition to the text
put forward by Vodafone Ltd should be made.
16.8.6
Regarding criterion 2, the Council considers that the additional text after the word
‘explored’ is justified by para 58 of TAN 19. I consider that national planning advice would support the
Council in refusing planning permission if alternative sites have not been satisfactorily considered.
However, I consider that the words ‘and/or unacceptable by the Council’, used in criterion 2, conflict with
the Council’s own guidelines on policy writing, as outlined in General Proof 1 (CD147). I shall
recommend a revised form of words.
16.8.7
All parties recognise the importance accorded to the sharing of facilities by TAN 19, but
in my view the TAN does not require these sites to be identified in a policy or on the Proposals Map. I
consider that the criteria based approach that has been followed by the Council is reasonable. However,
the Council states, in its rebuttal proof, that it is in the process of compiling a list of sites currently
occupied by telecommunications’ facilities, and also refers to the National Landuse Database as being a
useful resource for developers. I consider that it would be helpful for the policy’s supporting text to refer
to these sources of information. I consider that the suggested rewording to the policy requiring mast
sharing on new sites would be an excessive requirement that would not reflect that there may be physical
or technical restrictions on certain sites. I agree with the Council that to reword the policy so that it only
addresses applications for the grant of planning permission would be unduly restrictive, as it is
reasonable also to assess applications made under the prior notification procedure.
16.8.8
BT argues that paras 14.10.4 and 14.10.5 are unnecessarily negatively worded regarding
the visual impact of development and do not reflect Government advice on mast sharing. The Council
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considers that the text supports Policy U9 and accords with the advice in TAN 19. I consider that the
supporting text could benefit from minor amendment in line with the changes I recommend to the policy. I
am satisfied that para 14.10.5 correctly reflects para 59 of TAN 19 concerning the cumulative impact of
mast sharing. Overall, I conclude that the policy and reasoned justification should be amended to pay
greater attention to technical and legal constraints on siting and operating telecommunications’
equipment.
16.8.9
Turning to the third third issue, Porthcawl 4 M group considers that the policy should be
more restrictive in line with the Council’s own corporate policy relating to residential property, schools and
play areas, and by ensuring that the beam of greatest intensity does not fall on these locations. The
Council argues that this corporate policy relates to the Council’s responsibilities as a Local Education
Authority and the Council’s property department. The Council is within its rights as a land owner to apply
such a policy regarding its own land but, in my view, to apply this to all the County Borough would be too
restrictive. The TAN, in reflecting the findings of the independent expert group on mobile ‘phones,
advises that the beam of maximum intensity should not fall on school grounds. However, this is a
detailed matter and I consider that it need not be specified in the policy.
16.8.10
I consider that the Federation of Electronics Industry’s (FEI’s) (now called Intellect) ten
commitments to best practice should not be detailed in the policy as suggested by Porthcawl 4 M group.
The Council points out that these commitments relate to best practice for mobile ‘phone operators only.
Though improved dialogue between mobile ‘phone operators and local communities, and the raising of
standards, are to be welcomed by all in the planning process, I consider that the specific procedures are
not appropriate matters for commentary in the UDP. I agree with the Council that whether delegated
powers/sub-committees are to be used to take planning decisions is wholly an internal matter.
16.8.11
The Porthcawl 4 M group suggests additional criteria for the policy. On public fear and
human rights, I accept that these could be important in some cases, but their significance would vary
considerably with the particular circumstances of any proposed development. I consider that they would
be most appropriately addressed as a matter of development control, bearing in mind the separate
provisions of the Human Rights Act 1998. Concerning the health implications of telecommunications,
PPWales advises that, if a development meets the International Commission of Non-Ionising Radiation
Protection (ICNIRP) guidelines, it should not be necessary for a local planning authority to consider
further the health aspects.
16.8.12
BT considers that the reference to electromagnetic field data should be deleted from the
supporting text. The Council argues that submission of data on this matter is necessary as it is a
statutory requirement, set out in TAN 19, that applications should operate in full compliance with ICNIRP
guidelines. The Council would need to see data on electromagnetic fields in order to ensure that
proposals complied with these guidelines, and I am satisfied that the Council is quite justified in requiring
this information. I conclude that the policy and text should say neither more nor less over the siting of
masts near residential property, schools and children’s play areas, bearing in mind the Council’s
corporate policy, public fears, health and human rights’ considerations.
16.8.13
On the fourth issue, objectors consider that the Policy should reflect the implications of
the Government’s objective of reducing the need to travel. Increasingly, telecommunications and
transport are bound together and universal access to both telecommunications and public transport are
vital in promoting social inclusion and overcoming isolation. The objectors argue that improvements to
the telecommunications’ network will be necessary as new technology becomes available, and this
should be recognised in the policy. The Council contends that it recognises the link between
telecommunications and transport in other policies such as Policy E12, and accessibility for all is among
the transportation objectives.
16.8.14
The importance of the link between access and telecommunications’ systems is
mentioned in TAN 19. Para 14.10.2 of the UDP picks up this point, and I consider that any further
reference or information would be unnecessary.
Recommendation
16.8.15

I recommend that the amendments put forward in the PIMS should be made.
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16.8.16

I recommend that the policy should be amended further as follows:
criterion 1 ’ Subject to technical and legal limitations, its siting and design would minimise
any harm to the character and appearance of the townscape or landscape of the
surrounding area or to views from elsewhere’;
criterion 2 should end ‘…. explored and demonstrated to be unsuitable’;
criterion 3 ‘Where necessary, it can be ….’
Deleting criterion 5 from the Policy.

16.8.17
I recommend that para 14.10.5 should be extended by the addition of sentences on these
lines: ‘The Council is compiling a list of sites in the County Borough which are currently occupied by
telecommunications’ facilities. The National Land Use database contains similar information.’
16.8.18
I recommend that para 14.10.4 be amended by the addition of ‘subject to technical and
legal limitations’ in the second sentence.

16.9

POLICY U10
Constraints on the location of Telecommunications Developments
Objections
DO/51191/1446 British Telecommunications Plc
DO/51209/1677 Countryside Council for Wales
DO/50865/906
Crown Castle International
DO/51211/1716 Forest Enterprise
DO/51229/1877 National Assembly for Wales
DO/50199/207
Orange Personal Communications Services Ltd
DO/50915/990
Vodaphone Limited

Issues
16.9.1

The main issues are:



Whether or not the policy is necessary;



Whether or not the policy is reasonable in limiting development in these parts of the County Borough;



Whether or not the policy should include Special Landscape Areas.

Conclusions
16.9.2
On the first issue, objectors consider that the policy duplicates parts of Policy U9 and
other policies regarding the protection of designated parts of the County Borough. Some have suggested
that suitable amendments to criterion 5 of Policy U9 would remove the need for this policy. I accept that
there is unnecessary duplication and have recommended the deletion of criterion 5. The Council argues
that the approach of reaffirming the protection of designated areas has been followed throughout the
Plan. I accept that there is merit in a summary policy in this section of the UDP, dealing with the
specialised field of telecommunications. I conclude that the policy is necessary.
16.9.3
On the second issue, several objectors have suggested that the policy is unduly onerous,
as it could be applied to achieve a complete ban on telecommunications development in the areas listed.
It is alleged that it does not recognise the technical constraints on telecommunications systems,
particularly in relation to third generation technology. The Council replies that the designations are all of
at least national significance and should therefore be protected at this level. In my view, the use of the
term ‘adversely affect’ in the policy is reasonable and accords with TAN 19’s intention that development
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plans provide policies to protect the best and most sensitive environments. However, I consider that the
term ‘visually impinge’ is imprecise, onerous and superfluous.
16.9.4
The replacement text suggested by Vodafone, with special care being applied to the five
listed areas, would lack clarity and effectiveness in my opinion. Forest Enterprise puts forward the term
‘unacceptably’ but, for reasons set out in section 16.2 above, I consider that this should be avoided in the
Plan’s policies. Whilst the Council has drawn attention to Government policy which stresses the need for
third generation facilities to utilise the existing network, I consider that the policy should recognise the
technical and legal limitations which operate in the field of telecommunications. However, the rewording
suggested by Crown Castle International would weaken the policy unduly, and I shall recommend a
different amendment.
16.9.5
BT considers that para 14.10.7 is negatively phrased and overly prescriptive. The
Council considers that it is consistent with para 32 of TAN 19 in that it ensures the protection of the best
and most sensitive environments. I agree with the objector that the provisions of the final sentence of the
paragraph are unnecessary and inflexible. The effect of any proposed development should be assessed
against all relevant Plan policies and the degree of weight accorded to each policy is generally a matter
for the decision maker according to the circumstances of any particular case. I see no reason to depart
from that approach in this instance. As the remainder of the paragraph repeats the content of the policy, I
consider that it should be deleted altogether.
16.9.6
As regards the third issue, the CCW suggests that Special Landscape Areas (SLAs)
should be included in the list covered in Policy U10. The Council replies that the policy is designed to
protect only areas of national significance, which require the utmost protection. Though Conservation
Areas are usually defined at local level, I agree broadly with the policy’s coverage. SLAs are local
designations which occupy a very large part of the County Borough, and I conclude that they should not
be mentioned.
In my recommendation to amend the policy, in order to be consistent with
recommendations made elsewhere, I shall make it clear that Kenfig cSAC and the SSSIs are designated
for their nature conservation interest not because of their scenic beauty.
Recommendation
16.9.7

I recommend that the Policy should be amended as follows:

‘Bearing in mind the technical and legal requirements of the telecommunications’ industry, proposals for
new telecommunications’ facilities should not adversely affect:
1

the natural beauty of the Glamorgan Heritage Coast;

2

the nature conservation interest of the Kenfig cSAC;

3

the nature conservation interest of SSSIs;

4

the character, appearance or setting of Conservation Areas, Ancient Monuments or Listed
Buildings.’

16.9.8

I recommend that para 14.10.7 be deleted.
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17. Regeneration

17.1

PARAGRAPH 15.2.7
Internal Co-ordination
Objection
DO/51192/1462 Llynfi Valley Forum

Issue
17.1.1
This is whether or not the regeneration agenda needs to be tightened up and policies put
in place for community boards and forums to take the lead.
Conclusions
17.1.2
I agree with the Council that the objector appears to be concerned with the regeneration
process and is asking the LPA to be quite specific about administrative arrangements. I further agree that
it would be inappropriate for the UDP to create community boards. I consider that paras 15.2.5 to 15.2.9
of the UDP identify four key components for a successful regeneration strategy. The objector focuses on
para 15.2.7, which is good internal co-ordination within the County Borough Council. In my view, para
15.2.9 lays down some sensible principles for community involvement in the context of the regeneration
strategy without being too prescriptive. I see no reason to change this part of the UDP.
Recommendation
17.1.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

17.2

POLICY REG1
Regeneration Schemes
Objections
DO/51227/1815 Harmer Partnership
PCO/51209/2234
Countryside Council for Wales

Issues
17.2.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy should make allowance for regeneration in rural as well as urban areas;



Whether or not para 15.11.3 should identify criteria against which proposals for regeneration,
especially in rural areas, should be assessed.

Conclusions
17.2.2
On the first issue, the Council has proposed amendments to both Policy REG1 and para
15.11.3 in the PIMS. I accept that regeneration projects might arise in rural areas at a future date within
the period of the Plan, and consider that the proposed amendments in the PIMS overcome this objection
satisfactorily.
17.2.3
On the second issue, CCW brings a counter-objection to the proposed amendments to
para 15.11.3. It expresses concern that proposals for regeneration in rural areas could raise biodiversity
and landscape issues. I agree with the Council that the criteria in REG1, backed by the definition of
‘previously developed land’ in PPWales, would provide protection to landscape or nature conservation
resources. In addition, policies in Chapter 3 of the UDP would be used in the assessment of any
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development proposal. I conclude that it would be repetitive and unnecessary to add criteria against
which regeneration proposals would be assessed in this part of the UDP.
Recommendation
17.2.4

I recommend that Policy REG1 and para 15.11.3 be modified as shown in the PIMS.

17.3

POLICY REG3.2
Key Regeneration Sites
Land Between the Harbour & Trecco Bay, Porthcawl
Objections
DO/51223/1745 Coney Beach Leisure
DO/51149/1335 Distinctive Antique Furnishings Ltd
DO/50867/908
Mrs A Lake
DO/50783/1299 Porthcawl Town Council
DO/50870/912
Mr & Mrs R & J Thomas
DO/50961/1048 Mr K Whyte

Issues
17.3.1

These are:



Whether or not the policy gives sufficient recognition to the value to the local economy of existing
tourist attractions within the proposed regeneration site;



Whether or not Griffin Park should be included in the regeneration site;



Whether or not the regeneration site should include provision for general needs housing and new
tourist accommodation.

Conclusions
17.3.2
On the first issue, Coney Beach Leisure made its objection in July 2001 when, as
described in the deposit UDP, there was a joint agreement between the Council and the WDA to
redevelop the Porthcawl regeneration site. However, that agreement was terminated in December 2001
and the masterplan for the regeneration site, referred to in para 15.11.10 of the UDP, is no longer valid.
Macob Projects Ltd are currently pursuing the regeneration of the Porthcawl site, and a ‘Concept Plan’
has been prepared by Wyn Thomas Gordon Lewis.
17.3.3
In the light of changing circumstances, the nature of the objection by Coney Beach
Leisure has shifted in emphasis. Wyn Thomas Gordon Lewis on behalf of the objector indicate that their
concept plan differs from the preceding masterplan for the area in that it does not foresee the relocation
of Coney Beach Amusement Park. In effect, the new concept plan envisages substantial enhancement of
the amusement park with new car parking. Clearly, this would give ample recognition to the value to the
local economy of existing tourist attractions.
17.3.4
However, for Coney Beach Leisure, it is argued that the focus of the objection is to
emphasise the importance of tourism to the success of the regeneration strategy. I consider that the
regeneration strategy must build on the past success of Porthcawl as a holiday resort and that the UDP
should make this clear. The objector also points out that the text accompanying Policy REG3 requires
updating to reflect changes over the last 2 years. Macob Projects Ltd on behalf of Coney Beach Leisure
Ltd and the Council have put forward an agreed statement of changes to Policy REG3(2) and para
15.11.10 to overcome the objection and delete references to the WDA and the masterplan. I consider
that the amended policy and text fairly describe the current circumstances and the objectives for the
regeneration strategy.
17.3.5
Turning to the second issue, Mrs Lake and others object to the inclusion of Griffin Park in
the Porthcawl regeneration site. They argue that it is a valuable community resource offering outdoor
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municipal sporting facilities. Bowling greens, tennis courts, a putting green and children’s play area are
available, with a pavilion and toilets, all set within a formally landscaped setting. The facility benefits local
people and visitors, being centrally located in the town. The objectors contend that loss of the facility
which already balances the needs of tourism, the host community and the environment would be contrary
to the aims and objectives of the UDP for tourism and leisure.
17.3.6
The objectors contend that Griffin Park is included in the regeneration site because the
WDA sought to build a road through the southern part of the Park. The Council advises that there are
currently no agreements in place for the implementation of a regeneration strategy and no ‘master plans’
for the area. As the joint venture agreement with the WDA has ended, I accept that there is no relevant
master plan showing a highway through Griffin Park. However, the Council has not removed Griffin Park
from the area shown as subject to redevelopment under Policy REG3 on the Proposals Map. The park
remains therefore as available for redevelopment along with neighbouring land.
17.3.7
At the Inquiry, the Council argued that Griffin Park had to be included in the wider
regeneration site because it was a ‘pinch point’ close to the centre of the site. Though the WDA
envisaged that land from Griffin Park would be needed for new highway construction, another previous
strategy for the site illustrated how the site could be developed comprehensively without a new road
through the Park. That scheme is shown in the Porthcawl Resort Regeneration Strategy – Traffic and
Development Appraisal by W S Atkins and DTZ Debenham Thorpe 1994 (CD124). More significantly, on
site, I saw that there is ample space south of Griffin Park for Eastern Promenade or a new road to be
extended eastward, if this were desired. In my opinion, the amusement park which extends to the sea
front, rather than Griffin Park, occupies the ‘pinch point’. All this leads me to the view that the successful
regeneration of this substantial site in Porthcawl is not dependent upon the small parcel of land occupied
by Griffin Park.
17.3.8
At my site visits, I saw that the park is well used by people of all age groups. It provides
an attractive area of green space within the urban area, and its character reflects the style of the 1930s
when it was built. Unlike the neighbouring land, it does not need regenerating. I consider that it would be
very difficult to provide equivalent sporting and recreational facilities, and retain the quality and
atmosphere of the existing open space, on a replacement site. I see no reason to set aside the advice in
PPWales, para 11.1.10, that ‘formal and open spaces, including parks, should be protected from
development particularly in urban areas….’.
17.3.9
Mrs Lake draws attention to the uncertainty surrounding the future of Griffin Park, and the
harmful effect which she perceives this to have on the upkeep of existing facilities. She argues that there
have been regeneration schemes for Porthcawl since 1983 but no real development has taken place.
The Council traces the regeneration strategy back to 1993 and argues that, if the UDP were not providing
sufficient certainty to developers and the public, the NAW would have objected to this policy. Whatever
the position of the NAW, I consider that the quality of the park could easily decline if it remained in the
regeneration area and was not itself redeveloped in the short term. This would be detrimental to the
amenities of the local community and the local environment. My conclusion is that Griffin Park should be
taken out of the Porthcawl regeneration site.
17.3.10
On the third issue, the Town Council objects to the provision of 300 dwellings within the
regeneration site in addition to tourism accommodation. It is critical of the late, agreed statement issued
by the Council and Macob Projects Ltd on behalf of Coney Beach Leisure Ltd, and predicts that it could
lead to high density development and the provision of an unlimited number of dwellings under Policy
TM7. The Town Council suggests that the area between the Harbour and Rych Point could be allocated
for a training and conference centre, and the Sandy Bay, Cosy Bay and Salt Lake area developed as a
‘flag ship’ tourist attraction with housing ‘as a third tier’.
17.3.11
In my Chapter 5, I conclude that the allocation of 300 dwellings for general purposes
under Policy H1(58) is appropriate and necessary to meet the housing land requirement of the County
Borough. I have looked closely at the agreed statement by Macob Projects Ltd on behalf of Coney Beach
Leisure Ltd and the Council, and I see no evidence that this will lead to undesirable development of the
regeneration site. The Town Council favours new tourism development, and there is a shortage of high
quality accommodation in the County Borough (CD101 confirms), although the Council is unable at this
stage to quantify how much new accommodation should be provided in Porthcawl. The agreed statement
makes clear that detailed planning, design and density will be the subject of a development brief and
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public consultation. In my view, this process should ensure that the regeneration scheme provides a level
of development which will involve the local community, stimulate the local economy and achieve a high
quality of design, without harming the existing environment in Porthcawl. I consider that it would be
inappropriate for the UDP to specify features such as a training and conference centre ahead of the
development brief. I conclude that the regeneration site should include provision for both general needs
housing and tourist accommodation.
Recommendation
17.3.12

I recommend that Policy REG3 be revised so that the first sentence reads:

‘The comprehensive redevelopment of the following sites is proposed as part of the regeneration of their
respective areas….’
17.3.13
I recommend that para 15.11.10 be modified as shown in the agreed statement between
Bridgend County Borough Council and Macob Projects Ltd on behalf of Coney Beach Leisure Ltd.
17.3.14
I recommend that the boundary of site REG3(2) as shown on the Proposals Map be
modified so that Griffin Park is excluded from this key regeneration site.

17.4

POLICY REG3.3
Key Regeneration Sites
Land West of Maesteg Road, Tondu
Objections
DO/50880/941
DO/50017/22

Bridgend Biodiversity Partnership
Rhys-Davies Services Ltd

Issue
17.4.1

These are:



Whether or not the land should be allocated for development, bearing in mind its nature conservation
interest;



Whether or not the policy should be redrafted to allow for the redevelopment of this site in a phased
rather than a comprehensive manner.

Conclusions
17.4.2
On the first issue, Bridgend Biodiversity Partnership argues that the southern end of the
field system is rich in orchids and is a habitat for the scarce blue-tailed damselfly. The allocation covers a
strip of land belonging to the Glamorgan Wildlife Trust which is part of the Parc Slip Nature Park.
17.4.3
The Council argues that the regeneration of the whole site for the beneficial after-uses of
employment, housing, waste transfer and recreation are in the public interest. The site was identified in
the Ogwr Borough Local Plan for many of these uses, so that the principle of development is not new. I
agree with the Council that the site has great potential for much needed regeneration in this part of the
County Borough. I consider that policies in Chapter 3, Environment, should ensure that the benefits
associated with any development proposals would be weighed against any harm to nature conservation.
17.4.4
The Council is agreeable to the exclusion of the narrow strip of land which is part of the
Parc Slip Nature Park from the regeneration site. I consider that this would partially meet the objection
and would be desirable. The Council informs me that outline planning permission was granted in 1997 for
a comprehensive scheme on this site and an environmental assessment was carried out. This indicated
that a strategic landscape framework and the maintenance of existing wildlife corridors would protect the
most valuable habitats. In my view, given the large size of the regeneration site, this approach could be
repeated to provide some protection to biodiversity.
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17.4.5
The Council argues that Policy EV22 of the deposit UDP should provide protection for the
barn owl, blue-tailed damselfly and any other protected species. I recommend in Chapter 3, that the
policy should be deleted but I consider that the protection of such species, including those identified at
Tondu, will be afforded under other legislation. In conclusion, I shall recommend a small change to the
boundaries of the site allocated under Policy REG3(3), but see no reason for further modifications on the
basis of this objection.
17.4.6
On the second issue, Rhys-Davies Services Ltd argues that the insistence on a
comprehensive development scheme with an overall development brief will prejudice the development of
the site. Parts of the site could be developed without major infrastructure investment, and without
improvements to the highway. The viability of the proposed waste transfer station is questioned as
discussions with site owners have not taken place. It is suggested that a phased development, taking
into account ownership constraints, should be the preferred option.
17.4.7
I am informed that an outline planning application was submitted in 1997 for the
comprehensive development of the regeneration area, including decontamination and reprofiling of much
of the southern part of the site. The Council argues that realignment of the A4063, Maesteg Road, is
necessary for access to the south-eastern sector of the site (my Transportation chapter section 8…). It
also indicates that a S106 planning obligation was agreed, to reserve the line of Maesteg Road, when
planning permission was granted for housing development on a portion of the regeneration area. These
factors indicate to me that the concept of comprehensive redevelopment in this locality is not a new one,
and that the need for investment in site preparation and new infrastructure has already been accepted by
some developers.
17.4.8
PPWales encourages mixed use developments in town centres and other appropriate
places. They are promoted on sustainability grounds, for reducing the need to travel (para 2.5.5), and in
the context of designating land for employment needs (para 7.2.6). I agree with the Council that both the
housing allocation and the employment allocation at Tondu Road are important elements in their
respective land banks. The Wyn Thomas Gordon Lewis Study of industrial sites in the County Borough
concluded that development of the Tondu site would be socially beneficial. The consultants commented
that cross-subsidy with housing development would improve the financial viability of the employment site.
17.4.9
I consider that the proposed waste transfer station would offer a sustainable facility for
the handling and disposal of waste, and would benefit from a position on the Tondu site, being central to
the County Borough and close to the railway. The Council has referred to the possible use of compulsory
purchase powers to acquire the site if negotiations over its acquisition fail. The existence of ownership
constraints should not, in my view, rule the site out of consideration for waste transfer purposes. The
regeneration site is well located in relation to centres of population, the railway and bus services, and I
consider that its promotion for mixed use development is appropriate.
17.4.10
In view of the complexity of the Tondu Road regeneration site with its Scheduled Ancient
Monument, possible contamination and highway problems, I consider that a development brief would be
helpful to integrate the various elements. The objector argues that parts of the site with fewer constraints
should be brought forward early in the Plan period, and I see nothing in the UDP to prevent the
incorporation of a phasing programme in the development brief. As I have already indicated, planning
obligations should be achieved through negotiations between landowners and the Council, and in
accordance with WO C13/97. However, I conclude that no further modifications to the UDP should be
made on the basis of this objection.
Recommendation
17.4.11
I recommend that the Proposals Map should be modified to delete from the REG3(3)
regeneration site a strip of land in the south-west of the site which forms part of Parc Slip Nature Park.
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18. Implementation, Resources & Monitoring

18.1

PARAGRAPH 16.1.6
Justification of Part 1 Policy
Objection
DO/51209/1678 Countryside Council for Wales

Issue
18.1.1
This is whether or not the text should be extended to advise that wildlife, countryside and
access provision could also be secured as planning gain/community benefit.
Conclusions
18.1.2
Paragraph 16.1.6 is part of the justification for Part 1 Policy 22 and is setting down some
general principles for the use of planning obligations. WO C13/97 Planning Obligations outlines the
relevant policy and, in paras B8-B15, provides examples of what associated development may be
reasonable. It is clear that these are wide-ranging and could include wildlife, countryside and access
provision. However, whether or not it is reasonable to secure such developments through a planning
obligation will depend in practice on the particulars of each case. I consider that it would be inappropriate
to speculate on the possible scope of planning obligations or to refer to wildlife, countryside and access
provision in this chapter of the UDP.
Recommendation
18.1.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

18.2

PARAGRAPH 16.7.4
Monitoring & Review
Objection
DO/51209/1679 Countryside Council for Wales

Issue
18.2.1
This is whether or not the UDP should be modified in the light of the registered objection
from CCW that it would welcome the opportunity to meet and discuss indicators against which the UDP
can be monitored.
Conclusions
18.2.2
The CCW is listed as a main agency to be involved in the implementation of the UDP in
para 16.6.2. I would expect CCW, therefore, to meet and discuss aspects of implementation and
monitoring with the Council in due course. However, I see no need to amend para 16.7.4 of the UDP.
Recommendation
18.2.3

I recommend that no modification be made.
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19. Proposals Map

19.1

MAP 3
Objection
DO/51193/1466 JST Developments

Issue
19.1.1
This is whether or not the Proposals Map should be changed to show land allocated for
housing off Cwrt Colman Street, Nantymoel.
Conclusions
19.1.2
I conclude in Chapter 6 of this report that there is no need to allocate land in this location
for new housing. I shall not therefore recommend a change to the Proposals Map as sought by the
objectors.
Recommendation
19.1.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

19.2

MAP 12
Objection
DO/51204/1565 Mr & Mrs James

Issue
19.2.1
This is whether or not the Proposals Map should be changed to show a new housing
allocation on land south of Ogmore Vale.
Conclusions
19.2.2
I conclude in Chapter 6 that the land in question should not be allocated for new housing
development. I therefore shall not recommend a change to the Proposals Map.
Recommendation
19.2.3

I recommend that no modification be made.

19.3

MAP 21
Objection
DO/51144/1334 Grantchester Plc

Issue
19.3.1
This is whether or not the Proposals Map should be modified to show marginally different
boundaries for the Sarn Park allocation under Policies E2(5) and R9(2).
Conclusions
19.3.2
Grantchester Plc observe that the boundary for the proposed development site at Sarn
Park in the deposit UDP is different from that shown in the Ogwr Borough Local Plan. Grantchester Plc
and the Council agree that the boundary should be more closely related to that shown in the Local Plan,
with two small changes. It should omit the Scheduled Ancient Monuments of Three Pillow Mounds on
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Cefn Hirgoed on the south side. It should be extended westward to be contiguous with the proposed
Bryncethin Link. An agreed boundary is shown on Plan 2657/P-05 B.
19.3.3
I conclude in Chapter 7 and in Chapter 9 that land at Sarn Park should not be allocated
for new development. I therefore consider that there is no need for the minor alterations which have been
agreed. In Chapter 8, I recommend deletion of the Bryncethin Link and Bryncethin Bypass. I conclude
that Maps 21 and 22 of the Proposals Map should be altered so as to delete all the allocations under
Policies E2(5), R9(2) and T16(6) at Sarn Park.
Recommendation
19.3.4
I recommend that Maps 21 and 22 of the Proposals Map be modified by the deletion of
the allocations under E2(5) and R9(2) at Sarn Park, and by the deletion of highway improvement scheme
T16(6).

19.4

MAP A7
Objection
PCO/51006/2147

C H Knight & Partners

Issue
19.4.1
This is whether or not the boundary of the landscape conservation area in the vicinity of
Tythegston, shown on Map 26 of the Proposals Map, should be amended.
Conclusions
19.4.2
In Chapter 3, I explain my misgivings over the boundary of the special landscape area
shown in the PIMS and in the further modification proposed by the Council in its reply to this objector. As
Tythegston is a conservation area, where its character and appearance would be protected under the
Town and Country Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990, I see no need for the
village to be included in the landscape conservation area. I conclude that the boundary of the landscape
conservation area should be amended so as to exclude the conservation area.
Recommendation
19.4.3
I recommend that the modifications shown in the PIMS and in the Council’s reply to the
objector regarding the boundary of the landscape conservation area around Tythegston should not be
made.
19.4.4
I recommend that the boundary of the landscape conservation area in the vicinity of
Tythegston shown on Page 26 of the Proposals Map in the deposit UDP be amended so as to exclude
land within the Tythegston Conservation Area.
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